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ABSTRACT

Military historians have been debating the U.S. Army’s World War II
replacement system for decades, but no one has completed a detailed study of the War
Department’s policies and practice. Authors have focused primarily on how combat units
overcame the system’s limitations, but they have not conducted an in-depth examination
of its creation, structure, and function. Nor did they question why infantry divisions had
to devise their own replacement policies in the first place. The extant literature is too
celebratory of the army and utilizes ultimate victory as a measure of efficiency and
effectiveness. Such a myopic view has prevented these earlier studies from evaluating
how the replacement system affected the overall course of the European war.
This dissertation breaks new ground by presenting a comprehensive overview of
the replacement system—from the War Department down to the squad, and from the last
days of World War I through the post-World War II years. It will elucidate a process of
failed administration and implementation at the highest levels of the War Department and
army, but it will also relate a “grassroots” story of success at the divisional level and
below. The War Department’s managerial approach to the utilization of military
manpower was both inefficient and wasteful. The army largely overlooked the impact of
individuality, morale, psyche, experience, and training on a soldier’s performance. Its
insistence on rushing men to the line once combat operations began meant that it often
neglected to train, orient, and equip replacements in a manner conducive to their
favorable and effective integration into combat units. The GIs at the front, both veterans
and replacements alike, suffered for this oversight.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The United States Army’s combat operations in the European Theater began
rather inauspiciously. The navy and Army Air Forces’ bombardments that preceded
Operation OVERLORD—the Normandy D-Day invasion—proved largely inaccurate and
ineffective. Consequently, early on the morning of June 6, 1944, American soldiers
crossed the expanses of Normandy’s beaches while exposed to deadly and accurate
German machine gun, mortar, and artillery fire. Losses were so frighteningly high
among the first few invasion waves on Omaha Beach that Lieutenant General Omar N.
Bradley, U.S. First Army commander, considered cancelling further landings there. But
the Americans and their allies persisted at Omaha and four other beaches. By that
evening, they had established a beachhead on the French coast, and a handful of infantry
and armored divisions had fought their way several miles inland. That day’s events,
however, portended a difficult struggle ahead.
The following weeks proved just as challenging for the army. It had not trained
or prepared its troops for fighting in the bocage, or Normandy’s hedgerow country. The
labyrinthine terrain greatly favored the German defenders, allowing them to slow the
American advance and inflict severe casualties. When the army finally broke out of
Normandy at the end of July, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, Supreme Commander,
Allied Expeditionary Force, was able to implement his highly mobile broad-front
advance across France and into Germany. But the damage had already been done in
Normandy, and the army lost many experienced men there. By the time it reached the
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Siegfried Line on the German border early that fall, its divisions were filled with
thousands of green replacement soldiers.
These replacements often decreased the combat effectiveness of frontline units.
An 8th Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, after-action report, for instance,
wondered, “How long could [the companies] effectively maintain the fighting standard
and fast pace of seasoned assault troops when their ranks were quickly becoming diluted
with inexperienced men? The many casualties of the first campaign had been replaced by
men, some of whom had just completed basic training and some who had come from
other branches of the service.” 1 Numerous scholars have addressed the army’s fall 1944
and winter 1945 replacement problems. The above anecdote, however, appeared in the
8th Regiment’s July 1944 combat record. In reality, the manpower crisis emerged much
earlier than other authors have indicated. The United States Army’s replacement system
was broken from its inception, and it began adversely impacting the infantry divisions
shortly after they crossed Normandy’s beaches.
The War Department and the army relied on a poorly conceived and administered
casualty replacement system. The Ground Force Replacement System (GFRS)—
subsequently renamed the Ground Force Reinforcement Command (GFRC)—was the
offspring of hidebound War Department logic. It resulted from an army culture that, at
least during the interwar years, sought its answers in the past. The War Department, it
will be seen, repeated the same mistakes that it had made during the First World War. In

1

Headquarters, 8th Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, “Action Against Enemy, Reports
After/After Action Report, period 4 July – 31 July 1944,” 6 August 1944, p. 2, 304-INF(8)-0.3, Box 6667,
Records of the 4th Infantry Division, 1940–1945, Records of the Adjutant General’s Office, Record Group
407, Section 390, National Archives at College Park, College Park, MD.
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that conflict, it failed to mobilize a strategic reserve for the American Expeditionary
Forces (AEF). Unable to rotate divisions into and out of combat, AEF commander
General John J. Pershing cannibalized existing units and plugged the holes in his lines
with individual replacements.
The army, and as a consequence the replacement system, that emerged during
World War II was also a product of American societal and bureaucratic thinking during
the 1920s and 1930s. A foreign policy based on non-intervention and isolationism
prevented the Congress and War Department from preparing adequately for future
warfare before America became entangled in a conflict. When involvement became
inevitable, the government, the military, and the civilian sector haggled over the size,
shape, and constituency of the armed forces. Economic and social factors played a
significant role in this regard as well. Economic advisors, business leaders, and
government agencies feared that they would deprive the agricultural and industrial
sectors of necessary workers if the War Department created too large of a military force.
By the late 1930s and early 1940s, the War Department had contented itself with
mobilizing a small, technologically-advanced, high-quality military force.
Pre-conceived notions of who could and should fight for the country also
impacted mobilization. The War Department, at least initially, sought to induct only the
brightest, most physically fit, white men. Those who scored highest on their army
intelligence tests, however, often found themselves in specialized, technologically
advanced services and branches, such as the navy, the Army Air Forces, or engineering
units. Army literature from that era consistently explained that commanders desired the
“finest physical specimens.” In this search for an ideal type soldier, the War Department
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and induction boards proved to be overly selective in the early years of mobilization. It
also soon became apparent that those who scored less well on their screening exams often
found themselves in the ground forces. The War Department’s tardy mobilization and
flawed induction, evaluation, and classification of men denied the ground forces their fair
share of high quality—both mentally and physically—men. The infantrymen, the “dogs
of war” on the front lines, would pay dearly for this unpreparedness, not only during
mobilization and training, but especially from the moment they first engaged German
forces on the field of battle. Indeed, several infantry commanders complained about the
quality of their manpower in the years before the United States Army even set foot in
Europe.
It was a numbers game for the War Department, as evinced by frequent debates in
Washington, DC, concerning the size of the ground army. The War Department and
Congress constantly revised their figures downwards. Ultimately, they raised a paltry
ninety-one divisions, forcing the army to wage its ground war with this “ninety division
gamble.” The army, as a result, had to resort to drastic measures to overcome manpower
shortages and quality issues. Army Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall realized
that the army was too small in the months before D-Day. With no strategic reserve, the
army could not rotate units in and out of combat. Thus its only option was a system of
individual replacement—the very system that nearly proved disastrous during the First
World War.
The army took an industrialized manpower approach to the utilization of its
ground personnel. Infantrymen were just one more cog in the vast machine of war. The
army erroneously believed that it could mass produce these men, and the replacement
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system consistently treated its soldiers as interchangeable parts. When a tank broke down
or a rifle jammed, engineers and technicians swapped pieces and fixed the equipment.
Senior army leadership expected the same of its infantrymen. Replacement soldiers
plugged the gaps that were vacated by fallen infantrymen, but not all performed
effectively. A managerial approach to the utilization of military manpower was both
inefficient and wasteful. The army largely overlooked the impact of individuality,
morale, psyche, experience, and training on a man’s performance. Its insistence on
rushing men to the front once combat operations began meant that it often neglected to
train, orient, and equip these replacements in a manner conducive to their favorable and
effective integration into combat units. The men at the front, both veterans and
replacements alike, would suffer for this oversight.
Most replacements felt expendable in every sense of the word. They were the
army’s “orphans,” and they were just one more item of supply in the army’s logistical
train in Europe. Perhaps nobody has characterized this sentiment more poetically than
literary and cultural historian Paul Fussell, himself a veteran of World War II in the 103rd
Infantry Division. Fussell wrote, “Uniform and anonymous, undifferentiated in essentials
whether Marine replacements or aerial gunners, these boys turned by training into quasimechanical interchangeable parts reflect the success of human mass-production between
the two world wars. . . . A result was that servicemen in the Second World War seemed
even more anonymous and bereft of significant individual personality than their
counterparts in the Great War.” 2

2

Paul Fussell, Wartime: Understanding and Behavior in the Second World War (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989), 66.
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When the replacement situation became critical in the European Theater in late
1944 and early 1945, the War Department belatedly realized that its notions of the idealtype soldier no longer existed. The army constantly reduced its personnel standards in
terms of intelligence and physical fitness. Men excluded from combat service in 1942 or
1943 might very well find themselves on the firing line in late 1944 and 1945. With no
divisions in reserve, and with the replacement pool drying up, Army Ground Forces
(AGF) and GFRC resorted to the hasty retraining of non-infantrymen. As a result, cooks,
military police, artillery and tank destroyer personnel, medics, engineers, and surplus
Army Air Forces personnel were soon fighting as riflemen. Perhaps unsurprisingly, their
combat effectiveness proved questionable in many instances. The manpower crisis also
forced the War Department to reexamine its philosophy on race. Several thousand
African Americans who initially served only in non-combat and supply roles eventually
fought in black rifle platoons among white infantry companies. The army utilized its one
remaining untapped source of combat personnel. But the War Department was not
seeking to institute social change; it employed black troops in limited numbers, and white
officers led these men.
The story of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command is one of poor planning
and poor oversight. The individual replacement system adversely affected all infantry
divisions. Simply stated, combat active units received an insufficient supply of men, and
these men were also poorly trained. The army and GFRC, moreover, neglected to
provide infantry divisions with standardized replacement training and integration
policies, which meant that individual units had to devise their own methods for preparing
replacements for and utilizing them in combat. Certain divisions proved more adept at
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handling replacements than others. Veterans, though, tended to receive these new men
coolly. As historian Roger J. Spiller wrote, “Units long in combat are made up of small
cliques of veterans who do not easily admit replacements into their ranks.” 3 Historian
Peter Kindsvatter similarly observed, “Veterans were slow to accept replacements, and
even pitied or despised them for their lack of combat prowess, but they did try to teach
them how to fight and survive, if only because everyone had to depend on one another.” 4
On the whole, the replacement system increased the war’s cost, both in time and
manpower. The War Department muddled through the conflict with regard to its
personnel policies, and it never took timely, adequate measures to improve the
replacement system. In spring 1945, the GFRC began assigning squads of replacements,
as opposed to individuals, to infantry divisions. The army also belatedly utilized AfricanAmericans as infantry replacements. Both changes had a positive effect on replacement
morale and divisional performance, but they occurred too late in the war for senior army
leadership to evaluate fully their merits. The army’s reliance on such a flawed
replacement system leads one to question the fundamental ways in which manpower
problems negatively impacted the prosecution of the conflict in the ETO. It also casts
doubt on the quality of army leadership and its ability to identify and correct such issues
during wartime.
Manpower problems have plagued the United States Army throughout the 20th
and into the 21st centuries. Though the army has repeatedly found itself shorthanded, it
3

Roger J. Spiller, “Isen’s Run: Human Dimensions of Warfare in the Twentieth Century,”
Military Review 68:5 (May 1988): 24.
4

Peter S. Kindsvatter, American Soldiers: Ground Combat in the World Wars, Korea, and
Vietnam (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2003), 73.
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has failed to evaluate critically its own performance in this regard. That it was unable to
devise more effective replacement policies became evident in Korea and Vietnam. The
Department of Defense is still searching for an adequate solution to meet its global
commitments while easing the strain on continually deployed units. This study does not
seek to make policy recommendations, but it nevertheless identifies replacement
practices and training and integration techniques that have—and have not—proven
effective. A successful replacement and rotation system is a key contributing factor to
combat effectiveness, especially when an army lacks a strategic reserve.
Historiography of the Replacement System
Military historians have been debating the U.S. Army’s World War II
replacement system for decades, but no one has completed a detailed study of the War
Department’s policies and practice. These scholars have offered strong arguments
regarding the system’s effectiveness, but they have not conducted an in-depth
examination of its creation, structure, and function. They also have not determined how
the replacement system affected the overall course of the European war. This dissertation
will break new ground by presenting a comprehensive overview of the replacement
system from the last days of World War I through the post-World War II years. It will
elucidate a process of failed administration and implementation at the highest levels of
the War Department and army, but it will also relate a “grassroots” story of success at the
divisional level.
Historians who have written previously about the replacement system can be
divided into two schools: those who believed that it was ineffective (Russell F. Weigley,
Martin van Creveld, and Stephen E. Ambrose) and those who maintained that the army
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overcame the system’s greatest deficiencies (Peter R. Mansoor, Robert S. Rush, and
Michael Doubler). Russell Weigley was one of the replacement system’s chief critics.
In Eisenhower’s Lieutenants: The Campaign of France and Germany, 1944–1945, he
argued that the lack of a strategic reserve limited the army’s offensive power and fighting
effectiveness; it also damaged unit cohesion. The army’s inability to rotate entire
divisions in and out of combat meant that “soldiers would have to fight on knowing that,
short of victory, their wounding or death would provide the only relief.” 5 The army’s
remedy was to hasten the shipment of replacements and divisions to Europe. Weigley
lambasted this less than satisfactory solution, claiming that chronic manpower shortages
indicated a problem “fundamental to the shape of the American army and the American
participation in the Second World War.” 6
During the United States Civil War, the Union Army kept its regiments in combat
until they sustained such horrific casualties that they essentially ceased to exist. Rather
than instituting a system of rotation, the War Department mustered in new regiments to
replace the depleted ones. In World War I and World War II, the United States Army
opted for an individual replacement system. Weigley disagreed with historians like Peter
Mansoor and Robert Rush when they claimed that this newer system maintained infantry
divisions at or near full strength. Weigley noted, “This method kept regiments and
divisions somewhere within hailing distance of their authorized strength—though not
really at authorized strength.” This dissertation supports Weigley’s claims, and it

5

Russell F. Weigley, Eisenhower’s Lieutenants: The Campaign of France and Germany, 1944–
1945 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981), 14.
6

Ibid., 370.
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emphasizes that infantry divisions were frequently understrength. He concluded that the
replacement system negated experience gained in battle and adversely impacted
divisional performance, for “once a unit entered the lines it stayed there until the end of
the war. Divisions occasionally went to quiet sectors to rest and refit, but not often
enough or according to any system. The German army almost until its final extremity
rotated units out of the line more frequently and regularly than the American army. The
effect was to undermine an effective American division’s asset of experience by sheer
weariness.” 7
Eisenhower’s Lieutenants took the replacement system to task for its callous
treatment of reinforcements. Weigley derided a system that assigned individual men to a
group of strangers “with no chance to get to know them before he entered combat with
them. Too often, the replacement arrived at night and did not even see his comrades’
faces before the battle resumed.” The absence of a divisional rotation program deprived
combat units of the opportunity to receive, integrate, orient, and train their replacements
in a non-combat setting. For Weigley, the army’s World War II replacement system was
characteristic of the American way of war. “Where reason and compassion ought to
converge to maintain more generally the fighting strength, integrity, and morale of units
long exposed to the hard attrition of combat was yet a more vexing question. In fact, the
United States Army has never in its long history discovered a satisfactory method of
doing so.” 8 It is for this reason, among others, that the topic of the army replacement
system remains relevant, even on the modern 21st century battlefield.

7

Ibid., 372.
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Martin van Creveld was also replacement system detractor. The Ground Force
Reinforcement Command did little to foster unit cohesion, he charged, and replacements
had a difficult time bonding with each other and with the veterans in the units they
joined. The army failed to appreciate the impact of morale on fighting effectiveness.
Van Creveld invoked a persuasive adage to hammer this point home. In Etudes de
Combat, Ardant du Picq philosophized, “Four brave men who do not know each other
will hesitate to attack a lion; four less brave men, but knowing and trusting each other,
will do so resolutely.” Van Creveld commented, “The point of the tale is this: of all the
organizational problems an army has to solve, that of how best to merge replacements
into existing units so as to ensure the cohesion of the whole is one of the most crucial,
since on it depends the unit’s fighting power.” The army’s infantry divisions had
difficulty preserving unit cohesion because an American infantry regiment, on average,
sustained 100 percent casualties after only three months of action. 9 The army expected
its green replacements to learn from a shrinking core of experienced veterans.
Van Creveld focused specifically on the relationship between replacement
activities and fighting power. He found that units composed largely of replacements
tended to suffer higher casualty rates because their inexperience frequently resulted in
tactical errors. Like Weigley, van Creveld also addressed the psychological impacts of
the replacement system. He contended that the United States Army “put technical and
administrative efficiency at the head of its list of priorities, disregarded other
8
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considerations, and produced a [replacement] system that possessed a strong inherent
tendency to turn men into nervous wrecks. Perhaps more than any other single factor, it
was this system that was responsible for the weaknesses displayed by the U.S. Army
during World War II.” 10
Psychological, social, and moral factors had little impact on army personnel
policies for a War Department that waged the war with a managerial approach. The
army’s overemphasis on firepower and technology, according to Van Creveld, “tended to
turn men into adjuncts of their machines and largely explains the gulf between the army’s
‘mechanical’ efficiency and the scant attention it paid to social and psychological
problems.” 11 Van Creveld admitted that a business model that treated men “as if they
were interchangeable cogs undoubtedly IS the most efficient.” But efficiency did not
always translate into effective fighting power. This dissertation’s early chapters will
focus on army attempts to measure intelligence, as well as its misallocation of high
quality manpower. Van Creveld faulted this managerial approach because it deprived the
fighting arms of their fair share of high-caliber personnel. Rather, too many men who
scored well on their tests—and would have been prime candidates to become junior
officers—spent the war behind the lines in planning and administration positions. Their
talents could have benefitted frontline units. 12
Stephen E. Ambrose was more critical of the replacement system than either of
the aforementioned authors. An unexpectedly high casualty rate during the Normandy
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campaign of June and July 1944 meant that the army continuously struggled to funnel
adequate numbers of replacements into its divisions serving in Europe. Ambrose
claimed, “Had the Germans been given a free hand to devise a replacement system for
ETO, one that would do the Americans the most harm and least good, they could not
have done a better job.” 13
Ambrose faulted the army for its inability to improve the replacement system
significantly during the war despite the fact that several viable options existed. The army
could have organized replacements into squads, companies, or battalions, meaning that
groups of men would serve together from basic training to their deployment on the line;
the army did, in fact, adopt a modified version of this practice in early 1945. Such a
policy would have, in all likelihood, decreased replacements’ sense of isolation on the
front lines. The army also could have implemented a standardized method by which
veterans could orient, train, and brief replacements as they arrived at the front. But the
army never effectively pursued these courses of action. Instead it opted to install
recreational facilities in the replacement depots and to change the designation from
“replacement” to “reinforcement” so as to improve new soldier morale. The army’s
carelessness and inability to alter its fundamentally flawed system meant that some
replacements became casualties shortly after arriving at the front. Ambrose commented,
“The replacements paid the price for a criminally wasteful Replacement System that
chose to put quantity ahead of quality. Its criteria was the flow of bodies.” 14
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Standing in opposition to Weigley, van Creveld, and Ambrose are Peter Mansoor,
Robert Rush, and Michael Doubler. These scholars argue that although the system had
its shortcomings, it was not entirely ineffective; rather, the army overcame the most
significant drawbacks. Peter Mansoor’s The GI Offensive in Europe: The Triumph of
American Infantry Divisions, 1941–1945 did not deny that the replacement system was
flawed. Mansoor explained, however, that the individual replacement system was a
crucial component of the army’s eventual victory over the Wehrmacht. Even though the
system, as a whole, treated replacements poorly, it was up to the individual divisions to
integrate, indoctrinate, and train these green soldiers. “Men who had time to train with
their units, learn survival skills from combat-experienced veterans, understand their role
in the team, and get to know their leaders had a better chance of surviving than those who
were thrust into the front line immediately upon arrival. The best divisions in the army
learned this lesson early and treated replacements accordingly.” 15 These divisions tended
to be more combat effective. They also typically distinguished themselves in battle to a
greater degree than units that carelessly integrated their new men. 16
Mansoor was correct when he argued that the individual replacement system was
the direct result of the “ninety division gamble.” He concluded, “The individual
replacement system had its flaws, but these flaws stemmed from poor administration of
the system rather than an inherent flaw in the concept. Given the determination to limit
the number of divisions mobilized, the decision to keep them at full strength through the
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infusion of individual replacements was the correct one.” 17 Though he referred to the
“poor administration” of the system, he did not examine replacement activities at the
higher echelons of command. In fact, the terms GFRS and GFRC do not even appear in
his text. Rather, these organizations loom over segments of Mansoor’s book like
shadowy figures with whom the author does not engage.
Mansoor further outlined a vicious cycle whereby the “proportion of well-trained
and combat-experienced soldiers declined as minimally qualified replacements entered
the ranks. Soldiers entering combat for the first time without adequate training and
teamwork behind them experienced an inordinate number of casualties. As a result, a
division suffered even more casualties in subsequent battles and required still more
replacements to keep it at full strength.” 18 Evidence will demonstrate, however, that the
replacement system oftentimes failed to maintain divisions at full-strength. Most units
fought shorthanded—significantly so during the Battle of the Bulge.
Mansoor’s focus was the divisional level. He was concerned with replacements
once they arrived at the front. Thus he did not paint a complete picture of the system.
This dissertation, in contrast, focuses more on the debates and activities in the War
Department: at Headquarters, European Theater of Operations, United States Army (HQ
ETOUSA); and in GFRC. It then looks at how their procedures and policies filtered
down the chain of command to impact units and individuals on the line. Though the idea
of combat effectiveness drives both Mansoor’s narrative and argument, he
overemphasizes the concept of authorized strength.
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Robert Rush’s Hell in Hürtgen Forest: The Ordeal and Triumph of an American
Infantry Regiment, is not so much a book about the replacement system as it is a study of
replacements in one infantry regiment (the 22nd), in one infantry division (the 4th), in
one battle (the Hürtgen Forest). The main premise of his study is seriously flawed. Rush
argued:
We must consider at least in passing the 22d as representative of other
U.S. infantry regiments in the European Theater of Operations in 1944, for
it was drawn from the same manpower pool as other regiments and abided
by the same laws, regulations, and procedures. While the 22d differed in
many respects from other line infantry regiments in that it was one of the
earliest regiments formed; and while its fight in the Hürtgenwald was
singular, it was in a larger sense representative of infantry regiments
fighting in the European Theater of Operations during Fall 1944 and worth
study as a microcosm of the whole. 19
No two regiments were the same. Regular army divisions, such as the 4th Infantry
Division, had a larger percentage of “old timers” than did the “draftee divisions” that
mobilized after 1941. Different units fought on different terrain, in different weather, and
against different enemy forces. Certain divisions possessed better senior commanders,
while others had better junior officers and NCOs. To say that one regiment was
representative of an entire army is dangerously reductionist, and it permits the author to
claim, without substantiation, that his findings are true of the army writ large. Peter
Mansoor even disagreed with Rush. He noted, “Nor were all divisions created equal;
some were clearly more combat effective than others. These differences were a function
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primarily of leadership exercised by the division commander and combat experience, but
experience alone could not make a division effective.” 20
Like Mansoor, Rush neglected to mention specifically the Ground Force
Reinforcement Command. His narrow focus also offered no opportunity to discuss the
replacement system’s overarching structure, function, or purpose; he addressed
replacements only after they joined the 22nd Infantry Regiment. Rush’s primary
argument was that replacement operations functioned effectively as long as a cadre of
veterans, men who trained together in the States and had combat experience, remained
with an organization to integrate replacements and lead them into battle. 21 This
dissertation will show that his definition of effectiveness depended upon a situation that
rarely existed in the army as a whole. Evidence will demonstrate that this cadre of
veterans often disappeared and that many companies, squads, and platoons became
comprised entirely of new men. In fact, the few veterans left often had a difficult time
controlling their inexperienced replacements in combat.
Rush additionally asserted that the high casualty rate suffered by replacements
was due to the attritional nature of combat in Normandy and the Hüertgen and Ardennes
forests. He ignored inherent flaws in the replacement system and deficiencies in the
quality, training, and integration of new soldiers. Rush maintained that since infantry
regiments incurred the most casualties, it would have been foolish for the army to rotate
entire divisions into and out of combat. It was better to keep in place units that were
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familiar with the terrain and tactical situation. 22 He concluded, “The replacement system
made major contributions to sustained combat effectiveness. The American system of
replacement sustained battle worthiness by ensuring that units never dropped below the
point where the structure was affected.” 23 The after-action reports of numerous infantry
regiments and divisions, however, paint a somewhat different picture.
Michael Doubler’s, Closing with the Enemy: How GIs Fought the War In
Europe, 1944–1945, subjected the replacement system to greater critical scrutiny than
Mansoor and Rush. Nevertheless, he joined them in arguing that the system was not
entirely ineffective and that the army overcame its most significant problems. Doubler
largely agreed with van Creveld’s conclusions, conceding that the system of individual
replacement severely damaged morale, discipline, and training. But Doubler still insisted
that the army appreciated replacement problems and sought to correct them—i.e. by
improving replacement depots, providing refresher training, and assigning men by squads
late in the war. 24
Doubler argued that most replacements had a decent enough understanding of
their weapons and equipment, but they were not sufficiently prepared to enter combat.
“Experienced soldiers,” he wrote, “had to spend an inordinate amount of time
shepherding and prodding the new arrivals.” The inferior quality of replacement
personnel was the result of War Department and Selective Service policies which often
sent the “best and brightest” to the navy, marines, and Army Air Forces at the expense of
22
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Army Ground Forces. 25 Doubler believed that army commanders appreciated the
drawbacks of the replacement system and that they attempted to improve it during the
war. In this respect he is somewhat correct. Unfortunately, though, these commanders
were never able to overcome the system’s most serious drawbacks.
The works of Mansoor, Rush, and Doubler are too celebratory of the army and
use ultimate victory as a measure of efficiency and effectiveness. As will be
demonstrated, an army can achieve victory in spite of its inefficient and ineffective use of
ground personnel. The cost in terms of time and lives lost, however, can come at too
high a price. This dissertation offers a new approach to the study of the replacement
system by evaluating replacement activities at all levels—from the War Department
down to the squad. Whereas Mansoor explained how infantry divisions overcame the
replacement system’s most significant flaws, this study’s primary concern is why the
divisions even found themselves in that situation to begin with. As Mansoor attested,
good commanders and divisions figured out how to overcome the system’s most serious
drawbacks. Others were not so fortunate. But the more significant point is that combat
commanders should not have had to worry about devising their own replacement policies.
The ineffective system distracted them from their primary duty—defeating the German
Army.
Methods, Sources, and Chapter Topics
The type of historical inquiry embodied by this dissertation depends crucially on
one’s usage of the term military effectiveness. In 1986, Williamson Murray, Allan R.
Millett, and Kenneth R. Watman published an article titled “The Effectiveness of Military
25
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Organizations” in the journal International Security. In it they succinctly defined
military effectiveness as “the process by which armed forces convert resources into
fighting power. A fully effective military is one that derives maximum combat power
from the resources physically and politically available. Effectiveness thus incorporates
some notion of efficiency.” 26 This dissertation will demonstrate that the War Department
failed to properly mobilize its human resources during World War II, which contributed
to the army’s creation of a flawed replacement system. This replacement system,
consequently, prevented the ground forces from deriving maximum combat power from
the available personnel.
Murray, Millett, and Watman also identified a correlation between effectiveness
and victory, but they argued that victory was not “the sole criterion of effectiveness.”
Indeed, numerous historical examples have shown that, for a variety of geographical,
economic, or political reasons, less effective military forces nevertheless achieved victory
over their opponents. Thus it is erroneous, as some scholars have argued, to characterize
the World War II replacement system as having been effective merely because the United
States Army did not disintegrate on the front lines in the European Theater. Such
whitewashing overlooks the human costs of the War Department’s and army’s illconceived and administered personnel system.
In 1988, Murray and Millett published an edited three-volume series titled
Military Effectiveness, which evaluated various forces during World War I, the interwar
period, and World War II. The selected essays offered diverse definitions of military
26
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effectiveness depending on the military force, geographical region, and timeframe in
question. In the 2010 updated version of Military Effectiveness, volume 3, The Second
World War, Millett expanded upon his definition of effectiveness. He wrote, “Part of the
effectiveness of military forces must be their ability to adapt to the actual conditions of
combat. . . . The more effective are those that recognize the flaws in their vision of future
war and adapt to the actual conditions they confront. Unfortunately that does not appear
to be the normal pattern.” 27 Based on these criteria, the Ground Force Reinforcement
Command was ineffective. It did not effectively adapt to the actual conditions it
confronted. Any changes it instituted came too little, too late to have any significant
impact on the campaign.
Peter Mansoor has argued that while combat effectiveness is not quantifiable, it is
possible to determine what makes a military unit perform well. He defined combat
effectiveness as “the ability of a military organization to achieve its assigned missions
with the least expenditure of resources (both material and human) in the shortest amount
of time.” 28 When evaluating GFRC by Mansoor’s standards, one can also characterize it
as an ineffective organization. As will be demonstrated, the human costs of the
replacement system were high.
This dissertation will consider the above definitions when analyzing the
replacement system’s effectiveness. It will also appreciate the various human,
organizational, and technical variables that Mansoor considered in his book. The human
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factor is the chief focus of this present study. Poorly trained replacements oftentimes
increased both the material and human cost of a unit’s mission, thus lowering
effectiveness. Furthermore, without good leaders, good morale, and unit cohesion,
divisions had difficulties performing effectively in battle. 29 Performance, of course, not
only depended on a division’s abilities; it relied in large part on the opponent. An
experienced American division might have fought more effectively against poorly
organized conscript troops than against crack German units. Terrain also greatly
impacted combat effectiveness, since it was much easier for a division to fight across the
plains of France than in the rocky, wooded Hürtgen Forest. Similarly, effectiveness
tended to decrease and offensive operations became severely inhibited in poor weather.
This study’s purpose, however, is not to offer a new definition of military effectiveness.
Rather, it marshals a diverse array of evidence in an effort to account for the replacement
system’s poor performance. The system’s ineffectiveness was obvious in the highest
levels of War Department, in the theater, and among replacement and veteran soldiers.
This project relies extensively on sources housed at the National Archives II,
College Park, Maryland, and at the United States Army Heritage and Education Center
(USAHEC), Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. It draws on the papers
of Headquarters, Army Ground Forces (HQ AGF), the European Theater of Operations,
United States Army (ETOUSA), the Ground Force Reinforcement Command (GFRC),
and the Army General Board; combat observer reports and combat after-action reports
are also critical sources of information. In addition, this dissertation pays particular
attention to five infantry divisions—the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 9th, and 90th. Their experiences
29
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will serve as a lens through which to examine the replacement system’s impact on
combat effectiveness. These units served in the same campaigns in the European Theater
of Operations (Normandy, Northern France, the Ardennes, the Rhineland, and Central
Europe), meaning that they engaged similar enemy units, on similar terrain and in similar
weather, and were in active combat for roughly the same number of days. Interestingly,
these divisions compiled markedly different battle records. The 2nd Infantry Division,
for example, devised its own comprehensive replacement policies, and its stellar
performance earned it a distinguished unit citation from Eisenhower. Though the
replacement system adversely impacted all units, divisions like the 2nd Infantry took the
initiative and overcame its most significant drawbacks.
Chapter 2, “The National ‘Un-Preparedness’ Movement: The Interwar Army,
Mobilization, and the ‘Ninety Division Gamble,’” identifies the World War II
replacement system’s origins in a variety of interwar political and military debates. In
the 1920s and 1930s, isolationist and antimilitaristic sentiment in the United States
contributed to an ever-shrinking defense budget. These factors delayed the War
Department’s preparation for the coming war. The army’s replacement problems were,
in part, the result of a prewar mobilization plan that drastically underestimated the
number of men-at-arms necessary to prosecute a two-front war in Europe and in the
Pacific. The War Department’s personnel screening process also shortchanged the Army
Ground Forces (AGF) of its fair-share of high-quality manpower.
The War Department’s decision to mobilize only ninety-one divisions precluded
the army from creating a strategic reserve. Unable to rotate entire units into and out of
combat, the army resorted to a system of individual replacement. Chapter 3 investigates
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the creation of the replacement system in the European Theater. This system, in fact, was
quite similar to the flawed one that the army utilized during World War I. That the army
was repeating its past mistakes became obvious in the North Africa and Italy campaigns
of 1942 and 1943; division commanders complained about the quality and quantity of
their replacement personnel. By January 1944, a mere six months prior to D-Day, the
War Department was drastically shorthanded—in both men and weapons—for the
upcoming campaign in Europe. It did not have sufficient time to take corrective action.
Thus, on the eve of the greatest military invasion in American history, the replacement
system was unprepared to carry out its monumental task.
Chapter 4, “The Crusade Begins: Replacement Operations in Normandy, June
1944,” describes a replacement’s journey from an induction center in the United States to
a combat unit on the front lines. This process often created a sense of isolation among
the replacement personnel, leading many men to describe themselves as “orphans.”
Replacement morale was often low, which in turn impacted unit cohesion and
performance. Evidence will demonstrate that an insufficient supply of poor-quality
replacements limited the army’s combat effectiveness in the weeks following the D-Day
invasion. By that point of the war, it was impossible for the War Department to mobilize
additional divisions.
Chapter 5, “Battling in the Bocage, July 1944,” identifies this month—not
November 1944, as other scholars have claimed—as the one in which the first serious
cracks appeared in the replacement system. The attritional battle in Normandy’s
hedgerow country resulted in higher-than-anticipated casualties. The GFRS lacked
adequate numbers of trained replacements and was unable to supply men to units at a
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sufficient rate. Divisional and regimental commanders discovered that many of their new
men were not properly trained, nor were they familiar with the weapons with which they
were armed. Combat effectiveness suffered as a result. The replacement system resorted
to converting surplus personnel into infantrymen. But GFRS never issued a standard
operating procedure for the integration of replacements into combat units. Many
divisions, therefore, began devising their own policies. It was also in July 1944 that
casuals—men who had been wounded but had healed enough to return to combat—began
clamoring to rejoin their original units. The “casual issue” would prove to be a thorn in
GFRS’s side in the coming months.
Operation COBRA at the end of July ended the stalemate in Normandy, and for
the next two months the allies waged their own form of blitzkrieg across France and to
the German border. This mobile warfare was accompanied by a lower casualty rate
among the American infantry divisions. Chapter 6 addresses how these developments
allowed GFRS to adjust replacement proportions and revise training and reconversion
programs. But GFRS also began receiving divisional reports about replacement
effectiveness. These documents complained of men who were unfamiliar with their
weapons and with small unit tactics. The system’s leadership, however, was more
concerned with quantity than quality of manpower. It would send men—with some
amount of training and with some weapon—to the front. Yet, without strong guidance
from GFRS leadership, individual combat units were on their own to train and integrate
the men they received. The Ground Force Replacement System consistently delegated—
whether intentionally or not—more control to infantry divisions in this regard.
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Chapter 7, “Fighting in the Fatherland, October 1944,” focuses on the
replacement experience at the divisional level and below. The minimal changes that
GFRS had made over the summer had clearly not worked, as combat commanders still
criticized their replacement personnel. It was in October that a pattern emerged within
GFRS: the same issues would arise month after month, and GFRS was consistently
unable to find a suitable solution. It attempted to improve its orientation program by
issuing publications and booklets to replacements, but this literature could not train a man
how to properly use his rifle. Instead, divisions increasingly took on the task of
mitigating the replacement system’s flaws. Certain units, as will be demonstrated,
established comprehensive training and orientation programs. Others, however, became
combat ineffective as they lacked a sufficient number of veterans to integrate green
troops into the ranks. Numerous anecdotes illustrated the cost of the replacement system
for the men on the line. By late October, the War Department resorted to converting
thousands of surplus men from other arms, branches, and services to make up for the
shortfall. Brigadier General Henry J. Matchett, commander of GFRS, also realized that
his system was floundering. At the end of the month, he wrote to all corps and division
commanders in the ETO to ask them for suggestions as to how to improve GFRS.
Chapter 8 addresses the brutal fighting in the Hürtgen Forest, a campaign which
severely taxed the replacement system. The November 1944 casualties were the heaviest
the army had experienced to date, and a manpower crisis soon became a reality. The War
Department could not provide GFRS with a significant number of additional men from
the states. Consequently, GFRS would have to find additional sources of replacements
within the theater. Certain combat commanders believed that the system was an abject
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failure, and Matchett received complaints and critical reports on an almost daily basis.
Major General Horace L. McBride, of the 80th Infantry Division, stated that GFRS
“functioned abominably.” His unit’s fighting strength was near zero. 30 Other
commanders begged for the automatic return of casuals to their original units. Yet the
War Department and GFRS still worried that the automatic return of casuals would create
overstrengths in certain units—a seemingly foolish concern seeing as divisions ended the
month severely depleted. So instead of taking strong action to correct the problems,
GFRS and the War Department debated the issues. The units on the front lines suffered
as a result. They would have to devise their own solutions.
The infantry divisions that emerged from the fighting in the Hürtgen Forest had
little time to rest, refit, and replace their losses before the Battle of the Bulge began in
mid December. Chapter 9 evaluates the December 1944 manpower crisis. Unit strength
levels became critically depleted during the month, and commanders complained that
their organizations were becoming combat-ineffective. Instead of addressing the
fundamental structural problems with the system, Eisenhower and GFRS leadership
opted for a change in terminology. In an effort to boost replacement morale, Eisenhower
ruled that replacements would henceforth be known as “reinforcements,” a term which
did not connote expendability like the former one. The Ground Force Replacement
System became known as the Ground Force Reinforcement Command. War Department
30
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and ETO representatives held several conferences in Washington, DC, throughout the
month. All discussions indicated that the replacement system was broken, but each side
blamed the other. As the Zone of the Interior (United States) would be unable to supply
infantrymen in significant numbers in the near future, ETO commanders realized that
they would have to find additional sources of manpower within their ranks. The Ground
Force Reinforcement Command sped up the training of converted personnel, which
meant that they were insufficiently prepared for combat when they moved to the line.
Chapter 10, “Scraping the Bottom of the Barrel, January 1945,” focuses on the
replacement system’s breaking point. The War Department was finally fed up with
GFRC’s performance. As such, Army Chief of Staff Marshall assigned Lieutenant
General Brehon D. Somervell, commanding general, Army Service Forces, to investigate
the personnel situation. Marshall also streamlined command in the ETO. Lieutenant
General Ben Lear gained control of the manpower section from Lieutenant General John
C. H. Lee, Communications Zone (COMZ) commander and deputy commander of US
Forces in the ETO. The War Department tasked Lear with solving the problem.
Matchett would not maintain his position as GFRC commander for long; Major General
Albert E. Brown replaced him at the end of January. Though the War Department and
ETOUSA took firmer control over replacement activities, infantry divisions still
complained of receiving unfit and untrained reinforcements. This was due in part to the
fact that the army reduced its physical standards; it also lowered the minimum Army
General Classification Test (AGCT) score required for a man to become an officer. The
Ground Force Reinforcement Command further reduced the length of training programs
so that it could rush men to the front.
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But January 1945 became a watershed month when GFRC permitted African
Americans to volunteer for an infantry retraining program. This was by no means an
experiment designed to institute social reform in the military. The War Department came
to this decision because it had used up almost all other sources of replacements.
Interestingly, GFRC trained and assigned African-Americans as platoons. The morale of
these replacements was markedly higher than their white counterparts who trained and
joined units as individuals. In an effort to utilize African-Americans in greater combat
rules, GFRC thus unintentionally discovered a way to improve its overall replacement
training and assignment policies.
Chapters 11 and 12 look at the final months of the European campaign. By late
February 1945, infantry divisions began replenishing their strength. But GFRC still was
not accomplishing its mission effectively. Units like the 36th Infantry Division became
so frustrated with the quality of their reinforcements that they devised their own
replacement training and integration policies. Not only were they facing the enemy in
combat, but they were now shouldering some of GFRC’s workload as well. In March
1945, African-American platoons joined white infantry companies. Most divisions were
pleased with the overall training and morale of these platoons; they acquitted themselves
well in combat. It was also in March that GFRC decided to assign white replacements to
units in squads of four men. Just two months shy of the German surrender, GFRC finally
abandoned the damaging practice of individual assignment. Unfortunately, the two
significant decisions that GFRC made during the course of the campaign—the greater use
of African-American soldiers and the assignment by “groups of four”—came too late to
have any real impact on combat operations. The infantry divisions had suffered from the
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lack of a coherent and efficient replacement policy for almost a year. Only certain
divisions proved capable of overcoming GFRC’s deficiencies. Most were not so lucky.
The “Epilogue” addresses the numerous postwar War Department and army
boards that evaluated GFRC. These studies determined that there was more wrong than
right with the replacement system. In short, the army lacked an effective replacement
system in the European Theater in 1944 and 1945. The cost, in terms of time, resources,
and manpower, was too high. The Allies ultimately won to be sure, and the army
contributed significantly to the victory in Europe. But the Army’s unpreparedness had a
dire impact on its performance in Europe right until the minute that the German High
Command officially surrendered on May 8, 1945.
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CHAPTER 2
THE NATIONAL “UN-PREPAREDNESS” MOVEMENT: THE INTERWAR ARMY,
MOBILIZATION, AND THE “NINETY DIVISION GAMBLE”

The Great War had hardly been over for two months, and many Americans were
already looking forward to a prosperous future free of international entanglements. On
January 14, 1919, Senator William E. Borah (R-ID) delivered a speech in the Senate in
which he denounced President Woodrow Wilson’s proposed League of Nations. Borah
called for the immediate withdrawal of American forces from Europe and a reduction in
size for the peacetime military. Maintaining a large standing army and an expanded navy
when there was no prospect of war on the horizon equated to what Borah labeled
“militarism in its most pronounced form.” 1
Since the United States Navy could project force beyond the country’s borders,
Congress determined that a rather small ground force would be sufficient to defend the
continental United States and overseas territories. The interwar army guarded the
Mexican border in response to revolutionary upheaval to the south in 1919 and 1920. It
also manned America’s foreign garrisons. Additionally, an eight-division occupation
force remained in the German Rhineland until 1923 to administer the peace. The
stateside army occasionally became involved in domestic disputes, such as when World
War I veterans marched on Washington in 1932 to collect their bonuses. But the lack of
a viable threat meant that Congress continually cut the military budget. Though the army
did experiment with new weaponry and technology, and even tried to devise doctrines for
their use, a scarcity of funds disposed it to be more concerned with manpower than
1
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procuring new equipment. 2 Consequently, surplus World War I equipment in various
depots and storerooms grew increasingly outdated and ineffective as it aged, rotted, and
wore out. 3
The National Defense Act of June 4, 1920, supposedly determined the size and
shape of the postwar United States Army. The law, which amended a 1916 version,
created the Army of the United States, which was comprised of the Regular Army, the
National Guard, and the Organized Reserves. Most of the army’s divisions existed on
paper only, though, while others were “skeleton” forces that operated well below
authorized manpower levels. 4 Regiments, battalions, and companies found themselves
stationed on remote posts throughout the country, which made large unit training and
maneuvers impossible. If and when the United States went to war, a large-scale
mobilization would require the induction of a huge force of “citizen soldiers” to fill the
ranks of these undermanned units. 5
In 1935, Congress increased the enlisted strength of the Regular Army to 165,000
men, and it also allotted additional funds for the procurement of equipment. 6 The army,
however, was still organized along World War I lines with World War I equipment and
weapons. Its “square” divisions of 22,000 men were comprised of two brigades of
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infantry, each of which contained two regiments. The four regiment formation enabled
divisions to mass fire on enemy positions during the static, trench warfare conditions of
World War I. But the airplane, the tank, and motor transportation were about to restore
maneuver to warfare, and the old formations would no longer serve.
In 1939, the army reorganized its existing infantry divisions as smaller and more
flexible “triangular” divisions. Based in part on German tables of organization, the new
infantry division consisted of three regiments composed of three battalions each. By
abolishing the brigade headquarters, division HQ now had direct control of its three
regiments, which eliminated a step in the chain of command. 7 In battle, the new
formation would permit one regiment to engage the enemy while another maneuvered in
support. The third regiment would remain in division reserve, and the division
commander could deploy it on line to reinforce one or both of the committed regiments. 8
Even though the new arrangement would allow for increased mobility in open
warfare, the division’s regimental strength decreased by 25 percent, as each division
eliminated one of its four frontline infantry regiments. The average division size
accordingly decreased to approximately 15,000 men, and each of the three infantry
regiments consisted of roughly 3,000 soldiers. 9 Of the 9,000 soldiers in the three infantry
regiments, 5,211of them were riflemen. They served in the division’s twenty-seven rifle
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companies, each of which contained 192 men divided into three rifle platoons. A platoon
contained three squads of ten to twelve men each. The main goal of the triangular
division reorganization was to conserve personnel and organic transportation. Divisions
could now rely on truck and transportation company support, and they would be more
mobile as a result. Furthermore, each division had its own organic artillery,
quartermaster, engineer, and medical battalions. By October 1940, the army had
reorganized its nine existing Regular Army divisions according to the triangular model.
The eighteen National Guard divisions remained square divisions for another year. 10
While the army remodeled its divisions, Congress authorized the Protective
Mobilization Plan of 1937. The plan stipulated that Congress would induct the National
Guard into federal service as soon as a national emergency triggered mobilization. It did
not, however, address equipment issues. Recruits and enlistees who joined up prior to
Pearl Harbor typically received 1930s-era weapons. Much of this equipment, such as the
Springfield M-1903 bolt-action rifle, was quite dated. The army had begun issuing the
newer, semi-automatic M-1 Garand as early 1936. Congress, however, sought to avoid
wastage, so it urged the army to utilize surplus weapons and equipment before it
appropriated money for new arms. In 1941, the army had to alter its training plans due to
the delayed production of M-1 rifles. Once the war began, this thriftiness would hinder
what was already a belated mobilization. 11
The army was not only poorly equipped, but it was small. When Germany
invaded Poland on September 1, 1939, the United States had the nineteenth largest army
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in the world, ranking right behind Portugal and ahead of Bulgaria. It also ranked fortyfifth in terms of the percentage of national population in the military. 12 Though the army
supposedly consisted of nine regular infantry divisions, only three were actually
organized. Each division, moreover, had less than half the strength of a World War I
square division. These three formations were scattered across the country, which
inhibited their training, while the eighteen under-strength National Guard divisions
lacked their full complement of equipment. Such shortsightedness was inexcusable with
the increasing likelihood of American involvement in another World War. 13 Congress
ultimately granted the army the appropriations it needed, but now it lacked the time
necessary to build a large force and a strategic reserve. Army Chief of Staff General
George C. Marshall was clearly frustrated, venting in his Biennial Report, 1939–1941
that “continuous paring of appropriations had reduced the Army virtually to the status of
that of a third-rate power.” 14
Marshall was not exaggerating. On September 1, 1939, the Regular Army
consisted of 187,893 men, while the National Guard had 199,491 soldiers in its ranks.
President Roosevelt realized that he had to institute some sort of preparedness movement.
In mid-September 1939, he authorized the Regular Army to enlarge its enlisted strength
to 227,000 and the National Guard to expand to 235,000 men. Regular enlisted strength
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actually rose to 200,390 by the end of November. 15 Roosevelt asked Congress to
increase defense spending to $3 billion, half of which would go toward rebuilding the
nation’s antiquated and undersized army. Additional appropriations came in successive
months, and in 1940 the Congressional defense budget grew to $10.5 billion. 16 The
President, Congress, the War Department, and the army did not realize at that time that
this delayed mobilization would deprive the army of the strategic reserve that it
desperately needed in the coming years.
On June 26, 1940, following Germany’s rapid defeat of France, Congress raised
the army’s statutory strength to 375,000. The army’s summer maneuvers, however,
certainly did not instill confidence in military observers. National Guard units remained
organized as square divisions, most were at half strength, and many lacked necessary
weapons. The Pennsylvania National Guard, which became the 28th Infantry Division
when the army subsequently federalized it, did not have sufficient weapons for one of its
training exercises. A divisional ordnance company created phony 37mm anti-tank guns
out of metal tubes. Some soldiers wielded sticks and steel pipes in lieu of actual
weapons. Wooden sawhorses served as .50 caliber machineguns. 17 Trucks substituted
for tanks, and light observation planes imitated bombers and fighters. Brigadier General
Sherman Miles, one of George C. Marshall’s assistant chiefs of staff, reported on August
27, 1940, that he had “just visited the maneuvers and thought they were lousy. The
15
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troops appeared deficient in fundamentals of minor tactics, could not maintain contact
with hostile forces, permitted gaps in the line, etc. Combat intelligence was very poor.” 18
The effect of twenty years of limited military budgets was painfully obvious.
On July 26, 1940, the War Department created General Headquarters (GHQ) to
oversee the training of army units. U.S. Army Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall
commanded GHQ, and he appointed Brigadier General Lesley J. McNair as his chief of
staff and gave him control over the headquarters. Thus McNair would be largely
responsible for creating new divisions and transforming them into an effective fighting
force. 19 His job would prove difficult, however, as existing units remained scattered
throughout the country and had rarely participated in army maneuvers. Many large units,
like armies and corps, engaged only in command-post exercises. 20 Even more pressing
was the fact that the army still had to determine how many divisions it would need to
raise.
On September 16, 1940, Roosevelt inducted the National Guard into federal
service and activated the Organized Reserves. The National Guard inductions continued
until November 1941 and added 278,526 enlisted men to the active service rolls. Yet
these Guard units were not fully trained, nor were they schooled in the use of cuttingedge weapons and tactics. 21 The army was far from being prepared to meet an enemy on
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the field of battle in the near future. Although it now counted eight infantry divisions,
one cavalry division, one mechanized cavalry brigade, and eighteen National Guard
divisions on its table of organization, nearly all these formations still existed only on
paper. Congress decided to alleviate this manpower problem by passing the Selective
Service Act on September 16, 1940. The peacetime draft had come to the United States.
The draft was consistent with the ideals of a democratic society. It would create
an army of “citizen soldiers” and ward off the threats of standing armies and militarism. 22
How truly democratic was it, though, if it granted deferments to various social and
economic groups, disqualified women, and discriminated against African Americans?
The term “citizen soldiers” invokes notions of ordinary men contributing to their
country’s defense in a time of war. To be sure, the United States Army during World
War II consisted largely of these men who were doing their “bit” in a democracy. But the
army had a precise image of who could be a “citizen soldier,” at least early in the war. It
wanted young, physically and mentally fit white men. As the war progressed, however,
the army had to lower its standards due to a shortage of these ideal male types. In fact,
the manpower situation became so severe by late 1944 that the army rushed men
previously deemed unfit for combat to the front lines to stem Germany’s last great
counteroffensive.
Economic, industrial, and educational concerns would impact the numbers and
types of men eligible for the draft. War planners initially intended that the draft would
induct 900,000 men per year in peacetime, and the draft law stated that military service
“should be shared generally in accordance with a fair and just system of selective
22
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compulsory military training and service.” 23 Every male aged twenty-one to thirty-six,
including aliens, had to register initially. In the fall of 1940, the United States contained
16,000,000 men in this age range who were potentially eligible for induction into the
armed forces. By 1942, however, the Selective Service Act raised the maximum age for
induction to thirty-eight. The following month, January 1943, men would register for the
draft once they turned eighteen. 24 If drafted, a man owed one year of active duty and ten
years of reserve service; after Pearl Harbor, though, Selective Service extended a man’s
obligation until six months after the war ended. Men who opted to volunteer before
being drafted would serve three years of active duty. The government granted numerous
deferments to farmers and industrial workers so that food and war production would not
decrease. 25
Manpower had become just another component in the American war machine.
Just as the nation’s war industries had to accelerate production of planes, tanks, and
ships, the army similarly had to increase its production of capable and well-trained
soldiers. Screening and reception centers functioned like assembly lines, with doctors
and draft board members processing and checking thousands of men daily. A man first
received a physical exam by a local physician, and, if he passed, he went to an army
induction center for a second exam with military doctors. In the early stages of the draft,
army doctors were overly concerned with accepting only the most perfect specimens.
Army medical personnel discovered that 15 percent of the men they received failed
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physical and mental exams, and this was after local boards had already eliminated over
40 percent of the men they processed. Thus by the summer of 1941, draft boards were
rejecting nearly 50 percent of the selectees. Almost 93,000 men failed nationwide
because they could not meet the fourth grade literacy requirement. 26
Illiteracy, poor teeth and eyes, and flat feet were the army’s primary reasons for
rejecting draftees. Realizing that missing teeth were not indicative of whether or not a
man could effectively wield a rifle in combat, however, draft boards lowered dental
standards in March 1941. Not all men would be flawless, but at least the army would
have soldiers that it could send to the front. By October 1941, though, draft boards had
rejected half of the two million men they had inspected, and they disqualified many
draftees for seemingly minor defects. President Roosevelt subsequently launched a
program to rehabilitate “rejectees” in the hopes of qualifying about 200,000 additional
men for service. 27 The system was very impersonal, but men were just another weapon
in the war against Germany and Japan.
The draft was even tougher on African Americans. Selective Service suggested
that the number of black men in the army should be proportionate to their number in
American society as a whole, which was 10.6 percent. 28 While the selection system
would eschew discrimination, a bias in the draft soon became obvious. In 1940, the army
had six black regiments comprising roughly 4,450 soldiers. Although white officers
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typically commanded these units, the army would only assign black soldiers to fill the
ranks. Selective service calls targeted whites until the army could build more segregated
housing, mess, and training facilities. The draft ostensibly distributed the burden of
military service among all qualified males, but in reality it merely perpetuated racial
inequality. 29
In its initial stages, the draft was unable to induct enough white men into the
service. War planners had hoped to increase the size of the armed forces from 471,000 in
October 1940 to 1.4 million men in the army alone by June 30, 1941. But as numerous
volunteers were meeting their democratic obligations, draft calls decreased in the fall of
1940. Consequently, by February 1, 1941, the draft had inducted only 100,000 of an
anticipated 240,000 soldiers. Much of this shortfall was the result of a high rejection rate,
the race quota, and the War Department’s inability to expand its training facilities in a
timely manner. Congress and the War Department also allowed volunteering to continue,
but they failed to realize the extent to which it would create an unequal distribution of
high-quality manpower throughout the various military branches. 30
In its first six months, the draft had selected and classified four million men, but it
had only inducted 402,000 of them. Due in large part to volunteering, though, the army
almost met its goals by the summer. 31 The army also wanted to avoid accepting draftees
over age twenty-six, as it felt that the best soldiers, both physically and mentally, would
come from the eighteen to twenty-one age group. The army, therefore, targeted young,
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physically and emotionally strong men who had few dependents or family obligations. 32
The War Department finally lowered the induction age to twenty after Pearl Harbor,
which meant that all men aged twenty to forty-four had to register for the draft, or a total
of about twenty-six million. In June 1942, registration expanded to include all men aged
eighteen to forty-five. Selective Service drafted few fathers that year, and it often spared
married men, for the time being at least. Major General Lewis Hershey, Director of the
Selective Service System, realized that the system had to cast a wider net in obtaining
potential soldiers. He informed President Roosevelt that the almost 4.4 million registered
men in the eighteen-to-twenty age group would provide the best source of soldiers. He
argued “that men are emotionally, intellectually and physically fit for service in inverse
ratio to their age.” That October, Roosevelt recommended that eighteen-year-olds be
drafted for combat units headed overseas. By early 1943, the draft was inducting 12,000
men daily. 33 The War Department’s initial reluctance to draft fathers, however, left the
military short by 446,000 men between September 1943 and April 1944. 34 The War
Department’s draft policies would result in dire consequences for the army several years
henceforth. This initial failure to induct enough men contributed to the army’s creation
of an individual replacement system that was unable to provide divisions with sufficient
numbers of soldiers, damaged unit, cohesion, and limited fighting power.
During the war, the draft registered forty-nine million men, selected nineteen
million of them, and inducted ten million into the service. Ten million of the twelve
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million who served in the armed forces entered through the draft. Postwar surveys
indicated that the average serviceman had more education and was in better mental and
physical health than his civilian counterpart. Roughly 50 percent of those who served
were under twenty-six years old, and the percentage of African Americans in the service
mirrored their percentage in the American population as a whole (around 10 percent).
Most soldiers lacked dependents, and 28 percent of enlisted men were married. 35
The first months of the draft had partially alleviated the manpower crisis, and by
mid-1941, the army already had about 1.5 million officers and men in its ranks. By that
fall, it could count twenty-seven infantry, five armored, and two cavalry divisions, thirtyfive air groups, and assorted other units, training in the United States. Many were not yet
ready for war, though. 36 The army had almost 1.65 million men on its rosters by Pearl
Harbor, but it had only recently tested its new divisional structure and begun devising a
doctrine and strategy for its employment. It conducted large-scale maneuvers in
Louisiana in 1940 and then again in Louisiana and North Carolina in the summer and fall
of 1941. These war games employed armies, corps, and divisions and allowed
commanders to utilize motor transportation and armored support. But the Louisiana and
Carolina maneuvers revealed that the army was deficient in tactics and small-unit
leadership. Senior officers also had a difficult time controlling large units, and GHQ
ordered additional small-unit training for all of the participants. 37 Training would be
difficult during the course of the next year though, with Lend-Lease sending much of the
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military’s most advanced equipment to Great Britain and the Soviet Union. Many
divisions also lacked adequate facilities, weapons, equipment, and ammunition for
training. The situation seemed bleak on the eve of America’s entrance into the war.
Though the United States had begun to rearm and expand its military more than a
year prior to the Pearl Harbor attack, it was poorly prepared for war as of that fateful
Sunday morning in December 1941. Congress’s shortsightedness would also hinder the
army’s ability to create a strategic reserve. On December 7, 1941, the army had
1,638,086 men in its ranks, not all of whom were fully trained, and it had still to add new
divisions to its peacetime force. On December 20, McNair reported that the army
contained fourteen infantry divisions, two armored divisions, and one cavalry division
ready for combat. He predicted that three more infantry divisions would be ready by
February; eight infantry divisions, one cavalry division, and one cavalry brigade by
March; and two infantry and two armored divisions by April 1942. 38 The army had yet
to fill these divisions to their authorized manpower levels, with deferments and low
induction rates contributing to the shortfall. Draft boards subsequently created a
classification system to determine who was eligible and fit to serve. Men designated as
“1A” would be immediately available. Class “2” men usually received a job related
deferment, class “3” men typically had dependents or some other form of hardship, and
“4” men were unqualified to serve because of health, age, or another reason. The draft
law also deferred men “whose employment in industry, agriculture, or other occupations
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[was required] for national health, safety or interest.” 39 Married men, men with
dependents, and pre-Pearl Harbor fathers also frequently received deferments.
Once a man entered the service, the War Department had to determine his
usability. After consulting with psychologists and personnel management experts, the
War Department designed a classification system to evaluate a person’s skill set and
aptitude. The official history of the Army Ground Forces explained that system’s
function: “Its scheme of classification recognized differences in age, physical hardihood,
mental endowment, education, occupational skill, and capacity for assuming
responsibility, with the object of adapting these various personal aptitudes to military
requirements.” The system’s purposes “in ascending order of importance, were to
maintain morale by giving men suitable assignments; to simplify, hasten, and economize
the training effort; and to organize the available manpower in such a way as to deliver in
the shortest time the maximum force against the enemy.” The War Department classified
men by physical and intellectual capacity and by occupational skill. The army soon
realized, however, that its physical classification system was overly simplistic. It
categorized men as being either general service (fit for combat) or limited service, which
meant it considered men with some minor “defect” unfit for combat duty. The British
and German armies, for instance, had a more specific physical classification system and
evaluated criteria such as endurance, agility, muscular strength, and coordination. By July
1943, the army decided to evaluate men on an individual basis, with an emphasis placed
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on occupational skill. As a result, many men once classified as limited service found
themselves as general service combat soldiers later in the war. 40
In the army’s eyes, men were no different than any of the other types of war
materiel. Manpower production took on a very industrialized aura, and the army
considered general service men to be interchangeable parts. 41 When a piece of equipment
broke, the army could be relatively confident that a newly issued duplicate would
perform equally well. But men were not rifles, planes, or tanks, and it took the army
several years to realize that. Physical defects were usually obvious and easily detectable,
but measuring a man’s intelligence was a much more slippery slope.
The Army General Classification Test (AGCT) assessed a soldier’s ability to
learn. It evaluated a man’s natural intelligence and his social and educational
background. 42 These examinations disqualified illiterates, but they also weeded out
literates whom the army believed were too unintelligent to become capable soldiers. 43
The army used the AGCT to determine a person’s “usable,” as opposed to “raw,”
intelligence, and the test would be indicative of a recruit’s “trainability.” 44 The AGCT
tested non-high school graduates in number comprehension, simple math, and simple
reading comprehension. The army decided that the median score of all men tested would
be 100, and it would group test-takers into five categories, from Category I (highest
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scores) to Category V (lowest scores). Officers had to have scored in the top two
categories, while many NCOs were from Category II. The army gave a second test to
men who scored too low on the first one; this additional examination measured memory
and sense of direction. Men who failed this portion then had to demonstrate their ability
to follow directions and match similar items, while the army also evaluated their muscle
coordination. 45
With prospective soldiers grouped by physical ability and intelligence, the War
Department could then apportion the five categories of men equally throughout all arms
and services. In May 1942, it informed army reception centers, “Mental ability will be
distributed proportionately to all replacement training centers and units after occupational
specialists required by installation or unit of assignment have been supplied, except when
specifically directed to the contrary by the War Department.” 46 The War Department
wanted to ensure that each arm and service received its fair share of men who were
qualified as officer candidates. This equitable personnel distribution, however, never
became a reality.
Prior to 1942, many of the country’s “best and brightest” avoided the draft
altogether by volunteering for the navy, Marine Corps, or Army Air Forces (AAF).
Specialized units, such as the airborne, accepted only the most intellectually and
physically fit soldiers and thus trumped the infantry divisions in the acquisition of
promising personnel. The War Department also assigned the most qualified men to the
AAF, Army Service Forces (ASF), and engineer, signal, and medical battalions. The
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Army Air Forces, in particular, required higher-scoring, technically trained men, meaning
that there was a smaller portion of high-intelligence men for the other army branches. In
1942 and 1943, the War Department’s emphasis was on the air offensive in Europe, so
the AAF siphoned off men who might have otherwise gone into the ground forces.
Volunteering and being commissioned by the Marines or the navy allowed thousands of
the most physically fit and intelligent men to escape the draft and avoid service in the
army. The ground forces, consequently, received a disproportionate percentage of lower
quality manpower. 47
George Wilson, a replacement second lieutenant who joined the 4th Infantry
Division in July 1944, experienced this phenomenon firsthand. He remembered, “Even
though America was heavily engaged in World War II in the fall of 1942, I felt safe
enrolling in college because the Marines and Navy had turned me down. I wore glasses.
They were still being very selective, and anyone who wore glasses was an automatic
reject. However, the Army was not the least bit disturbed by my slight visual impairment
and on September 19, 1942, drafted me as a raw recruit.” 48 Table 1 below clearly
demonstrates that the ground forces received a disproportionately lower number of men
with high test scores, with Category I/II indicating the highest scores.
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Table 1
Distribution of AGCT Scores, 1943
Branch of Service
Category I/II
Ground Combat
29.7%
Arms
Army Service
36.5%
Forces
Army Air Forces
41.7%

Category III
33.3%

Category IV/V
37.0%

28.5%

35.0%

31.3%

27.0%

Source: Palmer, et al., Procurement and Training, 18.

Officer candidate schools (OCS), which opened in July 1941, also stripped highly
qualified men from the enlisted ranks. Officer candidates had to have scored in the top
two AGCT categories, and some 300,000 men left the enlisted ranks for OCS—though
obviously not all would become officers. The army’s history of its mobilization and
training of combat troops also noted that, in reality, the percentage of enlisted men “who
appeared to have the proper qualifications for officer candidates” was lower in the ground
forces. The army’s manpower problems were further exacerbated by the War
Department’s creation of the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP) in December
1942. According to this same study, the ASTP’s purpose was to produce “technically
and professionally trained men . . . men who could not be procured without deferments if
the draft age should be lowered to eighteen.” 49
A month earlier, President Roosevelt decided to use colleges in the war effort. He
warned military leaders that drafting eighteen-year-olds would negatively impact
undergraduate enrollment, so the army should find some way to use college equipment
and faculty in the training program. The army permitted ASTPers to forgo immediate
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induction and allowed them to remain in civilian schools. The War Department would
assign students to specific colleges, and the program would focus on engineering,
medicine, and languages. The belief was that the army would benefit from the influx of
these college-educated junior officers, specialists, and technicians after they graduated. 50
The ASTP would consist of 150,000 men; enlisted men younger than twenty-two with an
AGCT score of 110 or higher were eligible. Its mission was “to prepare personnel for
officer candidate schools and for other military tasks.” 51
The ASTP began operating in spring 1943, and college units initially accepted
men who had already begun their basic training. The War Department subsequently
changed qualifications, though. It raised the AGCT score to 115, and enlisted men had to
have completed basic training. If younger than twenty-two they had to have a high
school education or equivalent, and if older than twenty-two they had to have had at least
one year of college. 52 The ASTPers were technically active-duty while they remained in
college. They rarely encountered real army discipline, however. In addition to attending
classes, they would engage in military training on campus. But the value of this
instruction was questionable, and a lack of facilities and equipment meant that much of
the “training” occurred in the classroom. 53
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General McNair opposed the ASTP because he saw it as a further drain on highquality manpower. The Army Ground Forces G-3 (Operations, Organization, and
Training) agreed, complaining in September 1942: “With 300,000 men short, we are
asked to send men to college!” 54 Major General Harry L. Twaddle, commanding general
of the 95th Infantry Division, took aim at the ASTP. After the war, he wrote, “The
underlying reason for institution of the ASTP program was to prevent some colleges and
universities from going into bankruptcy. From a strictly mobilization viewpoint, the
value of the program was nil.” 55 Twaddle was right. ASTPers would have been trained
more quickly in the military, and the overall quality of manpower declined as the War
Department removed this select group from the general ground force population.
Moreover, the 150,000 men who participated in the ASTP represented the equivalent of
ten infantry divisions’ worth of men. Ten extra divisions would certainly have been a
godsend to the army in November and December 1944.
After the higher-scoring men left for the ASTP, OCS, and volunteer units like the
paratroopers, the ground forces received the leftovers. One commander went so far as to
claim that he could not find capable enlisted men to act as instructors because “everybody
higher than a moron” had already been selected or removed from the ground forces. In
July 1942, Lieutenant General Ben Lear, the commander of the Second Army, observed
that the ground forces needed to attract more and better men. He suggested, “Instead of
offering ‘bait,’ we offer blood and sweat, and tell of the honor of the ‘hard way’ by
which, only, will this war be won. Once we have told them that, we can also tell them of
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opportunities for advancement. . . . We are scratching the bottom of the barrel now for
officer candidates. We are decidedly short of the right material for noncommissioned
officer leaders. We will pay for this dearly in battle.” 56 And pay for it they would.
In 1942, field commanders began complaining to Headquarters, Army Ground
Forces (AGF), about the quality of their manpower. Earlier that year, on March 9, the
Army replaced GHQ with Army Ground Forces (AGF), an administrative organization
that oversaw the organization, training, and equipping of mobilizing divisions. Army
Ground Forces, which was led by now Lieutenant General Lesley McNair, was one of
three autonomous commands of the Army of the United States; the other two were the
AAF and Services of Supply (SOS), which later became Army Service Forces (ASF). 57
Several senior officers informed McNair and the AGF that some men could not be trained
because of their low mental abilities; others felt it was dangerous to entrust Category V
men with weapons, especially since it was a waste of time and money to give expensive
equipment to men who could not use it properly. 58
The situation only worsened in the subsequent months. By mid-1943, the men
comprising the AGF, when compared to the nation as a whole, were of below average
intelligence and physical fitness; they were also shorter and had less educated than their
civilian counterparts. 59 Army Ground Forces knew that it was getting the short end of the
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stick, but it had to create new divisions with whatever manpower it had. At this point in
the conflict, the War Department was still unsure of the army’s ultimate size.
This ongoing debate, in fact, began several years earlier. The War Plans Division,
along with the Victory Program headed by Major Albert C. Wedemeyer, assessed
America’s combat, production, and shipping capabilities. A June 1941 memo to
Marshall indicated that the Victory Program’s findings would “determine the capabilities
and probable lines of action of Axis powers and of friendly powers. When completed,
this study will present the War Department views on current and projected policies and
actions, and will provide a troop basis and a production basis.” 60 The Victory Program
figured that the army would require 215 divisions and 8,795,658 men. Wedemeyer
assumed that Germany would defeat the Soviet Union, meaning that a larger U.S. Army
would have to compensate for the Soviet war effort. Domestic, economic, and shipping
concerns also greatly impacted the War Department’s mobilization plans. Though the
United States had over twenty-five million men who were physically fit enough to serve,
war planners believed that the induction of more than sixteen million men into the armed
forces would adversely affect domestic wartime economic productivity. 61 If men did not
remain stateside to work in the factories and plow the fields, the soldiers and sailors on
the frontlines would lack the resources necessary to wage a successful war. The army
publicized its initial strength estimate in the fall of 1941. On the day before Pearl Harbor,
however, Lieutenant General Lesley McNair estimated that the United States Army
60
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would need 200 divisions to prosecute the war. Several months later, the War
Department arrived at a similar number, but a Joint Chiefs study called for 334
divisions. 62
The January 1942 Troop Basis predicted that the army would encompass 3.6
million enlisted men and seventy-three divisions by year’s end. The War Department
anticipated activating three to four new divisions each month until it achieved its desired
fighting strength, a number which still remained to be determined definitively. The army
mobilized and created divisions as soon as men became available, though it initially
placed its new inductees into the existing Regular Army divisions in order to bring them
up to full strength. After Regular Army and National Guard divisions reached authorized
manpower levels, new recruits went to replacement training centers, which opened on
March 1, 1941, for basic, small-unit, and combined-arms training. By June, twenty-one
replacement training centers were open in the states, and basic training lasted thirteen
weeks. 63
By late 1941, the “expansible” pre-existing army had nearly filled its ranks. The
Regular Army then consisted of 503,000 men, the Regular Army Reserve held 17,500
men, the federalized National Guard had 256,000, and there were 712,000 draftees. From
that point on, the army would assign men to newly created “draftee” divisions. But
replacement training centers soon became overwhelmed. In January 1942, Marshall
decided to send inductees directly from army reception centers to their new units.
Draftee divisions, therefore, would be responsible for providing basic through divisional
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training, while old divisions added already-trained men from the replacement training
centers. Marshall also directed that only volunteers would continue training in
replacement training centers, which meant that pre-existing divisions received voluntary
enlistees who had completed basic training before arriving to their units. Draftee
divisions, on the other hand, received raw, untrained men. 64
Marshall’s decision to bypass the replacement training centers actually hampered
the divisional mobilization and activation process. 65 McNair disagreed with Marshall.
He opposed filling divisions directly from reception centers because he believed that
effective divisions could not be created quickly if they were filled with raw recruits.
McNair thought that the army’s highest priority should be to provide new divisions with
replacement center personnel.
Mobilization was also slowed by the fact that, as of June 1942, the ground forces
were short over 162,000 men. For 1942 as a whole, however, the army had added four
million men to its ranks, and actual strength increased from 1,657,157 to 5,400,888.
When the War Department effected the army’s reorganization in March, the number of
infantry divisions totaled twenty-nine—ten Regular Army, eighteen National Guard, and
one Army of the United States. The army activated its Regular Army units prior to
September 1940, the War Department inducted the National Guard between September
1940 and November 1941, and the army activated thirty-eight divisions, twenty-seven of
them infantry, in 1942. Throughout 1942, critical shortages of equipment and
ammunition still adversely affected the mobilization and training of additional divisions.
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American wartime industry had not yet reached its full potential, and the United States
continued to ship tons of military equipment and weapons to its allies.
Despite these difficulties, the Operations Division of the War Department General
Staff believed it could add sixty-seven divisions in 1943 and another forty-seven in 1944,
for a total of 140 divisions by the end of 1943 and 187 by the end of 1944. On
September 30, 1942, AGF proposed capping the army at 114 divisions. The War
Department G-3 Section (Operations, Organization, and Training), however, thought that
the army should create only thirty-seven new divisions in 1943. Construction and
shipping limitations, combined with a fear of removing too many men from American
industry and agriculture, should force the army to downgrade its estimate. Thus the new
target was 110 divisions by end of 1943. 66 In that year, however, the army mobilized
only seventeen more divisions, eleven of which were infantry.
The army created its first new divisions in March 1942. These “draftee divisions”
were not considered Regular Army, but rather they were part of the Organized Reserve of
the Army of the United States. For the time being, at least, there was a distinction among
“old” and “new” divisions. Old divisions had a long organizational history, and many of
these Regular Army units had served in World War I. The divisions mobilized prior to
Pearl Harbor had high percentages of men who had been in the service before the draft,
and the army deployed these divisions early in the war. As the army created its draftee
divisions, Regular Army and National Guard “parent” divisions sent cadres of
experienced men to assist with training and to provide a nucleus of leaders for the new
units. Only the First Infantry Division largely evaded this manpower stripping; the War
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Department expected the “Big Red One” to be one of the first it sent overseas because it
was completely mobilized and had already undergone extensive training. Other Regular
Army divisions fared less well. 67
A parent division sent 172 officers and 1,190 enlisted men—these numbers
increased later in the war—to prepare new units for combat within a ten to twelve-month
period. New divisions drew the rest of their officers from OCS and service schools, and
the bulk of enlisted men came from reception centers, meaning that the cadre would also
provide basic training. 68 But as the army continued to strip additional cadres from the
Regular Army, the experience level and unit cohesion of those pre-war divisions
declined. New divisions received these cadres while they were in the activation process,
and many draftee division commanders complained about their quality. They felt that
parent divisions used the cadre system to “clean house” and rid themselves of undesirable
officers and NCOs. 69 As a regimental commander admitted in 1943: “I will have to
furnish a cadre and I want that to be a good one, but I do not intend to send to it my best
officers or non-commissioned officers if I can avoid it.” In April 1943, a 97th Division
regimental commander wrote to a friend at HQ, AGF, about the quality of the cadre he
received from his parent division:
My cadre officers were about fifty per cent castoffs as were my cadre
NCO’s [sic]. . . . Lots of men [were] pulled out of [the] guard house and
sent to us. . . . One corporal [was] sixty-one years old. Another corporal
above 50. . . . In other words, we got the undesirables of many posts,
camps, and stations. We are even having to teach master and tech
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sergeants how to do right and left face, proper military courtesy, how to
roll a pack, etc. 70
The War Department ultimately raised fifty-five draftee divisions, and divisions
activated after Pearl Harbor would each receive fifty-two weeks of training. The Army
Training Program (ATP), initially known as the Mobilization Training Program (MTP),
provided guidelines for divisional organization and training. Infantry divisions would
undergo four separate blocks of instruction: seventeen weeks of basic and individual
training; thirteen weeks of unit training; fourteen weeks of combined-arms exercises; and
eight weeks of maneuvers. Many draftee divisions, however, had to begin basic and
individual training before they had even reached full-strength. The men who arrived late
would have to play catch-up. 71
In 1943, Army Chief of Staff Marshall, Secretary of War Henry Stimson, and War
Department planners realized that the Allies would delay a cross-channel attack of
“Fortress Europe” until the following year. This decision gave them additional time to
devise an adequate Army Troop Basis and determine the army’s final authorized strength.
The War Department, in the interim, focused on building up air power so that it could
continue to strike Germany and Nazi-occupied Europe in preparation for an invasion.
The 1943 Troop Basis, determined in part by an August 1942 memo from Marshall to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, called for 111 divisions. 72 The Joint Planning Staff settled on a
total troop strength of 10,894,673 men-at-arms, 8,208,000 of whom would serve in the
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army. The 1943 troop basis ultimately lowered the divisional requirement to 100. The
new estimate, however, alarmed Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the War Manpower
Commission, which was created by executive order in April 1942. He feared that the
induction of more than nine million men into all branches of military service (army,
Army Air Forces, Marines, and navy) by 1944 would severely hamper domestic
economic productivity. 73
The Joint Strategic Survey Committee examined the Joint Planners’
recommendations and determined that the number of divisions mobilized would not be
the sole determinant of whether or not the war effort would succeed. The committee
argued that the goal was not to create a one-to-one ratio between Allied and German
forces. Air power and productivity would certainly provide the Allies with an advantage
over the enemy, so a huge land army was not a necessity. The 8.2 million man limit
would be the ceiling, and the planners would have to work within that range when
devising the appropriate force structure. 74
By the end of 1942, the Soviet Army had proved its staying power on the Eastern
Front, and Allied airpower had demonstrated its striking capability on Nazi-occupied
Europe. But another more pressing factor limited the army’s creation of new divisions.
Rapid mobilization of new units, and too few ships, meant that stateside training camps
and divisional areas became overcrowded. The War Department lacked the capacity to
deploy these units rapidly, and in 1943, sixty divisions at various stages of readiness
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remained dispersed throughout the country. Most were neither at full strength, nor were
they fully equipped. 75
As divisions remained stuck stateside, and as the army lacked sufficient
equipment for training, the War Department deferred additional activations. In response
to that situation, Colonel Ray T. Maddocks headed a spring 1943 committee to determine
the army’s ultimate size. The Committee on the Revision of the Military Program decided
to reduce army strength from 7.5 million to 7 million enlisted men by year’s end. As the
committee’s report explained, “This will depend, to a large extent, on the outcome of the
Russo-German operations this summer and the effectiveness of the Combined-Bomber
Offensive, the trends of which should be sufficiently apparent by early September to
warrant a decision” on the army’s force structure. 76 The committee also proposed
cancelling twelve activations, which would reduce the divisional total to eighty-eight.
Then on July 1, 1943, the War Department issued its new troop basis, which called for
eighty-eight divisions containing 7.7 million men, 7,004,000 of them enlisted. It also
added two provisional light divisions, which brought the total to ninety. Of the ninety
divisions, sixty-seven were infantry, two were cavalry, sixteen were armored, and five
were airborne divisions. Thus AGF expansion ended in the summer of 1943, almost a
year before American divisions invaded mainland Europe. The War Department planned
no additional activations and even subsequently deactivated the 2nd Cavalry Division, a
black unit, in North Africa in early 1944. Though the army reached a wartime high of
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ninety-one divisions, it ultimately fielded only eighty-nine divisions, eighty-seven of
which saw combat. 77
With a divisional limit finally determined, the army again turned its attention to
the men who would fill these eighty-nine divisions. The August 1943 War Department
Circular 161, along with successive circulars and directives, outlined a new physical
classification system. That system’s most important feature was the elimination of the
limited service category, which meant that “each of the three major commands was to
find a place for its physically inferior personnel.” 78 The army believed that the term
“limited service” lowered morale, and certainly it could find more strenuous tasks for
such men. The army would simply discharge those men whose physical and mental
defects prevented their gainful employment in the armed forces. Those who had
unredeemable physical or mental defects received their discharge papers. After August 1,
1943, physically inferior enlisted men younger than thirty who had not yet been
discharged or transferred to ASF would be retrained by AGF. The AGF G-1 Section
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(Personnel) noted that this would allow the ground forces to “swallow their own limited
service men.” 79
Nevertheless, AGF discharged 55,000 men between August and November 1943,
or roughly 500 men per division, “because of mental or physical defects.” Perhaps the
army was being too selective, though. In November 1943, AGF prohibited the
discharging men who could perform any useful work. “Circular 294: Enlisted Men—
Utilization of Manpower Based on Physical Capacity,” instructed each command to find
roles for its “physically handicapped enlisted men,” even if that meant reclassifying and
reassigning them. For example, men with “mild-psycho neuroses, transient in
character”—a condition that AGF considered to be normal nervous apprehension—could
serve in combat, as could men with missing teeth who had earned a living as civilians.
Those who were going overseas as part of a trained unit were not held to as high of a
physical standard, as the army was wary of damaging camaraderie and morale by
removing men from fully mobilized divisions. Finally, any enlisted man not disqualified
from service for physical or mental defects could be used for any duty which his
commander—acting on medical advice—believed him physically capable of
performing. 80 Discharges, consequently, decreased significantly, and recruits below the
general service level found jobs as cooks or clerks in service units. When the manpower
crisis hit in the fall of 1944, however, many of these men would find themselves wielding
rifles on the front lines.
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The War Department and AGF first evaluated their new army after Operation
TORCH, the November 8, 1942, invasion of North Africa, and Operation HUSKY, the
July 10, 1943, invasion of Sicily. The high loss rate among infantrymen in those theaters
concerned McNair. He believed that American units suffered needless casualties in
North Africa because the men in the ground forces did not constitute a representative
cross-section of national manpower. He blamed their disproportionate losses on the
abundance of low-scoring AGCT men in the infantry divisions. 81 The War Department
and army were responsible for these shortages of high quality men. They had failed to
create enough divisions and induct enough men into service. The army had no strategic
reserve on the eve of the greatest invasion ever conducted by the American military, and
senior officers lacked confidence in the quality of the men who would bear the brunt of
the fighting.
The Army Physical Profile Plan of February 1944 would focus on manpower
quality. McNair thought that the army should emphasize physical classification. He
believed that if the War Department assigned men based on physique, then each of the
three commands, AGF, ASF, and AAF, would receive equal numbers of men of all
intelligence levels and civilian skill sets. 82 The Profile Plan ranked men in four
categories on a scale of one (highest) to four (lowest) in general stamina, upper
extremities, lower extremities, hearing, vision, and emotional stability. A man ranked in
the first two categories could serve in combat, a man designated a three could fill limited
positions, and a man labeled a four was disqualified from service. The army’s standards
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were very high, perhaps too high, at this point, and it still disqualified numerous men for
minor defects. Later in 1944, the army lowered its health standards in an effort to rush
more men to the front. When the manpower situation became critical in November, the
army also reversed its policy prohibiting eighteen-year-old inductees from serving in
combat. 83 A soldier’s youth, intelligence, and health were not of primary importance at
that point in the war. The army needed warm bodies on the front, and it needed them
immediately. Ultimately, the Physical Profile Plan did not really help AGF, though, as
high-quality men continued to enter the navy, Marine Corps, and Army Air Forces. The
“best and brightest” had escaped Selective Service earlier in the war, so the ground forces
were left with very young men who were just reaching draft age. 84
Only time, and the infantry divisions’ baptism by fire in the European Theater,
would show the deleterious effects of a belated mobilization and the “ninety division
gamble.” With only eighty-nine divisions to deploy to all theaters, the army could not
attain a numerical advantage over the German Army on the Western Front, even with the
Germans fighting a two-front war. Industrial concerns and the fact that the United States
lacked the capability to ship more than eighty-nine divisions certainly played a role in the
War Department’s decisions. Under such constraints, the army lacked any room for error
and had no strategic reserve on which it could fall back. This situation doomed most
infantry divisions in Europe to remain in constant contact with the enemy for weeks at a
time. The army was rarely able to rotate units out of the line, lest it reduce its frontline
fighting strength. Consequently, divisions often had to incorporate new men into their
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ranks under combat conditions, and many replacements became casualties shortly after
arriving at the front. 85 The infantry divisions suffered casualty rates that taxed both
cohesion and teamwork, and reduced combat effectiveness, throughout the war.
General Marshall anticipated that the army’s individual replacement system
would keep the frontline units at full strength. What he could not know until the army
engaged the enemy in combat was the extent to which temporary manpower shortages
and poorly-trained replacements would adversely impact combat effectiveness. With an
insufficient number of divisions to implement a unit rotation policy, the army had no
choice but to rely on an individual replacement system. The army’s insistence on
sending green soldiers, many of whom had never participated in large-unit training and
maneuvers, to plug the gaps vacated by dead and wounded GIs would prove costly for
both the replacements and the veterans who shared their foxholes with them. These
problems should come as no surprise. The army had to devise its replacement system
with the war already raging. The consequences of tardy and shortsighted mobilization,
and its dire impacts on the replacement system, became obvious before the army had
even fought its way out of Normandy.
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CHAPTER 3
CONSTRUCTING THE ORPHANAGE: CREATING THE REPLACEMENT
SYSTEM IN THE EUROPEAN THEATER

The Department of the Army’s Center of Military History published an historical
study in 1954 that investigated one of the “recurrent problems” that plagued the army
throughout its history. Titled The Personnel Replacement System in the United States
Army, this book examined replacement issues from the Revolution through World War II.
It determined, “The Army has never entered a war prepared to operate a personnel system
built upon the accumulated knowledge of past experience.” It accounted for these
continuous failures by suggesting that staff officers were often unfamiliar with earlier
army policies and that materials necessary for proper planning were either nonexistent or
would have to be read through by dedicated researchers. Simply put, “The Army has
neglected training in personnel matters.” 1 This damning self-assessment was especially
true of the U.S. Army in World War II and, perhaps, somewhat inexcusable. After all,
the army of the 1930s and early 1940s contained numerous senior officers who had
participated, in some capacity, in World War I. Thus the army had experienced men and
a relatively recent case study that could have provided guidance for devising a successful
replacement policy.
The armies the United States fielded in World War I and World War II were
similar in several ways. Shortly after entering combat, both realized that they had not
mobilized large enough ground forces and that they lacked a strategic reserve.
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Furthermore, the World War I American Expeditionary Forces (AEF) recognized that its
use of the term “replacements” implied human expendability. War Department officials
even delayed creating stateside replacement centers during the Great War because their
mere existence indicated that American boys were dying in the trenches on the Western
Front. Though concerned about alarming the public and undermining support for the war
effort, the army, nevertheless, began operating these camps in the United States in late
1917. The following August, the War Department, perhaps in a move to ease the minds
of both civilians and soldiers, renamed replacement and training camps “training
centers.” 2 According to the Center of Military History publication, subsequent army
studies observed that though “the term ‘replacement’ had been used extensively in World
War I and no adverse effects on the AEF had been apparent,” the interwar army
“recommended that emphasis on the term ‘replacements’ should be avoided and instead
the training feature of the installations which handled replacements should be
emphasized.” 3 Forgetting recent experience, the army ignored this suggestion throughout
most of the Second World War.
When the United States entered the First World War in April 1917, the War
Department sent most of its draftees directly to infantry divisions that were then
mobilizing. But this policy prevented the army from establishing a replacement pool.
Brigadier General Fox Conner, General John J. Pershing’s G-3, or chief of operations,
lamented that a “principal replacement trouble was that all of the first 500,000 drafted
men were organized into divisions, and a division is a very small part of a war.” The AEF
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subsequently cannibalized several divisions to provide replacements for units engaged in
combat. Though most replacements benefitted from divisional training, the army’s
decision to break up these organizations had a deleterious effect on the morale of the
individual soldiers who later fought in different units and among strangers. The army
stripped some divisions of all of their privates for use as replacements several times
over. 4
G-1, General Headquarters, AEF, controlled the replacement system, while
Services of Supply administered the depot divisions. The World War I replacement
system had several components. The army created stateside embarkation depots to
control shipments of men; in Europe it located base sections at ports, intermediate
sections, or storage depots, behind the front lines, and advance sections in the combat
zone. Combat units made weekly requisitions, and the army, basing its estimates on early
combat statistics, figured that infantrymen should comprise 60 percent of all replacement
soldiers. By spring 1918, however, the AEF realized that the system was severely
flawed. Most units were significantly short on men, and the replacements they received
were insufficiently trained. 5
Replacements still needed additional training before they were ready for combat.
In March 1918, the 42nd Infantry Division complained that many of its replacements did
not speak English. It also “recommended that the commander of a replacement division
should be held responsible that no soldier be sent to a combat division unless he was
mentally and physically fit to enter the fight and had received individual training.” The
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commanding officer of the 23rd Infantry Regiment, 2nd Infantry Division, reported in
June 1918 that his replacements were poorly trained and that NCOs left something to be
desired. Some men were arriving in France that fall without weapons or equipment, and
several regiments and divisions had to train their replacements while simultaneously
waging the campaign against the German army. 6
Throughout the year, unit commanders observed that untrained replacements
limited divisional effectiveness, and officers were frustrated by the replacements’ training
deficiencies and an equipment shortage. Commanders oftentimes had to send new men
into battle without providing them additional instruction. 7 As divisional depot brigades
proved unsuccessful in their attempts to train replacements, the AEF created separate
replacement training depots in the spring of 1918. Training, nevertheless, proved
insufficient, with most men receiving four weeks or less of instruction. The AEF’s
replacement policy was a failure. The army stripped individual replacements from both
stateside units still in training and from AEF divisions already in France. According to
the history of the Army Ground Forces, “The replacement system broke down
completely” in the summer of 1918, and “the strain put on [the AEF in France] was so
great that many replacements who were inadequately trained had to be thrown into
divisions just prior to their commitment to battle or while they were already engaged with
the enemy.” 8 This practice would repeat itself in the European Theater in 1944 and 1945.
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By the summer of 1918, most units operated below authorized strength, and
Pershing was annoyed. He noted, “Although the War Department eventually established
a replacement system, as urgently recommended by me, it was done too late to be of
material benefit even to the last division that came over in the fall of 1918.” 9 There was a
critical shortage of replacements by August, and Pershing was forced to employ five of
his six replacement divisions as combat divisions. 10 General Headquarters ultimately
cannibalized seven divisions—six of them National Army—to use the men as
replacements in veteran units. 11 General Headquarters targeted draftee divisions as
sources of individual replacements, and it used three additional divisions as replacement
training centers. 12 To mitigate the effects that divisional “stripping” had on morale, the
army began organizing fifty-man casual companies for overseas shipment, which was
similar to the World War II packaging system. The army later sent trained men overseas
as “homogeneous” units to fill losses in combat divisions. Between January and
November 1918, roughly 236,000 replacements, or eight divisions’ worth of men, sailed
for Europe. In all, 435,285 replacements went to AEF combat units between May 1 and
December 1, 1918. 13
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The AEF expected that a constant replacement flow would permit it to train men
before sending them into combat. Increasing casualties after the 1918 summer
offensives, however, meant that it dismantled new divisions and used their personnel as
replacements to maintain combat-experienced divisions at or near full strength. The AEF
was less than satisfied with this policy, but it also realized that it had no other recourse at
that point in the war. On November 2, Pershing cabled the War Department,
complaining, “To send over entire divisions, which must be broken up on their arrival in
France so we may obtain replacements that have not been sent as called for, is a wasteful
method, and one that makes for inefficiency; but as replacements are not otherwise
available, there is no other course open to us. New and only partially trained divisions
cannot take the place of older divisions that have had battle experience. The latter must
be kept numerically to the point of efficiency.” 14 Thus the AEF never intended for a unit
rotation policy, and the War Department was aware of the drawbacks of an individual
replacement system. These same replacement system debates would surface again in the
War Department twenty-five years later, as the army never adequately solved the
problem during the interwar years.
More importantly, the World War II army would repeat many of the same
mistakes that the AEF made in 1917 and 1918. As already noted, AEF divisions tagged
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for early deployment to Europe first received men from divisions that were in training in
order to bring them to authorized strength. These divisions were comprised of about 25
percent new recruits. Replacement shortages became so critical that the army
skeletonized divisions that were still training in order to provide men for combat
divisions that were completing their mobilization. Numerous field commanders argued
that stripping was both inefficient and negatively impacted morale. 15 Several senior
commanders would offer the same critiques between 1942 and 1944.
During World War I, officers also realized that it was important to return casuals
to their original units as soon as possible. Though the army made this official policy
during the next war, it did not do so until early 1945, more than six months after the
ground campaign in Europe had begun. The interwar army began preparing its
replacement plans for a future war in the mid-1930s, and officers studied the World War I
experience while devising the 1936 Manual for Commanders of Large Units. Any future
replacement system would be designed to keep frontline units at full strength. The army,
according to the manual, would properly train, clothe, equip, and arm its replacements
before shipping them overseas. Once in theater, these men would arrive at their units in a
timely fashion. Replacement depots would consist of two or more battalions, with each
battalion containing three 300-man companies; three 100-man platoons would make up a
company. The study also advised that, when possible, replacements should not join
combat-active units, and they should receive additional training prior to entering
combat. 16
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In December 1938, Lieutenant Colonel Clift Andrus prepared a study of how the
AEF replacement system functioned between July and November 1918. He rightly
assumed that, in future operations, combat divisions would require a large number of
replacements immediately after the commencement of operations, as casualty rates would
be high among green men. The army’s 1939 replacement study suggested that unit
commanders, in addition to directing combat operations, should also be responsible for
integrating new men into their organizations. Shortly after war erupted, on September
26, 1939, Army Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall revealed his concerns about
establishing an effective replacement system in a memo to the G-3 section (Operations,
Organization, and Training). The resulting staff study emphasized the importance of
having a reserve of readily-available, trained replacements. The ideal system would
consist of a divisional infantry replacement pool that would train, assign, and send men to
their units during rest or relief periods, when possible of course. Only in emergencies
should the system move men to units during combat or offensive warfare. As the army
believed that a divisional pool would be tough to administer during an offensive, it
seemed that a corps pool would be the most logical replacement organization. 17
The interwar army sought to avoid repeating the replacement system mistakes it
had made in the previous war. The War Department would establish replacement
training centers in the Zone of the Interior (United States), which would train soldiers and
send them to units to keep them at full strength. These facilities were not to be confused
with reception centers, as their sole mission was to be training men. Replacement
16
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training, moreover, differed from unit training. The army’s new triangular division, as
discussed in Chapter 2, was designed to allow a division commander to keep two
regiments on the line with one in reserve. This reserve was only intended for short
periods of fighting, though, but the nature of combat in the ETO demonstrated that,
oftentimes, all three regiments were engaged in combat simultaneously. Only a steady
supply of trained replacements would permit divisions to maintain their combat
effectiveness. 18
The army first field tested its proposed replacement system during the September
1941 Louisiana Maneuvers, where participating units practiced replacing simulated
casualties. The results were discouraging. Replacement units lacked sufficient
motorized transportation, replacements lacked necessary equipment and arms, and
combat divisions and replacement depots had to improve their communication and
coordination. Also, it was essential that replacements with appropriate military
occupational specialty (MOS) numbers arrived to requisitioning units in sufficient
numbers and in a timely fashion. These issues would reappear several years later in the
European Theater. 19
As mobilization continued apace between 1939 and 1941, it became evident that
the army’s strategy would be to use a limited number of divisions and to keep them
constantly in combat by feeding individual replacements into their ranks. Unit and
individual rotation were seemingly impossible on a large scale. The army’s postwar
replacement studies revealed that the “realities of combat disclosed that under such a
18
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system combat soldiers could look forward to an ultimate destiny which could be nothing
other than wounds, mental or physical breakdown, or death itself. This grim prospect
brought the realization that continuous combat for divisions required a rotation
program.” 20 But six months before American forces entered combat in the ETO, the War
Department explained on December 4, 1943, that a lack of shipping made rotation
impossible. Interestingly, though, a September 1946 Army Ground Forces study revealed
that senior officers had been divided on the rotation debate. Major General Fred L.
Walker, commander of the 36th Infantry Division from September 1941 to June 1944,
favored individual rotation for morale purposes. Many commanders would have
supported an individual rotation system because they believed it impractical to conduct a
unit rotation system during the war. They argued that replacing divisions on the line
would have wasted time, slowed momentum, and nullified any combat experience. Other
officers suggested a regimental relief system, which would enable regiments to integrate
replacements behind the lines and out of combat. 21
On December 29, 1943, the War Department decided that, beginning on March 1,
1944, 1 percent of personnel serving overseas would be rotated home per month. Priority
would be given to those who had been deployed longest, and the army enacted monthly
quotas. Some divisions sent men home in groups, while others used the rotation system
as a means to rid their units of undesirables or incompetent soldiers. In reality, though,
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the individual rotation policy meant that only an insignificant percentage of soldiers
returned to the United States during the war. 22
Other officers opposed individual rotation as ineffective and damaging to
efficiency, but several would have supported a unit rotation system instead. Major
General John S. Wood, commander of the 4th Armored Division from May 1942 until
December 1944, believed it best to remove divisions from combat to rest and refit. He
suggested that a good commander could judge when the time was right to withdraw from
the front lines. Wood also argued, “Individual rotation destroys unit teamplay and is
about as poor a system as has been developed in thousands of years of warfare.” Another
unnamed officer thought the individual rotation policy was “ineffective and that it
reduced combat efficiency.” The army, already shorthanded, could not spare any more
men. Thus once in combat, infantrymen typically remained at or near the front lines until
they were evacuated as casualties, killed in action, or hostilities ceased. 23
With both unit and individual rotation ruled out, the army would be forced to keep
its units in combat and feed individual replacements into the ranks to restore unit
strength. Planning for the replacement system in the ETO began in earnest on January
15, 1942. Army observers, after viewing the Louisiana-Carolina Maneuvers,
recommended numerous changes to Section II (Replacements) of Chapter 8 (Personnel),
in Field Manual 100-10 (Field Service Regulations Administration) of 1940. Most of
these changes would appear in the revised November 15, 1943, FM 100-10. The manual
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explained, “[The] objective of the combat personnel replacement system is to insure [sic]
the dependable and timely arrival of replacements at units as required.” It suggested that
these men be properly trained, clothed, and equipped so that units could deploy them in
combat shortly after their arrival. The Zone of the Interior (the War Department and the
army in the United States) would be responsible for devising the replacement plan and for
estimating the numbers of men required for overseas duty; stateside training centers
would ship these men to the various theaters of operation. Replacement depots in the
Communications Zone (i.e. in the theater of operations but behind the front lines) would
process, classify, equip, and provide additional training to replacements as well as assign
them to their units. Such depots would be located along military lines of communications
and railroads to facilitate forwarding to the front. The memorandum also noted that if
replacements arriving in theater required additional training, “particularly in the latest
development in combat methods, training cadres will be provided thereat for this
purpose.” Finally, the revised FM 100-10 should stipulate: “Replacements will not
normally be sent to organizations while actually engaged in combat,” and casuals
returning from the hospital, furlough, and leave “will be returned to their respective
organizations through normal replacement channels.” 24
The War Department would handle replacement issues until it created an
independent replacement system. Throughout 1942, it was concerned with bringing
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mobilizing divisions up to full strength, especially those expected to sail for North Africa.
Army Ground Forces (AGF) would train replacements, while the Services of Supply
(SOS) would handle their shipment to theaters. At that point, the War Department also
based its replacement estimates on official tables of organization, not on expected losses.
This proved quite shortsighted, but the army did not yet have casualty statistics on which
to make such predictions. The history of the Army Ground Forces noted, “In the Infantry
the number of replacements trained as riflemen, cooks, and clerks corresponded to the
number of men in each of these jobs called for in Tables of Organization of infantry
units, without allowance for the fact that when battle losses began to occur the casualty
rate among riflemen would be higher than among cooks.” 25
The War Department made substantial progress throughout the remainder of the
year, though. In March 1942, it activated three replacement depots and ten replacement
battalions at camps in the United States. By June 30, 1944, it organized fourteen depots
in the United States and nine overseas, established 83 stateside battalions and 19 overseas
ones, and created 272 companies at home and 90 abroad. On June 27, 1942, Secretary of
War Henry Stimson signed off on the overseas replacement system, and the War
Department soon began establishing depots at ports of embarkation. In late October, the
first significant shipments of replacements sailed from the United States to participate in
Operation TORCH, and on December 26, the 1st Replacement Depot arrived in North
Africa, with three others following soon after. The War Department also began planning
for the eventual invasion of Europe. Between September and November 1942, the 10th
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Replacement Depot organized at Litchfield, England; it commenced operations in early
1943. 26
Between 1941 and 1943, army replacement policies focused on mobilization
requirements. From 1943 until the end of the war, the replacement system would replace
casualties. In early 1943, the War Department began receiving complaints from
commanders in North Africa about replacement quality. Some replacements had not
completed basic training, were not proficient with their weapons, lacked necessary
equipment, or were in poor physical condition. 27 Headquarters, Army Ground Forces,
investigated the complaints and determined that while replacement supply was
unsatisfactory, training was actually sufficient. Minor issues were uncovered with
medical exams and equipment issuing at stateside staging depots, and AGF blamed these
problems on administrative shortcomings both in the Zone of Interior and North Africa.
A larger developing problem, however, was the fact that the replacement’s lack of
attachment to a permanent division, combined with an impersonal system that treated him
as a mere component in a vast war machine, had a detrimental effect on morale and
training. A replacement’s physical conditioning, discipline, and level of preparedness,
moreover, deteriorated as he moved from a stateside training center to the front lines. 28
Several division commanders in the Mediterranean Theater also used replacement
personnel for their own benefit. The War Department intended that these men would fill
losses in various units; they were not to serve in newly-created organizations. But that is
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exactly what some commanders did, as they hand-selected men, regardless of MOS, and
formed new quartermaster or military police units. One division commander even
informed McNair “that when he needed replacements he went to the replacement depot
and chose his men individually, regardless of arm or specialty, based primarily on their
appearance and actions—somewhat as one would buy a horse.” 29 This careless treatment
of men, as well as their assignment to duties for which they had not trained, undermined
the very purpose of the replacement system. It is no wonder that morale dropped so
dramatically among replacements.
Commanders of all ranks, from the regiment on up to the War Department, failed
to realize how their statements and opinions could impact men in the replacement system.
For many of these officers, it was a matter of more and better replacement training, not an
adjustment in the treatment and handling of men. A vociferous cohort of officers argued
that replacements should be trained in units, similar to German and British practice, and
not as individuals in replacement centers. Those who favored individual training, on the
other hand, claimed that it was more efficient to rebuild their battalions with new privates
and second lieutenants as opposed to replacing their organizations on the line in their
entirety. Others in North Africa recommended a longer training program, perhaps one of
six months’ duration. McNair believed that thirteen weeks was sufficient, as longer
training cycles would reduce the number of replacements the War Department could
produce in a given year. Ultimately, the War Department lengthened the training cycle to
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seventeen weeks in August 1943, which still reduced the number of replacements that the
army could produce each year by 135,000. 30
As the Tunisian Campaign wound down in the spring of 1943, on March 12, G-1
section (Personnel), Headquarters, United States Army, European Theater of Operations,
presented an outline for a replacement system. 31 Two weeks later, on March 25,
Lieutenant General Frank Maxwell Andrews, then commanding general of United States
Forces in the European Theater, sent “Replacement Plans” to the commanding generals
of the Services of Supply, European Theater of Operations, United States Army
(ETOUSA), and the 8th Air Force. Headquarters, ETOUSA would identify depot
locations and capacities and develop replacement requisitioning and distribution
procedures for the European campaign. It had to plan for both the build-up period and
the operations period, but “for purposes of initial planning, the troop basis may be
considered as 1,110,000 with the following tentative allocations: Ground Forces:
620,000; Air Force: 190,000; SOS: 300,000.” The army would construct depots in
England and Northern Ireland with an estimated capacity of 50,000 soldiers. At that
time, the army anticipated returning casuals to their original units. If men had become
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limited service—that is, if their wounds prevented them from participating in combat
operations—the army could assign them elsewhere. 32
Also on March 26, 1943, Secretary of War Henry Stimson directed the army to
begin operating the system as soon as possible. The commanding generals of the SOS
and 8th Air Force were to draft replacement plans for the pre-D-Day build-up. The War
Department would determine the number of theater depots, as well as their initial
stockages of replacements, after it agreed on probable combat operations and shipping
schedules. The commanding general, Services of Supply, ETOUSA, would be
responsible for monthly replacement requisitions, which would be based on table of
organization rates. The G-1 section had studied the situation for nearly ten months, and it
would estimate specific battle and attrition losses and loss rates, as well as establish
requisition and shipping guidelines. 33 Zone of the Interior, or stateside, depots would
receive men from replacement training centers, basic training centers, and service and
specialist schools. These depots would be responsible for shipping to theater depots only
those men who qualified for overseas duty. They would send men to replacement pools
at ports of embarkation for shipment, and the depots could reassign replacements if there
were excesses of men with particular MOS numbers. Should a manpower emergency
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arise, however, the army could ship replacements directly from stateside replacement
training centers and schools to an overseas depot, thus bypassing the stateside depots. 34
In April 1943, the army realized that its rigorous physical screening process at
induction centers had rejected numerous men for general service duty. Fearing that its
classification procedures could very well cause a manpower shortage, Army Ground
Forces relaxed its dental requirements. Missing teeth would no longer disqualify a man
for service so long as he had the “ability to masticate the Army ration.” In fact, the
following year, shortages would result in the army lowering additional physical standards
for men who served as replacements. In May 1943, the War Department estimated that it
would need 655,000 replacements for 1944 and that 380,000—or 58 percent of them—
should be infantrymen. Combat operations subsequently revealed that 80 percent of all
replacements should be infantry. 35
The army’s replacement demands escalated drastically following the invasion of
Sicily in July 1943. As replacement training centers failed to meet demands, AGF
stripped 26,000 men from units still in training between July 1943 and January 1944.
Perhaps as many as 30,000 to 45,000 men could have already begun training as
replacements during that time period, but the army had reserved several replacement
training facilities for use by the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP) that summer
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and fall. Interestingly, though, fewer than 10,000 ASTPers arrived at the camps, meaning
that these centers operated well below capacity. The ASTP, therefore, was partly
responsible for the late 1943 manpower shortage. 36
The army was stretched too thin at this early stage of the ground war. On August
27, 1943, while commanding in Sicily, Lieutenant General George S. Patton complained
to his diary, “The lack of replacements in all the operations so far undertaken is nothing
short of scandalous.” Patton did not share the attitude of many senior commanders
within the army and War Department. He did not buy into this industrialized manpower
approach to fielding an army. For him, men were not interchangeable parts. When he
addressed the 1st Infantry Division at Licata, Sicily, he proclaimed “that divisions and
armies are not animated tables of organization but have souls just as human beings have,
and that in order to get the best results, they must be maintained at strength with men who
have been in them long enough to acquire the unit soul.” 37
Operation AVALANCHE, the September 1943 invasion of the Italian Peninsula,
further strained the replacement system; the War Department, in fact, was concerned that
the system might actually break down. But the army had made some progress during the
previous ten months, as commanders in Italy noted that replacements were better than
those they had received in North Africa. The improved quality was likely due to the fact
that these men had trained for a longer duration or had been stripped from units that were
already in training. This longer training cycle, as previously noted, meant that the army
could not produce as many replacements in a given period of time, which also
36
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contributed to a shortfall. Though men now received more training, commanders still
complained that some were not adequately familiar with individual weapons. The history
of the Army Ground Forces discussed this increase in “the number of poor physical
specimens trained as combat replacements.” 38 Clearly not everyone in the army, and not
even several postwar army historians, shared Patton’s view that these soldiers were
men—not specimens or supplies.
As Allied soldiers slogged their way up the Italian Peninsula, the War Department
turned its attention to the European Theater. The commanding general, Services of
Supply, ETOSUA, would handle replacement requisitions and establish a field force
replacement system. The system would be operational by January 1, 1944, and have
complete installations and facilities by March 1, 1944. The European Theater
replacement system officially came into existence on October 24, 1943, when a theater
directive established the Field Force Replacement System (FFRS), SOS, ETOUSA.
Circulated in the form of a letter from Lieutenant General Jacob L. Devers, Commanding
General, ETOUSA, to Major General John C. H. Lee, Commanding General, Services of
Supply, this document also named Colonel Walter Layman as commanding officer of the
replacement system. Layman established his headquarters at Benhall Farm, Cheltenham,
England. Field Force replacement pools would be located in Southwest England and
Northern Ireland; the Assault Force Replacement Depot would be in Bristol, England.
The replacement system was a separate theater command. 39
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The October 24, 1943, theater directive that created the ETO replacement system
also established a training regimen similar to that which all infantrymen received—
physical conditioning, weapons familiarization, small-unit training, battlefield tactics, and
self-preservation. Realistic training, which would begin shortly after the system
processed replacements, would make the replacement mentally and emotionally fit for
combat. The system would divide incoming replacements into two groups: Group A
men had completed basic training before arriving to the depot and would receive two
more weeks of training in battlefield self-preservation; Group B men had not completed
required basic training and would complete the necessary exercises. 40
The ETO replacement system depots differed from stateside replacement training
centers established earlier in the war. The War Department initially intended for the
centers to train men as they entered the service; once trained, the army assigned these
men to the mobilizing divisions to bring them up to authorized strength. As noted in
Chapter 2, replacement training centers became over-burdened by early 1942, so the War
Department decided to send new inductees directly to their divisions for training. Once
the War Department capped the number of divisions at eighty-nine, replacement training
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centers and schools in the states prepared men for combat as individual replacements.
The European system’s primary role was to replace casualties, and it would receive men
from the states and then assign them to combat units on the Continent.
Realizing that requisitioning and forwarding replacements would be difficult
during the early days of the Normandy invasion, the army decided to assign 2,500
replacements as overstrength to the divisions (1st, 4th, and parts of the 29th Infantry)
making the initial assault in Normandy. 41 Headquarters, ETOUSA, urged the immediate
assignment of these additional men to their divisions after arrival in the replacement
depots. The commanding general of the First US Army, which would be Lieutenant
General Omar Bradley as of January 1944, would handle these assignments. 42 These
surplus personnel, which the army would hold near the beaches and which would arrive
on the Continent on a predetermined schedule, would ensure that, in the immediate DDay follow-up, combat units would not have to wait for the replacement system to
process requisitions while it simultaneously transferred its base of operations from the
United Kingdom to the Continent.
The FFRS had the difficult task of predicting replacement requirements following
the Normandy invasion. In mid November 1943, it only had incomplete data from the
North Africa and Sicily campaigns on which it could base such estimates. It desired that
the Field Force Replacement Pool be maintained at a level close to estimated losses for
D-Day to D+60. Once operations commenced, and “Prior to D+90, the senior field
41
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commander would furnish the Commanding General, SOS, ETOUSA, an estimate, by
month, of net battle losses for the first 90 days of combat which would require
replacements from the Zone of the Interior [the United States].” On the twentieth of each
subsequent month, Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF), and
HQ, ETOUSA, would submit requisitions to the chief, Field Force Replacement System.
The theater commander would submit requisitions to the War Department, which would
then determine how many men to ship to the ETO. The senior field commander in
theater would propose requisitions by branch of service (and by officer and enlisted
ranks) to the United Kingdom depot headquarters. It would then be Layman’s
responsibility to ensure that replacements moved from these base depots to forward
depots on the Continent. The FFRS would also return casuals from the hospital to their
units, mostly through the replacement system, whenever it was practicable. 43
General Order No. 117, HQ, SOS, of November, 8, 1943, activated the Field
Force Replacement Pool with Layman as commanding officer. 44 On November 15, the
War Department issued its updated version of FM 100-10, “Field Service Regulations
Administration.” Paragraph 418, Section II (Replacements), of Chapter 8 (Personnel)
explained that the replacement system “is designed to assure dependable and timely
arrival of properly qualified replacements at troop units as required. Before joining their
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units replacements are trained, clothed, and equipped appropriately.” As successive
chapters will demonstrate, the army proved unable to abide by this guideline during
combat operations throughout 1944 and 1945. The manual also mandated that the Zone
of the Interior would prepare the replacement plan and determine the numbers and
distribution of men, while the theater commander would make requisitions to the War
Department. Field Manual 100-10, however, reflected the army’s industrialized
manpower approach to waging the war, as in Paragraph 420 it noted, “Replacements, like
supplies, are echeloned in depth.” 45
The primary purpose of Section II of FM 100-10 was to explain the organization
of the replacement system as well as requisitioning and forwarding procedures. The
theater would draw its replacements from Zone of the Interior depots, but once overseas,
Communications and Combat Zone replacement depots and battalions would process and
forward men. It stipulated, “Replacements should normally be sent to a unit when it is in
a rest area or in reserve. They should not be sent to units engaged in combat when this
can be avoided.” Each of the theater depots had a headquarters and five battalions; a
battalion typically had four companies that could house, feed, and process 300 men.
Depots also had training personnel and were to be located along lines of communications,
while forward replacement battalions would operate in close support of the units they
were to support. 46
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Section II established the chain of command through which theater requisitions
would be made to the Zone of the Interior. It included a flow chart of requisition
channels as well as several requisition sample forms. The instructions explained,
“Separate requisitions will be submitted for white and colored replacements.” Armies,
corps, and divisions (or smaller units) would consolidate requisitions they received as
they forwarded them up the chain of command. Paragraph 430 stated, “Commanders
responsible for maintenance of replacement pools in replacement depots at the proper
levels anticipate losses in accordance with the tactical plan and requisition replacements
accordingly.” 47 This statement raised an interesting question, one that army planners
never sufficiently addressed: how could a commander accurately predict future
casualties and replacement needs? As the campaign in France demonstrated, the army
experienced much heavier losses than anticipated in June and July 1944 and in November
and December; it incurred fewer casualties in August and early September 1944. The
obvious answer is that it was impossible to make accurate estimates, and the everchanging nature of combat operations on the Continent—stalemate in Normandy’s
hedgerows, highly mobile operations across the French countryside, and the bog-down in
the densely-wooded and snowy Hürtgen and Ardennes Forests—occasionally rendered
requisitions obsolete soon after officers submitted them. Replacement shortages
throughout 1944 and into 1945 would illustrate just how far short the army’s estimates
were.
Upon receiving requisition requests, depots would forward replacements in casual
detachments that included enough officers and NCOs to maintain discipline among the
47
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troops during the journey. Though the army would make every effort “to forward
replacements in large groups, preferably trainloads or large truck convoys,” receiving
units at the front often assigned these men to different companies, platoons, and squads
within their regiments. 48 This meant that men who travelled to Europe together often
would not serve in the same unit. Finally, FM 100-10 reiterated that men discharged
from the hospital should return to their original units.
While the FFRS prepared for 1944 combat operations, the army simultaneously
streamlined the replacement system’s organization and function. General Order #122,
HQ, SOS, ETOUSA, of November 24, 1943, officially established the Field Force
Replacement System and named Colonel Walter G. Layman as Chief of the Replacement
System; it also designated the FFRS as a staff section of SOS—and revealed the extreme
redundancy of the army’s staff and paperwork procedures. 49 Colonel James J. Pirtle
became executive officer of the FFRS. Prior to commencing operations on January 1,
1944, the FFRS had to assign, train, and orient the 6,000 training troops who would work
in the depots and prepare replacements for combat. It also had to create headquarters and
headquarter companies, eight depots, numerous battalions, and 168 replacement
companies that would process and assign the initial complement of 74,000
replacements. 50
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In late November 1943, Layman assembled a group of officers and NCOs at
Benhall Farm, Cheltenham, England. “Gentlemen,” he told them. “[Y]ou are the
Replacement System.” 51 Layman’s first goal was to establish a Headquarters, Ground
Force Replacement System at Bristol, “various Replacement Depots (mobile field
operating units, which consisted of an HQ and HQ Company Replacement Depot), two or
more HQ and HQ Detachment Replacement Battalions, several Replacement Companies,
a Station Complement, and training troops.” 52 By the end of November, the army
completed plans for organizing and operating depots in the southern, western, and
northern Ireland Base Sections. Layman, however, still lacked “key personnel for the
depots,” and the FFRS also had to construct housing, procure training aids, and stockpile
weapons for replacements. 53 Personnel shortages meant that training officers would have
to work miracles to get the system operating by the January deadline.
The “Staging Depot” and FFRS headquarters at the port of Bristol were to receive
replacements arriving from the states; once classified, these men would move to the
proper replacement depots in England and Ireland. 54 In November and December 1943,
the FFRS reorganized its eight replacement battalions then in the United Kingdom, as
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well as prepared and trained the nucleus of the Assault Force Replacement Depot.
Training troops spent the month of December preparing to train the replacements they
would receive in the near future. Between January and D-Day, Field Force Replacement
Pools would arrive from the United States and begin replacement operations, and the
FFRS would process replacements and institute a training program for the stockage
depot. 55 Replacement pool training programs would focus on physical conditioning,
weapons familiarization and firing, battlefield preservation, and maintenance of
individual professional proficiency. 56
December 1943 proved to be the critical month in establishing a functioning
replacement system in the European Theater. The army, however, also made a
significant change to FM 100-10 at that point. The field manual had stipulated that
combat units should receive replacements while in reserve or in a rest area; the system
should avoid sending replacements to combat-active units when possible. But the army
amended this policy in late 1943. 57 Though many replacements would join their units
during combat operations, successive chapters will demonstrate that certain divisions and
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regiments took care to keep their new men out of immediate action whenever possible.
These units often had an easier time integrating new men into their depleted ranks.
On December 22, HQ, SOS, ETOUSA, issued its standard operating procedure
(SOP) for the Field Force Replacement System. The FFRS and its four divisions—
Administrative, Operations, Supply, and Training and Security—operated directly under
the commanding general, Services of Supply. The depots would “receive, house, feed,
equip, process, train, classify, assign as directed, prepare for shipment, and . . . deliver
replacements as directed.” The Training and Security Division prepared men for combat
and utilized frequent testing to evaluate their progress. Training began as soon as a depot
finished processing a soldier, and his combat preparation continued until he received his
unit assignment. Training was as realistic as possible so that replacements would realize
that errors could result in death in battle. 58
The FFRS Operations Division was responsible for reception, billeting,
processing, classification, assignment, shipment, and monitoring the flow of
replacements through the depots. The SOP also explained the paperwork process that
depots would use to keep track of arriving shipments of men. For example, an “Arrival
Roster” might include the following information: “3/12 White Inf Serv… 055/3… 056/3
….745/102…etc. etc. total 113…Inf total 144 16 Jan.” “3/12” indicated that this was the
twelfth arrival roster submitted for camp three. “White Inf Serv” meant that all
replacements were white males who had been infantry-service trained. The following
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sets of numbers were each an individual MOS (military occupational specialty) and the
number of men in the shipment with that particular designation. Thus “745/102” noted
that there were 102 riflemen (MOS 745). This shipment contained 113 men who were
Infantry Rifle Company Trained and 144 total men who were infantry trained. Training
for this shipment would begin on January 16. 59
Within 48 hours of arriving at a depot, replacements should have completed their
processing, received a medical exam, and finished their orientation. The replacement
battalion in the depot coordinated company operations and training. The replacement
company, in turn, was responsible for overall training and for maintaining records, for
ensuring that men were clothed and equipped, and for conducting a final inspection prior
to assigning replacements to a unit. The depots mandated that “outgoing replacements
will have shoes shined, will be cleanly shaved, and will be clean in person, clothing, and
equipment” prior to joining their combat unit. As noted, the FFRS also anticipated
returning casuals to original units through the replacement system. Men returning from
the hospital would first go to a staging camp and then to a depot if they required refresher
training. The depots, however, would record these men separately from other nonassigned replacements. Two days before completion of the casuals’ training cycle, the
depot would locate their original units to facilitate reassignment. 60
With requisitioning procedures outlined, the commanding general, SOS,
ETOUSA, ordered the establishment of seven depots on December 24, 1943, at the
following locations: Depot #1, Llandaff, Wales; #2, Bristol, England; #3 Yeovil,
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England; #6, 7, and 8, North Ireland; and #9, Wiltshire, England. 61 The FFRS had made
significant strides since coming into existence with the October 24 theater directive. By
the end of December, headquarters had prepared an SOP, five depots were operational,
training units were ready to receive replacements, and depots had acquired training
equipment, weapons, and ammunition, as well as training directives and programs. 62 It is
difficult to imagine that Layman and his staff had much time to relax and enjoy the
holidays, though, especially as the War Department expected replacement operations to
begin on New Year’s Day. As of January 1, 1944, headquarters, Field Force
Replacement System, would coordinate all replacement operations, ending the practice
whereby depots functioned as separate units with little to no coordination among them.
Now, the men of the FFRS waited in anticipation for the replacements to arrive after the
New Year. In the subsequent months, they would participate in one of the greatest
military campaigns in history.
On January 1, 1944, the FFRS’s Classification and Assignment Section took
control of the system’s most important mission. During the D-Day planning stage (Phase
I), it had to provide sufficient numbers of replacements to combat units in order to bring
them up to table of organization strength, and it also had to procure and assign the
planned overstrengths for the assault divisions. 63 It based its initial replacement estimates
for Operation OVERLORD on an October 1943 study that suggested that 62 percent of
all replacements should be infantry trained. The FFRS raised the proportion to 64.3
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percent the following month and then increased it again prior to D-Day. 64 During Phase
II, the FFRS would focus on replacements’ physical preparation for combat. After
operations commenced, Phase III would see the FFRS shipping personnel to depots on
the Continent and servicing Communications Zone units in the United Kingdom. Finally,
Phase IV would consist of supplying personnel on the Continent. Between January and
D-Day, however, all field force replacements would ship directly from the stateside
replacement centers to the field force pools in the United Kingdom.
When the replacement system began functioning on New Year’s Day, it suffered
from a housing and training weapons shortage; replacement depot companies that were
designed to handle 400 men had to deal with anywhere from 800 to 1,100 soldiers. Many
replacements did not even have their own weapons. These shortcomings aside, the FFRS
had made progress by the beginning of 1944. More than 6,000 training troops, and five
of the thirteen depots that would support Operation OVERLORD, were prepared to
receive replacements. 65
The army also still hoped to learn lessons from replacement operations in North
Africa, Sicily, and Italy. Colonel George R. Evans, head of the classification branch of
the War Department’s Adjutant General’s Office, and Colonel Arthur G. Trudeau,
Deputy Director, Military Training Division, Army Service Forces, studied classification
and training procedures in the North African replacement system. They noted numerous
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flaws, but considered the most pressing problem to be that some casuals returning from
the hospital had a difficult time getting back to their original units.
The FFRS had its own concerns in the ETO. Replacement shortages meant that
the ground forces were still stripping men from stateside units to serve as individual
replacements. On January 4, McNair informed Marshall that replacement training was
sufficient and was producing replacements of “excellent” quality. He feared, however,
that an extension of the training period to longer than seventeen weeks would result in
additional shortages. McNair argued that the primary problem then was “lack of
manpower. Units of the Army Ground Forces today have a net shortage of 56,000
men.” 66 He continued, “At no stage in our operations, including the present, has the
supply of replacements been adequate.” Replacement training centers could not meet
theater requirements. 67
In a January 6, 1944, War Department letter, Marshall informed Eisenhower that
the manpower situation was critical and that the army was several hundred thousand men
below its planned strength. Marshall realized that the army had erred in its classification
and evaluation of men, as there was a “tendency to discharge men who could render
useful service.” That is to say, men who were disqualified from combat service because
of some disability could be employed in limited assignment roles (i.e. administration or
support) and free additional able-bodied men for combat roles. The army’s problem was
that “physically perfect men were not available in the quantities desired.” The army
stressed the importance of physical and mental health and hygiene to prevent discharges
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of additional men. Army replacement studies also noted, “The country could not afford,
nor the Army tolerate, any wastage of suitable manpower . . . physically imperfect
personnel” would be employed in suitable non-combat roles. 68
On January 12, 1944, the War Department claimed, “ETO would require 50,000
more infantry and field artillery replacements than replacement training centers could
produce.” 69 In an effort to free more men for combat, the War Department issued an
“Immediate Action” letter on January 14. It suggested reassigning, by June 30, the
several hundred thousand able-bodied soldiers occupying army jobs in the United States.
These Zone of the Interior positions could be filled by civilians, members of the
Women’s Army Corps (WACs), older enlisted men, physically inferior enlisted men, or
men returning from overseas duty. 70 Then, on February 10, 1944, Marshall told Stimson
that he needed 134,000 trained men for the upcoming invasion of France and that “the
outstanding deficiency currently noted in our divisions is the number of
noncommissioned officers who are below satisfactory standards of intelligence and
qualities of leadership.” 71 Only drastic measures could remedy such a situation at this
point in the war.
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Colonel Layman was not concerned with activities on the home front, and he
searched for a remedy within the theater. In early May 1944, he wrote, “The desires of
unit commanders to have their units composed of the finest physical specimens possible
were commendable, but the critical manpower shortage made it imperative that initiative
and resourcefulness be demonstrated by the unit commanders in utilizing less perfect
replacements.” 72 This industrialized manpower approach originated in the highest
echelons of the army, with the Chief of Staff General George C. Marshall. Though War
Department language and policy indicated that it considered its men as one more
component in a war of mass production, it also realized—and ignored—the fact that
soldiers, unlike machines of war rolling off an assembly line, were not perfect
interchangeable parts. On March 6, 1944, for instance, Headquarters, Third United States
Army, issued a letter of instruction that addressed the replacement issue. It stated,
“Replacements are spare parts – supplies. They must be asked for in time by the front
line, and the need for them must be anticipated in the rear. An educated guess is just as
accurate and far faster than compiled errors. During lulls, you can balance the account.
Keep your combat units full. A company without riflemen is just as useless as a tank
without gasoline.” 73
While all Sherman tanks could be expected to perform similarly under the strains
of combat, such was not the case with men with varied physical and mental capabilities,
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not to mention differing levels of training and combat experience. The army, at this
point, believed it could afford to remove physically imperfect men from the combat arms
and assign them to staff or service, i.e. limited assignment, roles. Perhaps it could, as the
ground forces were not yet engaged in the European campaign. But combat operations
later in the year would reveal that, oftentimes, the army needed these less than perfect
physical “specimens” to plug the gaps as infantrymen on the frontlines.
The FFRS also soon encountered serious problems in procuring operating units
for its depots. According to the “History of the Ground Force Replacement System, “By
1 January 1944 due to the non-arrival of Headquarters and Headquarters units it became
necessary to skeletonize all Field Force Replacement Overhead Units and spread them
out to handle immediate problems of operation within Replacement System. . . . .There
was an immediate shortage of fou r [sic] Headquarters and Headquarters Companies,
seven battalions, and 28 companies.” 74 The FFRS planned to activate new units in the
ETO, but by February, it was also short on signal, supply and special service,
entertainment and recreation, and Red Cross personnel. Housing shortages also posed
problems for replacements, as the army hoped to avoid billeting these “transient
personnel” in small groups. Many men lived in tents or in overcrowded facilities which
necessitated their shipment to different camps and depots. 75
As replacements began to filter into depots throughout the United Kingdom in the
early weeks of 1944, Layman reminded his staff that the replacement system’s mission
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was to “furnish the Field Forces and the SOS, replacements in the desired specification,
at the time and place directed, and in the highest possible state of physical, professional,
mental, and moral development for combat.” Perhaps it is belaboring the point to keep
repeating this statement, but the fact remains that FFRS itself reiterated it in many of its
directives. More importantly, the replacement system would fail to meet these standards
as the European campaign progressed. In an effort to meet the aforementioned goals,
McNair’s “Training Memorandum Number 1” ordered replacements to train the entire
duration of their stay in the various depots. Training, in fact, would become a full-time
job, and Layman established six one-week training periods that would offer replacements
refresher lessons and instruction in battle tactics. Replacements trained for eight hours
each day, six days a week. They would spend their evenings listening to army talks and
watching training films. Layman explained, “The objective of all of training will be the
reaching and maintaining of the highest possible state of discipline and readiness for
battle on the part of each individual concerned.” The training regimen focused on
physical conditioning, familiarization firing, battlefield technique (scouting, patrolling,
fire and movement, etc), mental and moral efficiency, and discipline to enable a soldier to
“become the efficient member of the fighting so essential to success in battle.” 76
Classroom and field instruction were accompanied by trips to the firing range and exams
to ensure that replacements retained what they learned.
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With training underway, the War Department turned its attention to another crisis.
The army’s manpower shortfall was exacerbated by an even greater shortage in
weaponry. Interestingly, the army failed to implement its own policy as stated in FM
100-10: “Before joining their units replacements are trained, clothed and equipped
appropriately.” 77 Many of the first replacements arriving in the United Kingdom from
the states did so without weapons, as the War Department anticipated that replacements
would receive weapons from the units to which they were assigned. When combat
operations began, however, few divisions had surplus weapons for their replacements. 78
The FFRS had two options in January 1944: either thousands of replacements
would be without weapons for training during the three to six-month period when they
were in replacement pools, or the army could provide these men with equipment between
January and May 1944 by requesting additional weapons or by depleting combat unit,
depot, and maintenance and reserve stocks. The army’s failure to anticipate a weapons
shortage was inexcusable. Colonel R. L. Gillespie, Deputy Chief of Staff, Ground Force
Reinforcement Command, observed that, as early as 1942, some officers advised the War
Department to ship reinforcements with arms. Gillespie explained that the suggestion
“bounced around the War Department until the summer of 1943,” when Washington said
“NO!” 79
Now the army and War Department had to devise a way to arm replacements
several months prior to the greatest military invasion in American history. In November
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1943, the War Department shipped 75,000 carbines to the theater to replace outdated M1903s. G-4 section (Supply) suggested that replacements train with antiquated M-1903
Springfields for all non-firing exercises. Replacement centers could then obtain M-1
Garands and carbines from combat reserves for marksmanship practice. As a result, 70
percent of men in replacement depots were armed with M-1903 rifles—a weapon which
they would not use in combat. The War Department agreed with the theater
commander’s recommendation to retain 50,000 excess M-1903 rifles, but it did not
approve an additional allowance of M-1s. Captain Robert Greenwald, Historical Section,
HQ, ETOUSA, wrote, “At the same time, a request for an additional allowance of 47,000
M1 rifles and 53,000 carbines was rejected.” The War Department believed that combat
maintenance and salvage “would provide arms for reinforcements.” 80 By salvage, the
War Department likely meant that replacements would receive the weapons of the dead
and wounded men they were replacing. By not receiving their own weapons prior to
assignment to a unit, replacements must have felt expendable in every sense of the word.
The G-4 section also desired to arm replacements before forwarding them to
units, while G-3 (Operations, Organization, and Training) believed they should receive
weapons only after reaching the front. On January 26, 1944, G-4, ETOUSA, informed
Layman that M-1903s were being used for training in the FFRS but that there was still no
theater policy to send replacements to “the Army area with the arms they would require
for combat.” On February 21, G-4 insisted to the Deputy Chief of Staff, ETOUSA, that
men arrive to the front with the individual weapon with which they would fight. As the
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FFRS then had a satisfactory supply of small arms, the Deputy Chief of Staff approved
this recommendation. 81
The training section of the FFRS worried that men would not be proficient with
their weapons when they entered combat. On March 5, 1944, it recommended to G-4,
ETOUSA, that replacements receive the appropriate weapons immediately upon their
arrival in the FFRS. This would allow for more efficient training, because, as noted, the
current G-4 plan meant that men would not train with the weapons that they would use in
combat. The training section feared that this would negatively impact the efficiency of
troops entering combat for the first time, and it was important that “the soldier’s
confidence in his weapon would be established prior to entry into combat.” Layman’s
office agreed, and the FFRS released 60,000 small arms to issue to replacements upon
their arrival to the system. On May 23, 1944, Headquarters, FFRS, instructed all
replacement depot commanding officers to arm replacements with appropriate weapons
as soon as possible. 82 Logic thus finally triumphed in the FFRS.
While the army and FFRS determined how to arm replacements, they also had to
tabulate monthly replacement requirements. On January 28, 1944, a letter from
Headquarters, First US Army Group, to commanding general, ETOUSA, titled
“Replacement Estimates for Field Forces,” offered the first manpower estimates. The
following numbers (Tables 2 and 3) were based on Chief of Staff, Supreme Allied
Command (COSSAC) data:
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Table 2
Replacement Estimates for Field Forces
Period
D-Day to D+30
D+30 to D+60
D+60 to D+90
D+90 to D+120
D+120 to D+150

Replacements Required (Does not include
SOS normal attrition)
57,340
27,060
21,979
20,225
25,730

Source: “Replacement Estimates for Field Forces,” Box 56, RG 498, NACP.

The letter also stated, “In order to maintain an adequate operation reserve within limits
set by War Department, it is recommended that the following monthly replacement troop
lift from the US, exclusive of SOS normal attritional requirements, be requisitioned by
CG SOS-ETOUSA”:

Table 3
Monthly Shipment of Replacements from U.S.
Month
May
June
July
August
September
Total

Total
32,935
33,124
29,965
27,740
28,570
152,334

Source: “Replacement Estimates for Field Forces,” Box 56, RG 498, NACP.

It did not include African-American replacements in these estimates, as “it is assumed at
this time that colored requirements included in SOS normal attrition figures will meet
theater needs. If appreciable number of colored units are assigned to Field Forces at a
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later date, it may be necessary to submit revised estimates to the WD.” 83 But, as January
ended, AGF units were still short 52,625 enlisted men. According to the War
Department G-3 section, the “ninety division gamble” and resulting shortage of men
meant that “a sound and completely efficient replacement system in operation in all
theaters” was essential so that units could maintain their authorized manpower levels. 84
With preliminary estimates calculated, the War Department expanded the
replacement system on February 3 by activating the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th
Depots, as well as sixteen replacement battalions and forty-five companies. The
replacement system was a command operating directly under the Deputy Theater
Commander and would handle all replacements except those for the United States Army
Air Forces (USAAF). By March 1, 1944, ten depots were operational, and they had a
total replacement capacity of 65,051. Later that month, the headquarters of the 12th,
14th, and 15th Depots arrived from the United States. With the seven initial depots and
the five activated on February 3, the army had twelve replacement depots established in
Europe. This was the number the army estimated it would need at the start of the
campaign. 85
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While the FFRS prepared for its own operations in Europe, the Army Ground
Forces still attempted to learn lessons from replacement operations in the Mediterranean.
On February 4, 1944, Lieutenant General Jacob L. Devers, senior United States Army
commander in North Africa, wrote to McNair, “It has been demonstrated here that
divisions should not be left in the line longer than 30 to 40 days in an active theater. If
you do this, as has been done in this theater, everybody gets tired, then they get careless,
and there are tremendous sick rates and casualty rates. Everybody should know this. The
result is that you feed replacements into a machine in the line, and it is like throwing
good money after bad. Your replacement system is bound to break down, as it has done
in this theater.” 86 Though no one could realize it at the time, the same problems would
plague the European system by the end of 1944.
When Devers was informing McNair of the situation in the Mediterranean,
George Marshall worried about improving the quality of enlisted infantrymen. On
February 10, 1944, he informed Secretary of War Henry Stimson that the ETO needed an
additional 134,000 basically-trained troops. Marshall believed that many NCOs “are
below satisfactory standards of intelligence and qualities of leadership.” The War
Department, consequently, reduced the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP)
from 150,000 to 30,000 men. Marshall wrote to Stimson, “I am aware of your strong
feeling regarding the Army Specialized Training Program. However, I wish you to know
that in my opinion we are no longer justified in holding 140,000 men in this training
when it represents the only source from which we can obtain the required personnel,
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especially with a certain degree of intelligence and training, except by disbanding already
organized combat units.” 87
Many ASTPers then on college campuses would become privates. The War
Department sent 73,000 of these stduents, as well as 24,000 aviation cadets, to the ground
forces. They went to divisions that were still training in the states; the army had
previously stripped these units of personnel. On February 18, the War Department
announced, “The infusion of thousands of highly intelligent student scholars into the
ground forces . . . will help to increase our striking power.” Most of these ASTPers,
however, had not completed training; some, in fact, had been away from basic training
for almost nine months. The men whom the army tagged as its future junior officers
were not even fit to be NCOs at that point. 88
On February 26, President Roosevelt wrote Major General Lewis B. Hershey,
director of the Selective Service System, and Paul V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission, concerning the drastic reduction of the ASTP. Roosevelt
explained, “The present allocation of personnel to the Armed Forces cannot further be
reduced and there is a very real danger in our failure to supply trained replacements at the
time and in the numbers required. Selective service has not delivered the quantity of men
who were expected . . . we are still short approximately 200,000 trained men. . . . Today
as a result, we are forced to emasculate college courses and trained divisions and other
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units.” 89 ASTPers would only have a short time to train with their units before
deploying. A March 1, 1944, Washington Post editorial addressed the War Department’s
personnel policies and its resulting need for additional replacements. “It would seem that
this need might as easily have been anticipated before the specialized training program
was launched. . . . All in all, it would appear much better for the Army never to have
launched the program in the first place than thus abruptly to abandon it.” 90
Though the manpower situation was critical, the War Department decided on
February 26 that eighteen-year-olds would not help compensate for this shortfall—at
least for the time being. It issued a conditional ban on sending eighteen-year-olds
overseas as replacements; the army would utilize them only as a last resort and only after
all other sources of replacement personnel had been exhausted. This conditional ban also
applied to pre-Pearl Harbor fathers with less than six months’ training. Then, in June
1944, the army stated it would not send men under age nineteen overseas as infantry or
armored replacements. Consequently, on February 26, the War Department authorized
the continued stripping of units that were not slated for immediate shipment. These
divisions would then absorb men from replacement training centers, the ASTP, or the
Army Air Forces. Such units experienced almost 100 percent turnover of their privates
and a very high turnover percentage among NCOs. 91 When these divisions entered
combat in the fall and winter of 1944–1945, they were comprised mainly of men who
were new to the division or had been retrained as infantrymen. Though some of these
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soldiers were of higher intelligence—particularly ASTPers with high Army General
Classification Test (AGCT) scores—than men who entered the infantry earlier in the war,
they did not benefit from unit training. 92
The War Department also compensated for the manpower shortfall by
establishing conversion courses. Army Ground Forces instituted eight-week retraining
programs for junior officers in the infantry, field artillery, and armored divisions. 93 It
also continued to strip divisions. Between April and September 1944, the War
Department removed 92,000 enlisted men from twenty-two divisions, for an average
divisional loss of 4,170 soldiers. As Palmer and Keast noted, “In general, these divisions
entered combat with less advanced and thorough training than divisions shipped earlier.”
When the War Department calculated replacement needs for the second half of 1944, it
figured that it would be 67,000 infantry replacements short. Thus it began stripping men
from anti-aircraft and tank destroyer units for reconversion to infantrymen. 94
Between March 1 and D-Day, the FFRS received, housed, and trained large initial
“stockages” of replacements. Many of the replacements then arriving in the United
Kingdom, however, had spent the previous two weeks traveling overseas on troop
transports and anywhere from six to twelve weeks prior to that in a staging depot in the
states. They thus required a strenuous training regimen to improve their physical fitness.
Much of this training took place in Southwest England and Northern Ireland. Depot
stockages increased dramatically during this period as well, from a total of 27,649
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replacements on March 6 to 88,869 on D+1. 95 The commanders within the FFRS were
pleased with their achievements. On March 27, 1944, Colonel Robert S. Miller, Deputy
Commander, FFRS, reported at a staff conference that, since January, the system had
processed, shipped, and trained over 18,000 men. He added, “This has been a trial run
for us to practice for the big show. I will not divulge the figures of our capacity, but it is
equal to that of several divisions. It is now filled to about one third capacity. It will be
filled to two thirds capacity by 10 April, and to capacity shortly afterwards.” 96
Miller’s bold prediction that the system would soon reach its capacity seemed to
be somewhat overstated. Following an early April 1944 replacement conference in
Washington, DC, G-1 section informed G-3, HQ, ETOUSA, that, based on recent War
Department statistics, “it had determined that the Infantry replacement portion of the
ETOUSA replacement Pool had been estimated at too low a figure.” The War
Department increased the infantry portion of the replacement flow from 64.3 percent to
70.3 percent. Combat operations, however, subsequently revealed that even this
percentage was insufficient. ETOUSA wanted to adjust the June replacement flow, and
future requisitions would rely on this new proportion. As it was too late for the army to
amend the May shipment of replacements from the United States, though, “it would be
necessary to retrain as Infantry approximately 2500 replacements available in Theater.”
These men came from casual detachments, armored units, and tank destroyer units. 97 A
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replacement crisis existed in the ETO before American forces even landed on
Normandy’s beaches.
As the army’s replacement and requisitioning procedures still required
clarification, the War Department held the aforementioned replacement conference in
Washington, DC, from April 3–9, 1944; representatives of the North African and ETO
systems traveled to DC to participate in the meetings. 98 Lieutenant General Joseph T.
McNarney, Deputy Chief of Staff, sought to end “the present extravagent [sic] and
inefficient personnel conditions which we can no longer afford to maintain.” He
complained that significant numbers of replacements were performing Communications
Zone duties instead of serving in the combat roles for which they had been intended. The
army needed to release general service men from such positions and assign them combat
duties. Later that month, the army lowered the physical standards required to serve in
combat, and between April and July, it found an additional 100,000 combat soldiers in
the ASTP, among eighteen-year-olds in the replacement training centers, and by
converting aviation cadets to infantrymen. It would also release all physically-abled men
in non-infantry units for service as infantry replacements. 99 McNarney continued, “From
the beginning of the North African operations to date the replacement system in that
Theater has, from the War Department’s viewpoint, not been satisfactory.” The War
Department also identified the need to create a standardized system—one that would be
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used in all theaters—for reporting manpower strength and for requisitioning. Such a
system would require commanders to provide periodic estimates, a difficult task as
battles rarely unfolded according to plan. 100
Commanders who had served in North Africa provided invaluable insight to the
men who were putting the finishing touches on the ETO’s replacement system. These
veterans of early combat explained that units typically received new men while still on
the line, a practice that FM 100-10 sought to avoid. Casualty statistics from North Africa
also indicated that a division, on average, lost 3,700 men as casualties during its first
month of operations. During its second month, a unit lost 2,500 men and received 1,200
casuals returning from the hospital. After the fourth month of combat, casualties held
constant at a net loss of 1,500 men per month. The first year and a half of ground
operations in the Mediterranean demonstrated that 80 percent of casualties were
infantry. 101
The Mediterranean Theater replacement system brought army units in Italy up to
authorized strength during the winter of 1943–1944 and even provided a slight
overstrength. Nevertheless, the army’s historical study of the replacement system noted,
“The absorption of so many men with no combat experience was difficult for units almost
constantly in combat and the losses among new men were high. Both at Cassino and at
Anzio the replacement system was blamed, not only for undue losses among new and
unseasoned men but also for the weakening of good outfits which deteriorated during
long periods in the line.” On May 25, 1944, General Marshall addressed a subcommittee
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of the Committee on Appropriations in the House of Representatives. He argued that
replacements enabled the fighting divisions to push on to Rome and that the system kept
the divisions up to strength. Marshall thus appeared to have confidence that the system
functioned appropriately. 102
At an April 10 staff conference, Colonel Robert S. Miller, FFRS deputy
commander, informed his colleagues that ten depots and a specialized training center
were then operating under FFRS control. The conference report reiterated, “The Mission
of Field Force Replacement System is to furnish the Field Forces and SOS replacements
in the desired specifications at the time and place directed and in the highest possible
state of fitness, both physical and mental for combat.” 103 Yet it seemed that the FFRS
might not be able to live up to the lofty goals it had set for itself. The following day,
April 11, the War Department informed Colonel Walter Layman, FFRS commander, that
many replacement companies in the states were unprepared for shipment and would not
arrive in theater by May 15. The units still had to complete training, and they would not
be available until June or July. 104
An infantry replacement shortage was all but inevitable in the days and weeks
following OVERLORD. Thus the FFRS had to find a timely and suitable answer to the
following question: “What method would be used to supply replacements to the Army
units bearing the brunt of the invasion and follow-up movements[?]” It decided that
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combat-active units in France would submit requisitions based on anticipated losses, but
it again neglected to explain how a unit commander could arrive at an accurate estimate.
The FFRS would prepare and assign these men from replacement detachments, and
replacement battalions would receive them behind the front. The battalions would then
forward men to their units. 105
Several administrative changes occurred on April 24 when “General Order 35,
HQ ETOUSA,” dropped “Field Force” from the Replacement System and announced
Layman as Commanding Officer, Replacement System, ETOUSA; ETOUSA eliminated
“Field Force” from the title because the system also provided replacements for Services
of Supply. 106 On June 10, the army then re-designated it as the Ground Force
Replacement System (GFRS). By April 26, though, First Army began submitting
requisitions for its anticipated casualties between D-Day and D+15. The Classification
and Assignment Section attempted to identify the most physically fit, youngest, and
experienced officers in the replacement pool, while the replacement system concentrated
men in southern England during the final buildup for the cross-channel attack. By May
10, the Northern Ireland Depots had relocated to southern England. 107
As April turned to May, the army accelerated preparations; it now had only one
month left to ensure that it had created a functioning replacement system. On May 11,
Headquarters, ETOUSA, issued Circular 50, which dealt with the conservation of
manpower. With replacement shortages looming, it stressed that commanders should
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find suitable roles for limited assignment men—men not fit for combat duty—so that
able-bodied, general service men could be freed from desk jobs and support positions to
fight on the front lines. 108 The army had found a way to squeeze a few more combat
soldiers out of its already thin ranks, but it was not sure how to arm them. On May 1,
Colonel Donald R. Neil, Assistant for Operations, G-4 section (Supply), issued a
directive titled “M-1 Rifles for FFRS.” The army would withdraw all M-1 rifles from
static SOS units and 8th Air Force units in exchange for M-1903s. These units, in all
likelihood, would not engage in ground combat, so they could afford to be armed with
antiquated bolt-action Springfields. The FFRS placed these extra M-1s in its ordnance
department stocks. 109
On May 10, Headquarters, Replacement System, officially issued its standard
operating procedure. First U.S. Army, which would conduct the initial American
landings during Operation OVERLORD, would submit replacement requisitions in
advance of operations. The replacement system would “package” men in groups of
250—ten officers and 240 men—and then process and ship them to the operational area.
The 250-man packages would consist of platoons and squads, and detachments would
maintain this strength while they remained with a replacement company. 110 The
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replacement system defined a replacement detachment, or “package,” as “a group of 250
men, set up as a temporary unit for flow during the initial stages of the coming operations
through the advance Replacement Units to the combat units concerned.” 111 A package
remained at a staging depot from the time it was organized until it received orders to
move to a marshalling area or until it shipped to the Continent or a combat unit.
Packages had to be ready to move on seventy-two hours’ notice, and those for the D-Day
follow-up “included riflemen, heavy weapons, and soldiers of various support services.”
The replacement system would send 80 percent of replacements in preformed packages,
while the other 20 percent would be made available by special requisition. It began
organizing packages in May, and it packaged 35,550 men by D-Day; the system held
these men in depots until shipment. 112
The army wanted packages to preserve their identity for as long as possible while
they moved to the front. Men would travel to the front upon requisition, but they would
continue to train while they remained in depots and awaited assignment. 113 The War
Department’s effort to keep these packages together was clearly an effort to streamline
shipment; it was not indicative of the War Department or army’s concern about
individual morale. The War Department intended for replacements to keep units at their
authorized strength; it never mentioned anything about how their assignment might
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impact their own, or their receiving units, combat effectiveness. 114 As replacement
packages were not affiliated with specific divisions, each package received a specific unit
requisition number. The replacement system treated these men like cattle, herding them
from one way-station to the next. Each replacement also wore a tag so that forward
commanders could readily identify a man’s MOS number upon arrival to a unit—perhaps
asking an individual to state his MOS was too time consuming, or perhaps the army did
not trust its replacements to provide accurate information. 115 Typically, such receiving
units would break up these packages and parcel men out among frontline regiments,
companies, platoons, and squads.
The preformed packages would land in France on D+5 and would continue
arriving for the first two weeks after the invasion. These packages were mixed—some
were composed entirely of infantrymen, while others had a variety of men with different
MOS numbers. At this point, the army earmarked packages for specific divisions or
units, but men who had trained together would not necessarily serve together in the same
squads and platoons. After D+14, combat units would requisition men through normal
procedures, and replacement system battalions would process these men and assign them
to units. 116
By the first week of May, the War Department had established standardized
replacement procedures throughout the various global theaters of war. Each theater
would rely on its own replacement and training command to operate replacement depots,
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which were under the control of field force commanders. These commands would
classify, retrain, and assign men to units. The army’s official replacement study
explained that prior to this standardization each theater developed its own replacement
policies on an ad hoc basis. In total, sixteen replacement depots operated in the ETO, but
the army organized only six of them in the Zone of the Interior; it created an additional
ten overseas. 117
The War Department’s primary concern was understandably the pending
operation in Europe. On May 11, a theater policy instructed the replacement system to
use all categories of personnel when filling requisitions. 118 In mid-May, the army
released its replacement plans for the ETO. It planned to transfer 200,000 replacements
to the Continent by D+90, and it would accomplish this goal in several phases. During
the first, which would last from D-Day to D+14, First U.S. Army would operate the
replacement system in France with three replacement battalions. On D+10, the
replacement system would send one replacement depot and two additional battalions, as
well as 5,000 replacements, from the United Kingdom to the Continent to assume control
of replacement operations. Phase II would begin on D+15 and last until D+41. During
this period, the Advance Section would operate the replacement system, and another
depot and four battalions would arrive from England. Between D+42 and D+90, three
more depots and eleven battalions would move to France. 119
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Secretary of War Henry Stimson worried about the army’s strength. In a May 10,
1944, letter to Marshall, he explained:
I have always felt that our contribution to the war should include so far as
possible an overwhelming appearance of national strength when we
actually get into the critical battle. By this I mean not merely strength on
the battle front but in reserve. It has been our fate in two world wars to
come in as the final force after the other combatant nations had long been
engaged. Our men have thus come to the field untested, even when well
trained, to fight against veteran enemies. Such conditions make the
appearance and possession of overwhelming strength on our part
important both tactically and psychologically.
Marshall replied on May 16, 1944, assuring Stimson, “We are about to invade the
Continent and have staked our success on our air superiority, on Soviet numerical
preponderance, and on the high quality of our ground combat units.” Marshall continued,
“Our equipment, high standard of training, and freshness should give us a superiority
which the enemy cannot meet and which we could not achieve by resorting to a matching
of numerical strength.” 120 One gets the impression that Marshall was trying to convince
himself that this was true, even though all of the evidence about manpower numbers and
quality suggested otherwise.
On May 23, in an effort to free more men for combat roles, the War Department
directed that the basic privates (men with no assigned skill) in all table of organization
units be reduced from 10 to 5 per cent of the normal operating strength of a unit. “Rifle
companies, cavalry troops, medical detachments, battalions, and regiments, and units
with less than five basics were excepted. The War Department directed that the surplus
in all theaters be removed by 1 July 1944, or D+30 in the ETO.” The purpose was “to
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increase available manpower for use as replacements and fillers . . . it is essential that the
bulk of the personnel . . . be trained without delay as infantry replacements or used as
fillers for units you may be authorized to activate locally.” Prior to D-Day, the War
Department was concerned with supplying enough physically qualified combat soldiers,
but “the problem afterwards was centered on one item—the shortage of infantry riflemen.
This was the chief category in which the planners had underestimated.” 121
By June 1, there were 81,326 replacements in the replacement pool. 122 On May
29, just one week before D-Day, the replacement system announced its plans for moving
its base of operations from the United Kingdom to France. It would establish an
advanced echelon at the 14th Depot for embarkation to the Continent. The officers and
enlisted men of this group then had to set up communications with other depots to
facilitate transfers from the United Kingdom to the Continent once operations
commenced. The official history of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command noted
that the operational plans of the advanced echelon and its relation to the 14th Depot and
replacement battalions that would go to France before it “were still rather vague.” 123
Simply stated, the replacement system was not sufficiently prepared to carry out its task
on the eve of the greatest military invasion in history.
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CHAPTER 4
THE CRUSADE BEGINS: REPLACEMENT OPERATIONS
IN NORMANDY, JUNE 1944

As H-Hour, 0630, approached on the overcast morning of D-Day, June 6, 1944,
thousands of infantrymen of the 1st, 4th, and 29th Divisions clambered down the cargo
nets on the sides of their troop transports and into the waiting LCVPs (Landing Craft,
Vehicle, Personnel) in the English Channel. Many carried half of their body-weight or
more in gear and equipment, and it must have felt as if an unseen force was pulling them
toward a certain death in the waters below. A large storm had made the seas and currents
very rough that morning, and the soldiers feared that the undulating craft, also known as
Higgins boats, would crush them against the hulls of their transport ships. They had to
time their jumps into the flat-bottomed landing craft so as not to injure themselves. At
one instant, a man had a simple one-foot drop into his LCVP; in another, the boat fell
several feet or more into one of the Channel’s troughs, increasing the risk of twisted or
sprained ankles.
As the landing craft circled and formed up for their ten to eleven-mile journey to
the Normandy coast, the fourteen-inch guns of the battleship USS Texas and broadsides
from smaller destroyers and cruisers pounded the cliffs of Omaha Beach. The American
infantrymen could feel the “whoosh” of these huge shells as they screamed overhead,
crashing into the far shore with a burst of orange flame and a muffled “karumpf.” These
soldiers could not know, however, that the pre-assault naval and aerial bombardments
killed or wounded few of the well-entrenched German defenders of Hitler’s Atlantic
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Wall. But the Americans had other concerns. A significant number of them were
seasick. The choppy water, salt spray, and smell of diesel fuel and cosmoline grease on
M-1 Garand rifles made it difficult for many GIs to keep down their large pre-invasion
meals. They struggled to maintain their footing on the increasingly slick decks of their
LCVPs. Many made peace with their maker. Others wondered whether they would
perform their duty and simply survive the day.
Perhaps some men of the 1st Infantry Division were less apprehensive than their
comrades in the 4th and 29th. The “Big Red One” was battle tested, having fought in the
deserts of North Africa and in Sicily. This unit had a cadre of experienced junior
officers, NCOs, and enlisted men leading the assault on Omaha Beach. Corporal William
Hugh Lynn, 3rd Battalion, 16th Infantry Regiment, had no second thoughts about
storming the beach:
The Captain of the LCT (landing craft tank) said to me, ‘I’m captain of
this ship. . . . I can command you to stay on this ship and put you in my
crew and you wouldn’t have to make the landing.’ I said, Captain. I’ve
made every battle in this war up to now with all the invasions in Africa
and Sicily. I’ve fought every battle up front and I know every man on my
right and my left. I know their every move and if you don’t mind, I’d like
to stick with them. 1
Experience and camaraderie, however, were often no match for the withering German
that would inflict nearly 1,200 D-Day casualties on the 1st Division alone.
Private First Class Earl W. Chellis, Jr., also of the 16th Infantry Regiment,
observed intense German artillery and machine-gun fire as his LCVP neared the beach.
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As his craft’s ramp lowered, Chellis recalled, “I was the 4th man in line on the right hand
side . . . we had double – 2 rows going. The 3 guys in front of me got hit before they got
off the ramp. . . . I just jumped right over. . . . I went right to the bottom. It must’ve been,
maybe 8, 9 feet deep where we were.” 2 Hundreds of GIs shared the same fate on Omaha
that morning. Many of them never made it off the beach.
The 4th Infantry Division, however, suffered only 200 casualties on the lessheavily defended Utah Beach several miles to the west. Captain George L. Mabry, Jr., of
the 2nd Battalion, 8th Infantry Regiment, experienced a markedly different D-Day than
Earl Chellis. Reflecting years later, he made no mention of intense German artillery and
machine-gun fire while his landing craft headed through the rough seas toward the
Normandy shoreline. As his men ran up the beach, they sustained some casualties, but
far fewer than those on Omaha. “Lt. Bery, who was a machine gunner of H-Company
but in the front wave boat . . . he was hit as the ramp fell,” Mabry remembered. “He was
hit right between the eyes and killed. And we had all this uh, small number of casualties,
but not nearly as many as we anticipated.” 3
The soldiers in the 4th and the 29th Divisions were just as green as the 2,500
replacements assigned to them as invasion overstrength and the tens of thousands of
replacements waiting in depots throughout the United Kingdom. But there was one large
difference between these two groups. The members of the 4th and 29th had benefitted
from months, if not years, of unit training. They knew their divisions’ histories and were
2
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instilled with their units’ fighting spirit. They had a home. They belonged to a family.
The individuals in the replacement system, though, were not so fortunate. They soon
would have to find a way to fit in with their new units, a task made more difficult by the
fact that they would oftentimes join divisions in the heat of battle. Veterans occasionally
proved inhospitable to soldiers who replaced fallen brothers. These replacements came
to feel like the army’s orphans.
*

*

*

*

*

By D-Day, the U.S. Army had reached its peak ceiling strength of 7,772,000
soldiers. 4 The War Department now had the arduous task of apportioning a limited
shipping capacity among the Pacific, Mediterranean, and European Theaters. This
shortage of vessels resulted in a slower-than-anticipated arrival for infantry and armored
divisions in Europe, essentially precluding the army from instituting a unit rotation
policy. Statistics would later demonstrate that periods of intense combat caused an
infantry regiment to experience 100 percent turnover in personnel every three months.
Casualties increased as men wore out. Individual replacements plugged these gaps, but
most GIs realized that they would be on the line until they were wounded or killed.
Without a system of unit rotation, the army would unable to ease the strain on its infantry
divisions. 5
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A replacement’s journey to the front lines began like that of most other
infantrymen. He was likely a draftee whom the army first processed and classified at a
reception center somewhere in the United States. The new inductee then received
thirteen weeks of basic training at a Replacement Training Center (RTC). The army
subsequently lengthened the course to seventeen weeks in mid-1942 but then reduced it
due to a manpower crisis later in the war. After the replacement completed training at an
RTC, his path diverged from other infantrymen. Instead of receiving assignment to a
permanent unit for divisional training, the replacement entered a massive pool of surplus
men. To be sure, these green soldiers would find themselves in frontline units in the not
too distant future, but they would be filling the ranks left vacant by wounded, injured,
evacuated, and dead GIs.
Upon completion of training, the army granted replacements a ten to fourteen-day
furlough before they were required to head to the port from which they would sail to
Europe. At this port of embarkation, the soldiers assembled in replacement depots, or
“repple depples,” as the men derisively called them. Some men complained of their
treatment during the assembly and embarkation process, explaining “‘We were herded
like sheep,’ or ‘We were handled like so many sticks of wood.’” 6 Replacements received
all of their equipment and clothing, except arms, stateside. In August 1944, however, a
weapons shortage in the ETO would force the Army Ground Forces to request that the
War Department arm men prior to sending them overseas. 7
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The army shipped these troops to Europe in replacement companies, or
“packages” of 200 men and four officers. Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical
Section, Headquarters, ETOUSA, wrote, “‘Package,’ a word first supplied to specifically
prepared reinforcement detachments for D-Day and subsequent operations, was later used
to describe all reinforcement detachments made up in the United Kingdom. However,
because of the poor psychological connotations of the word, its use was abandoned early
by Ground Force Reinforcement Command, but it took some time for the actual use of
the word to fade out of reinforcement parlance.” 8 The army realized that the term
“package” essentially equated replacements with expendable supplies, which could have
a detrimental effect on the morale of men who were preparing to enter combat. The army
believed that morale impacted combat effectiveness. 9
Once a replacement completed training, it could take as long as four to five
months before he joined a division overseas. In the meantime, training, discipline, and
physical fitness deteriorated, particularly on the trans-Atlantic voyage on a crowded troop
transport. Replacement training depots in the theater intended to orient men and prepare
them for combat, but additional training and physical conditioning were contingent upon
the tactical situation and frontline units’ demands for men. In June and July 1944, as the
army bloodied itself in the Normandy hedgerows, replacements rarely had time for
Ground Force Reinforcement Command, Reinforcement Study, Jan 1945, ADM NR. 571K, European
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additional instruction in a depot training company. Many went to the front shortly after
arriving in France. 10
In the early months of the European campaign, the army first shipped
replacements to Glasgow, Bristol, or Liverpool, where the replacement system “stored”
replacements in United Kingdom “stockage depots.” Replacements went to a “packaging
area” and then to Southampton for shipment to France. Prior to mid-October, when the
army finally opened the ports of Le Havre and Rouen, men disembarked at either Omaha
or Utah Beach—or Cherbourg once those port facilities became operational in early fall
(Figure 1). 11 Replacements typically moved from the beaches to the front by truck.
From Le Havre, however, they often travelled by rail. Many of the French rail cars were
in poor condition, and some lacked roofs; most cars were overcrowded and men found
little room to lie down. Soldiers rarely received hot meals in transit, and they were in
poor physical and mental condition by the time they arrived at a forward depot. 12
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Figure 1. Map of American beaches in Normandy in relation to the ports of Le Havre and Rouen.
Source: Roland G. Ruppenthal, Logistical Support of the Armies, 2 vols., United States Army in
World War II (1959; repr., Washington, DC: Center of Military History, 1995),1:180.
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In the weeks and months after D-Day, representatives of the 15th Replacement
Depot met replacements on the beaches and took them to one of two depot installations.
A depot officer briefed the men at this staging area, and replacements received a hot
meal. This reception depot was actually a large tent city, and it was short on staff,
housing, and equipment. The officer’s “canned lecture” most likely told the green
replacements:
The chances are that not all of you are going to the same outfit, or even to
the same final area. Sooner or later, your reinforcement unit will be
broken up, and the men composing it will be assigned to existing units
(either combat or service) as your particular specialties or training, or
needs of the moment may require. You may be sure of one thing – you
will be going into an outfit that knows the game – an outfit, most of whose
men are veterans. You will become part of a mighty fine team; you will
really belong to that team, and you will find that everyone there will be
ready and willing to put you wise to the things you don’t know yet. 13
The replacement system separated men who had trained and sailed together, assigning
them piecemeal to combat units. Morale dropped as they soon found themselves among
a group of strangers.
Such was the case with replacement Lieutenant George Wilson, a “ninety day
wonder” who received his commission on May 8, 1943, after completing a three-month
training program at an officer candidate school. Wilson arrived in Liverpool on April 20,
1944, but he did not receive his orders from GFRS until late June. While loading the
landing craft to sail for France, Wilson recalled, “I was brought back to the present by the
drone of the duty officer calling the roll. As I listened and watched each respond it was
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obvious we were a mixed lot. I did not recognize anyone. It probably didn’t matter,
because we would all be sent to different units once ashore.” 14

Figure 2. Source: Bill Mauldin, Bill Mauldin’s Army (Novato, CA: Presidio Press,
1983), 168.

The 15th Depot was not a long-term home for new soldiers like Wilson. In fact, it
was merely a transit area, and most men remained there only overnight. The next
morning, the replacements went to an intermediate depot, which served as a “stockage
depot,” where they received their weapons and refresher or reconversion training; for
some men, this was the first time they ever handled an M-1 Garand. 15 Depending on the
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tactical situation, a replacement might remain in a stockage depot for anywhere from a
day to a week. The next stop was a forward depot that reinforced units “which have lost
men through transfer, sickness or injury, reassignment, promotion, rotation, or other
causes.” 16 Interestingly, and perhaps in an attempt to avoid frightening replacements, the
“canned lecture” did not mention that they would replace men who were killed. One can
safely assume these were the men who were lost to “other causes.” A forward depot
supported each army directly, while a forward battalion supported a corps. The forward
depots rechecked a replacement’s equipment, had him zero his weapon, provided limited
physical training and a final orientation, and transported him to the forward battalion
supporting the corps in which he would fight. A replacement’s last stop was a
replacement company that operated in support of an infantry division. A replacement
system deputy served with each army group to coordinate replacement activities.
Forward depots, which were stocked with personnel in high demand, particularly
riflemen, were supported by the stockage depots in the rear. Hence, an individual
replacement’s journey from the beaches to combat proceeded in this fashion: reception
depot  stockage depot  forward depot  forward battalion  replacement company
 combat unit. 17
16
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The constant movement among different depots and battalions negatively
impacted morale. Sociologist Samuel Stouffer surveyed, interviewed, and provided
questionnaires to over half a million soldiers in World War II to determine their attitudes
toward combat and motivation for fighting. The Research Branch, Information and
Education Division, United States Army, supported this four-year project. Stouffer
determined that the replacement system, and the depot structure in particular, damaged
the replacement’s psyche and morale. This was because replacements “were handled in
bulk without the benefit of permanent leaders from whom they could expect a measure of
personal interest, and without the support of social ties and the security of having an
established niche in some organization.” Stouffer found that life in the depot created a
“state of anxious uncertainty” for the replacement who wondered where he would go and
with what unit he would fight. Depot officers, unfortunately, were often unable to
answer these questions in advance. One of the replacements whom Stouffer surveyed
criticized the depot staff in particular. He claimed, “Men three or four years in the Army
are treated like two-year-olds. Cadre treats us like dirt under their feet.” A replacement
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officer complained, “The only suggestion I would have is that officers in charge at depots
have more interest in the men who pass through and try to treat them less like lumber.” 18
Replacement morale typically peaked when men completed their training in the
United States, but deteriorated as they moved through successive replacement depots. 19
Replacement System Commander Colonel Walter Layman believed that proper
orientation within the depots could improve morale. Replacements participated in a more
comprehensive orientation program when they were still in the United Kingdom depots
prior to and just after D-Day. They received daily news updates and watched films like
Why We Fight. Layman explained that the purpose of orientation was:
to see that every individual going through the system into battle is given
every opportunity to broaden his knowledge of the overall picture of the
conflict in this theater, of the part his Army is playing in that conflict, of
the part his Allies are playing in this conflict, what the enemy has done so
far, and what he may be led to expect from the enemy he is about to meet.
The Replacement system feels that it is its responsibility to see that every
soldier passing through the System is adequately equipped and trained
physically and mentally to play his role in the task assigned to our Armies
and fully realizes that only by giving a proper and adequate orientation to
that soldier is he so equipped. No stone is left unturned in our effort to
give him that adequate and proper orientation. 20
But only a month into the campaign, the replacement depots would not be able to meet
Layman’s orientation goals. The high demand for replacement personnel on the front
lines forced the depots to rush the orientation process as the campaign progressed. Many
replacement officers learned that they would be leading platoons into combat in as little
as forty-eight hours after arriving at the front. Men in the 14th Depot, for example,
18
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lamented, “There was usually no time to train. There was barely time for processing the
necessary orientation.” 21
The amount of time between a replacement’s arrival in Europe and his assignment
to a frontline division depended on the tactical situation and the availability of truck
transportation. According to Greenwald, “A rifleman, known as a ‘745—MOS 745, the
Military Occupational Specialty number of an M-1 wielder—could count on a fast trip
from boat to battle.” 22 Infantrymen could be in combat within a week of arriving in
theater. Technicians or engineers who were not in great demand might sit idly for several
months.
Once with a division, headquarters representatives briefed the replacements and
provided an overview of their new unit’s history. Divisional staff gave the men physical
check-ups, issued any missing equipment, and conducted informal talks. A rifleman
typically did not have too long to wait until a company NCO or officer picked him up,
took him to the front, and showed him to his foxhole in his new platoon or squad area. 23
Though the replacement finally had a home, not all of his new comrades welcomed him
with open arms. Many replacements complained that they received a frigid reception
from veterans. By fall 1944, some companies had more green men than seasoned hands,
and replacements frequently lamented that it took quite a while until they truly felt that
they belonged to that team. Some veterans looked unfavorably on untested men who
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were to take the place of their fallen buddies. Many experienced men worried that these
green soldiers might not only get themselves killed but the veterans around them as well.
Some replacements had been in the depot system for so long that they were in
poor physical condition when they finally reached the front. Others forgot their training
and were unfamiliar with their weapons. 24 Many replacements trained with bolt-action
M-1903 Springfields and were only later armed with M-1 semiautomatic Garands for
combat, which likely explains their lack of proficiency with their rifles. Others had only
had several days of infantry training. Combat commanders complained often about the
quality of men they received. 25
When replacements joined units, typically during live action, they were
surrounded by strangers. In September 1944, a soldier in a replacement depot remarked,
“Being a replacement is just like being an orphan. You are away from anybody you
know and feel lost and lonesome.” He continued, “We want to feel that we are a part of
something. As a replacement we are apart from everything. You feel as if you were
being pushed out of a place blindfolded. You feel totally useless and unimportant. They
treat us like idiots and we don’t disappoint them.” Stouffer appreciated the replacement’s
unenviable position. Replacements “would first have to be assimilated to a pre-existing
group. This process of assimilation was an important one, for we have seen that
intragroup ties played a central role in combat motivation. Aside from the process of
social integration, the replacement also had to acquire for himself the practical
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knowledge and skills of battle so that he could function properly as a member of the
team.” 26 Often not fully aware of the tactical situation or their combat role within their
new unit, replacements made critical errors, resulting in their being wounded or killed
before veterans even learned their names. Staff Sergeant Wayne Arthur Brown
explained, “I was sent in as a replacement on June 12th, 1944 to [Company] F[,] 12th
[Infantry Regiment,] 4th [Division]. I felt lost but the buddy I was in a hole with helped
me overcome this feeling quickly. This buddy made me feel welcome & I don’t even
remember his name. In fact a lot of replacements died before anyone really got to know
them which was sad.” 27
Captain Robert Greenwald believed that the infantry division’s primary problem
“was the mental conversion, practically over night [sic] or less, of an unassigned ‘orphan’
soldier to a working member of a well-knit fighting group.” This initial period of
psychological adjustment was crucial for the replacement. The replacement system’s
training and orientation programs could never fully prepare a man for actual combat.
Greenwald reported that it was not until the replacement arrived at his division “that the
full force of what confronted him struck him fully. He began then to realize even more
than ever before that he was to take on a job for which he had been trained, but for which
he felt greener than greenest. He know [sic] that hourly he would be side by side with
men who had been through the experience of learning more in six hours of battle than in
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six weeks of training. He felt untried and untrained.” 28 The regiment and division rarely
had a difficult time reintegrating casuals returning to their units from the hospital, as they
were combat experienced.
*

*

*

*

*

On March 27, HQ, ETOUSA, determined its reinforcement requirements for DDay to D+209. The War Department required accurate loss estimates so that it could
devise training and shipping schedules. 29 How to predict these requirements accurately
was anyone’s guess. As ETOUSA used this plan to devise its monthly reinforcement
flow from the Zone of the Interior (United States) to support Overlord and to forecast
shipping requirements up until D+89, it is not surprising that a replacement crisis
emerged during the first months of the campaign. 30
On June 1, 76,026 replacements and 5,300 divisional overstrengths were in the
system. Yet only 52 percent of these replacements were infantry-trained. Consequently,
the replacement system would retrain 2,500 men from other branches to compensate for
its projected shortfall. 31 Sixty thousand men comprised the initial assault forces on the
two American beaches, Omaha and Utah. Three infantry divisions, the 1st, 4th, and
28
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elements of the 29th, and two airborne divisions, the 82nd and 101st, would land in the
American sector. The 26,500 men of Force B’s reinforcement units would support V
Corps on Omaha Beach and would land on D-Day and D+1. On D+1 and D+2, 43,500
additional men would sail from Bristol for both Omaha and Utah Beaches. In total, the
army loaded 130,000 men onto ships and landing craft prior to D-Day. On D+10, the
replacement system would land one depot and two replacement battalions in France, and
the depot would gain command of the five battalions that were then supporting First
Army. Five thousand replacements would then move from the United Kingdom to the
depot. The replacement system also planned for its Advance Section to control
operations between D+15 and D+41. During this time, another depot and four additional
battalions would arrive in France; two battalions would support Third Army operations.
Between D+42 and D+90, the replacement system would send three more depots and
eleven battalions to France. Some would function as stockage depots, others would be
reception installations, and others would house casuals or serve as training facilities. 32
The War Department’s pre-invasion plan determined that 1,340,000 troops would
land in France between D-Day and D+90. Twelve divisions would be on the Continent
by D+30, sixteen by D+60, and twenty-one (fourteen infantry and seven armored) by
D+90. These estimates did not include support and service troops. After D+90, the army
anticipated putting three to five divisions ashore in France per month, with the majority
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sailing directly from the United States. The replacement installations would operate
behind these frontline units and follow their advance out of Normandy. 33
As the army fought its way off the beaches on June 6, HQ, ETOUSA, issued
Circular 66, “Responsibilities of the Replacement System Commander.” The document
tasked Colonel Walter Layman with overseeing the efficient and timely processing,
training, and assignment of replacements. The system would also use limited assignment
personnel to the fullest extent possible in an effort to free able-bodied men for combat
roles. Most importantly, perhaps, the system would maintain and improve “the physical,
technical, professional and morale status of the replacements.” 34 In these early stages
and until the replacement system established its advance base section on the Continent,
however, Lieutenant General N. Omar Bradley, commander, First U.S. Army, would
control the system. The replacement system and First U.S. Army, therefore, would
“assure dependable and timely arrival of properly qualified replacements as and where
required, armed and/or equipped as directed” and “build up and hold an operational
reserve of replacements as soon as the situation permits.” Replacements would arrive in
France fully equipped and armed. 35
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As mentioned in Chapter 3, the army allotted the assault divisions a 2,500-man
“overstrength” to replace casualties in the early days of the invasion while the
replacement system transferred operations to the Continent. Captain Robert J. Greenwald
explained:
Planners had determined that it was better for these men to be given to the
units early and trained with them for special landing operations than to
keep them separated in reinforcement units. In this way they not only
profited by training, but a faster flow into the lines was achieved. These
overstrengths, with certain exceptions, did not go with the units in the
assault, but were in the embarkation area, and subsequently on the beach,
immediately behind the units to which they were assigned. Then as they
were needed, they were sent to regiments and battalions. 36
These overstrengths were different from later individual replacements, though, as they
had trained with their divisions and knew from an early date the units with which they
would serve. These first replacements assembled in the embarkation area during the
invasion, and headquarters assigned them as needed to the far shore.
The replacement system anticipated that the divisional overstrengths would be
sufficient to cover losses between D-Day and D+5. Some divisions, acting without
orders, brought their overstrengths ashore with them during the landings. 37 The army’s
manpower conservation policy meant that it would not permit unit overstrengths for the
duration of the campaign, so only the three units spearheading the invasion would benefit
from a temporary surplus of manpower. The course of combat operations would soon
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prove that most units would have a difficult time maintaining authorized strength. The
General Board determined, “If the experience of operations in this theater is any guide,
there will never be enough men in future wars to produce overstrength except for short
period of time and in unimportant numbers.” 38
Between D+5 and D+14, the replacement system would send its pre-packaged
250-man replacement “detachments” to the Continent. These groups assembled in
staging depots prior to D-Day, and the replacement system shipped them based on
division commanders’ estimated casualties. The “History of the Ground Force
Reinforcement Command” explained that some packages “were homogeneous (i.e. all
riflemen), while some were comprised of various arms.” Each detachment had a
predetermined landing date and landing location, and, for the first ten days of the
campaign, the replacement system organized them according to anticipated needs. 39 The
replacement system mandated that men receive the weapons with which they trained so
that they could enter combat shortly after arrival on the line. 40
During the fall and winter of 1943–1944, the Field Force Replacement System
(FFRS) had to determine how to “package” these replacements—that is to say, it had to
38
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estimate what proportion of each MOS number, or how many riflemen, medics,
engineers, riflemen, etc., should be in each grouping of men. Such packaging would
prove crucial to combat operations, especially in the weeks following the D-Day
invasion. The Army Historical Section’s history of the system explained that these early
packages were based on “casualty reports from the North African campaign, but data
from which calculations were made was incomplete and of doubtful accuracy.” By May
21, 1944, however, the replacement system had more complete casualty data from the
Sicilian and Italian campaigns, which enabled it to recalculate proportions of MOS
numbers in packages. Data indicated that 10 percent of casualties were specialists or
technicians, which would be replaced by specific requisitions. The replacement system
could meet the needs of the other 90 percent with men who had basic arm or service
training. 41
Casualties in the June and July 1944 Normandy operations, however, revealed
that the army relied too heavily on table of organization proportions in its replacement
packages, which meant that there were surpluses of technicians and engineers (who had a
relatively low casualty rate) and a shortage of infantrymen (who had a higher than
anticipated casualty rate). The army General Board discovered, “When actual casualties
occurred, it developed at once that the actual casualties did not agree with the advance
estimates, which resulted in certain units, notable [sic] the division special troops and the
artillery, remaining overstrength in most cases to the end of the fighting in Europe.” 42
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The replacement system initially intended to create 150 packages of 250 men for
the period of D-Day to D+14. It ultimately organized 142 detachments, which were
comprised of 35,500 men. These groups formed in the United Kingdom in “organizing”
or “packaging” depots. 43 When requisitions arrived at the packaging depots, either via
radio, phone, or telegraph, a replacement system representative tied an identification tag
to the replacement’s shirt that indicated his name, arm, service, and MOS. 44 One can only
imagine the impact this had on the individual replacement’s psyche; it was as if the army
were branding him prior to shipping him to another depot and, eventually, the front line.
The system herded these men like cattle, and such callous treatment is likely why the
system subseuqently stopped tagging men.
When the army required more men on the Continent, packages moved to staging
depots and then marshalling areas. 45 They arrived at their units through a replacement
battalion that supported one of the four corps in France. Though the system kept
replacement shipments together while they traveled from the Zone of the Interior to the
United Kingdom, it often broke them apart once they were on the Continent. As
previously mentioned, men who had shipped overseas together and had even been in the
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same packages would likely find themselves in different regiments, companies, and
platoons.
Although the Ground Force Replacement System had a difficult time maintaining
pre-determined replacement schedules after D+5, it considered its operations successful.
After the first week of combat, it seemed that personnel shortages would not be
problematic in the near future. But, in reality, shortages would appear in the coming
weeks. Layman’s system, nevertheless, was operational. On D+5, he described how the
first reinforcements from the depots arrived on the Continent on D+1. In the intervening
days, 10,000 men had already gone through the marshalling areas; the replacement
system also alerted 5,000 additional replacements for movement on D+6. 46
The Adjutant General, ETOUSA, however, was very critical of the composition
of these packages. Though First U.S. Army determined that packages would be “mixed,”
that is to say that they would be comprised of men with various MOS qualifications, on
June 9, just “three days after D-Day, ETOUSA reported that the plan was not meeting
requirements and could not be expected to in the future.” 47 Lieutenant R. E. Carey,
Classification and Assignment Section, GFRS, explained that 128 packages shipped
automatically to France on a pre-arranged schedule, and four to five packages landed
each day on Omaha and Utah Beach between D+5 and D+14. These detachments then
went to different divisions and units. After the first four or five days, however, Carey
complained, “It was impossible to follow any order. Instead detachments or packages
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were shipped according to what was needed, for example, if more infantry were needed,
an infantry package scheduled for D+12 or thereabouts might have to be shipped on
D+8.” 48
Captain S. H. Linder, Statistical Officer, Ground Force Replacement System,
explained that First Army determined the priority of shipments between D+5 and D+14.
He noted that, due to lower than anticipated losses, of the “35,500 [replacements in
packages], only 21,000 moved out as scheduled, to divisions and other units. 14,000,
which were not required because casualties were less than expected, were returned to
Replacement System stock. These D-day period packages were earmarked and actually
assigned to divisions and other units.” Each replacement package had a specific
designation. For example, “O5B” indicated that this package would arrive on Omaha
Beach on D+5; the B signified that it would be the second package to land that day.
“U10C” meant that this package would be the third (C) to arrive on Utah on D+10.
Linder explained, “This original batch of packages retained their identity throughout the
movement until arrival to their assigned units.” 49
Prior to D+14, packages went to one of four replacement battalions supporting the
various corps on the Continent; the Ground Force Replacement System pre-assigned
them to a particular corps or division. It also began determining the proportion of the
various MOS numbers in each grouping according to actual need as opposed to
anticipated losses. It soon became obvious, though, that combat units had greater need
48
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for infantry-only detachments, as riflemen experienced the highest casualty rate. After
D+14, the system shipped soldiers to the 14th Replacement Depot in France based on
expected losses, and it attempted to maintain detachments as units when feasible. 50
Oftentimes, however, men found themselves parceled out among different regiments,
battalions, and companies once they reached the Continent.
First Army officers praised the quality and availability of replacements during the
first two weeks of the campaign. The convenience of the packaging system encouraged
GFRS to organize additional replacement detachments once it had exhausted its prepackaged supply. 51 After D+14, combat units would requisition replacements through
replacement battalions, and during the first six months of operations, the system shipped
over 1,300 packages to France. In November, however, it substituted the term
“reinforcement company” for package, likely in an effort to boost the morale of the
replacements. But it still took some time until the terminology disappeared from the
unofficial army parlance. 52
A logjam of replacements existed on the beaches during the first weeks of the
invasion because the system struggled to forward them to depots and replacement
battalions. Lieutenant R. E. Carey, Classification and Assignment Section, GFRS, wrote,
“Between D+30 and D+45, about 10,000 men were at the beach replacement area.” 53
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Despite such initial difficulties, the General Board concluded, “The early operations of
the Replacement System on the Continent were carried on almost exactly according to
the plan set forth in operation ‘Neptune’ [the actual Normandy landings]. Replacement
overhead units arrived approximately on schedule and the ‘package’ system of supplying
loss replacements proved entirely adequate.” 54
The “Annexes” of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command papers, however,
did not paint as rosy a picture. They identified several concerns with the classification of
officers who arrived on the Continent after D-Day. Numerous replacement officers, for
example, had not received proper serial numbers, thus complicating the process of filling
requisitions. According to these reports, “This then was the problem which faced us in
post D-Day operations: to select the best qualified personnel from extremely limited
sources. In order to do this most effectively, a radical departure was made from previous
policy. The function of selection of individual officers to fill requisitions was
decentralized to the depot and forward battalion level.” Communications difficulties also
plagued the widely dispersed depots in the United Kingdom. These problems
occasionally resulted in misclassified personnel. 55
An even bigger problem had emerged as early as D+1, but this was an issue that
General George C. Marshall foresaw in January 1944. An October 13, 1945,
Headquarters, Ground Force Reinforcement Command memo commented, “Due to
critical shortage of Infantry rifle reinforcements, steps were taken as early as 7 June 1944
54
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to remedy this situation. On this date . . . the basic privates of other arms and services
were made available for retraining as Infantry reinforcements.” A shortage of
infantrymen meant that replacement depots both in the United Kingdom and on the
Continent instituted retraining programs that lasted four, six, or eight weeks. In addition
to basic privates, these retrainees consisted of infantry headquarters and service personnel
and surpluses of artillery, tank destroyer, and antiaircraft men. 56 With an overall
manpower shortage looming, the army would have to find replacements among the men
already in theater. 57
As the army devised infantry retraining procedures, HQ, ETOUSA, also issued
General Order No. 62 on June 10, 1944. It officially established the Ground Force
Replacement System (GFRS), ETOUSA, commanded by Layman. The ETO
replacement system consisted of two separate commands: the Ground Force
Replacement System (GFRS) and the Army Air Forces Replacement System (AAFRS).
The system for the ground forces was a command that operated directly under the deputy
theater commander. 58 The replacement system records indicated that depots in the
United Kingdom and on the Continent formed a “‘pipeline’ through which
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reinforcements flowed to keep the fighting units at effective strength.” 59 There was an
important change in terminology here, as the GFRS’s purpose was to keep units at
“effective” strength. But there is a difference between combat effectiveness and
authorized combat strength, and the two are not synonymous terms. Here the
replacement system erroneously equated authorized strength with being effective. This
likely explained why the system was so concerned with numbers of men, as opposed to
replacement quality. The drawbacks of this misstatement would become obvious, as
insufficiently trained replacements, regardless of the numbers in which they arrived at
units, reduced combat effectiveness. Semantics aside, the GFRS papers also stressed the
importance of finding suitable roles for able-bodied men Additionally, GFRS suggested
that forward replacement units should operate as close to the frontlines as “the tactical
situation permits, with the object of replacing combat losses as soon as incurred.” 60
On June 11, the 92nd Replacement Battalion landed on Utah Beach and became
the first replacement unit on the Continent; additional battalions followed throughout the
month. By June 25, three reinforcement units were operational in Normandy. 61 The first
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battalions to arrive in Normandy served the First U.S. Army and individually supported
the various army corps. The replacement system’s first priority was to assign
replacements to these battalions, but the consumption of men “appeared to be
disproportionately high and instead of routing replacements through the 14th Depot and
then to the forward Battalions under our direction, it became necessary to move the
Replacement Detachments to the forward Battalions.” Thus instead of serving its
intended role as a staging area for all types of replacements, the 14th Depot housed
surplus service and artillery personnel, which were readily available due to the lower
casualty rates among these groups of soldiers. 62
Colonel Robert S. Miller, deputy Commander of the GFRS, arrived in France on
June 18. The GFRS struggled to streamline its operations in mid June 1944. It had to
coordinate activities among staging depots, or port depots—which would eventually open
at Le Havre and Marseilles but which, for the time being, operated near the beachhead—
training depots, retraining depots, stockage depots in the Communications Zone, and
forward army depots that supported frontline units. Though forward depots supported a
particular army, that army commander did not directly command the depot. 63 One level
below these depots were the battalions. Rear battalions were in close proximity to a
depot headquarters while forward battalions were just behind the front lines so that they
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could quickly support the various corps. The depots stationed most battalions near corps
supply installations “so as to enable non-divisional units to pick up reinforcements with
the same vehicles that drew supplies.” 64 The Ground Force Replacement System clearly
considered replacements to be one type of army supplies. As the replacement system
lacked its own organic transportation, requisitioning units picked up and transported
replacements on the same trucks as rations, equipment, and ammunition. Such callous
treatment of these men could only have reduced their already waning morale.
As noted, an infantry shortage appeared in the days following the invasion. On
June 17, 1944, an equipment shortage occurred as well. G-1 section, Personnel, First
Army, reported that it lacked bayonets and entrenching tools for its replacements. It
requested additional supplies of these “if at all possible, until such time as the salvage of
arms on the Continent would reach sufficient proportions to take care of the situation
after the arrival of replacements.” Salvage meant that the army needed to collect,
refurbish, and redistribute equipment from men who had been wounded or killed.
Replacements must have felt expendable in every sense of the word. Not only would
they be filling the spots of fallen men on the frontline, but, in many cases, they would be
using their equipment as well. The equipment shortage was an inexcusable failure.
Paragraph 6f (1) (g) I of the Joint Administration Plan for Operation OVERLORD, dated
19 April 1944, stated, “All replacements sent forward into the Army areas would be
completely equipped, including individual weapon. Until such time as the
Communications Zone could assume this responsibility, all replacements would be
shipped from the U.K. to the Continent with complete equipment, including individual
64
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weapons.” 65 The campaign was only ten days old, and the replacement system could not
meet one of its primary objectives.
On D+12, advance headquarters of the replacement system established operations
in France, and GFRS headquarters personnel transferred to the Continent. 66 On June 20,
Miller informed Layman, “All agree that the Replacement System has functioned 100 per
cent [sic]. Combat commanders and all concerned are very much pleased. . . . In spite of
all difficulties the units have gotten replacements when they wanted them and the kind
they wanted. . . .” 67 On June 23, Miller sent a message to headquarters in which he
reported that the situation in France was “good.” Indeed, the official history of the
replacement system observed, “[The] Army was so pleased with results that they wanted
to continue to operate their Depot with Replacement System keeping it stocked.” 68 The
GFRS seemed to have resolved the supply issue by June 25, and it had also stocked a
Continental reserve of 9,000 replacements. Colonel H. W. Wilkinson, G-1 with the 21st
Army Group, commented, “Commanders and staff officers were highly pleased with the
general quality and immediate availability of the replacements.” 69
Layman, however, was less than fully satisfied with how his system had
performed to date. In a June 25 memo, he congratulated the GFRS staff for shipping the
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first replacements to France. Though most depot commanders had performed well,
“Others, due to what seemed to be a failure to visualize the magnitude of the task ahead,
failed in these important matters, with the result that their many deficiencies were caught
in the general inspection, which entailed last minute correction and resulted in criticism
of the Depot Commander.” Layman identified twenty flaws with the depot system, many
of which concerned a failure to follow proper procedures or inadequate inspections and
paperwork. He also pointed out numerous deficiencies in training. 70
Deputy Commander Miller, however, remained sanguine. Surplus replacements
were serving as ammo carriers because most were sitting in bivouac areas with little else
to occupy their time. Miller approved of this idea because “he wanted to get them out for
[training] in order to keep up their high moale [sic] and status as [soldiers] right up until
they went into the line.” He concluded that, despite some minor setbacks, units got the
types of replacements, based on MOS, when they wanted them. He also reported that the
system made several minor changes to the pre-requisitioned packages and that certain
MOS categories, such as Field Artillery, had slight overstrengths. 71
That same day, the replacement system established procedures for transporting
replacements from United Kingdom depots to units on the Continent; these new
70
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guidelines were necessary because the pre-formed replacement “packages” had already
shipped to the Continent. The Ground Force Replacement System gave each group of
soldiers an identification number, and twenty-four hours prior to shipment the United
Kingdom depot issued a replacement a weapon and had him zero and fire it. The
replacement system still based replacement requirements on anticipated losses, as it had
not yet gathered enough data from the ongoing Normandy campaign to revise its plans.
This procedure proved problematic, though. Two weeks prior, on June 9, the Adjutant
General of the Replacement and Classification Division sent a message to G-1,
Personnel, ETOUSA, complaining that the First U.S. Army’s “plan for determining the
composition of replacement shipments was not meeting requirements and could not be
expected to in the future. . . . FUSA [First US Army] plan was concerned primarily with
shipping boatloads of men. It was based on anticipation of need for which the statistical
foundation was not known to [Adjutant General] Replacement and Classification
Division. 72 Simply stated, First U.S. Army’s calculations were wrong, as they
underestimated the rifleman casualty rates. This higher than expected loss rate and
misallocation of MOS proportions would soon result in a rifleman shortage from which
the army would never adequately recover during the duration of the European campaign.
This shortfall stemmed in part from the War Department’s reluctance to use
eighteen-year-olds as combat soldiers. It attempted to make-up for the shortage by
stripping men from divisions still training in the United States. After completing their
seventeen-week basic training course at a stateside Replacement Training Center,
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replacements shipped directly overseas. But as long as additional sources of
replacements existed, the War Department forbade eighteen-year-olds with less than six
months of training from serving as overseas combat replacements. On June 24, the War
Department ruled that it would not send soldiers younger than nineteen overseas as
infantry or armored replacements. 73 Interestingly, the War Department only opposed
sending eighteen-year-olds overseas as individuals; those who were already members of
divisions could go to Europe with their units. This policy resulted in a surplus of trained
riflemen who sat idly in the United States until they reached the requisite age for combat
service. 74 In their place the army sent overseas older less physically fit men who reduced
the overall quality of replacement personnel. It was not until August 4 that the War
Department realized that it could no longer afford to shortchange infantry and armored
divisions, and it rescinded its ban on shipping eighteen-year-olds overseas. Many of
these eighteen-year-old inductees would train in infantry and replacement centers, and
they first entered combat as replacements in December 1944. 75
While the War Department attempted to make-up for the overseas shortfall by
finding additional sources of stateside replacements, GFRS expanded its Continental base
of operations. On June 29, the 14th Depot’s Advanced Echelon arrived in France and
established its headquarters in an orchard near Trevieres, where it would operate for the
73
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next few weeks. Over the subsequent days, it devised procedures for allocating
replacements to the forward battalions that were serving the various corps. 76 The
Statistics Section of the Advance HQ, GFRS, facilitated the movement of replacement
detachments from the beaches to the replacement depots. Liaison and troop movement
officers met replacement detachments on the beach and then phoned headquarters when a
“package” had unloaded. Each package had an identifying code number. Once Advance
HQ determined the size and composition of the detachment, troop movement officers
sent the replacements to a particular depot or battalion as needed. The Statistics Section
also kept daily strength reports for each replacement movement. 77
The assignment officer had to consider numerous factors when determining
GFRS’s allocation of manpower. A replacement detachment’s destination depended on
its MOS composition, battalion needs, and the tactical situation at that particular time.
The history of the replacement system’s Classification and Assignment Section noted,
“The greatest difficulty was our location, and communication between the Beach, the
Battalions, Army, and the Headquarters and many long weary hours were spent trying to
coordinate all phases of troop movement.” The 3rd Depot shortly arrived on the
Continent, and rather than facilitating replacement operations, it actually created
additional problems for GFRS. For the 14th and 3rd depots to coordinate their activities
and assign men properly, they required detailed daily stockage reports of the numbers and
types of men available in the depots. The depots’ primary mission was to keep forward
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battalions at full strength, but they soon discovered that these battalions, as well as
infantry divisions, were building up their own over-strengths so that they would not be
caught shorthanded in combat. The Classification and Assignment Section now had “to
check their requisitions very carefully so as not to expend precious stockage.” This
additional paperwork tended to interrupt the flow of replacements from the beaches to
battalions, and replacement detachments often went to stockage depots instead; forward
battalions would now have to requisition men from these areas as required. 78
When First Army HQ moved its base of operations in the last days of June, the
Replacement Echelon followed. Lieutenant General George S. Patton, Jr’s, U.S Third
Army soon arrived in France, as did the 19th Replacement Depot. The 38th, 48th, and
53rd battalions would service the 3rd Army, but GFRS debated which army it should
prioritize when determining replacement shipments. While the United States Army
struggled to fight its way out of Normandy hedgerow country in June, the stalled advance
meant that replacement echelon and Third Army representatives could meet daily; First
Army also maintained regular contact with a replacement liaison officer. But when the
Allies finally broke out of Normandy in mid-summer, communication between the armies
and the replacement depots became difficult. 79
Corps and army commanders believed that there was a simple solution to this
communications breakdown between fighting and replacement units: combat
commanders should control the corps replacement battalions and army depots, as well as
the stockage assigned to them. They suggested that the commander of the support unit in
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whose area the reinforcement units operated could control these replacement
installations. The Ground Force Replacement System opposed this idea, and Layman
would command and control unallocated stockages. The General Board explained,
“Corps battalions and army depots were, as a matter of Reinforcement System policy,
utilized continuously in support of the same units and were shifted with these corps when
the corps changed tactical command. Depots supporting armies were directed to operate
in close co-operation with army commanders and to comply with orders and directives of
the tactical commanders” in all matters except the allocation of stockages which were not
yet assigned. 80
By the end of June, GFRS had established three replacement depots on the
Continent. Determining command responsibilities was not the GFRS’s most pressing
problem at that time, however. The history of the Army Ground Forces explained, “On
30 June 1944, during the most critical days of the Normandy beachhead operation, the
number of enlisted men in the United States qualified for overseas duty but assigned to
Zone of Interior jobs exceeded the number of enlisted infantrymen in the European and
Mediterranean Theaters. . . . Many combat soldiers in the theaters were physically
inferior to men scheduled to remain at home.” Army Ground Forces was discouraged by
this realization, and the War Department would prove unable to rectify the situation
during the course of the European Campaign. The War Department alone was to blame
for this misallocation of manpower, and the summer 1944 crisis was the result of a
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flawed mobilization policy that enabled the “best and brightest” to avoid service in the
ground forces. 81
The War Department needed additional sources of infantrymen. As such, on June
30 it decided to send overseas infantry and armored replacements who were younger than
nineteen. Army Ground Forces again had to strip stateside divisions to alleviate the
replacement shortage. Stateside Replacement Training and Reception Centers
complained about the low-scoring AGCT men then entering the replacement pool.
Between June 11 and September 30, the Classification and Replacement Division,
Adjutant General, HQ, AGF, discovered that 26,262 enlisted men, or 13 percent of all
AGF personnel received at stateside reception centers, were not qualified for infantry
service. Due to the War Department’s temporary ban on eighteen-year-olds serving as
overseas infantry and armored replacements, other arms and services had greater
percentages of unfit men. 82
Colonel R. L. Gillespie, Deputy Chief of Staff, GFRS, personally observed the
impact of War Department policies on replacement system operations in Europe.
Throughout June, replacement depots attempted to build up a sufficient reserve by
keeping replacements off the line until they were absolutely needed. But as green,
insufficiently trained men replaced experienced combat soldiers, small-unit effectiveness
and cohesion deteriorated. Gillespie noted that after a month of tough hedgerow fighting,
the “gravy was skimmed off.” 83
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Technician 4th Grade David Rothbart was one of the soldiers responsible for
assigning replacements to their units. Drafted in 1942, he served in Company E, 2nd
Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th Infantry Division. On June 30,
1944, he recorded in his diary a discussion he had with a replacement. The new soldier
asked, “‘I hear casualties are worse in rifle companies than in others, aren’t they?’”
Rothbart wrote, “I tried to avoid giving a straight answer but he knew as well as I that it
was so. The turnover of personnel in the rifle companies since D-Day is over one
hundred percent.” 84
Although total losses for the first month of combat were not much higher than the
army’s estimates, rifleman casualties proved to be higher than anticipated. The fighting
in Normandy did not ease up as June turned to July. Most infantry units had advanced
only a handful of miles since coming ashore during the first two weeks of June. As units
struggled to move forward through Normandy’s hedgerow country, they incurred
casualties at an alarming rate. The replacement system was functioning, to be sure, but
the first weeks of combat in the ETO demonstrated the system’s numerous flaws. It was
too late in the game for the War Department to mobilize a larger army, so it would be up
to the GFRS and its individual replacements to keep the frontline infantry divisions in the
fight.
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CHAPTER 5
BATTLING IN THE BOCAGE, JULY 1944

For centuries, Norman farmers enclosed their fields with hedgerows instead of
stone or wooden fences. A typical hedgerow was an earthen mound several feet high on
which intertwined shrubbery, trees, and bushes grew. This natural barrier, while clearly
marking a farmer’s land, doubled as a large cattle pen. The compartmentalized fields also
provided Normandy’s German defenders with a great advantage. They dug in at the
foliage-covered base of the hedgerows and trained their weapons on the fields’ entrances.
Between the hedgerows ran sunken roads, and when the Americans advanced down these
narrow, walled-in corridors, they often met German machine guns and pre-registered
artillery and mortar barrages. 1 In the initial phase of the Normandy campaign, the
Germans mowed down columns of advancing GIs, and German anti-tank guns easily
knocked out American armor that could not maneuver in the confines of the small roads.
It was through this hellish terrain, known as the bocage, that the American
infantry divisions fought during the months of June and July. The hedgerows greatly
limited the effectiveness of small-unit operations, as companies and platoons often
became separated on the divided battlefield. During an assault, men frequently lost
visual contact with their comrades, and an isolated unit oftentimes had no idea if friendly
or enemy troops waited behind the thick walls of vegetation surrounding them. The GIs
thus had extremely limited fields of fire and found it difficult to employ large troop
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formations to overwhelm the Germans. As a result, American units fought many small,
simultaneous skirmishes with enemy defenders. 2
The after-action reports of the 16th, 18th, and 26th Infantry Regiments of the 1st
Infantry Division all noted that Normandy’s peculiar terrain greatly impeded the their
offensive operations. Every hedgerow concealed another pocket of German troops that
the soldiers had to neutralize before they could push forward. It occasionally took
several hours for the division to clear a single field. German stubbornness exacerbated an
already difficult situation, especially during June and July, when the 1st Division
encountered full-strength, experienced enemy units. Unfortunately for American
infantrymen, their commanders never trained them for hedgerow fighting. Without
effective artillery and armor support, the GIs assaulted well-entrenched Germans in their
intact positions. Tanks could not maneuver in the hedgerows and accurate supporting
artillery fire could not be employed because forward observers frequently could not
locate the entrenched enemy. According to one 1st Infantry Division regimental officer,
“This fighting is much different than any encountered before by the division. The ground
is covered with trees and hedgerows making concealment excellent but observation is
practically nonexistent. Fighting is at very close ranges and this increases the difficulty
of using artillery which so far has caused casualties among friendly troops.” 3 It soon
became apparent that small-unit leaders would have to take the initiative in overcoming
the difficult terrain.
2
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The 1st Infantry Division’s July regimental after-action reports also indicated that
combat-experienced junior and noncommissioned officers taught replacements how to
patrol and employ defensive tactics. These small-unit leaders also had to develop new
assault tactics in the field. Infantrymen initially attempted to blast through the hedgerows
with grenades, bangalore torpedoes, and explosive charges. The ensuing explosions often
lacked sufficient force to tear through the entangled roots of the earthen banks, and they
also alerted nearby Germans that the Americans were initiating an assault. Eventually,
several officers of the 747th Tank Battalion devised a successful method of attack. The
men of the battalion welded steel pipes and pronged bumpers to the front of their
Sherman tanks, which they constructed from spare railroad tracks and German beach
obstacles. The tanks were able to rip into the hedgerows and create an opening through
which assaulting infantry units could move. Soon other units in Normandy adopted this
technique. 4
Thereafter, infantrymen coordinated their efforts with tank commanders. The
Sherman tank would plow through a section of a hedgerow and utilize its machine guns
to suppress the German machine gunners who guarded the field entrance. Infantry
moved quickly through the opening and assaulted the German positions while the tanks
simultaneously backed away. After demolition teams blew a larger gap in the hedgerow,
the tanks filed through and provided fire support for the infantry. Once a unit had cleared
a field, the soldiers advanced to the next hedgerow and repeated the process. 5
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The Germans were impressed with the United States Army’s ability to attack
through the bocage. In early July, a German intelligence officer from Army Group B
noted, “The enemy fights in the broken terrain of the hedgerow country of Normandy
exceptionally well. All units were carefully schooled in similar terrain in England.” 6 In
reality, most American soldiers had never heard of a hedgerow prior to Normandy. Their
success was not due to previous training. Rather, small-unit leaders’ ability to devise
new tactics in the field and to take the initiative against the enemy allowed the American
divisions to drive the Germans out of Normandy.
Just one month into the campaign, American combat units had demonstrated the
ability to learn lessons on the battlefield and to adapt to unforeseen tactical situations.
The replacement system would also need to exhibit similar flexibility if it were to
overcome personnel and equipment shortages and maintain frontline units at or near
authorized strength. On May 2, HQ ETOUSA had submitted “Replacement Requisition
No 49” for July 1944. This letter estimated that Army Field Forces and Services of
Supply would require replacements in the following quantities for attrition and combat
losses (Table 4): 7
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Table 4
July 1944 Replacement Requisitions
Category
Infantry Officers:
Infantry Enlisted Men:
Total:
Total All Branches:

Total
1,617
25,555
27,172
3,093 white officers (7 colored)
42,952 white enlisted men (948 colored)
47,000 total

Source: Replacement Requisition No. 49, Box 56,
RG 498, NACP

Combat operations, however, would soon demonstrate the inaccuracy of these estimates,
and significant infantry shortages appeared within the Ground Force Replacement
System.
On July 2, Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee, deputy commander of U.S. Forces
in the European Theater and commanding general, Communications Zone (COM-Z),
cabled Lieutenant General Brehon B. Somervell, commander of Army Service Forces
(ASF), about another looming problem. Lee explained, “A shortage of small arms
existed and that he anticipated that such a condition would continue to prevail until 1
September 1944, or until such time as battle field [sic] recovery and salvage operations
could alleviate the shortage.” 8 He requested that, from July 20 through August 31, the
army ship replacements to theater with individual weapons in an effort to prevent a small
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arms shortage. 9 The War Department relented, at least in part. Though it issued men
weapons before sending them to Europe, Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical
Section, Headquarters, ETOUSA, observed, replacements “were not issued their own
weapon as called for by their MOS skill numbers, but instead were lined up, and for
every ten men, seven M1s, two carbines and one sub-machine gun were issued.” 10
Replacements, in certain instances, entered combat with an unfamiliar weapon and had
difficulty loading and firing them.
This new practice differed from previous arming policies. During the
“packaging” phase of replacement operations in the immediate follow-up to the D-Day
invasion, reinforcements received weapons according to their MOS training. The army
and GFRS estimated that, after D+14, reserve stocks and battlefield recovery would
provide the COM-Z with sufficient weapons. Before D+14, however, U.S. First Army
advised that replacements should be shipped from the states to the United Kingdom with
weapons, as it felt that stocks of small arms on the Continent were then insufficient.
Since GFRS had to equip reinforcements in the United Kingdom with its already limited
supplies, “an extreme shortage” of M-1s, bayonets, and trench knives occurred. The
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arrival of armed replacements from the United States in August ameliorated this
shortage. 11
By July 4, the US Army and GFRS compiled replacement statistics for European
operations to date. A Colonel Wilkinson, G-1 (Personnel), U.S .Administrative Staff,
reported, “Commanders and staff officers were highly pleased with the general quality
and immediate availability of replacements.” The Ground Force Replacement System
had amassed a reserve of 9,000 men by the previous week and had provided them to units
as needed. In most cases, divisions received men within six hours of submitting requests,
and replacements were with their squads and platoons within two hours of arrival in the
divisional area. Wilkinson noted that replacement morale was high and men looked
forward to receiving their unit assignments. As of June 23, 85 percent of replacements
were infantry, prompting Wilkinson to explain, “Percentage losses by branch were higher
in infantry and armored and lower in other categories than those originally planned.
However, overall losses had been less than anticipated, hence, the present infantry and
armored supply should prove adequate.” 12 The course of combat operations in the
coming weeks, however, would prove Wilkinson’s forecast inaccurate.
The next day, General Dwight D. Eisenhower penned a letter to General George
C. Marshall regarding the performance of American infantry divisions in Normandy. Ike
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had spent several days at the beachhead, and his letter discussed the slow advance
through the bocage. The Supreme Commander was particularly concerned about the
90th Infantry Division and its commander, Major General Eugene M. Landrum.
Eisenhower believed Landrum “seems quite negative. . . . [Major General J. Lawton
Collins] and our other Commanders agree that this unit is less well prepared for battle
than almost any other Division they have seen.” The division, he continued, “was not
well brought up. . . . On the showing to date I would rate the 1st and 9th Divisions as
tops; the 4th, 29th, 2nd and 79th as good, and the others largely untested.” 13 In fact, the
90th Infantry Division had performed so poorly in June that First U.S. Army had debated
disbanding it and utilizing its soldiers as replacements. 14 Eisenhower’s rating of these
infantry divisions would prove quite telling with regard to their handling of replacements.
The 2nd and 9th Divisions shortly began devising their own replacement policies so as to
best equip their men—mentally, physically, and materially—for the rigors of combat. It
is not surprising, therefore, that these divisions overcame most of the replacement
system’s deficiencies. Units that treated their replacements more callously often proved
less effective in integrating green men into their ranks.
On July 6, GFRS reported that 86,336 replacement personnel were in its depots. 15
Combat units had been able to maintain their Table of Organization strength, and by the
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last week of June, a depot in France was operating with a stockage of 5,000 replacements.
Between D-Day and June 30, GFRS had provided 2,835 officers and 33,213 enlisted men
to combat units. 16 It was then that another problem arose, however. Many soldiers who
had received less serious wounds and injuries earlier in the campaign were well enough
to return to combat by the end of June or early July. The Ground Force Replacement
System had to determine how to handle these “casuals.” In many cases, their regiments
and divisions had already replaced them with new soldiers. Would there be room for
them in their old units, particularly since GFRS desired to avoid regimental and
divisional overstrengths at all costs? On May 14, 1944, Headquarters, Forward Echelon,
Communications Zone, ETOUSA, released “Replacement Annex to Accompany
Communications Zone Plan,” which determined that hospital returnees who were fit for
combat would return to their units; the replacement system would reclassify, retrain, and
reassign those who had become limited assignment and could no longer serve in a combat
capacity. 17
The replacement system clarified its casual return policy on June 13, 1944, in a
letter to the commanding officers of the replacement depots. Upon being released from
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the hospital, casuals would transfer to a replacement depot. If they were still capable of
performing their combat duties as required by their military occupational specialty
(MOS), and if their units submitted requisitions, they could return to their organizations.
The Ground Force Replacement System hoped that this policy would prevent a unit from
becoming over-strength. If there was no room for them, GFRS could assign them to
other units once it had exhausted its stockage of replacement personnel. It also
established a priority system; men who had served with their units the longest would have
a better chance of returning. 18 The casual procedure, however, had an unintended
consequence. Anecdotal accounts tell of men who went absent without leave (AWOL)
from the hospital so that they could return to their original units before they received new
assignments or their divisions moved on without them.
Consequently, the Theater G-1 section, Personnel, advised that GFRS should only
assign casuals to other units if all other sources of replacement had dried up. It also
suggested that divisions requisition their own casuals from the replacement depots. As
the army would not permit overstrengths in units, many casuals sat idly in the depots until
a position opened in their original division. 19 Captain Greenwald reported, “It was found
from experience that it was better to hold men over the time limit than to assign them to a
unit not their own and have them go AWOL.” 20
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The army’s history of the replacement system devoted significant attention to the
issue of casuals:
Soon after our arrival, and approximately one month or so after D-Day, a
new problem arose, one which gave and which continues to give the
Theater one of its biggest headaches. This was the problem of returning
Casual [sic] personnel to their units. Casuals, as defined by the
Replacement System, were the soldiers who had been lost to their units
either by enemy action or through illness and who recovered sufficiently
so that they were able to return to full field duty. Casuals wanted to return
to their units. Units wanted them back. However, the difficulty in the
way of this was that if a policy of unrestricted return of casuals to their
units was in effect, certain units would build a terrific over-strength. This,
in view of the limited number of Replacement [sic] personnel available
should not be accepted.
Theater policy dictated that casuals would not automatically return to their units. As
noted, GFRS, however, would make a casual eligible to return to his unit if that
organization had a vacancy and submitted a requisition for him. Thus GFRS decided that
it would return causal personnel to their original units only against requisitions from that
unit. The replacement system’s paperwork increased as it tried to return casuals to their
homes. The army’s history of the replacement system explained, “It being theater policy
to consider casuals as replacements whenever the need developed, the line between the
two became a very indefinite boundary and the Classification and Assignment Section
was hard put to avoid criticism from units who only knew that ‘they wanted their men
back.’” Replacement depots in the United Kingdom organized casual platoons and
assigned them to replacement detachments that were shipping to the Continent. Each
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platoon was composed of eight officers and forty-two men, and GFRS shipped casual
detachments to the Continent on a daily basis. 21
With the casual policy resolved for the time being, more difficulties emerged on
July 8. Headquarters, GFRS, informed its depot commanders of severe uniform and
equipment shortages among replacements. The Ground Force Replacement System
estimated that, within four weeks, it would exhaust its supplies of bayonets, scabbards,
and trench knives. To rectify the situation, replacement depots took responsibility for
arming and equipping their personnel, whereas replacements previously received
weapons and gear in marshalling areas. 22 Shortages likely resulted from the GFRS’s
rapid expansion. On July 10, it consisted of thirteen replacement depots, fifty-five
replacement battalions, and 204 replacement companies spread throughout the United
Kingdom and Normandy. 23
That same day, Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer F. Jarrell, a member of the First U.S.
Army Group’s Observers Group, VII Corps, submitted a laudatory report of the
replacement system’s operations. It would prove to be one of the last complimentary
memos the system received from a combat observer. Jarrell conducted interviews with
21
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various staff officers and unit commanders. At that time, the 14th Replacement Depot,
with the 82nd and 87th Replacement battalions, supported the First U.S. Army; one
replacement battalion serviced each corps. Much of Jarrell’s report focused on the 92nd
Battalion, and he found that the replacements in that unit were properly trained and
equipped. He noted, “Statements by numerous unit commanders made to the
undersigned express great satisfaction with the type of replacements they have received.
They say that they are much better than those received by them in other theaters of
operation.” Interviewees reported obtaining replacements within twelve to twenty-four
hours of submitting requisitions to the battalion. Though there were slightly higher
casualties than anticipated among riflemen, only in emergencies did frontline units have
to requisition substitutes from other arms or services. Jarrell concluded that, despite the
fact that the 92nd Battalion was handling more men than it should, its operations were
smooth and efficient. 24
The GFRS had established an initial combat force stockage of 70,000 officers and
men, which it believed would be sufficient to cover losses through D+60. On July 13, the
total replacement stockage, including Army Service Forces (ASF), consisted of 8,010
officers and 102,804 enlisted men. 25 It seemed that the GFRS had enough manpower for
the foreseeable future. Reality, however, would soon set in.
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A month earlier, Headquarters, COM-Z, warned of the possibility of a shortage of
riflemen replacements. On June 7, it advocated the creation of a reconversion program to
retrain enlisted men of other arms and services. 26 Yet ETOUSA ignored these warnings.
On July 11, it asked the War Department to remove 15,000 replacements from the
planned September allotment so that the army could hasten the shipment of additional
divisions to the Continent. On July 15, shortages began to impact combat operations.
The General Board reported, “Shortly after 15 July 1944, it became evident that the
Ground Force Replacement Pool was accumulating a large overstockage of headquarters
company, infantry cannon company, antitank company and service company troops. This
overage was caused largely by the fact that, in making loss estimates, a certain percentage
of loss had been estimated for the crossing of the Channel and the losses in this operation
had been much lighter than had been anticipated.” 27 Infantry replacement demands had
exceeded estimated losses by 30 percent. The army shortly realized that replacement
requisitions were almost exclusively for infantry and heavy weapons personnel, as these
26
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were the men who served on the front lines and incurred the greatest casualties. In fact,
infantry comprised 90 percent of all casualties. 28 The army was running out of
infantrymen.
Brigadier General Walter Layman, commander, GFRS, had a problem on his
hands. Whereas the War Department suggested that 60 percent of all replacements
undergo rifle training, in reality only 39.7 percent of men arriving in the ETO were rifle
trained. 29 Somewhat incredulously, the army’s official history of the replacement system
observed, “[M]en who were listed as cooks arrived overseas at a time when there was a
shortage of tank drivers. Instead of being assigned to the kitchen, these men were sent
into battle as tank drivers and many were killed. The reports showed these losses as
cooks and resulted in demands on the training centers for more men to be trained as
cooks, not for more men to be trained as tank drivers.” 30
While the War Department and replacement system worked on adjusting their
requisitions, the infantry regiments struggled to prepare their new replacements for
combat. The army did not provide standardized replacement integration policies, so
divisions had to devise their own. The 9th Infantry Division proved quite adept at
handling replacements. During the first weeks of July 1944, the 60th Infantry Regiment
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began providing its replacements with basic and weapons training. While the regiment
enjoyed a few days away from the line in a rest area, its officers set up a firing range that
“was used extensively by the battalions in training their replacements in the technique of
crew served weapons and their individual arms. In addition, a Division Directive
mandated that 4 hours per day were devoted to basic training.” 31
Second Lieutenant George Wilson was one such green replacement. On July 12,
the replacement system assigned him to the 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry
Division. Wilson noted that he and a dozen others rode in a two-and-a-half ton truck to
join their unit at Carentan. The regimental officers welcomed the new men, and Wilson
remembered, “Colonel ‘Buck’ Lanham was there to greet us. . . . He wasted no time in
scaring the hell out of us.” The regiment assigned the dozen or so men to different
battalions, and Wilson found himself in the 2nd. He took it upon himself to learn all of
his men’s names and to rely on his battle-hardened noncoms. He was fortunate in that he
got to spend several days with his platoon before he saw his first action. Wilson recalled,
“Later, I saw many green lieutenants sent up to take over platoons in the thick of battle.
They had no chance to meet any of their men or to find out who the noncoms were.” 32
Technician David Rothbart served in the same regiment as George Wilson. A
member of Company E, 2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th
Infantry Division, Rothbart was responsible for assigning replacements to their
companies and platoons upon their arrival in the regimental sector. As early as July 2,
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1944, Rothbart reported an alarming casualty rate in Normandy. One company, for
instance, only had 30 survivors out of the 200 men with which it had started the
campaign. Rothbart realized that GFRS had erred in devising its replacement
proportions. On July 7, his regiment engaged the enemy at Huberville, near Valognes.
“In combat, men coming into the regiment have been thrown indiscriminately into battle
as riflemen; men trained as cannoneers, cooks, radio operators, clerks were shoved en
masse into rifle companies at the front, including some who never had a close look at an
M1 rifle.” 33 The non-combat organizations from which these men came suffered few
casualties, so they had little use for their surplus personnel.
The 4th Division went into action again on July 8, and it suffered significant
losses over the next several days. On July 11, Rothbart confided in his diary, “It is
common for a rifle company to start fighting with a strength of 170 men and the next day
go into battle with 70, while in that same day turning over three or four company
commanders.” A replacement asked Rothbart if he would be going directly into combat.
“Yes, I replied, and knew that like as not he would by tomorrow be some sort of
casualty.” It soon became obvious to Rothbart that the War Department had shortchanged
Army Ground Forces of its fair share of high quality manpower. One of the 22nd
Regiment’s replacements was a 37-year-old man in poor physical shape who was unable
to hike. Rothbart lamented, “It was pitiful, I could do nothing for him. The infantry is
loaded with men similarly handicapped.” The NCOs continuously complained about
inadequately trained replacements. One sergeant in the 22nd Regiment reported to
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Rothbart that the new men “didn’t know anything.” In fact, the sergeant had to teach the
replacements, many of whom had been in the United States on D-Day, how to load their
M-1 rifles. 34
On July 16, Rothbart’s regiment moved into a reserve position, and it was able to
integrate replacements away from the front lines. “Our replacements are now better
classified,” he wrote. They have at least seen an M1 rifle before. They haven’t had
nearly the extent of training the original men had going into combat, yet the division’s
capability is better than ever.” The regiment created a range where replacements could
practice firing various small arms. Moreover, the 22nd Regiment still had enough
veterans left in its rifle companies to allow them to perform effectively. 35 Such would
not be the case after several more months of combat.
Just as the 4th Division was replenishing its losses from the first month of
combat, a manpower crisis struck the 2nd Infantry Division’s 9th Infantry Regiment on
July 12. An insufficient number of replacements meant that the regiment had to convert
1,251 support personnel into riflemen. 36 The regimental after-action report explained
that the division would no longer receive its casuals from the hospital. It noted,
“Apparently shortage of Infantry replacements necessitates employment of replacement
pool from which all men and officers returning to duty from Hospital will be assigned as
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requisitions are received. In view of the fact that we are now up to strength we may be
unable to get our own men back.” 37
According to Captain Greenwald, this shortage was caused in part by poor
planning and higher than anticipated casualties that “upset all the reinforcement plans,
revised the theater manpower program, and resulted in many a rear echelon typist ending
up in the front line with an M1.” 38 On July 17, GFRS commander Brigadier General
Walter Layman devised plans for making up for this shortfall. He ordered the retraining
of 4,000 surplus field artillery, tank destroyer, and anti-aircraft personnel, as well as
20,000 basics and 3,000 headquarters and service personnel, as infantrymen. 39 He also
observed that only 9,700 infantry replacements were scheduled to arrive to the GFRS that
month; in fact, most would not be available until early August. Layman complained,
“The type of [service personnel] which is being sent in for [retraining] seems to be of the
lowest class and a casual exam of approx 150 who have been reviewed so far, indicates
that many of them will not be fit for [training] as a rifleman.” 40 As of July 17, only 150
quartermaster and 500 field artillery personnel had arrived at depots for reconversion
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training. 41 Many of the men who would participate in the infantry reconversion programs
actually had completed basic infantry training. The General Board, however, noted,
“[F]ew of them were mentally or professionally conditioned for infantry combat duty.
This was particularly true of non-commissioned officers.” 42 The War Department’s
flawed mobilization and the allocation of high quality personnel to services other than the
ground forces had finally caught up to the army.
Layman anticipated that reconversion training would take approximately four to
six weeks, which meant that the army could expect a rifleman shortage for at least the
next month. This annoyed Layman. He complained that the shortage was “brought
about, no doubt, fr[om] errors in estimates of losses by the orig[inal] planners.” 43 For
some reason, army planners had based replacement proportions on tables of organization
without realizing the simple fact that, in combat, far more infantrymen would be lost than
rear echelon service personnel.
Layman did not panic, at least not publicly, but he requested that the army
immediately send him the remaining 9,700 allotted replacements, along with an
additional 25,000 infantry riflemen, MOS 745; he desired these men in theater by July
28, which was only eleven days away. He also ordered an immediate and complete
study and revision of personnel policies, and he authorized that stores of weapons be used
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to retrain and equip reconverted personnel. 44 Layman requested that the War Department
also send the 15,000 men that it had eliminated from the September shipment. The army
in the ETO desired that nearly the entire September requisition of 36,750 men be
infantry; eighty-five percent should be rifle trained, and 10 percent would be heavy
weapons. But of all the replacements the War Department could deploy in September,
only 75 percent were riflemen. The War Department’s only option was to strip personnel
from five infantry divisions. These divisions, in turn, would require several additional
months until they were combat ready. 45
It soon became apparent that reconverted riflemen who participated in a brief
training course were not nearly as effective as properly trained riflemen. An after-action
report of the 8th Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, explained the precarious
situation on the front lines: “How long could [the companies] effectively maintain the
fighting standard and fast pace of seasoned assault troops when their ranks were quickly
becoming diluted with inexperienced men? The many casualties of the first campaign
had been replaced by men, some of whom had just completed basic training and some
who had come from other branches of the service.” 46
Even though the army continuously provided its divisions with replacements and
returning casuals, it still could not do so at a sufficient rate. By the end of July, the
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strength of the 9th Regiment, 2nd Division, had “dropped to 164 officers and 2643
enlisted men, despite some 300 replacements received during the last week of the
period.” 47 Though suffering from similar manpower difficulties, the 9th’s sister
regiment, the 38th, rotated its battalions in and out of combat to provide them with rest
and the opportunity to train. The after-action report commented, “During the period
replacements were received and trained in the vicinity of the Service Company before
being sent to their units. This practice has been followed for the last six weeks and has
proven highly successful. New replacements are given battle training by experienced
officers and NCOs and gradually fed into the front line companies. Every opportunity is
given the officers, NCOs and privates to learn to know each other before moving into an
action.” 48 The army never created standardized replacement integration policies, and not
all divisions went to the lengths that the 2nd did in ensuring that its replacements were as
combat-ready as possible.
The Ground Force Replacement System was still able to replace all losses for the
first two months of the campaign. But the army anticipated that it would require
additional replacement personnel following Operation COBRA, the Normandy breakout,
on July 25. In preparation, Advance Headquarters, GFRS, relocated to the north of Saint-
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Lo, but following the breakout and rapid advance, it had a difficult time maintaining
contact with frontline units. 49
The Allied armies had not advanced very far during the first month and a half of
the European campaign. At the end of July, the American infantry divisions remained in
Normandy, and the commanders began to fear that a war of attrition would result.
American forces anticipated capturing St. Lo by D + 9, but did not secure it until D + 48.
Granville and Saint-Malo were supposed to fall by D + 27, yet the Allies did not capture
them until D + 50. On July 25, Allied forces only held the line that they anticipated
reaching on D + 15. 50 If the Allies were to advance across France, they had to launch an
all-out offensive and eliminate the Wehrmacht’s presence in Normandy. As Allied men
and materiel had been amassing behind the lines since D-Day, army commanders
believed that the time was right to launch Operation COBRA.
On the morning of July 25, 3,000 allied bombers and fighters struck German
positions all along the front (Figure 3). Though friendly fire killed and injured some men
of the 4th Division, the soldiers assaulted the Germans near the St.-Lo-Periers highway.
Army Ground Forces commander Lieutenant General Lesley McNair also died in the
aerial bombardment. The VII Corps of the First U.S. Army, to which both the 1st and 4th
Divisions belonged, spearheaded the attack. The 4th, 9th, and 30th Infantry Divisions
punched a hole in the German lines through which the 2nd and 3rd Armored and
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Figure 3. Operation COBRA, the breakout from the Normandy beachhead. Source: Thomas E.
Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the Second World War: Europe and the Mediterranean, The
West Point Military History Series (New Hyde Park, NY: Square One Publishers, 2007), Map
63.
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1st Infantry Divisions advanced. 51 As the Allies raced forward, the Germans retreated en
masse across Northern France. The Wehrmacht attempted counterattacks near Avranches
on August 6, but by the following week, the allies had the Germans on the run.
Lieutenant George Wilson received his baptism of fire near St.-Lo during the
COBRA breakout. He soon realized that infantry training failed to prepare him for the
reality of the battlefield. Wilson observed, “[W]hile training was based on leading a fullstrength unit, in actual combat I found myself at about half strength, or less, much of the
time. This makes a big difference in tactics . . . .” 52 By the fourth day of combat, only
six of the original forty men of Wilson’s F Company platoon remained. Company E only
had twenty seven of its initial 168 soldiers. 53
Lieutenant Wilson was not the only junior officer fighting shorthanded. Several
days earlier, on July 23, Layman alerted G-1, ETOUSA, that the daily replacement
requirement for forces engaged in combat was 2,500, but “there was no known source of
supply for Rifle-trained Infantry personnel to meet the daily flow requirements” on that
date. 54 Layman also informed G-1 that reconverted infantry headquarters and service
personnel would be available for combat around August 10. The replacement system
lacked sufficient training personnel for the reconversion program, and it anticipated that
infantry other than rifleman would receive six weeks of training while all other personnel
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would train for nine to twelve weeks. 55 But GFRS also had a transportation shortage; it
lacked enough trucks to move men from marshalling areas to the United Kingdom ports
for shipment to France. A trucking shortage would also plague GFRS as it supported the
army during its rapid August advance across France.
As American forces in France grew, the 17th Replacement Depot arrived on the
Continent on July 19. It became the repository for Armored Force Troops, which helped
streamline the system’s operations. Forward depots maintained armored and infantry
personnel because they were “fast moving” replacements; specialists and service
personnel, on the other hand, tended to remain in rear depots for extended periods of
time. 56 On July 24, Colonel Julian S. Dayton, Combat Observer with First Army,
submitted “Immediate Report NO. 10 (Combat Observations)” after interviewing Major
General Clarence Huebner, commander, 1st Infantry Division. After thirty-six days in
combat, the 1st Division moved off the line to rest and refit for a period of six days; it
received 1,600 replacements. Huebner believed that the division should use half of each
day for training, which would include marching, discipline, marksmanship, and smallunit tactics, while the other half should be dedicated to recreation for the combat-weary
men. Heubner told Dayton, “I also strongly recommend that all of my men who have
been evacuated during combat and who eventually go to Replacement Depots be returned
to the 1st Division and not to other units. I believe these men, many of whom fought
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with this division in Africa and Sicily, do not want to fight with any other division, and
that, therefore, they will make better soldiers with this division than they would
elsewhere.” 57 Huebner understood the importance of morale to an individual soldier’s
fighting abilities and to unit cohesion. The Ground Force Replacement System, at long
last, began to realize this as well.
The army’s history of the replacement system noted that, by the end of July, “The
morale of the reinforcement as he was forwarded through the Ground Force
Reinforcement Command presented many problems.” 58 On July 29, the office of the
Chief of Staff, HQ, GFRS, asked G-1, ETOUSA, to assign Red Cross personnel and
facilities to the various depots on the Continent. He believed the establishment of “Donut
Dugouts” and reading, writing, and indoor game tents, as well as the showing of movies
and United Service Organizations (USO) performances, would greatly boost morale. 59
While GFRS expanded replacement recreational opportunities, the army reviewed
its replacement operations during the first two months of the European campaign. The
July replacement shortage could have been avoided if the army had properly distributed
available personnel. The replacement installations in the states had produced enough
replacements, but confusion resulted when overseas commanders changed their
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requisitions. As noted, tank destroyer, cavalry, and anti-aircraft replacements were in
extremely low demand in theater. 60
The two months of tough fighting in Normandy worried several commanders. In
early August, Colonel James M. Franey, the theater G-1, reported that the U.S. Army
incurred roughly 100,000 casualties (85,000 battle and 16,000 non-battle) in June and
July. Of these casualties, 85 percent were infantry, and among the infantry casualties, 63
percent were riflemen. After receiving the data, Layman recommended that 90 percent of
replacements be riflemen and heavy weapons personnel. 61 The replacement system and
its staff were not entirely to blame for the miscalculations. No one could predict the
course of combat operations in France and, hence, the number of replacements the
frontline units would require. That the army failed to realize that riflemen would incur
the majority of the casualties, though, is inexcusable. As early as January 1944, General
George C. Marshall expressed his concerns about an infantry shortage and called for the
conservation of manpower. The War Department stressed to replacement and theater
commanders that it would be unable to meet replacement problems on an emergency
basis. The War Department hoped to receive requisitions several months in advance so
that it could train and ship the appropriate number of replacements. It could not
repeatedly alter replacement requirements, which would likely force it to strip additional
stateside divisions, and it could not change shipments on a moment’s notice. 62
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On August 2, War Department G-1, Major General Miller G. White, General Lee,
and Colonel Franey conducted a telephone conference to discuss future replacement
operations. White explained that the most pressing problem was not a replacement
shortage, but a rifleman shortage. He believed that the only recourse would be for the
replacement system to retrain and convert surplus personnel; limited assignment men
could then fill the positions vacated by these new replacement riflemen. The GFRC had
ignored the War Department’s earlier concerns, and it continued to waste a significant
portion of its manpower. 63
ETOUSA and the replacement system did not yet appreciate, however, that the
success of Operation COBRA would restore mobility to the battlefield. All along the
front in the early weeks of August 1944, American infantry and armored divisions chased
the German army back to its borders. The rapid advance across France was an American
version of blitzkrieg. The army experienced less intense fighting and, thus, incurred
fewer casualties. The August combat operations would reduce the strain on the
replacement system and permit it to build up a reserve of riflemen replacements—but
only for the very immediate future.
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CHAPTER 6
THE GERMAN ARMY ON THE RUN, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER 1944

The triumph of Operation COBRA during the last week of July 1944 enabled the
British, Canadian, and American armies, at long last, to break out of the Normandy
beachhead and rapidly pursue the retreating German Army across France. In comparison
to the first two months of fighting in France, August casualties would prove relatively
light. On August 4, Headquarters, Ground Force Replacement System, moved to the
Continent from the United Kingdom. By August 12, four replacement depots, sixteen
replacement battalions, and sixty-four replacement companies were in France. A
reinforcement depot, which consisted of three stockage battalions and three corps
battalions, had a capacity of 9,600 men. At certain times during the European conflict,
however, some depots handled three times that number. The average daily stockage in
the First Army Depot between August 1, 1944, and V-E Day, May 8, 1945, was 11,960
men. 1 Yet according to historian Russell Weigely, “By August 1944, nevertheless, the
War Department had to warn ETO that the manpower well was so nearly dry that from
the beginning of the new year it would not be able to meet the theater’s replacement
needs.” 2
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Though the German Army began a general withdrawal toward its homeland, the
Battle of the Argentan-Falaise Pocket, which occurred during mid-August, proved to be
only a partial success for the Allies. Twelfth Army Group Commander Lieutenant
General Omar Bradley and Supreme Allied Commander General Dwight D. Eisenhower
planned to encircle the German forces that remained in Normandy. If the Americans
could hold Alençon while the Canadians captured Falaise fifty-five kilometers away, and
if they could subsequently join forces midway between the two towns, the Allies would
trap two German armies and 100,000 soldiers west of the Seine River. American forces
prepared to attack northward on August 10 in an attempt to close the southern portion of
the encirclement. But by August 16, twenty-five kilometers still separated the Americans
in Argentan from the Canadians in Falaise. German commanders realized that the Allied
“pincers” were closing, and the Heer rushed to escape through this rapidly shrinking
Falaise Gap (Figure 4). 3 The Allies failed to spring their trap, and, as a result, nearly
50,000 German soldiers escaped from this pocket. An additional 240,000 fled from the
Seine River region and retreated across France. German commanders called this “the
miracle of the west,” since it allowed them to pull their troops back and reconstitute their
defenses. 4 The Heer retreated to the German border, where it prepared for an all-out
defense of the Reich.
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Figure 4. Map of the Falaise Gap. Source: Thomas E. Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the
Second World War: Europe and the Mediterranean, The West Point Military History Series
(New Hyde Park, NY: Square One Publishers, 2007), Map 64.
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Still, the Allies had finally achieved their breakout. German forces were no
longer present in Normandy, and the American infantry divisions prepared to pursue their
fleeing foes to the Rhine River and eventually into Germany. To exploit the success of
Operation COBRA, Eisenhower and other Allied commanders had to plan how to fight
the remainder of the war. The stabilized front permitted Allied divisions to come on line
together, or deploy side-by-side. Thus Eisenhower settled on a “broad-front” strategy
(Figure 5).
Eisenhower’s broad-front strategy called for his forces to push across France in
one large line, eliminating the Heer as they went. The United States Army held the
southern flank of the advance, with the Canadian and British Armies in the north.
Generals Bernard Montgomery and George Patton, however, proposed that the Allies
advance along a single axis into Germany. Eisenhower rejected this option, believing
that logistical problems or fierce enemy resistance could bring a narrowly focused
advance to a halt. 5 The flanks of a single thrust would be vulnerable to German
counterattacks, and logistics would be unable to keep pace. Also, the Germans would
have a much easier time cutting-off a single supply route that grew longer the farther the
Allies moved from Normandy, potentially preventing the advanced units from receiving
necessary food, clothing, weapons, ammunition, equipment, and replacements. Simply
put, logistics shaped strategy until the Allies could secure more port facilities.
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Figure 5. Map of the broad-front advance across France and to the German border. Source:
Thomas E. Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the Second World War: Europe and the
Mediterranean, The West Point Military History Series (New Hyde Park, NY: Square One
Publishers, 2007), Map 66.
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With more American divisions coming on line and the Heer on the run,
Eisenhower implemented his strategy. The broad-front approach worked nearly
flawlessly during the summer, as the Allies advanced dozens of miles a day along the
entire length of the front. The Germans were unable to regroup. They had no time to
rest, reorganize, and integrate replacements into their shattered units. 6
The Ground Force Replacement System also had sufficient casualty data by early
August to adjust its replacement proportions. A Captain Sheiffer of the G-1 Replacement
Branch, ETOUSA, explained, “Until August, data for determining the rate table was
based on statistics from other theaters. Indicative of the changes necessitated by actual
experience is the fact that originally there was estimated that 64% of battle casualties
would be infantry. Experience showed that [by December 1944] 83% of the battle
casualties are infantry.” 7 On August 1, HQ, ETOUSA, cabled the War Department to
request that 85 percent of all September infantry replacements be riflemen; thereafter, it
desired a ratio of 70 percent riflemen, 20 percent heavy weapons, and 10 percent infantry.
Headquarters, ETOUSA, had determined that 80 percent of its current battle casualties
were infantry, and it expected this number to increase. It figured that 38 percent of these
infantrymen would return to duty, with 50 percent being fit for combat and 20 percent
taking limited assignment roles. The following week, HQ, ETOUSA, informed the War
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Department that recent data and recommendations from the Twelfth Army Group’s
commander, Lieutenant General Omar Bradley, confirmed the accuracy of the proposed
replacement ratio. 8
The Ground Force Replacement System intended to maintain a “pool” of 70,000
replacements in the theater in proportions suitable for replacing losses in each branch and
military occupational specialty (MOS) grouping. On the fifteenth of each month, GFRS
would submit requisitions to the War Department to cover the subsequent month and a
half of operations. On the fifth of each month, it would provide the War Department with
its estimated requirements for the following six months. 9 Despite the planners’ best
estimates, Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical Section, HQ, ETOUSA, noted that an
infantry shortage still existed in early August. He wrote, “Requests to the US for men
could not alleviate the immediate shortage, because any change in the US was retarded
by necessary modification in training programs and flow scheduling.” Greenwald’s
report revealed that Colonel R. L. Gillespie, Chief of Staff, GFRS, observed on one
August night, “The stock inventory chart showed that only one solitary rifleman was
available on the Continent.” 10 Though the replacement shortage was acute, it is difficult
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to believe this anecdotal account that only one unassigned infantry replacement remained
in France.
Whether or not the shortage was that serious is immaterial. As has been seen in
previous chapters, the War Department and Army Ground Forces (AGF) realized as early
as January 1944 that they could expect an infantry shortage in subsequent months.
General Marshall had called for the conservation of manpower by utilizing limited
assignment men in non-combat roles so as to free general assignment men for combat
service. In April 1944, Deputy Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Joseph T. McNarney
also warned of a shortage. Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee, Communications Zone
(COMZ) commander and deputy Commander of U.S. Forces in the ETO, also criticized
War Department and AGF manpower policies. The theater had failed to act. 11
Consequently, the replacement system would have to make up for its infantryman
shortfall by retraining men from other branches and MOS designations. The Ground
Force Replacement System retrained 5,500 men in August alone. 12
The replacement sytem created two interrelated training programs; one was for
the Communications Zone (COMZ) and the other was for replacements in Army Areas.
The COMZ program, which the United Kingdom depots and depots far behind the front
lines administered, emphasized physical conditioning and refresher training, retraining
programs for general service men who had become limited service due to wounds or
injury, and training and retraining of general service personnel. The Army General
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Board noted, “Comments received from division and regimental commanders indicate
general satisfaction as to the state of training of reinforcements, with the general
exception of armored force reinforcements.” The retraining program, which GFRS began
in July 1944, became a main component of the system’s operations. By V-E Day, for
instance, three replacement depots were conducting general service retraining programs;
on that date, 40,000 men were still participating in the six-week course. The Ground
Force Replacement System also used the 9th Replacement Depot to retrain officers. Each
month it commissioned 600 junior officers from the service arms as infantry platoon
leaders; it also provided refresher training for 1,500 battlefield commissioned officers and
1,500 Officer Candidate School (OCS) graduates each month. 13
When replacements transferred to Army Area depots in the war zone, their
interest in training and orientation generally increased; green men could now see, hear,
and smell the war. Army depots emphasized physical training and weapons firing for the
new soldiers. Replacements attended orientation lectures and trained with a cadre of
combat-hardened officers and NCOs; these veterans would help green replacements learn
the tricks of the trade, and they provided them with practical information on battlefield
conditions. The General Board, however, believed that the GFRS training and
orientation program required greater flexibility. Every combat unit had its own unique
identity and tactics. What worked for one division commander and his regimental
subordinates might not be appropriate for another division. The Board concluded, “If the
recommendations presented later for the establishment of division receiving and training
13
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battalions (or companies) is approved, this final combat training should be scheduled in
that organization where it can be co-ordinated [sic] with division methods and combined
with the division indoctrination period.” 14
It was up to the individual division or regiment to incorporate replacements
effectively. Successful divisions created systems that allowed new soldiers to become
assimilated to their surroundings and to combat. All three regiments of the 2nd Infantry
Division, for example, devised extensive training programs for their replacements, and
perhaps this is why the division fought with distinction during the war. But replacement
training could do little to provide battle-weary soldiers with rest. August 3, 1944, was the
9th Infantry Regiment’s costliest day of combat to date, and its after-action report
indicated that the severe casualty rate was due to “sheer fatigue. Men’s reactions were
noticeably slow and many neglected to take cover when shells exploded nearby.” Over
half of its depleted ranks were filled with replacements. Interestingly, a report from the
following week explained that the regiment had recovered from its losses and
successfully integrated new replacements. Company grade officers and NCOs identified
deficiencies in replacement training and sought to correct them before leading new
soldiers into battle. An August 12 report commended:
the superior job performed by all unit commanders in leading and
controlling their troops, now largely composed of replacements with only
a few months basic training. In this latter connection, it should be
remarked that without experienced officers or non-commissioned officers
to push the men forward, enemy shell bursts within a hundred yard radius
normally causes a recruit to bury himself in the nearest hole, to emerge
only when prodded. The steady progress of the Regiment on this day
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testifies to the indefatigable and aggressive leadership displayed by the
troops [sic] leaders in all echelons of command. 15
As the war progressed, though, this cadre of experienced officers and NCOs often ceased
to exist. This same after-action report also highlights difficulties that one encounters
when utilizing such sources. While it was likely that after-action reports tended to
portray a particular regiment’s actions in a favorable manner, it is difficult to determine
when an officer was exaggerating or just telling the plain truth.
An entry in the August 26 after-action report, for instance, contradicted the report
of the twelfth. It also demonstrated what could occur when a unit lost its cadre of
experienced junior leaders. Due to excessive casualties during its previous two months of
fighting (June and July 1944), the 9th Infantry’s combat effectiveness decreased. “It was
just this teamwork that was lacking because of the fact that the Regiment was no longer
the same highly trained outfit that had landed in France on 7 June 44. . . . Almost the
complete fighting roster of officers and non-commissioned officers was gone. All the
invaluable training in the attack of a fortified position – the use of flame throwers,
Bangalore torpedoes, pole and satchel charges, etc, had been had in vain.” 16 It is simply
impossible to determine why two such differing accounts exist in the same after-action
report. Perhaps the report’s author sought to explain his regiment’s poor performance in
a manner that exonerated the outfit and laid the blame on the replacement system. It is
also possible that two or more different officers contributed to the monthly report.
15
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The individual replacements filling the ranks of regiments like the 9th Infantry
increasingly came from Replacement Training Centers (RTC). By August 1944, most
stateside infantry divisions were nearing their deployment date, and the War Department
could no longer afford to strip men from divisions that were preparing to embark for
Europe. Yet RTC production would be unable to keep pace with army requirements.
The Army Ground Forces anticipated a shortfall of 120,000 men—67,000 of them
infantry—by year’s end. The War Department began deactivating antiaircraft and tank
destroyer units so that GFRS could retrain these men as combat infantrymen. The War
Department also initiated a program whereby men in other branches could voluntarily
transfer to infantry. Most of these reconversions received only six to eight weeks of
infantry retraining. 17
As the infantry shortage became more severe, the replacement system expanded
its retraining of service troops as riflemen. The army now had three sources of
replacements: service reconversions, men coming from the United States, and retrained
excess replacements. It took time, however, for these men to become combat-ready
soldiers. 18 Headquarters, GFRS, also began receiving combat observers’ reports, which
enabled it to determine how effectively the replacement system was functioning. The 9th
Infantry Division, in particular, compiled a long list of grievances. On August 3, Major
General Manton S. Eddy, commanding general, 9th Infantry Division, reviewed a report
that complained about the handling of combat exhaustion cases. It noted that the 662nd
17
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Medical Battalion returned forty such men to combat, but the division discovered that
only five were fit for duty. Adjutant General Lieutenant Colonel W. L. Peverill informed
the 9th Division’s Chief of Staff “that replacements on that date were held for further
medical treatment in the casual company. This Inspector General has received verbal
reports from Major Carr T. Larisey, Assistant Division Surgeon, 9th Infantry Division . . .
on the lack of proper screening of replacements prior to receipt of said replacements at
the casual company.” Such issues indicated “laxity in the procedure at the various
hospitals and replacement depots.” 19
Headquarters, GFRS, soon learned of even more alarming deficiencies with the
replacement system. Hospitals and replacement depots occasionally returned sick and
wounded men to duty before they had fully healed. A captain in the 8th Replacement
Battalion, 19th Depot, for instance, released an enlisted man for duty with an open wound
because he had seen other men on the front lines in much worse condition. Luckily for
this enlisted man, First Lieutenant Chester Braune, Jr., of Company E, 60th Infantry
Regiment, 9th Infantry Division, refused receipt of this casual. On June 22, Private
Dudley L. Fish fractured his foot; the hospital issued him special shoes that contained a
bar to stabilize his injury. He was unfit for duty without his special footwear.
Unfortunately for Fish, he lost the bar while marching in the mud, and the hospital
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neglected to provide him with additional ones. Fish would thus have to endure the pain
caused by the fracture. 20
Private First Class (Pfc.) Alfred Di Dominico, Company B, 60th Infantry
Regiment, 9th Infantry Division, felt lost within the replacement system after he became
a casual. A replacement system medial officer informed Di Dominico that his unit would
provide him the necessary medical care when he returned to duty. He transferred from
the 10th Depot to the 14th Depot to the 3rd Depot, with medical officers in each
replacement institution informing him that they could do nothing for him. Incidentally,
the observer’s report did not identify this soldier’s particular affliction. After the
replacement system shuffled him within its ranks, he reported to the 9th Infantry Division
unfit for duty. His division sent him to the 92nd Replacement Battalion, and the battalion
shipped him right back to his unit. The 9th Division then bypassed the replacement
system and transferred Di Dominico to the 4th Evacuation Hospital. 21
There were numerous other replacement system failures. An exploding mortar
shell wounded Private John P. Thomas, 39th Infantry Regiment, 9th Infantry Division.
After spending time in several replacement depots and a rehabilitation center, medical
personnel informed him that they could not help him. When he reported to the 9th
Infantry Division, divisional staff ordered that he receive complete rehabilitation.
Combat units also reported numerous cases of receiving casuals with bronchitis and
fevers, hypertension and high blood pressure, and unhealed injuries. 22
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Not only did the 9th Infantry Division receive wounded and sick casuals, but it
also received replacements that were not equipped for combat. A Lieutenant Lafferty,
commanding officer of the 9th Division’s Casual Company, complained bitterly about the
92nd Replacement Battalion of the 3rd Replacement Depot. Replacements lacked
entrenching tools, rifles, shelter halves, and blankets. As the casual company had to find
these items before assigning men to the frontline companies, delays of anywhere from
twelve to thirty-six hours ensued before replacements could join already depleted units.
The Inspector General “received complaints from the regiments stating that men were
being received without proper equipment. Investigation reveals that this fact is true, but
due to the limited supply kept on hand at the Quartermaster it is impossible at times to
secure correct sizes to properly equip the individual soldier.” 23
The General Board criticized the replacement system for the aforementioned
deficiencies. It also concluded:
The morale of the replacements received by [the 9th Infantry Division] is
considerably affected by the lack of equipment and the improper care
given by medical officers to justifiable complaints. If an individual soldier
goes on sick call at a replacement center and is suffering from old injuries
which are obvious it is the duty of the medical officer to evacuate that man
to the nearest hospital unit and not direct the man to return to his unit and
then see the division surgeon. As shown above, numerous men have been
required to go through the replacement system two and three times
suffering from the same injury.
It suggested that the army investigate how the rehabilitation centers and replacement
depots treated casuals and replacements. It called for an effective screening system to
ensure that injured and ill men did not return to combat before they were ready, and the
22
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Board also stressed the importance of properly equipping replacement personnel. The
9th Division recommended that its report be forwarded to the Commanding General,
ETOUSA, for additional study so that it could correct the problems on an army-wide
basis. 24
While combat observers compiled their reports in late July and early August, HQ,
GFRS, transferred its base operations from the United Kingdom to the Continent. On
May 27, 1944, prior to Operation NEPTUNE, the landing phase of OVERLORD, the
Advance Section, HQ, GFRS, assembled in the readiness area in southern England and
prepared to coordinate early replacement activities. The Advance Section controlled all
replacement activities on the Continent until August 4. As noted above, HQ, GFRS,
transferred operations on that date to France and assumed command. 25 Brigadier General
Walter Layman, commander of GFRS, recommended that headquarters establish itself in
Le Mans, France, and that a rear headquarters remain in Cheltenham, England, to
coordinate the activities of the United Kingdom depots. The system utilized Barton
Stacey, England, as a staging depot for units heading to France. Four depots were then
operational, and the replacement system expected another to arrive shortly. Between DDay and August 4, 100,000 replacements had arrived in France. 26
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As the American armies advanced across France, the replacement system’s task
would be to establish forward depots to support combat units; these forward depots
would still need to be linked to stockage and training depots in the COMZ.
Headquarters, GFRS, had to locate depots on terrain that was suitable for training, and
they also had to be close to rail lines to facilitate movement of troops. The official
history of the replacement system noted, “Replacements were one of the major items of
supply, and unless available at the time, place, and quantity required, might jeopardize
the success of the operation.” 27 The army’s language in this statement was once again
indicative of its industrial manpower approach to the war. Since it considered
replacements to be supplies, it is hardly surprising that it treated these men somewhat
callously. If a tank suffered combat damage but was still functional, an armored division
likely still employed it in combat. The aforementioned anecdotes demonstrate that some
replacement system medical personnel believed that broken men could serve on the front
lines as well.
Complaints filtered into HQ, GFRS, throughout August. On August 5, Major
General Troy H. Middleton, commander of VIII Corps, reported that replacements tended
to bunch up, especially in times of danger. Foreshadowing S. L. A. Marshall’s
subsequent contentions in Men Against Fire, Middleton also believed, “Infantrymen do
not shoot enough. Many men apparently look for a target. When there is no visible
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target, they should shoot the area where they believe the enemy to be.” 28 If his
observations were accurate, then these problems were the result of deficiencies in training
in small-unit tactics, weapons handling, and fire discipline. Layman was concerned
enough with the numerous concerns about his system that he sent a personal letter to the
commander of the 2nd Replacement Depot on August 7. Layman said that he had
received various reports that depots had improperly processed and equipped
replacements, that discipline among these soldiers was poor, and that depots failed to arm
men with weapons with which they had trained. Layman was also less than pleased with
replacements’ tactical training. 29
Replacements voiced their concerns to senior officers, who then passed them up
the chain of command either via letter or word of mouth. Layman stressed to the 2nd
Depot commander the importance of proper care of replacements, and he emphasized that
the depot should devote special attention to training. Henceforth, Layman demanded that
a replacement would spend the majority of his time training while in a depot. The
Ground Force Replacement System would also utilize stagnant personnel, or men with
MOS numbers that were seldom required at the front, to alleviate the replacement
shortage. Layman ordered, “All [general assignment personnel] not [assigned to
28
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replacement] units, who have been on any [duty] in a [depot] longer than 3 weeks, will be
immediately released [from] such [duty], given the necessary [training] to bring them to
max efficiency, and be sent [forward] in their [specialty] as expeditiously as possible.” 30
The majority of combat divisions’ complaints about the replacement system thus
far concerned training and processing procedures. By the first week of August, however,
combat observer reports began discussing the impact of the quality of replacement
personnel on small-unit combat effectiveness. A Captain Tallent, who commanded a rifle
company in the 9th Infantry Division’s 60th Regiment, had served in both North Africa
and Sicily. Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer F. Jarrell, the VII Corps combat observer,
reported that Tallent’s “views, in general, are concurred in by [sic] many other front line
[sic] officers.” Tallent lamented:
The fighting efficiency of units in this division has been lowered due to
the large number of replacements received just prior to going into battle.
In my company, I received 137 replacements just two days prior to the
beginning of our commitment on the front. This did not give the men a
chance to learn one another, the non-commissioned officers nor their
officers. Replacements on the whole have been good although I have
gotten some rifle company replacements who were trained as clerks,
cooks, drivers etc. Regardless of how good the men may be as
individuals, 137 replacements in a rifle company received only two days
prior to engaging with the enemy can not [sic] function efficiently.
Tallent believed that the army’s replacement training needed to focus on battle
indoctrination. Replacements had to learn to preserve themselves in battle while not
becoming “fox hole [sic] bound,” but they also had to learn not to expose themselves
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recklessly. In Tallent’s view, the replacement “feels that some other ‘Joe’ will get shot
and not he. Until this condition is corrected, the best of camouflage is of little value.” 31
A Lieutenant Short, a platoon leader in the 60th Infantry Regiment, also noted
that deficiencies in replacement training translated into needless casualties.
Replacements had to realize that moving while under fire reduced one’s chances of being
hit. Short, however, observed just the opposite behavior among new men. “One of the
fatal mistakes made by infantry replacements is to hit the ground and freeze, when fired
upon. In one instance I had ordered a squad to advance from one hedgerow to another.
During the movement, one man was shot by a sniper firing one round. The entire squad
hit the ground and froze. Consequently, they were picked off one by one by the same
sniper.” When fear set in among a panicked group of replacements, it was difficult for a
veteran platoon leader to get them to fight their instincts and move forward. Short
believed that training should emphasize the fact that small units temporarily became
disorganized under fire. Better small-unit training could mitigate the effects of fear and
enable men to perform their duties. He also found that replacements were overconfident
when attacking a German position following a bombardment, erroneously assuming that
American firepower had killed the enemy. 32
Though most divisions reported similar problems with integrating replacements
into their ranks, several units devised divisional replacement policies. As GFRS never
issued a standard operating procedure for acclimating replacements to the front lines, it
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was up to the individual infantry divisions to determine which methods worked best.
Some units proved more adept at integrating green soldiers into their ranks than others.
On August 8, Colonel Samuel V. Krauthoff, the Chief of Staff of the 83rd Division and
the Senior Replacement Instructor, outlined the “Ohio Division’s” replacement policies.
Since entering combat on June 27, the division received roughly 8,000 replacements,
nearly 90 percent of which were infantry. Krauthoff explained, “These replacements
came to the division with a great amount of fear and lack of confidence. We found that if
we immediately sent them to a combat organization, this intense fear caused them to be
‘foxhole bound’ and it was practically impossible to get them to go forward.” The
division instituted its highly valued instructional course for new men so that it could
“debunk” combat myths; it also assigned battle experienced men to train replacements in
tactics and weapons. As the frontline companies needed these men almost as soon as the
division received them, the course only lasted two or three days. Realizing that
replacements often felt isolated while on the frontline, Krauthoff noted, “During this
course of instruction, these men are trained in groups of twelve and are assigned to
subordinate units by those groups. This is done in order that the men will have some
previous acquaintances after they go to organizations. We have found that this course of
instruction has benefited the morale and fighting ability of our replacements. We expect
to continue this instruction for all replacements who come to the division.” 33
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The 30th Infantry Division also devised its own replacement integration policies.
Divisional officers found it easier to add new men to their ranks if they received them
when the unit was not engaged in combat; this situation also permitted officers to train
replacements in weapons and small-unit tactics. Yet, according to the army’s history of
the replacement system, “During the division’s major battles, however, replacements
came up to the line without opportunity for learning their duties or getting acquainted
with their teammates. First sergeants, who had no chance to learn the names of the new
men, could not report casualties but could give only a roster of men on hand.” While in
combat between August 7 and 12, 1944, the 30th Division lost 1,000 men among its three
regiments. It received roughly one-third of the necessary replacements after several days,
and many of the new men required refresher training in weapons and small-unit tactics.
The division was able to provide this additional training and integrate men into their new
units when it briefly moved off the line on August 17–18. 34
Technician 4th Grade David Rothbart, Company E, 2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry
Regiment Personnel Section, 4th Infantry Division, observed similar casualty rates in his
regiment. By August 3, some companies in the division had experienced more than a 200
percent turnover in personnel. Though Rothbart believed that his regiment’s
effectiveness remained intact, he discovered that morale plunged among exhausted
soldiers who remained continuously on the line. He also commented on the extent to
which ETOUSA and GFRS delegated authority over personnel decisions to individual
units. On August 11, Rotbhart wrote, “It seems that a division’s need for a rest is pretty
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much left to the discretion of each division commander. Inconsistencies in policy are
common and often create drastic differences in the treatment of troops from one division
to another. . . . Each division is as individualistic as different business concerns selling
the same merchandise.” 35 Some divisions, as will be demonstrated, took greater care of
their replacement personnel than others.
The Ground Force Replacement System would replace some of these early losses
by returning casuals to their original units when it was feasible. On August 9, HQ,
GFRS, clarified the casual company’s role in replacement operations. A divisional casual
company operated in rear areas and handled men until frontline units requisitioned them;
those units usually received their replacements in less than 72 hours. If men remained in
the company for more than a day, company personnel inspected their equipment. They
also received a unit shoulder patch, had time to clean up, heard an orientation talk, and
received a welcome letter from the division’s commanding general prior to going to the
front lines. 36 Thus GFRS attempted to implement army-wide casual company standards,
a feat which could prove troublesome given the different nature of terrain, enemy forces,
and combat situations facing its infantry divisions along the extended front.
For example, Twelfth Army Group’s “Battle Experiences No. 16” of August 10
noted, “Although the experiences of certain units at a particular location are not
necessarily applicable to all units in all situations, the items published will be those based
on practical experience and are recommended for careful consideration by units which
35
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may encounter similar problems. Reports of corroborative or contrary experiences are
particularly desired in order that the validity of the indicated battle lesson may be
determined.” 37 Though not a blueprint for how each division should conduct its business,
Brigadier General Henry B. Lewis, Adjutant General, Twelfth Army Group, believed that
such reports, which his command published at regular intervals, could be useful to units
preparing to enter combat.
As the Americans, British, and Canadians continued their rapid pursuit of the
retreating Germans across France, GFRS installations popped up just behind the front
lines. On August 10, Advance HQ, GFRS, relocated to a chateau in Canisy, France. On
August 23, it moved 110 miles to Le Mans just to keep pace with the offensive
operations. On September 6, HQ, GFRS, set up its base of operations in Paris, where it
would remain until the end of the European war. Rear HQ, meanwhile, stayed in
England to handle hospital returnees, infantry retraining, and retraining of limited
assignment men. 38
The replacement system’s workload increased in August when additional
replacement depots arrived in France from the United Kingdom. Not only did
coordination among the various replacement installations become more complex, but
GFRS still needed additional replacements to fill the depot rosters. On August 11, HQ,
COMZ, decided that all basic privates, regardless of arm, service, or MOS, were eligible
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for retraining as riflemen. 39 The GFRS also needed a source for small arms. General
Layman complained, “During the month of [August], [replacements from] the States are
bringing with them some kind of a weapon; in all cases a weapon which they have not
fired and in many cases a weapon foreign to the individual weapon with which, according
to the MOS, they should be armed. This has caused a great deal of unnecessary work in
re-adjusting the arms.” 40 Furthermore, the History of the Ground Force Reinforcement
Command testified, “The stockage of small arms in the theater was again becoming
critical, due chiefly to a large number of replacements being re-trained as riflemen to
meet existing emergencies.” 41
In an effort to get men to the front as quickly as possible, the army not only
neglected to train replacements properly, but, in many cases, it armed them incorrectly as
well. For a soldier to train with one weapon and then receive an entirely different one
was inefficient if not inexcusable. If the army lacked a certain model rifle, machine gun,
or mortar tube, it should have instructed the replacement on another weapon. Layman
“strongly recommended that representation be made to the [War Department] to continue
39
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the arming of [replacements] with their individual weapon [and] that, in the future, this
weapon be the one with which the [soldier] should normally be armed and, in addition, he
fire this weapon before he leaves the US.” 42 In August, 51 percent of replacements
arriving from the United States carried M-1 Garands. 43 In some cases, though, these men
had trained on antiquated Springfield M-1903s, a bolt-action rifle; the semi-automatic
Garand would prove confounding to men who had never used it. Private Jim Graff of the
35th Division encountered a replacement in his squad who was unfamiliar with his M-1.
The replacement explained, “I don’t know anything, not even about this rifle they just
gave me.” Graff soon realized that not all soldiers had qualified on the M-1. This
particular fellow had trained on an M-1903 Springfield when he completed his basic
training in 1941. 44 The consequences of having soldiers on the front lines who did not
know who to handle their arms properly are self-explanatory.
David Rothbart, whose job was to assign replacements to the 22nd Infantry
Regiment’s rifle companies, was less than satisfied with the quality of the manpower he
received. On August 16, near Mortain, France, he wrote in his journal, “Men coming in
daily to our outfit are nearly forty years of age, some with sons in the Marines. Since
most replacements are needed in rifle companies, that is where they go alongside the
younger men and apparently are accepted as equally effective soldiers.” Other
replacements were former mechanics, truck drivers, armored personnel, and Army
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Specialized Training Program (ASTP) personnel whom GFRS had retrained as
infantrymen. Rothbart continued, “Most were given two weeks of rifle training in France
and sent to us classified as ‘Rifleman.’” 45
These replacements were not riflemen in the traditional sense. Many, in fact,
lacked weapons during the course of their training. Colonel R. L. Gillespie, GFRS
Deputy Chief of Staff, considered the weapons shortage the replacement system’s major
problem. Army field manuals and doctrine mandated that infantrymen receive weapons
from frontline units as they joined them. As early as 1942, however, Gillespie grew
concerned that replacements would not have weapons while in the depots. After
interviewing Gillespie, Captain R. J. Greenwald, Historical Section, HQ, ETOUSA,
noted, “The theory was that these men would be issued the weapons of the men they
replaced. They did not anticipate the fact that while these weapons might still be in
existence, they might not be available.” Gillespie believed that the obvious solution was
for the army to arm replacements before shipping them overseas. He and the G-3 Section
(Operations, Organization, and Training) had earlier requested that the War Department
institute this policy. But the idea “bounced around the [War Department] until the
summer of 1943” when it ultimately ruled against the request. 46
On August 16, Layman complained to G-4 (Supply), ETOUSA, that the “estimate
of several months ago indicated that large numbers of arms would be recoverable for
salvage, but after 70 days of operation in the Communications Zone Ordinance
45
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Department informs me that they have no information on this matter.” Gillespie, deputy
director of the replacement system, noted that the weapons that the Ordnance Department
anticipated salvaging often disappeared; infantry divisions collected some of the smallarms that they discovered, while French civilian scavengers made off with others. The
replacement system also lacked sufficient stores of bayonets and scabbards. 47
The replacement system thus had to arm its soldiers from depot maintenance and
reserve stocks. Greenwald explained that the armies received first priority in receiving
weapons while the replacements were last. Yet American armies complained when
replacements arrived at their units under-trained and not fully equipped. Gillespie
decried “a lack of vision up above—the G staff,” while Greenwald concluded, “With a
proper understanding on their part, a higher priority would have been granted to the
replacements and the problem would have been solved.” In June and July 1944, GFRS
pressured the War Department to alleviate the critical shortage by shipping men overseas
with weapons. Greenwald’s report explained, “For the one month of August 1944,
Washington relented and gave each replacement coming over a weapon. However, they
were not issued their own particular weapon but the men were lined up and each group of
ten men were given an arm in this ration [sic]—1 M1’s, 2 carbines, and 1 submachine
gun.” Though replacements now had weapons, in many instances their training on a
particular arm went for naught. Greenwald concluded, “The royal subject of the Queen
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of Battle, the lowly infantry rifleman, which the British called ‘PBI’—poor bloody
infantry—was the item on which the planners had underguessed.” 48
Generals Marshall and Eisenhower both worried about the quality of AGF
manpower. On August 8, Marshall hinted to Eisenhower that GFRS might use Stars and
Stripes and Army Talks in replacement training center orientation programs. On August
15, the Supreme Commander responded, “I have directed [Layman] to intensify our effort
in these camps.” 49 By August 18, Layman had produced a proposal titled “Orientation
Program of the Ground Force Replacement System.” Headquarters GFRS, would
establish its base of operations at or near Twelfth Army Group Headquarters to facilitate
coordination of replacement activities. The Ground Force Replacement System would
also retrain as infantrymen any surplus arms personnel that it would not require after
September; it would retrain surplus service personnel it did not need after December.
These two new sources of replacements meant that GFRS requisitions for stateside
personnel would decrease. 50
The fact that the army casualty rate had declined significantly during the rapid
Allied advance in August 1944 gave the replacement system time to replenish its
manpower pool. The General Board’s postwar study on the replacement system
explained that casual personnel would subsequently alleviate a shortfall. In the initial
stages of the campaign, casuals automatically returned to their units. In August,
however, some divisions were above their authorized strength because they were
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suffering lower than anticipated losses; hence, the automatic return of men to their units
would leave some regiments with an overstrength while others might be shortchanged.
Lieutenant General Omar Bradley, Commanding General, Twelfth Army Group, created
a priority system by which casuals could return to their original units. Later in the
campaign, however, casuals would remain in replacement depots until their original units
requisitioned them or until the system assigned them elsewhere. 51
The ever-changing tactical situation at the front made it difficult for GFRS to
prepare adequately to meet replacement needs. The General Board explained, “Due to
the very nature of combat, the relationship between the reinforcement flow and the
number of men requisitioned invariably turned out to be a ‘feast or famine’. When the
tactical units were meeting heavy enemy opposition, the requirements of the
reinforcements were heavy.” When the Allied advance stalled, GFRS had an easier time
moving replacement personnel to the depots, and replacement battalions maintained
contact with the front and could thus quickly reinforce depleted units. When American
infantry divisions advanced rapidly, however, “these units did not ordinarily suffer a
great many casualties, nor did they desire to receive reinforcements. Requisitions during
these periods were not submitted, and the reinforcement pipe line [sic] became filled up
to and including the army reinforcement depots. This added immeasurably to the
difficulties experienced by the army depots in maintaining their position within the army
rear boundaries.” 52
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The General Board opined that, despite replacement shortages or overstrengths,
casuals should return to their original units; Army policy had indicated that this would be
standard operating procedure earlier in the war. But ETOUSA changed its procedure, as
the army prohibited overstrengths in frontline units; manpower conservation was
essential. As discussed, the nature of combat in August meant that many divisions were
already at authorized strength after receiving replacements, so there was no room in their
ranks for returning casuals. An August 16, report noted that units complained about the
difficulty of getting their own men back from the hospital. Incidentally, casuals had
automatically returned to their units in North Africa and Sicily. 53 At the end of August,
Lieutenant Colonel Ben Sternberg, the executive officer of the 18th Infantry Regiment,
1st Infantry Division, lamented: “The return of our men who have been evacuated is very
slow. At present there are approximately 200 such men, including key personnel, now in
a replacement [battalion] awaiting return. They will not be returned until the [division] is
reduced below T/O strength. This [regiment] is about 200 men under strength, but cannot
requisition our men from the replacement [battalion] because another [regiment] is
overstrength.” 54
Consequently, some men who had trained and served with their units for over a
year could not return to them, which resulted in “an added load on the army
reinforcement depots and great dissatisfaction and loss of morale among the casuals.
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This unfavorable situation was later corrected by an order which directed the automatic
return of casuals to their former units without requisition and regardless of the strength of
their unit.” 55 Though ETOUSA ultimately realized its mistake, it only did so in March
1945. It is impossible to measure the impact that the army’s decision to deny units their
own men had on morale, fighting effectiveness, and unit cohesion during the seven
months before logic and compassion prevailed in GFRS.
The Ground Force Replacement System realized that its casual policies caused
additional unintended problems. Since casuals were combat-experienced men, they
resented taking orders from rear echelon personnel who had not yet received their
baptism by fire. New replacements, on the other hand, “stood more or less in awe of
those who had spent even a short period of time on the Continent, and were, therefore,
processed with little trouble.” 56 Sternberg reported:
Our replacements on the whole have been very good. The trouble with
most is that they have been filled with the horrors of war and believe that
their chances of survival are very slim. As soon as we get this out of them
they make good soldiers. I suggest that they be given a lesson in statistics
of battle casualties and have impressed upon them that their chances of
survival are very high—in fact in this type of warfare there is just enough
danger to make the campaign interesting. Replacements have been
herded around from place to place with little interest taken in them as
individuals, which has lowered morale and discipline. This constitutes
one of our biggest problems in adjusting replacements to their assignments
within the [regiment]. 57
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To reduce the sense of isolation among replacements, GFRS should have organized them
in small units while in the depots and then assigned them as groups to frontline units; thus
men would have entered combat with familiar faces around them. But GFRS decided
instead that it would improve morale by separating replacements and casuals in the
depots so that casuals could not frighten rookies with combat stories. 58 This policy was
ill-advised. Though some veterans likely got a kick out of scaring green men, casuals
could have also shared invaluable combat experience and tricks of the trade with the new
men while they awaited assignment. Rumors certainly circulated among replacements in
the depots, whether or not they heard the information from a veteran; they all feared
combat and the unknown. It would have benefited replacements more to hear what
combat was really like.

Figure 6. Source: Bill Mauldin, Bill
Mauldin’s Army (Novato, CA: Presidio Press,
1983), 327.
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But the army had more pressing concerns. It soon realized the inaccuracy of its
replacement distribution. According to the history of the Army Ground Forces, “In midAugust, for example, of a total stockage of 67,000 replacements available to the theater,
only 20,000 (30 percent) were infantry-trained, and of these only 3,250 were riflemen.”
The Ground Force Replacement System was in the process of converting 9,000 additional
men into riflemen. 59 Even though the replacement system had been experiencing a
shortage, the War Department alerted the army on August 19 that it had surpassed its
ceiling of 7.7 million men. The War Department would limit its induction of new men in
an attempt to reduce this overstrength. Consequently, GFRS increasingly relied on
retrainees as its major source of replacements. Fewer and fewer replacements would be
arriving from the United States. 60
The replacement system also needed to streamline coordination among its various
depots. It found it difficult to maintain lines of communication between the Advance
Echelon and the rear replacement area on the beaches and back in the United Kingdom.
Until engineers repaired the port of Cherbourg and made it fully operational, and until Le
Havre opened, the replacement system would rely on the Beach Detail in Normandy. As
replacements landed on the beaches, the detail controlled movement from transit areas to
depots and battalions. 61
After GFRS had considered the arrival date and location of a particular
detachment, it established quotas for replacement units, arranged transportation to the
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front, and requisitioned rations and equipment for the new men. The replacement
system’s handling of detachments was much easier in June and early July, prior to the
breakout during Operation COBRA. The short distance between the beaches and the
front meant that some replacement detachments went into combat within twenty hours of
setting foot on the Continent. As the history of the replacement system noted, “At this
time, replacements could be marched directly from the Beach to two of the four
Replacement Battalions in direct support of Army Corps.” This became impossible in
August, and replacement detachments waited in stockage depots until GFRS had suitable
transportation to forward them. 62 The intermediate stockage depot was located at
Neufchateau, in Lorraine in northeastern France. From there replacements moved by
truck to an army support depot.
After arriving at a depot, men received a medical check-up. Captain Robert J.
Greenwald of the Historical Section, HQ, ETOUSA, reported, “The screening had even
uncovered men coming from the US who were not fit for duty and never should have
been sent overseas.” 63 He did not elaborate as to whether or not these replacements
entered combat, but the aforementioned reports concerning physically unfit and wounded
men returning to the line suggest that some of these men likely served at the front.
Though GFRS assigned and forwarded replacements to infantry divisions, Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF), determined how many men went to
each army. Based on these quotas, the replacement system issued assignment directives
to the depots. Depots filled the order, put a man on “will call status,” and then waited for
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a unit to pick him up. 64 Report No. 32 of August 16 suggested that replacements train for
sixteen hours a day for three days in a battalion rest area prior to entering combat. This
additional training would, perhaps, reduce a man’s anxiety and permit him to perform
more effectively when he joined his unit. He would spend some time near the front lines,
where he could observe the sights and sounds of war, before entering the lion’s den. 65
Some replacements who ended up in frontline units were riflemen in name only.
An August 16 classified message from Eisenhower’s staff to the Adjutant General of the
War Department explained, “Records accompanying [shipments] of [infantry
replacements] and [reports] of [Ground Force replacement system commander] indicate
need for greater care in [classification] in [Zone of Interior] since a considerable
[number] of [replacements] arrive classified as Riflemen who are not rifle trained and
have had no rifle experience in units.” 66 On August 21, Lieutenant Colonel Arthur S.
Teague, Commanding Officer, 3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry
Division, complained, “Many men received as rifle company replacements are trained as
engineers ordnance, armored force, etc. In one group of 35 replacements received in my
battalion, only two or three were infantry trained. Heavy casualties were incurred among
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this group.” 67 The replacement system’s concern with quantity over quality of
replacement manpower increased the cost of the war in lives lost. In an effort to ensure
that frontline infantry divisions remained at or near full strength, it sent insufficiently
trained men to the front.
It was also evident that some replacements were officers in name only. In the
August 18 “Immediate Report No. 33,” an unnamed officer reported:
The greatest need in my regiment is for thoroughly trained junior officers
and noncommissioned officers with leadership, experience and ability. I
have received numerous officer replacements for company commanders
and platoon leaders who have had no experience in leading any unit. . . .
This practice is a grave injustice to the individual and to the men under his
command and results in failures and high casualties in combat. Time does
not permit giving these officers training and experience necessary to
qualify them for their assignments while engaged in combat. 68
By this juncture in the campaign, the army had additional data with which it could
forecast future placement requirements. At the start of the European campaign, the army
assumed that infantry would comprise 70.3 percent of total losses. But infantry losses
were much greater than anticipated. Between D-Day and D+74, August 19, 82.9 percent
of replacements in the 12th Army Group were infantry; between D-Day and D+343, May
15, 1945, 72.4 percent of replacements were infantry. Regarding the miscalculation
during the first two and a half months of the campaign, the General Board explained that
the infantry shortage “necessitated an extensive retraining program in the Theater, as the
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flow of infantry reinforcements from the Zone of Interior was insufficient to supply the
requirements.” 69
On August 18, Layman made a policy change, but it did not rectify the
aforementioned miscalculations, nor did it address the concerns mentioned above about
tactical proficiency and small-unit leadership. Rather, in response to Marshall and
Eisenhower’s concerns regarding replacement indoctrination, Layman established an
orientation program for replacement depots in the United Kingdom in an effort to
improve replacement morale. While morale certainly impacted how a unit performed in
battle, this revised orientation course should have emphasized small-unit tactics and
leadership as well as weapons training. Layman ordered each depot commanding officer,
or another depot officer if the commander was unavailable, to welcome replacements as
soon as they arrived and inform them of their role in the campaign. Replacements would
dedicate one hour of their weekly training schedule to orientation, which included
listening to “Army Talks,” listening to news broadcasts over radios and loudspeakers,
viewing the Why We Fight films, studying situation maps, and reading Stars and Stripes
and Yank, among other periodicals. The continental depots would follow the same
program except that they would focus on the tactical situation in France. Layman
explained that the replacement system sought to ensure that each individual had an
understanding of the campaign, his role in it, the enemy situation, and what he could
expect in combat. He continued, “The [Replacement System] feels that it is its
[responsibility] to see that every [soldier] passing thru the [System] is adequately
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equipped and trained physically and mentally to play his role in the task [assigned] to our
Armies and fully realizes that only by giving a proper and adequate orientation to that
[soldier] is he so equipped[.] No stone is left unturned in our effort to give him that
adequate and proper orientation.” 70
Layman’s effort to revise the United Kingdom orientation program may have
been a wasted effort. At the August 20 Communications Zone Command and Staff
Conference, GFRS consulted with the Office of the Chief of Transportation, ETOUSA,
and decided that “the combat elements of replacements coming into the Theater, hereafter
would be moved directly from the Port of Debarkation across England for re-embarkation
to the Continent without stopping in the United Kingdom Replacement Depots.” By
closing the United Kingdom Depots, replacements would get to their units more
quickly. 71
Combat observers’ reports, however, continued to indicate that the replacement
system needed to focus greater attention on small-unit training and physical conditioning.
Colonel James S. Luckett, Commanding Officer, 12th Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry
Division, informed combat observer Lieutenant Colonel Shaffer F. Jarrell that the
“training requirement should be reemphasized. During long marches in pursuit of the
enemy many of our replacements, especially the older men, were physically exhausted
upon reaching the assembly area and were not in condition to fight.” 72 Luckett’s
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statements were indicative of how the War Department’s mobilization policies earlier in
the war impacted the quality of replacement manpower. Siphoning off of the “best and
brightest” to serve in units other than the ground forces meant that, as the war progressed,
the age of replacement personnel increased. When the manpower shortage hit, the army
accepted into the service men whom it had earlier deemed unfit for combat. 73
On the whole, the U.S. Army’s casualties during the first three months of combat
in France were lighter than anticipated. Thus replacement demands from the Zone of the
Interior during late summer and early fall were not excessive. 74 Lieutenant General
George S. Patton, Jr., the commander of the U.S. Third U.S., nevertheless, still
complained about his unit strength levels. By August 21, Patton’s army had sustained
15,629 casualties, but it had received only 10,622 replacements. Patton wrote, “This was
the beginning of our constant dwindling in strength, caused by lack of replacements,
which did not terminate until about halfway through the Bastogne fight.” 75 By the end of
the month, Third Army had incurred 24,820 casualties while receiving only 19,506
replacements. The nature of combat operations in September, however, would permit
Patton to replenish his forces. 76 By September, ETO had received 42,000 replacements,
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but it had figured that it needed 55,000 replacements to that point. Moreover, only
15,000 of these replacements were riflemen. 77
Infantry division officers also raised concerns over the quality of the manpower
they received from replacement depots. Several unnamed 4th Infantry Division officers
found that replacements were weak in map reading and insufficiently trained on 60-mm
mortars and light machine guns. Another officer commented on how inadequate smallunit training resulted in increased casualties among green men. “In spite of all emphasis
placed on dispersion, men are still bunching, which results in needless heavy casualties
On one occasion assisted by my junior officers, I went up and down the lines of my
companies preparatory to an attack. In spite of this one artillery shell caused seven
casualties before they had reached the line of departure, most of whom were new men
entering combat for the first time.” 78
Previous battle experience demonstrated that replacements had basic combat
knowledge, but they often lacked an understanding of the principles and techniques
employed by a particular regiment. Officers and NCOs, therefore, focused on
indoctrinating these new men with the regiment’s tactics. In addition, Colonel James S.
Rodwell, commanding officer of the 8th Regiment, 4th Division, held conferences with
his junior officers and NCOs. 79 The 4th Division’s 12th and 22nd Regiments held antitank weapons training, created officer schools, and conducted small-unit training with
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emphasis on scouting, patrolling, techniques of fire, and discipline. Although the 4th
Infantry Division had only been in combat for a few months, the experienced men, in
addition to training replacements, had to work to maintain their own levels of
effectiveness.
But a new problem soon arose. After failing to advance beyond Normandy during
the first month and a half of operations, the Allied armies had moved so rapidly across
France that supply units had a difficult time keeping pace. The Allies captured Paris on
August 25, fifty days earlier than anticipated. In fact, by mid-September, some divisions
had reached objectives that the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
(SHAEF) anticipated reaching in a year’s time. In a two-week span from August 25 to
September 12, the Allies advanced from the D+90 to the D+350 line. 80
By September 4, or D+90, the army expected that it would have control of several
ports. In reality, however, the Allies only held Cherbourg and the invasion beaches,
which were several hundred miles from the German border. The damaged French rail
network, which the Allies had bombed prior to the invasion in an attempt to block the
movement of German reinforcements to the landing area, provided little relief. Until the
Allies captured more ports in northern France, the army had to truck its personnel and
equipment across the country. A shortage of truck companies, however, meant that the
Allies could not transport enough supplies to accommodate the thirty-seven Allied
divisions that were fighting in Europe by the end of August. As a result, much of the war
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materiel remained stored in Cherbourg. 81 Eisenhower’s decision to continue the advance
across the Seine further exasperated the situation, as communication and supply lines
became even more overextended (Figure 7).
The “Red Ball Express,” a looping one-way highway that the Allies utilized
twenty-four hours a day, partially ameliorated the situation. The Communications Zone
(COMZ), which was in charge of supplying the troops, requisitioned vehicles from antiaircraft, artillery, engineer, and chemical warfare units so that the army could ship more
supplies to the front. The army considered food rations, POL (Petrol, Oil, Lubricants),
and ammunition to be of primary importance; clothing shipments, as a result,
decreased. 82 This oversight created deleterious consequences for frontline soldiers
during fall and winter 1944–1945. As temperatures dropped and the snow fell, men
lacked cold-weather clothing. Many still wore their summer uniforms, and this inability
to change into warmer, clean clothes resulted in numerous cold-weather casualties.
The logistical problem was not the only crisis that the army faced in early
September. The accumulating evidence indicated that the Ground Force Replacement
System was not producing properly trained riflemen, and the frontline combat units, as
well as the green soldiers themselves, were paying the price in additional casualties and
reduced small-unit effectiveness. Data also showed that the shortage of infantry
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replacements was due to miscalculations regarding the proper proportion of riflemen
among all replacement personnel. During June, July, and August 1944, GFRS used
statistics from North Africa and Sicily to make replacement estimates, and these figures
proved inadequate for forecasting losses and replacement requirements in the ETO. In
September, the replacement system provided the Adjutant General, War Department,
with a complete report of the situation. It explained:
Major deficiencies experienced heretofore in the supply of infantry
riflemen are due to the low proportion of trained riflemen received in
overall infantry replacement shipments from the Zone of the Interior. This
deficiency did not become apparent until after a considerable period of
combat through the hedgerows of the Normandy Peninsula. Everything
possible has been and will continue to be done in this Theater to alleviate
this situation locally through retraining of excesses within infantry and
from other arms and services. [T]he proportion of riflemen within infantry
replacements shipped to this Theater was, until August 1944, determined
by the War Department and that only on 29 July 1944 did the War
Department call on this Theater for specialist rate tables to govern bulk
shipments of replacements. 83
Though the August lull in combat enabled GFRS to increase the number of
replacements in depots, as well as bring many frontline units up to strength, infantry
regiments continued to complain about the quality of the manpower they received. On
September 2, numerous officers of the 134th Infantry Regiment, 35th Infantry Division,
explained, “Replacements are not up to the standard of the original units in discipline,
courtesy, desire to fight, and experience under overhead fire. In smaller numbers they
can be absorbed, but the number actually received was too high, and the combat
efficiency of the unit was reduced.” 84 This report clearly demonstrated that GFRS did
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not distinguish between authorized strength and combat effectiveness. As the 134th
Infantry learned in combat, having a sufficient number of replacements could limit
combat effectiveness if the men were not properly prepared to fight.
Some units, in fact, noted that the addition of green men into depleted units often
increased casualty rates. Colonel R. A. Griffin, commanding officer, 13th Infantry
Regiment, 8th Infantry Division, found that his regiment’s replacements were:
not properly qualified for combat. I think this increases our casualty rate.
I requisitioned an [infantry sergeant] and got a mess [sergeant] of [AntiAircraft Artillery], who had been given about 3 weeks [infantry] training.
In another case I got as a rifle co[mpany] replacement a lieutenant who
had been trained as a communications O[fficer] and who had never
commanded a plat[oon]. I put an O[fficer] from the heavy weapons
co[mpany] in the rifle co[mpany]. I cannot trust the lives of men in battle
to an O[fficer] not trained for his job.
If the replacement system functioned as intended, Griffin would not have had to worry
about the new men entering his unit. He could have assigned them to his battalions and
rifle companies with the expectation that they would be sufficiently trained riflemen who
knew their combat roles. Instead, Griffin had to screen these replacements and, in some
instances, keep them out of the line so that his veteran enlisted men did not fall victim to
the faulty leadership of a green junior officer. He did this all while maneuvering his
regiment against a German foe that was retreating to, and reinforcing, the Siegfried Line
along the German border. Griffin also opined, “All young [officers] should be given 6
months basic training as plat[oon] leaders before being allowed to specialize.” 85
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The Ground Force Replacement System’s primary concern remained getting
replacements to frontline units as rapidly as possible; quantity of personnel still trumped
quality. As the United States Army neared the German border in early September, GFRS
“decided that the handling of incoming replacements was a Communication Zone
function.” GFRS forwarded the last group of replacements from the Normandy beaches
during the first week of September, and henceforth the Engineer Special Brigades would
handle incoming shipments of men. 86
Elements of GFRS’s Statistics Section arrived in Paris on September 4. This
organization’s history noted, “The bulk of the Statistics Section landed at Omaha Beach
on D plus 100 (14 September) after a 9-day trip of riding at anchor. On 25 September the
first system-wide stockage inventory was made on the Continent, in Paris. As the year
ended a small nucleus of the section remained in the UK, reporting UK stockage.” 87 At
the beginning of each month from September on, Control Section, G-1, GFRS, would
submit its estimated replacement needs to the War Department for the subsequent six
months. It would also submit recommendations concerning monthly requisitions from
the Zone of the Interior. As the campaign developed during the late summer and
throughout the fall, it became increasingly obvious that forecasting replacement
requirements that far into the future was a nearly impossible task. As Table 5
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demonstrates, the Zone of the Interior also was unable to meet replacement requisitions
until January 1945. 88

Table 5
Requisitions from the Zone of the Interior
Month
Requisitioned
July
46,640
August
46,298
September
40,750
October
21,577
November
31,482
December
66,882
January
52,168
February
58,814

Shipped
38,873
30,329
39,821
18,735
28,787
36,420
58,478
?

Source: “History of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command,” Annex III, History of the Control
Section, G-1, 1, Box 158, RG 498, NACP.

The logistical crisis reared its ugly head again on September 9. Layman wrote a
memo to the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1, Twelfth Army Group. The rapid August
advance meant that the limited motor transportation on which GFRS previously relied to
transport men to the front was now entirely insufficient. In some instances, GFRS had to
move replacements 300 miles to get them to their infantry divisions. If GFRS was going
to support Twelfth Army Group, Layman believed that it had to secure rail transportation.
As the history of the replacement system recorded, “The transportation of replacements
from beaches to destination had been definitely unsatisfactory, and it was necessary that
immediate steps be taken to correct the situation, if the Replacement System was to
insure [sic] the prompt delivery of replacements to the combat units in the same
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expeditious manner they had in the past.” Between September 10 and 15, GFRS lacked
any form of transportation, and it could not move replacements from the beaches; as a
result, 10,000 men were stuck in Normandy. The beach facilities were not prepared to
handle that number of men for several days. If GFRS could not find additional sources of
transportation, the system might break down. 89 With no other immediate alternatives
available, it utilized the Red Ball Express. Replacement system leadership did at least
express concern that long rides in the bed of an uncomfortable two-and-a-half-ton truck
might be damaging to a man’s physical and mental well-being.
The GFRS Classification and Assignment Section (Rear Echelon) was responsible
for filling daily requisitions, but it lacked a standard operating procedure by which to do
so. As such, it devised its own system, “which proved tremendously effective in the
filling of requisitions on hand—due primarily to the fact that all General Assignment
replacement personnel were located at one Replacement Depot.” Every morning at 0830,
the Section telephoned the 12th Replacement Depot to discuss unfulfilled requisitions by
MOS and branch. “The depot, after surveying all available Enlisted Men’s forms 20
called back in the afternoon, listing and earmarking all they could supply against
unfulfilled requisitions. This headquarters then issued a Consolidated Assignment
Directive to cover all available Enlisted Men, giving unit, railhead, requisition or other
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authority, and shipment number.” 90 The depots then formed replacement companies and
prepared to assign men to frontline units.
By mid September, 2,000 replacements and 500 casuals were arriving daily in
France from the United Kingdom depots. These men traveled to depots near Le Mans
and south of Paris, usually by rail, and then rode in trucks to other depots and
destinations. 91 The Twelfth United States Army Group then established a theater policy
for the handling of returning casuals. As many units had replenished their depleted ranks
with replacements, it would be impossible for all men to return to their former units.
Men who came to France with their original units would receive priority in returning to
them. A GI who had been in a unit for thirty days was next in line, but if he waited for
more than thirty days to be requisitioned by his old unit, GFRS could assign him
elsewhere as a “free reinforcement.” All other casuals would remain in the replacement
deport for fifteen days before GFRS assigned them to new units. 92
Major I. M. Pike, a U.S. Seventh Army Classification and Assignment Officer,
estimated that 65 percent of casuals returned to their units. Lieutenant Colonel Leslie S.
Blair, a 2nd Depot coordinating officer, believed that nearly all got back to original units,
while officers at the 14th Depot reported that a 90 percent was more accurate. The 71st
Replacement Battalion figured 98 percent was about right. This battalion attempted to
return all men to their units. It is difficult to determine why these estimates vary so
90
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widely. Divisional men had a greater chance of rejoining their original division than
corps and army troops. When a replacement battalion received a casual from a depot, it
would notify a division that the man was on its rosters. The receiving unit was then
responsible for requisitioning the man if it had a vacancy. The battalion also expected
units to pick up their own men. 93
It is likely that most wounded soldiers rejoined their original outfits. The unlucky
ones who did not either went AWOL from the hospital or became replacements for
different organizations. On September 21, while fighting near the northern Duchy of
Luxembourg, Technician 4th Grade David Rothbart, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th
Infantry Division, noted that his unit received casuals who were wounded in early days of
the invasion; these men returned to their original companies. Some “limited assignment”
soldiers, men who had sustained wounds that should have prevented them from returning
to combat, went to the front lines anyway. Rothbart returned some of these men to the
hospital. From there they went to a replacement pool and eventually back to the front,
and this process could repeat itself several times. Later that week, Rothbart also reported
receiving converted riflemen from the 4th Engineers. One man was 39 years old, but
they all claimed that they were not properly trained infantrymen. 94
Though the army had experienced several replacement shortages to date, it had
still surpassed its manpower ceiling; it was a question, then, of how the War Department
apportioned its personnel. On September 15, Eisenhower responded to a letter about
overstrengths that he had received from Lieutenant General Joseph T. McNarney, Deputy
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Chief of Staff. The Supreme Commander replied, “It looks to me as if the time is here
when I may have to start cutting throats on this proposition. Until your charts arrived I
did not know our record here was as bad as it actually is. You show it to be 131,000,
with only 30,000 accounted for in divisions and other combat units. This leaves about
100,000 is [sic] overages in overhead and replacements.” Eisenhower continued,
“Anyway we are just about to break up some units and by so doing ought to be able to
phase back some replacements, and so get us more closely into line.” 95
The War Department considered overstrengths in certain personnel categories to
be a waste of manpower. A couple weeks after Eisenhower wrote McNarney¸ Major
General Virgil L. Peterson, Army Inspector General, noted that the theater replacement
pool was 49,000 men overstrength, for a total of about 119,000. 96 These overstrenghts
remained significant, though. By late September, roughly 73,000 men were actually
available for use as replacements. The army, then, had a substantial number of
replacements, just not in the most critical category—MOS 745, infantry rifleman. The
replacement system, nevertheless, still managed to retrain 4,500 men as riflemen in
September. 97
As GFRS worked on refining its transportation, casual, and overstrength issues,
Layman addressed the problem of insufficiently trained replacements. On September 10,
he sent a memo to “All Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers of the Ground Force
Replacement System” that included excerpts from various reports he received from
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combat commanders. This document included many of the aforementioned anecdotes
about replacement training and physical conditioning. Layman reached an interesting
conclusion, though. He believed, “These comments prove our training program is sound
but they present constructive criticism which we must include at once in our efforts to
send forward the best trained and physically conditioned replacement which time and the
facilities available permit.” How Layman could conclude that the training program was
“sound” is inexplicable, especially in light of all the evidence suggesting otherwise.
Layman conceded that there was “room for improvement” and that all replacement
system personnel had the “responsibility” to send “forward the highest trained and
physically conditioned replacements possible.” Layman urged GFRS personnel “to read
these comments carefully, to accept wholeheartedly the constructive criticisms, to ignore
the non essentials and to redouble your efforts to accomplish your mission of delivering
‘Better than the Best’ replacements when and where they are required.” 98 Sadly, General
Layman would never know if his words of encouragement resulted in improved
replacement training procedures. He died of a heart attack on September 23, and
Brigadier General H. J. Matchett, V Corps Chief of Staff, took command of GFRS. 99
Four days after Layman’s sudden passing, GFRS had 7,600 officer replacements
and 111,179 enlisted replacements, for a total of 118,779 replacements, in the European
Theater. 100 ETOUSA had already begun submitting requisitions for November 1944. In
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a September 24 letter to the Adjutant General, War Department, issued in Eisenhower’s
name, ETOUSA estimated that it would require 2,500 infantry officers and 20,000
enlisted men for November. ETOUSA believed that it would need additional officers
because it expected that 600 casual officers would become limited assignment and would
not be able to return to combat. The War Department was planning to ship 250 officers
in October, and GFRS anticipated that limited assignment personnel would fill roles in
service units. The letter also noted, “No colored personnel is presently being
requisitioned for November, pending a further study of colored requirements.” 101 It
would not be until the manpower crisis hit in December that the army attempted to find
what it believed was a suitable combat role for African-American soldiers. .
On September 29, Eisenhower wrote a memo to Lieutenant General Walter Bedell
Smith, his chief of staff, concerning surplus artillery, quartermaster, signal, and other
types of replacements in arms that had experienced low casualty rates. Omar Bradley
had suggested “that these replacements be organized into guard battalions and employed
rather than to use for this static purpose battalions that have been tactically trained for
battle. In addition, of course, we are already counting on using limited service men for
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this purpose.” 102 Eisenhower agreed, as he believed that it would permit the theater to
eliminate some of its overstrength. Both he and Bradley opposed using combat units in
noncombat roles.
Throughout August and September, various combat commanders and observers
had informed Layman of numerous replacement difficulties. The Ground Force
Replacement System had yet to devise a suitable casualty policy. It sent some men back
to their units before they had completely healed, while it prohibited soldiers who had
recovered from their wounds from returning to their overstrength units. Lacking strong
guidance from GFRS on how to integrate replacements into their ranks, certain divisions
devised their own procedures. Various reports indicated that replacements arrived to the
front insufficiently armed, trained, and prepared for combat. Divisional after-action
reports, consequently, told of increased casualties and decreased combat effectiveness.
The nature of combat operations during these two months enabled GFRS to replenish
some of its strength and expand its retraining program, but no one then realized that its
growing stockage of replacements would soon prove drastically insufficient. As summer
turned to fall, the American blitz stalled. German forces retreated to and reinforced their
border defenses. Enemy resistance would increase, the weather would turn dreadful, and
American casualties would increase to alarming levels. The Ground Force Replacement
System would soon be facing a crisis.
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CHAPTER 7
FIGHTING IN THE FATHERLAND, OCTOBER 1944

“There he goes—the most important guy in the Army. Who is he? Eisenhower?
Bradley? A silver chicken? A second looey? A sergeant maybe? No. He’s a
replacement. He’s a guy maybe just off the boat. A GI they trained for the
quartermasters and overnight turned into a dough. An orphan who’s never had a home in
the Army—who’s taken more chicken spit from more brass and stripes than any Joe we
know.” 1 So began an anonymous September 23, 1944, editorial in Stars and Stripes
titled “Meet the Man of the Hour.” The unnamed author of this brief opinion piece was
likely responding to anecdotes of veterans being unfriendly toward green troops. This
article encouraged experienced soldiers to take it easy on the new men who joined their
units.
Paul Fussell, a lieutenant in the 103rd Infantry Division and later world-renowned
professor of literature, witnessed firsthand the divide that existed between veterans and
replacements. “Newcomers were regarded with a degree of not always silent contempt”
he remembered, “and replacements were the most conspicuous newcomers.” 2 The life of
a replacement was an unenviable one. “In their infantry companies, they were buddyless
1
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and shunned as almost dangerous strangers. These embittered replacements were a most
pitiable group, lonely, despised, and untrained, deeply shocked by the unexpected
brutalities of the frontline and often virtually useless.” 3 Fussell noted that many
replacements died before veterans could learn their names, and he was very critical of the
army’s system of individual replacement. “In the American military, distinguished units
very soon become undistinguished as they are inevitably diluted and enfeebled by the
inclusion of not just relatively untrained but hyperscared replacements, and the original,
proud spirit of the unit is handed unearned to pitiable youths angry to have been snatched
into the infantry from the air corps or the Army Specialized Training Program (ASTP).” 4
Fussell correlated an influx of replacements with a drop in unit pride and effectiveness.
The aforementioned Stars and Stripes piece, then, sought to change the opinions
of veterans like Fussell. It concluded with some stern advice for the combat-experienced
soldiers: “Take care of these new boys, Joe. Tell them your name and offer them a butt
and give them everything you know. Remember what some sergeant said about a
replacement: ‘He’s an extra round in your clip. He’s plasma in your blood stream. He’s
an earlier dating on your ticket home.’” 5 It is difficult to determine the impact of the
Stars and Stripes, but it reflected the growing realization that veterans, in some instances,
posed just as much of a problem to the efficient operation of the replacement system as
the green replacements themselves.
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Four months of combat in the ETO had demonstrated deficiencies in the Ground
Force Replacement System’s orientation program. When Generals Dwight Eisenhower
and George Marshall discussed ways to improve it in August, Marshall had suggested
that GFRS utilize Stars and Stripes and “Army Talks” to prepare replacements for life on
the front lines. Since replacement depots often processed several thousand men at one
time and rushed to replenish combat units, GFRS had little time to orient replacements.
A pocket-sized publication, however, could provide replacements with crucial
information. The replacement system acted on Marshall’s proposal, and on September
27, 1944, it published a twenty-eight-page “Army Talks” pamphlet that served as an
orientation guide for replacements. The booklet addressed topics such as “You’re Really
in the Army Now,” “What German PWs Say About You,” and “Combat Tips.”
In an effort to ease the minds of nervous replacements, this edition of “Army
Talks” contained numerous cartoons. The cover, for instance, portrayed a chubby GI
marching two German POWs to the rear at rifle-point. He exclaimed, somewhat proudly,
“And me a Clerk-Typist!” 6 This cartoon was an obvious nod to the replacement system’s
infantry reconversion program, but it also cleverly demonstrated that a man who
originally trained in a specialty other than infantry could contribute to the war effort on
the front lines. Other cartoons sought to make replacements combat-wise. One such
illustration depicted the dangers of remaining still during an artillery barrage, while
another showed a replacement, clean-shaven and overloaded with new equipment,
meeting two dirty, grizzled veterans. The caption noted, “There’s no reason to be
6
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bashful.” A different drawing warned jumpy replacements not to “shoot everything you
see up a tree!” 7 After all, one wouldn’t want to wound or kill an American artillery
observer! But what was even more telling was that, in many of these illustrated
depictions, replacements were wearing glasses. Perhaps this was a not-so-subtle
reminder that men who served as replacements in 1944 and 1945 might previously have
been ineligible for combat service due to poor eyesight or other minor physical defects.
When the manpower crisis hit the Army Ground Forces in the fall of 1944, however, it
was all hands on deck.
“Army Talks” (Figure 8) was a guidebook for the new man at the front, and “its
purpose is to show you how to kill Germans—and stay alive to kill some more.” 8 It
contained a message from General Eisenhower explaining that the orientation program
would psychologically prepare the replacement for combat and give him confidence in
his military training. 9 “Army Talks” empathized with the green GI, but perhaps it could
have done so in a more delicate fashion. It observed, “You’re tired of being an unwanted
stepchild. Well, Orphan Annie, your freshman days are over. To get right to the point:
you’re going into combat.” 10
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Figure 8. Source: “Army Talks,” II, No. 39 (September 27, 1944), Folder
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Since replacements would not receive much personal attention in the large depots,
it was imperative that they use their free time to train and study. The pamphlet assured
them that fear was normal in combat, but soldiers had to learn how to control their nerves
if they were to perform effectively. “Army Talks” sought to comfort the replacements as
well: “Once you report for duty with [your] unit you’re no longer an orphan. You’ll
belong to and be part of an outfit, one you can take pride in.” As previously mentioned,
many replacements complained that veterans received them coolly. “Army Talks” had a
simple explanation: “Your new buddies won their spurs the tough way; they’re good,
and they know it. They paved the way for you. They took the beaches, held off the
counter-attacks, moved in. . . . There’s no reason for you to be bashful. They’ll welcome
you because they need you. They’ll show you the trick plays, run your interference till
you wise up, give you the helping hand they didn’t have.” 11
The Ground Force Replacement System believed that it was improving its
inadequate orientation program. There was no guarantee, of course, that an orientation
pamphlet would improve replacement performance in combat. The GFRS could not even
be certain that replacements would read it and understand the various military jargon and
concepts. An army publication was no substitute for actual instruction by veteran
infantrymen. Instead GFRS put the onus on the green soldiers to learn on their own. The
subsequent months of combat would demonstrate whether or not this “improved”
orientation had a tangible impact on replacement adjustment to life on the front lines.
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By October 1, 1944, the United States Army had fifty-four divisions on the
Continent with six additional ones preparing to sail from the United Kingdom. They
were all sorely needed. As General Dwight D. Eisenhower later wrote in his memoirs,
“All our divisions were short in infantry replacements, and in total numerical strength of
ground forces the Germans still had a marked advantage.” 12 American divisional
commanders, moreover, complained about replacement integration. On October 2, 1944,
Colonel Hervey A. Tribolet, a combat observer with Twelfth Army Group, compiled a
report based on interviews with Captain Odie M. Helton, Assistant Adjutant General, and
a Lieutenant Colonel Severs, Division G-1, 79th Infantry Division. The two officers
were dissatisfied with the way replacement battalions handled casuals and new
replacements. They believed that GFRS could avoid confusion by processing these two
groups separately. Additionally, battalions needed to forward men to frontline units more
quickly. Severs complained that his division received 300 replacements at one time, and
more than 200 of them were rifleman reconversions; he noted that the army later adjusted
this ratio and gave him sufficiently trained riflemen. Severs realized he could not
immediately send his new men into combat, so “Replacements are kept in the rear
echelon and trained by battle experienced officers before being assigned to units.” 13
Severs’s primary concern was getting his division’s casuals back from the
replacement depots. As discussed in Chapter 6, the Army Ground Forces (AGF) and
12
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GFRS opposed the automatic return of casuals to their units if it would result in
overstrengths. Severs offered a simple, logical response in support of automatic return:
“This might mean quite a few replacements at times, but by keeping them they could be
utilized in an emergency as a division reserve and fed out to units as needed. In other
words, to organize a replacement battalion in the division.” 14 His observation was
prescient. The exceedingly high casualty rates that AGF experienced during November
and December 1944 demonstrated that most units fought below their authorized strength.
More significantly, though, this combat observer’s report once again demonstrated that
GFRS left it up to individual units to devise their own replacement policies. Though
combat observers forwarded such information to higher corps and army headquarters, and
though GFRS typically shared it on an army-wide basis, certain divisions demonstrated
greater care in the handling of their replacements.
As the army gathered information from combat observers about the replacement
system’s performance, GFRS also expanded its operations. On October 4, 1944, or
D+120, eight replacement depots were operational on the Continent, while five remained
in the United Kingdom. 15 It was at this time as well that GFRS received additional
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reports on replacement combat effectiveness. In an October 4 Twelfth Army Group
Battle Experiences report, a Sergeant Wolf, an infantry squad leader in the 30th Infantry
Division, observed, “No matter how badly men are needed replacements should not be
rushed into battle. They should be brought in during a rest period in order that they may
learn their leaders. At one time we received replacements when we were engaged in
heavy fighting. The new men became bewildered, froze in position and suffered heavy
casualties.” 16
Major Harold S. Yeager of the 28th Infantry Division also reported that
replacements reduced his battalion’s fighting power. It struggled to break through the
Siegfried Line because most of his men were poorly prepared replacements:
Of a group of 100, 87 had been trained as Anti-Tank gun crews. Their
basic combat infantry training had consisted of some two to three weeks of
training somewhere in Normandy upon their arrival in France. The men
had little or no opportunity to get to know one another well, or to work
together as a well-knit fighting team. They all lacked the thorough
training in assault of fortified positions which the original men of the
division had been thoroughly given at the Assault Training Center in
England, in addition to long training with the Atlantic Fleet Amphibious
Force while in the U.S.A. 17
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The accumulating evidence would soon demonstrate flaws in GFRS’s orientation
program, as well as its training and reconversion.
Several units created their own policies to provide replacements with incremental
exposure to combat conditions.

The 357th Infantry Regiment, 90th Infantry Division,

began a system of rotation for its night patrols in an attempt to maintain morale and allow
replacements to adjust to life in combat. 18 The 2nd Division’s 9th and 23rd Regiments
also rotated their rifle companies into and out of combat. Yet the replacement system
still had a difficult time providing its frontline divisions with sufficient numbers of
soldiers. As a result, the 38th Regiment, 2nd Division, had to resort to drastic measures
on October 5 and 6. “A provisional company was formed from CP [command post] and
Headquarters personnel, and plans were made to utilize Company C, 2nd Engineers.
Extra machine guns were requisitioned for Antitank Company, which was reinforced by
one platoon of Company I. Defense posts, manned by MP’s [sic] [military police] and I
& R [intelligence and reconnaissance] platoon were set up around Regimental
Headquarters.” 19 Though the after-action report did not indicate how these men
performed in combat, one can only assume that these non-riflemen would have been less
effective than properly trained infantrymen.
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An October 7 combat observer’s report noted that Major General Raymond S.
McLain, commanding general, 90th Infantry Division, discovered that some of his
enlisted replacements were insufficiently trained, especially those who had participated in
a seven-week reconversion program. McLain took it upon himself to correct this
deficiency. He explained, “We find it pays dividends to keep replacements out of front
lines for at least two days after they join the Division for orientation and indoctrination.
At this time I make it a point to talk to them.” He rated his officer replacements from fair
to good, though a few men were so bewildered by the circumstances that his regiments
could not immediately utilize them on the frontlines. According to McLain, several
green platoon leaders falsely claimed that they had taken their objective, but regimental
and battalion commanders discovered that this was not true. These experienced officers
took control of the platoons and accomplished the mission themselves. 20 The impact that
an inexperienced green officer could have on small-unit combat effectiveness was
patently obvious.
The Ground Force Replacement System learned of additional problems the next
day. During an open forum, four NCOs and enlisted men from Company K, 11th
Infantry Regiment, 5th Infantry Division, voiced their concerns about replacement
personnel. The unit had seen three months of combat in France to that point. These
veterans explained, “Our replacements come to us filled with tenseness and dread chiefly
because of stories they’ve heard in the rear. Special instructors from the front should talk
20
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them out of that in replacement centers, but occupation of a defensive position at the
beginning is the best solution. Most of them don’t know their [weapons] as well as they
should.” They found that their replacement officers could not read maps properly and
that they needed additional training and conditioning. 21
As late as October, infantry divisions still sailed from the United States to the
United Kingdom prior to entering combat on the continent. Many of these units,
however, lacked their full complement of personnel. In many instances, the United
Kingdom replacement depots were unable to provide the divisions with an adequate
number of qualified soldiers. 22 The infantry shortage would soon prove critical. The
theater personnel who compiled monthly requisitions focused too much attention on
combat losses instead of determining effective unit strength. The War Department G-1
section (personnel) figured that a combat-active division needed anywhere from 1,000 to
3,500 replacements each month, and many of these men would replace non-battle
casualties. The G-1 section also estimated that Army Ground Forces (AGF) would
exhaust its entire pool of infantry replacements in combat areas by early January 1945. 23
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To compensate for infantry shortages, GFRS would have to streamline its training
and reconversion programs. On October 1, HQ, GFRS, submitted an extremely detailed
training plan to G-1, ETOUSA. It outlined specific regimens for the various types of
personnel—infantry, service, general assignment, or limited assignment—in the theater.
The length of the training program would depend on how much basic infantry training the
soldiers had previously received. Men coming from the Zone of the Interior (United
States) would focus on weapons familiarization because numerous combat observers’
reports indicated that these replacements lacked sufficient proficiency with their arms.
The Ground Force Replacement System would also screen service reconversions at the
end of their minimum eight-week training cycle before sending them to the front; those
who did not progress sufficiently would continue training. 24
In mid-October, the War Department informed all theater commanders that they
must accelerate these essential reconversion programs so as to prepare a sufficient
number of replacements for combat. Physically-able general assignment men who
occupied non-combat roles, or surplus personnel in other branches, would retrain as
infantrymen; limited assignment personnel—soldiers who could no longer serve in
combat—would fill these now vacated staff and service positions. 25 But just as ETOUSA
24
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began identifying new sources of replacements, a crisis struck the Fifth Army in Italy. It
was so short of men that ETOUSA airlifted 3,000 replacements to Italy. Consequently,
ETOUSA had to request an additional 5,000 replacements for its November operations. 26
While ETOUSA and GFRS fine-tuned their infantry reconversion policies,
several infantry divisions devised their own unique training programs for the
replacements they received from depots. On October 18, Headquarters, 36th Infantry
Division, initiated a five-day course that would occupy nearly every waking minute of a
replacement’s day. The program included: orientation, terrain studies, squad attack,
physical conditioning, night problems, advancing under friendly fire, care of feet, rifle
platoon attack, weapons firing, foxhole/bunker construction, tactics, security, road block,
defensive problems, artillery, patrols, battle exhaustion and fear, and communications.
Trainees could also participate in question and answer sessions. 27
The 29th Infantry Division, which assaulted Omaha Beach on D-Day, created the
29th Infantry Division Training Center. Its purpose was “to receive, quarter, orient,
equip, indoctrinate and assign, according to ability, all replacements for the Division” and
“to rehabilitate Combat Exhaustion cases.” 28 The division previously sent replacements
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to units immediately on their arrival; it did not first provide any additional training or
orientation. Divisional officers soon realized, however, that combat exhaustion cases
increased during continuous action and that a high percentage of replacements
demonstrated symptoms of combat fatigue after only one or two days of combat. “It was
apparent,” the report noted, “that a vital contributing cause to this condition was that, as
replacements invariably reached the Division during the afternoon, it was dark before
they could reach their outfit, strangers under strange and trying conditions, unknown and
unknowing, all of which created a definite mental hazard making them candidates for
combat exhaustion.” 29
Major D. I. Weintrob and Major G. B. Hankins, Headquarters, 29th Division,
found that cases of combat exhaustion among replacements diminished when men joined
units while they were in reserve. “[Before] its adoption, of 552 admissions for CE
[combat exhaustion], 208 were replacements all with less than 1 week [in] combat.
These were young men, albeit poorly trained.” 30 Thus the division decided to assign men
to their battalions only when the battalions were off the line. In the meantime, it would
keep replacements in the divisional training center, where men would undergo one and a
half days of additional instruction. The training center would “counteract the fact that
most replacements are at least five weeks in transit,” during which time they engaged in
little to no physical or weapons training. Divisional HQ appreciated that its combat
elements would be unable to train and indoctrinate replacements on the line. The two-
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day training schedule included a welcome address from the division’s commanding
general and a brief overview of the division’s history. Replacements received equipment,
joined their platoons and squads, practiced small-unit tactics, engaged in weapons
training, and visited the firing range. The training center sought to improve replacement
morale and small-unit cohesion by assigning replacements in small groups. 31 Finally, the
divisional training center issued patches before sending men to their units. Once a man
received his insignia, he was no longer an orphan. He finally had a home.
Combat observer reports had indicated that numerous replacement junior officers
and NCOs were unprepared to lead squads and platoons immediately upon reaching the
front. Consequently, the 29th Division mandated that officers and NCOs take written
exams on the soldier’s handbook and supply discipline; those soldiers who failed had to
retake it. The division also established an NCO school to compensate for the shortage of
NCO replacements. Each company commander selected one man—either an NCO or
prospective NCO—to attended the course. For ten hours a day, over a six-day period,
these NCOs practiced scouting and patrolling, squad and platoon tactics, issuing orders,
field sanitation and first aid, and organization of defensive positions. 32
Major G. B. Hankins commented on the quality and training of replacements. He
observed, “The replacements we now get who received infantry training are average or
better. Those who were trained originally for other arms have insufficient infantry
training on arrival.” The 29th Division took the initiative to ensure that its replacements
were as mentally and physically prepared as possible before employing them in combat.
31
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It learned from previous experience that replacements, many of whom had been in transit
for several weeks prior to arriving to their unit, required refresher training. This training
could very well keep a soldier, and his platoon-mates, alive. “Report No. 39” of October
20 concluded, “From the time a man arrives at a replacement battalion he should have
constant disciplinary training. The biggest fault we find upon arrival here is the disregard
of orders. They have not had obedience to orders sufficiently emphasized. Such
disregard may easily result, on the battle line, in useless casualties.” 33
By this point in the campaign, GFRS was transferring 1,500 replacements from
the United Kingdom to the Continent daily, and units typically received their men within
two to three days of requisitioning them. 34 But many replacements still felt a sense of
isolation and foreboding. Brigadier General Henry J. Matchett, commanding general of
the replacement system, realized that replacement training and orientation had to focus on
one specific issue: fear. Following an inspection of the 3rd Depot, Matchett found that
many replacements are “impressed with the idea that the Boche is a superman. The
repl[acement] feels that the hazards of combat are such that there is slight hope of his
surviving. Nothing is further from the truth.” 35
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On October 19, Colonel George A. Miller, G-1, U.S. First Army, informed
Matchett:
We find that our replacements have been so indoctrinated with the idea
that the German soldier is exceptionally cunning and possesses a fighting
ability of such high order that by the time the replacement reaches the
front line he is thoroughly scared. This matter has become serious enough
to take some steps to counteract it. It is believed that this feeling of
inferiority on the part of our replacements is due to some extent to the
training they are given, and to a considerable extent to the tall tales they
are told by men returning from hospitals with whom the replacements
come in tontact [sic] in the Repl Sys. 36
Matchett believed, “Close associationship [sic] in a dep[ot] with wounded casuals may be
detrimental rather than helpful. The repl[acement] in a new and strange surrounding, and
about to go into combat, will absorb, without evaluation, all stories told him by
casuals.” 37 Miller argued that the replacement system should segregate replacements and
casuals, while Colonel James J. Pirtle of the 3rd Replacement Depot organized “casual
teams made up of men who have been in combat, and these men give factual talks to
[replacements]. Such talks should let the [replacements] know that the German [soldier]
is far from ‘invincible’, as is evidenced by our Army chasing them across France and
Belgium.” Miller further suggested that replacement orientation emphasize that
American soldiers were just as, if not better, trained and equipped as German soldiers.
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Many replacements, though, were not sufficiently trained or equipped. Miller also
believed that the GIs “possess greater ability and intelligence.” 38 What Pirtle and Miller
were suggesting was controlling and reframing the information that casuals shared. But
instead of focusing on gossip in the depots, GFRS should have better prepared
replacements for combat. For Matchett, casuals became an easy scapegoat. Such an
attitude blinded him to serious flaws in GFRS’s training program.
Miller concluded his letter to Matchett with a warning: “I know that you will get
the point I am trying to put across, and as far as your Repl[acement] sys[tem] is
concerned, you will take the steps required to dispel this undue fear of the German
soldier.” 39 Matchett complied. “The [replacement] should be informed of the facts. The
facts are definitely these: that in the German Army, after over 5 yrs of war, the situation
is such that the American [soldier] is better trained than the average German soddier [sic]
met on the battlefield today. The American [soldier] has every reason to have confidence
in his arms, in his leadership [a]nd in his ability to complete the destruction of the
German army.” 40
While GFRS worked on improving replacement attitude, it also received alarming
reports concerning replacement proficiency in combat. On October 23, an anonymous
infantry captain provided a company commander’s view of the replacement problem.
This officer had commanded the same company overseas for two and a half years. His
extremely detailed write-up was over four pages long and consisted of two-dozen bullet
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points. He had lost numerous men in earlier operations, “but the losses were not serious
as the leaders were 3 or 4 deep. It was not too hard to replace NCOS from the [company]
and we could work the new replacements into an old [squad] where they took pretty good
care of them.” 41
By October 1944, though, the unnamed captain found himself in a difficult
situation. He had a tough time managing the fifty or so replacements that arrived at one
time, largely because so few “old” officers and NCOs were left. Moreover:
The replacements we received this time were antiaircraft personnel and
had never been trained as [infantry]. I really had a problem on my hands;
new Os with no combat experience and a fort to be taken. I took a dim
view of trying to take Fort Driant [during the Battle of Metz] with these
men for I knew they were not trained or hardened. They had had little
basic training and no assault training. I made a few sq[ua]d leaders out of
the old men that I had left. They were not too good, but they were the best
I could get. They had been pvts and pfcs in Ireland. They had battle
experience but lacked the necessary leadership. 42
The green troops were combat-ineffective. The captain complained that he and his
subordinate leaders could not get the men to advance. His veterans were worn out, he
claimed, and his replacements were scared: “The new men seemed to lose all sense of
reasoning – they left their rifles[,] flame throwers, demolitions and MGs [machine guns]
lying right where they were. If it had not been for preplanned defensive [artillery] fires
the Germans would have pushed us right out of the fort, for the men did not fight as they
had not been trained or disciplined to battle.” His tired troops needed a rest, as
continuous combat reduced his company’s effectiveness. But with no unit rotation policy
41
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in existence, the veterans would have to endure as long as possible while GFRS fed
individual soldiers into their ranks. In this captain’s opinion, GFRS was performing its
task poorly. “To keep an outfit strong battle replacements must be as strong as the
original outfit. They must be sufficiently trained and disciplined to adjust themselves
easily to combat. Only a very small percentage of the replacements that I have seen have
had this training. To survive in combat they must have it. In my opinion it is not the fault
of the replacements, it is either the fault of our replacement system or of the training
given.” 43 The officer suggested that combat-experienced NCOs and officers train
replacements in patrolling, formations, marksmanship, weapons, fire-and movement, and
light and noise discipline. “I have seen many men killed and wounded by the fortunes of
war,” the captain observed, “but I have seen a hell of a lot more become casualties
because they have not been trained properly and did not know what to do.” 44 The GFRS
was failing replacements and combat units alike. High casualties among improperly
trained replacements were not only foreseeable, they were inevitable. Consequently,
Infantry divisions began losing faith in the very system on which they relied to remain in
combat.
Other units also criticized replacement training. Headquarters, Twelfth Army
Group, soon learned of the “increasing concern of [commanders] over the problem of
replacement training.” In a recent action, the 28th Infantry Division received an
additional infantry regiment, which then lost 50 percent of its strength during the
operation. Major General Norman D. Cota, the division’s commander, blamed the losses
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on the overabundance of new men in the ranks who were unfamiliar with both their
NCOs and their comrades. He also believed that the large number of green officers could
not control their units in combat. An executive officer in one of the 28th Division’s
regiments commented, “We are still a good outfit but not nearly as good as when we
came across the beach. The replacement [officers] and men both are green. They must
be continually prodded. They do not know how to take care of themselves and have an
unnecessary number of casualties.” 45 Yet again, green troops negatively impacted a
unit’s combat effectiveness while they also incurred needless casualties.
Denied guidance from GFRS, the 28th Division devised its own replacement
policies. Division officers realized that replacements who entered combat before
becoming acquainted with their officers, NCOs, and squad-mates were of little use. If the
combat situation permitted, the division placed small groups of replacement officers and
enlisted men on detached service for up to one week. These men would not participate in
major operations until they familiarized themselves with their unit and life at the front.
When possible, the division permanently assigned these men to the squads, platoons, or
companies with which they completed orientation. 46
Colonel Charles W. Yuill, commanding officer, 11th Infantry Regiment, 5th
Infantry Division, discovered that nearly 75 percent of his rifle company replacements
had not qualified as riflemen. In one case, he received 150 anti-aircraft personnel who
had only completed six or seven weeks’ worth of basic training; they had not received
45
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any specialized infantry instruction. Yuill stressed, “[Infantry] replacements should have
at least four months [infantry] training before being sent to combat units.” He found that
his officers were unfit for command, and most had never been in combat. The GFRS
could have improved small-unit leadership by hastening the return of casual personnel to
their units. Lieutenant Colonel John McAleer, commanding officer, 315th Infantry
Regiment, 79th Infantry Division, complained of the slow return of officers to their units.
He claimed, “We have had numerous instances of [officers] who, though fully recovered
from their wounds or sickness, have spent much unnecessary time in replacement depots
awaiting return to the [regiment].” 47 The replacement system did not explain the delays
in the return of casuals to their original units.
Thus far most of the critiques GFRS received were from company grade officers
and higher. The most damning assessment of the replacement system, however, came
from Private Albert J. Mincy, 359th Regiment, 90th Infantry Division. German forces
captured Mincy on August 16, 1944, near Gacé, France, north of Alençon and east of the
Falaise-Argentan pocket. Shortly thereafter, a British advance party encircled Mincy’s
captors and liberated him. Since his unit had already moved on, Mincy entered the
replacement system on September 1, and he returned to his regiment on October 21. His
journey took him through the 19th Replacement Depot, the 17th Replacement Depot, the
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53rd Replacement Battalion, back to the 17th Depot, and ultimately to his company. 48
Upon rejoining the 359th, Mincy informed his regimental commander, Colonel Robert
Bacon, that the Germans treated him better than the replacement system. “I didn’t get all
the kicking around by the Germans,” he said. “They were good. No rough treatment at
all.” 49
Mincy’s chief complaints concerned depot accommodations and food.

“They

took us in there and gave us two blankets and a shelter half,” he complained, “and were
sent out to pitch tents. Was put on the alert two or three days later and they wouldn’t let
me pitch a tent. I stayed in the alert field for a week in all that rain. We didn’t have
enough food.” Ground Force Replacement System personnel could not inform Mincy
why it took so long to return to his unit. The private’s testimony revealed that GFRS’s
training regimen was not functioning as intended. While in the 53rd Replacement
Battalion, Mincy claimed that he only pulled guard duty, did calisthenics one morning,
participated in no close-order drill, and received no instruction of any kind. 50
Matchett most likely learned of Mincy’s experiences, but his reaction went
unrecorded. A report from Major General William R. Robertson, the commander of the
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2nd Infantry Division, however, elicited a direct reply from Matchett. Robertson had
complained of the poor conditions in the 19th Replacement Depot, an installation which
Matchett had previously visited. Matchett replied, “I believe that the conditions were not
as bad at the time I inspected, as reported, but the improvement was only slight. I am
taking action which I believe will correct it. In my opinion it springs primarily from the
fact that in the [replacement system] we have many officers far below the standard that
you expect in your division.” As depots were spread all over England and France, GFRS
had a difficult time conducting proper inspections. Matchett concluded, “Any statement
from the CO of a major unit is most certainly going to receive instant attention.” 51
Coincidentally, just as GFRS received Mincy’s report, HQ, GFRS, was
concluding its own investigation of an “undercover” enlisted man’s experience in the
replacement system. On October 8, Major Arthur Goodfriend, editor-in-chief of Stars
and Stripes and Chief of Orientation, ETO, entered the replacement system as Private
Arthur Goodwin. “Goodwin” reported to a Captain Degutis on Omaha Beach and then
moved to the 14th and 3rd Replacement Depots. Matchett claimed, “His processing
through the Replacement System is not in any way an inspection, an investigation, or a
check on the operation or the activities of the Replacement System.” In reality, though,
that is exactly what it was. “Goodwin” was to receive no special treatment while in the
system, and only the depot commander, the classification and assignment officer, the
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adjutant, and any other necessary personnel would know of his presence. 52 During the
last week of October, Goodfriend provided Matchett with a detailed fourteen-page writeup of his experiences. He drew various conclusions and offered numerous
recommendations regarding the improvement of the replacement system.
On Sunday, October 8, “Goodwin” reported to the 2nd Transit area on Omaha
Beach as an infantry rifleman replacement, MOS 745. After several days moving
through the 14th Replacement Depot, the 3rd Replacement Depot, and the 92nd
Replacement Battalion, he joined the 26th Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, where he
remained until October 17. Though Goodfriend stressed to Matchett that his experiences
could not be considered typical of an ordinary replacement, he made two important
observations: replacement system personnel were humane and did their best with limited
resources and facilities; and replacements suffered from constant boredom, frustration,
and anxiety while in the replacement system. 53
Goodfriend reported that facilities and food in the replacement system varied
from installation to installation. Replacements felt that they were “human baggage
without minds or feelings, to be kept or moved on with some small regard for our
physical but none for our mental well-being.” 54 Goodfriend’s most damning observation,
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though, concerned GFRS’s supposedly improved orientation program. Many men sat
idly while in the 14th Depot. “There were long waits of inactivity,” Goodfriend wrote,
“and this time could have been used in orientation work. There was no coordinated effort
to give combat orientation at the depot, so the replacement gathered battle experience
from casuals, some of which was good and some distorted.” 55
It was not until Friday, October 13—five days after he entered the replacement
system— that Goodfriend heard a talk from a depot commanding officer. This occurred
at the 3rd Replacement Depot in Huy, Belgium, which was a large, bleak, muddy field
that housed filthy and worn-out men and equipment. Goodfriend attended two talks on
Saturday, October 14, and his observations attested to the severe shortcomings of GFRS’s
training and orientation programs. He reported, “Combat experience orientation lectures
were given by a field artillery officer and a tank destroyer platoon leader, in which they
discussed the roles played by their weapons in the war. These were given very
interestingly, but there was no talk given by an infantry officer on combat experiences.” 56
Goodfriend noted, quite logically, that he would have liked to have listened to an infantry
officer. 57
Goodfriend next moved to the 92nd Replacement Battalion, which was located
five miles from Aachen, Germany. He found casuals who were eager to return to their
units and green replacements who worried about their prospects for survival. There was
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no training program at the battalion. “At the point . . . men realized any inadequacies in
their training and had a grim view of what was ahead. [Goodfriend] stated the toughest
ride is from the last replacement [battalion] to a unit.” 58 On Sunday afternoon, the
battalion alerted the men for shipment, and it grouped replacements and casuals
separately. The soldiers waited for two hours until they received their assignments.
Goodfriend commented:
For the first time we learned we were joining the 26th Regiment of the 1st
Division. [The adjutant of the Regiment, a captain] told us briefly about
the formidable record of the Division and Regiment. He explained that
the regiment commander regretted his inability to greet us but that the
battalion chaplain was there. . . . His talk was simple. . . . Names were then
called out. The men were assigned to different battalions, thence to
companies, platoons and signals. Within the next 12 hours the new group
had its first casualties. 59
Goodfriend was joining a distinguished unit. On October 12, the 1st Infantry
Division, the “Big Red One,” entered Aachen, Germany’s westernmost city and the site
of intense fighting. Five thousand German troops, most of whom were from the 246th
Volksgrenadier Division, defended the city; the struggle devolved into bitter house-tohouse fighting. The 246th was near full-strength when it encountered the American
forces. In addition, the 29th Motorized Grenadier Regiment of the 3rd Panzer Grenadier
Division furiously launched successive counterattacks. The Americans faced stiff
resistance. 60 Finally, on October 21, the German commander in Aachen surrendered the
city to the 1st Division. Intense German artillery and mortar fire, combined with
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stubborn and fanatical resistance, inflicted severe casualties on the 1st Division during
this portion of the campaign. In recognition of its achievement, most notably the capture
of the first German city, the army awarded the 1st Infantry Division the Distinguished
Unit Citation.
As the fight for the city raged, a regimental adjutant took Goodfriend to the
regimental command post. Goodfriend entered Aachen on October 16 and observed
replacements going to their combat units: “The men were split up. The first ten men
went to E company and the others were sent to other companies. A guide from E
company was present to lead the men directly to the company.” Runners took men to
their platoons, but “there was no ‘reception’ by the squad . . . the situation became
completely realistic. . . . From that point on the replacement was pretty much on his own.
There was little talk. The replacement learned the hard way.” 61 Replacements truly
entered combat as orphans.
Major Goodfriend’s time as an enlisted replacement had ended. The replacement
system personnel he observed had acted humanely and did all they could to prepare
replacements for combat, but limited facilities hampered their efforts. Due to the sheer
size of the system, replacements received impersonal treatment. Replacements often
arrived at depots, battalions, or their units after dark, which reduced morale and did not
permit them time to “settle in.” Boredom and uncertainty were the biggest problems in
the depots. Goodfriend believed that the lack of information enabled casuals to spread
rumors, and casuals became a main source of battle information. He informed Matchett,
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“The references to being cannon fodder, and to being led to the slaughter pen, increase
with each passing day and with a continuing failure to tell the men anything to offset
ignorance and rumor.” 62
Goodfriend provided Matchett with nearly twenty recommendations for
improving his system. The Ground Force Replacement System would implement several
of them during the coming months. For instance, though GFRS increasingly utilized
experienced casuals to train green replacements, it also sought to hasten their return to
their original units. The system sought to change the perception that replacement
personnel were expendable, emphasizing instead that they were a war-winning reserve
force. It advised infantry divisions to provide replacements with additional instruction
and training prior to sending them into combat; the consequences of doing otherwise had
already become obvious for countless units. But GFRS never issued a standardized
procedure for replacement integration, meaning that many divisions continuously
deployed green men on the line shortly after receiving them from the depot.
On November 5, Matchett commended Goodfriend for his excellent report and
promised to implement many of the suggestions. 63 Matchett’s failure to improve the
system significantly, however, would ultimately cost him his job. Goodfriend’s
recommendations, though logical, would not take effect overnight. What he was
proposing was changing the replacement system’s culture. The GFRS, from its
inception, was an impersonal organization concerned with moving large numbers of
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soldiers, regardless of their state of readiness, to combat units in the shortest amount of
time. Until GFRS leadership appreciated the extent to which its callous treatment of
replacements limited the system’s effectiveness, nothing would change. Its managerial
approach to handling manpower was a failure. Soldiers were not interchangeable parts.
The Ground Force Replacement system would have to transform itself while tens of
thousands of men continued moving through its installations. And just as GFRS
attempted to correct one problem, it seemed that an additional, unforeseen one appeared.
In some instances, previous problems reappeared.
In early August, the 9th Infantry Division had complained to GFRS that it
received casuals who were unfit for duty because their wounds had not completely
healed. Between October 11 and October 29, a Lieutenant Colonel Parker, Inspector
General, 9th Infantry Division, investigated reports of casuals arriving at the casual
company in the division’s rear echelon unfit for duty. Parker discovered that 93 out of
701 former members of the division who had returned to their unit through the 3rd
Replacement Depot and 92nd Replacement Battalion between September 25 and October
3 “were unfit for combat duty, due to open wounds, wounds not properly healed, and
from common injuries that could have been ascertained by proper screening of said
enlisted men by the medical officers at the hospitals and in the replacement system.” The
division surgeon returned these men to the hospital, but the replacement system
immediately sent them back to the division. As GFRS seemed unable to correct the
problem, the 9th Division addressed the issue itself. Parker’s report concluded, “Due to
the many deficiencies in the replacements received, a casual company had to be
established for the purpose of screening replacements both for physical fitness and for
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shortage of equipment.” 64 Thus the division not only had to worry about the tactical
situation on the front lines, but it also had to devote extra time, personnel, and resources
to ensuring that it could even utilize its replacements and casuals in combat.
Parker observed that many replacements were improperly equipped, and Matchett
was well aware of these shortages. On October 30, he alerted G-4 (Logistics), Com-Z of
the extreme difficulties in arming and equipping replacements. In response, G-4, COM-Z,
and the Office of the Chief Quartermaster (OCQM) stipulated that replacements receive
their equipment in the first depot they reached after arriving from the states. It further
cautioned that no rear depot should send replacements to forward depots without fully
equipping them first. Obviously, an insufficiently healed casual was of little use to a
frontline unit. But a healthy replacement with no weapon was just as ineffective.
According to the history of the replacement system, “Headquarters, GFRS, was
continually receiving from Armies and Army Groups complaints of replacements
reaching combat divisions not properly equipped.” On October 30, Matchett sent a
message to both G-1 (Personnel), COM-Z, and the War Department to inform them that
equipment and clothing shortages were now at alarming levels. He requested that
stateside training centers and depots inform replacements of the need to care for their
equipment, and officers who escorted troops overseas would be responsible for
overseeing the conservation and care of government property. 65
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Not only did GFRS fail to provide sufficient numbers of properly-equipped
replacements during October, but the quality of soldiers assigned to combat-active units
was questionable. A 1st Infantry Division report noted that a majority of the men in its
18th Regiment had only a week’s worth of combat experience, and “they were not
finished soldiers in any sense of the word and wonders had to be worked” before the
division attacked Aachen. 66 The October after-action report for Headquarters, 9th
Infantry Division, contained a page-long “Lessons Learned” focusing solely on
replacements. The report cautioned that a regiment should “never send replacements to a
company in the heat of a battle. It has been found from experience that new men arriving
during a fight are bewildered by lack of knowledge of the situation and not knowing their
leaders they are in many cases more hindrance than help. We had several new men
become casualties almost immediately after being assigned because of this.” The
regiment instead attempted to integrate replacements during a lull in the battle. It also
briefed, oriented, equipped, and fed replacements before sending them to the line.
Furthermore, the report suggested that a unit keep men in reserve if it did not
immediately need them at the front, for “it is almost impossible to send new men into
attacking platoons. Generally their value and fire power will be extremely limited
because of a lack of knowledge of leaders and terrain.” It was also essential that smallunit leaders welcome and brief the men. Finally, the “Lessons Learned” warned: “Don’t
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exaggerate the situation. If it’s tough and the Germans are counterattacking, tell them
about it but say they attack everyday [sic] and each time we kick the hell out of them.” 67
The 9th Division provided this information to its own regiments. It undoubtedly
would have been beneficial if the army had shared this report with all of its divisions.
One can safely assume that the replacement system adversely impacted all divisions
equally, but certain divisions apparently took greater efforts to improve the situation.
Though the after-action reports of the 9th Division’s regiments did not specifically
mention this Headquarters “Lessons Learned,” the daily entries indicated that regimental
commanders heeded its suggestions and emphasized training during lulls in combat.
Infantry divisions could only tackle certain replacement issues. They could not,
for instance, remedy manpower shortages without help from GFRS. The War
Department intervened in this regard. On October 30, it stripped 25,000 enlisted men
from Army Air Forces (AAF) and Army Service Forces (ASF) to utilize as replacements
in the Army Ground Forces (AGF). To compensate for the manpower that AAF and ASF
would lose, AGF provided them with men who had lower physical ratings. In total, AGF
received roughly 200,000 enlisted men from other branches during the course of the
European campaign. The War Department realized that the replacement situation was
becoming critical and that it had to find additional sources of manpower. This influx of
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personnel into the ground forces improved the quality of personnel serving in the infantry
and armored divisions during the final year of the war. 68
With the drawbacks of an individual replacement system now obvious, AGF even
suggested implementing a limited unit rotation program. In October, eight regiments in
the Zone of the Interior were training loss replacements. Perhaps AGF could use these
eight units to replace battalions and regiments that moved off the line to rest and refit.
Army Ground Forces made a similar proposal the following month, arguing that minimal
unit rotation could supplement the policy of individual replacement. A November 13
AGF memo stated, “Our whole system of the employment of divisions for long periods
and continuous replenishment of these divisions by replacements while they are in action
has created a vicious circle with respect to battle fatigue which no system of individual
relief can overcome.” 69
Army Ground Forces further believed that a system of unit rotation would prevent
the individual replacement from feeling like an “orphan” who was lost in the system.
Replacements would have the chance to know their fellow soldiers and enter combat after
they had become fully integrated into their units. According to the history of the Army
Ground Forces, the Surgeon General “found that the element chiefly effective in enabling
the soldier in combat to overcome the motives for giving way was the strength of the
bond between him and his comrades. The newly assigned individual replacement,
lacking any strong attachment to other members of his unit, had, according to his report,
68
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been found less effective in resisting the strain of combat than the man who entered
combat with his unit.” Combat observers had also noted that individual replacements
who entered combat immediately after joining their squads and platoons typically
sustained a higher casualty rate. 70
At the end of October, GFRS was still confident that it would be able to meet any
future replacement needs. Retraining programs, as well as additional shipments of
personnel from the Zone of the Interior, had helped increase manpower reserves.
ETOUSA had also requested that the War Department raise the percentage of riflemen in
total infantry replacement shipments. For instance, riflemen comprised 68 percent of all
replacements in August and over 80 percent in September, while battle casualties had
actually declined since summer. The history of the Army Ground Forces calculated,
“Battle casualties, after totaling 51,400 in July, dropped to 42,500 in August, to 42,000 in
September, and to 31,600 October, despite the increasing size of the forces committed.”
ETOUSA wanted a permanent pool of 70,000 replacements, and the recently compiled
September casualty data indicated that 78.3 percent (54,800) of this total should be
infantrymen; earlier estimates had suggested that 64.3 percent should be infantrymen. In
addition, 70 percent of these infantrymen (38,000) should be rifle-trained. 71
During September and October, GFRS had retrained 14,400 men, and on
November 1, it had 30,000 infantry rifle replacements. 72 The nature of combat in the
coming months would demonstrate that this number was insufficient. An overconfident
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ETOUSA inexplicably decided to cut back on its November retraining program. 73
October 1944 was a critical month for GFRS. During the previous weeks, combat
observers’ reports had identified flaws in depot training and orientation programs, and
many units complained about how replacements performed in combat. Replacements, in
many instances, tended to reduce the combat efficiency of the units with which they
fought. The replacement system, with the aid of Major Arthur Goodfriend, the editor-inchief of Stars and Stripes, identified areas for improvement, and Goodfriend even
provided Matchett with twenty recommendations to help GFRS operate more effectively.
The Ground Force Replacement System sought to learn from its mistakes and improve its
operations.
Yet October also demonstrated that infantry regiments and divisions increasingly
took it upon themselves, often without guidance from above, to develop their own
replacement training, orientation, and integration policies. Certain divisions took greater
care to equip their replacements mentally and physically for combat before sending them
to a foxhole among a group of strangers. Reports from these units demonstrated that
replacements performed more effectively when they understood the situation and
believed that they were a part of the team. But many units also complained about
insufficiently trained replacements and converted riflemen who had originally trained in
branches and arms other than infantry. Matchett realized that GFRS had to improve. On
November 9, 1944, he asked the commanding generals of all divisions and corps on the
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Continent for constructive criticism. 74 But just as Matchett sought to overhaul the
system, combat operations in the Hürtgen and Ardennes Forests would push GFRS to its
breaking point.
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CHAPTER 8
“THE HURTIN’ FOREST,” NOVEMBER 1944

In early November 1944, the lead divisions of the Allied advance prepared to
thrust deeper into Germany. After capturing Aachen, the westernmost German city, on
October 21, the 1st Infantry Division enjoyed several weeks of rest before attacking
toward the Roer Plain and Hürtgen Forest. The densely-wooded, fifty-square mile
triangular forest was just south of Aachen along the Belgian-German border. Aachen,
Monschau, and Duren surrounded the Hürtgen, and the Ardennes Forest lay just to the
south. The Roer River ran along its eastern edge, with the Rhine River just to the east.
Fir trees, many 70 to 100 feet tall, prevented sunlight from reaching the dark, moist
ground below. Interlocking limbs made it difficult for the soldiers to see more than ten
yards in front of them, and numerous ridges, gorges, streams, and rivers scarred the rocky
landscape. The terrain greatly inhibited the movement of large troop formations, and, as
in Normandy’s hedgerows, small-unit actions became compartmentalized. The few roads
were muddy, narrow, and mined, slowing and sometimes blocking the deployment of
armor and heavy artillery. American infantry divisions would thus have to fight without
adequate close-air and fire support. 1
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The 4th Infantry Division spent the month of November slogging through the
Hürtgen Forest. The after-action reports of its three infantry regiments made daily
mention of continuous snow, rain, and hail, poor roads, knee-deep mud, and thick woods
and hilly slopes. Under such conditions, the division had to supply its frontline men and
evacuate the wounded by hand. 2 General Eisenhower worried about the impact of
weather on combat operations. On November 11 Eisenhower wrote George Marshall, “I
am getting exceedingly tired of weather. Every day we have some report of weather that
has broken records existing anywhere from twenty-five to fifty years. . . . All of us keep
hoping that some little spell will come along in which we can have a bit of relief from
mud, rain, and fog so that tanks and infantry can operate more easily on the offensive and
so that we can use our great air asset.” 3
The Heer used the Hürtgen to its advantage, constructing strong points, laying
extensive minefields and barbed wire, and placing machine guns at strategic points to
slow the American advance. German artillery pieces zeroed in on the sectors through
which the Yanks would attack. The enemy was well concealed in the dense, black forest,
and intense German artillery bombardments caused an alarming casualty rate among the
4th Division men. The Germans were determined to prevent the Allies from capturing
the Roer River dams beyond the forest (Figure 10). Although the United States Army
could have bypassed the forest to the south in its attempt to secure the dams, senior
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leadership insisted on pushing through it. This mistake would soon become obvious, and
GIs nicknamed this hellishly memorable battleground “the Hurtin’ Forest.” Numerous
observers and historians concluded that the Hürtgen operations did little to hasten the end
of the war. Rather, the advance through the forest resulted in over 25 percent casualties
among the men who fought there. 4
More significantly, both Paul Fussell and historian Russell Weigley contended
that the Battle of the Hürtgen Forest demonstrated the individual replacement system’s
most serious flaws. An exasperated Fussell asked, “Why did division commanders
persist in shoehorning inadequately trained, lonely kid replacements into units already
severely troubled?” 5 Weigley discovered that the fighting in the Hürtgen Forest
drastically reduced the effectiveness and strength of the 9th and 28th Infantry Divisions;
furthermore, the 1st and 30th Divisions had nearly exhausted their combat power in and
around Aachen. Weigley questioned the army’s decision to rely on individual
replacements to replenish these units. “The American command,” he wrote, “proposed to
deal with the disturbing depletion of its combat manpower by means of the obvious
expedients of hastening the flow both of individual replacements and additional divisions
into Europe. Yet neither of these solutions seemed altogether satisfactory. Both, rather,
pointed to still more problems, fundamental to the shape of the American army and the
American participation in the Second World War.” 6
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Figure 10. Map of the Hürtgen Forest and Roer River Dams. Source: Charles B.
MacDonald, The European Theater of Operations: The Siegfried Line Campaign,
United States Army in World War II (1963; repr., Washington, D.C.: Center of
Military History, 1990), 324.
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The Americans attacked through the forest nevertheless. Field Marshal Bernard
Law Montgomery’s Twenty-First Army Group had the task of capturing the Channel
ports in the north, while the First U.S. Army would move through Aachen and the
Ardennes Forest to protect the British right flank. The U.S. 9th and 28th Infantry
Divisions initially sought to secure the Hürtgen Forest. On November 16, ten divisions
of the First and Ninth U.S. Armies began a new offensive to get to the Rhine River. 7 The
4th, 28th, and 90th Divisions deployed in line, with their main thrust coming ahead of the
1st Infantry Division. 8
As the Hürtgen Forest campaign began, the army opened the port of Le Havre,
France, and it became the entry point for American replacements rather than Omaha
Beach. This meant that GFRS could send men to frontline divisions more quickly. On
November 1, the War Department authorized the shipment overseas of infantry and
armored replacements who were younger than nineteen years old. 9 Also, at the
beginning of November, Army Ground Forces (AGF) permitted overstrengths in
lieutenants for its combat units; this surplus of junior officers functioned as preemptory
requisitions and would allow green shavetails to gain some combat experience before
they assumed full command of their squads and platoons. 10
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In early October, the War Department determined that it could only send 19,000
replacements from the United States to ETOUSA during the month of November;
ETOUSA, however, had requisitioned 29,000 men for the month. Though there would
be a 10,000 man shortfall, the shipment would include a higher percentage of
infantrymen—roughly 15,000 of the 19,000 men. The War Department also anticipated
that the U.S. Seventh Army, which was fighting its way northward from southern France,
could provide 10,000 additional replacement personnel. The relatively light battle
casualty numbers for October—31,600—which were due largely to limited combat
activity, prevented the War Department and Army Ground Forces from fully appreciating
the possibility of a manpower crisis. November operations would ultimately result in
62,400 battle casualties, while poor weather contributed to increased non-battle
casualties; the U.S. Army suffered nearly 118,000 total casualties during the month. 11
The possibility of a manpower crisis soon became reality. The War Department
estimated that, at best, it could ship to the ETO 45,000 replacements—36,000 of them
infantry—per month from January through April 1945. The War Department encouraged
ETOUSA and GFRS to speed up the infantry retraining program to prevent a severe
shortfall in that combat branch. The Ground Force Replacement System, however,
anticipated that attrition would leave it short by nearly 53,000 infantrymen by the end of
February 1945. As the army entered the Hürtgen Forest, GFRS had 61,000 infantry
replacements on hand, and only 38,000 of these soldiers were riflemen. As Ruppenthal
explained, theater officials feared that this pool of men “might easily be eliminated by the
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end of December if casualties were higher than then estimated, which indeed they
were.” 12
Colonel Walter C. Cole, G-1, GFRS, identified three additional sources of
replacements: general assignment men in the Communications Zone who would be freed
for combat duty by limited assignment men who took their non-combat positions; surplus
non-infantry casuals and replacements who were still in the replacement system; and
infantrymen from the three line-of-communications regiments. The Ground Force
Replacement System still had to retrain these men, so AGF could not immediately utilize
them in combat. In addition, GFRS targeted as retrainees 4,000 men in armor, field
artillery, chemical warfare, coast artillery, and ordnance units; it also believed that coast
artillery, field artillery, ordnance, and quartermaster casuals should become free
replacements if their former units did not requisition them in a timely manner. The
theater G-1, Colonel James M. Franey, approved of these suggestions and cautioned
GFRS to expand its retraining program. 13
On November 5, the 17th Replacement Depot issued its new standard operating
procedure. It explained, “All men leaving this command will be completely equipped
and in best condition for combat.” This directive was significant in that the depot
decided that, when possible, it would billet and assign men to frontline platoons together.
Replacements received an orientation talk, a hot meal, an inspection of their clothing and
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equipment, and a physical exam; they also zeroed their rifles and participated in a
training program prior to joining their combat units. 14
Though Brigadier General Henry J. Matchett, commander of GFRS, and his staff
were trying to improve the replacement system, change did not come quickly enough for
many frontline units. On November 5, Matchett responded to a list of replacement
system deficiencies sent him by Major General Raymond O. Barton of the 4th Infantry
Division. While the GFRS commander pledged that he was doing everything in his
power to correct Barton’s concerns, he explained that many “items are largely beyond my
control. I am directed to move so many people by a certain date. I have not adequate
transportation facilities. The highest headquarters has placed my transportation
requirements in a low priority and after that required by the armies. As a result I must
utilize transportation when I can get it and to the maximum. This accounts for delays in
depots and so called over-loading.” 15
Matchett also empathized with the casual who felt lost within the system as he
returned to his original unit. He pointed out, however, that some casuals in the depots
14
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“want to be treated solely as a guest at a hotel. They object to military discipline. They
object to carrying out orders and assisting in the operation of the system.” Matchett
stressed that GFRS could not function without the assistance of casual officers and
enlisted men. “Please do not construe what I have said as an excuse or an alibi,”
Matchett added. “I am well aware of the fact that some of the criticism is correct and
justified. I am glad that you called it to my attention and I sincerely hope that as a result I
may be able to effect some improvement.” 16 Matchett realized he had inherited a flawed
replacement system when Walter Layman died, and he professed a desire to fix it.
Unfortunately, it was beyond repair in many respects. Matchett, moreover, was too eager
to blame casuals and replacements for his system’s faults. His unwillingness to subject
GFRS to the institutional self-examination that it desperately required prevented him
from significantly improving replacement operations.
On November 6, a combat observer with the Twelfth Army Group reported his
concerns regarding GFRS’s difficulties returning casuals to their original units. He also
noted that replacements that had not yet experienced combat tended “to exaggerate the
dangers of front line [sic] service.” The commanding officer of the Third Replacement
Depot, then located in Banneau, Belgium, found that casuals tended to frighten
replacements with wild stories about conditions at the front. To ease the replacements’
minds, the Third Depot commander gathered a team of casual officers and enlisted men
to conduct depot lectures and answer questions. The commanding officer of Company D,
12th Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, however, believed that depots should
separate replacements and casuals. He observed, “The casuals in the depot have given
16
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the replacements the wildest kind of idea about real battle conditions. I don’t know why
they tell these stories. Probably the same thing that makes a college sophomore tell wild
stories to next year’s freshman.” Major General Leonard T. Gerow, commanding officer,
V Corps, suggested that depots give casuals preferential treatment. “The casuals want to
get back fast. We want them. They should be sent back rapidly, without requisition or
charging them against quotas or too much attention to strength. They do no good in
replacement depots or [battalions] and should not be held there.” 17
The aforementioned Major General Raymond O. Barton had a simple solution for
frontline infantry shortages. He believed that casuals should automatically return to their
units without regard to the current strength of a regiment or division. “They belong to
and fight better with a [division] that they know. Why hold them up waiting for quotas?
Suppose we do build up a certain surplus? It won’t last long in operation. If this overstrength is not permitted we might [group] them in a [battalion] in a quiet sector or in the
div[ision] rear area and keep each div[ision]’s men separate and training until they are
needed.” 18 Major General Norman D. Cota of the 28th Infantry Division agreed. The
longer casuals sat in a depot, the more their morale would wane.
Two officers in the 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, also wanted
their “old men” back. The commander of Company K explained, “They are trained our
17
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way. Besides, there is a morale factor. As soon as a man is replaced as a casualty,
everybody thinks he is dead. When he returns, they realize that all casualties are not
killed.” The commanding officer of the 3rd Battalion found that his replacements were
“scared to death from stories of casuals.” His battalion, however, instituted a buddy
system whereby it paired green replacements with combat veterans, “who quickly steady
them down.” 19
In many instances, though, regiments and companies were so filled with green
replacements that the few veterans left had a difficult time keeping their units together.
On November 6, near Vossenack, Germany, Companies E, F, and G, 112th Regiment,
28th Infantry Division, broke in combat. Several replacements in the 110th and 112th
Regiment explained that they joined their units in the middle of the night and did not
even know the names of the men with whom they were fighting. Replacement Alexander
Hadden, Company B, 112th Regiment, remembered that the arrival of new replacements
angered the veterans because it meant that the company would be going back onto the
line. Hadden remarked, “Few of them were willing even to speak with us or answer our
questions, saying, ‘You don’t really want to know.’” 20 But after a week of combat in the
Hürtgen, these new men were veterans themselves.
On November 10, the 110th Regiment fought in the woods south of Germeter.
The 1st Battalion reported, “The men had been on the go for over a week, under constant
fire, with no rest, no opportunity to dry out, relax. In addition most of the [G] company
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officers and key non-coms had been wounded, killed or captured. There was nothing that
resembled an efficient fighting machine.” About half of the battalion consisted of
replacements who had been in the unit for only several months. Most companies were
critically short of men. On November 11, the division formed a “provisional company”
of 100 men to assault a German position. The platoon sergeant explained, “Replacement
lieutenants didn’t have a chance to get oriented.” 21
The infantry divisions on the line were struggling. They lacked a sufficient
number of trained and experienced junior leaders. On November 6, the War Department
informed Eisenhower that it was canceling Officer Candidate School (OCS) programs in
the United States due to a shortage of qualified candidates. Rather, the U.S. Army in the
ETO would now draw officer candidates from enlisted personnel on the Continent “to
prevent large scale shipment overseas of officers with much less total military training
than the experienced soldiers now overseas whom they would command.” ETOUSA
would directly appoint the majority of officer replacements, while GFRS would establish
an OCS program that could train 1,500 officer candidates per month. The War
Department anticipated that the first class would graduate in April 1945. Obviously, it
could not have known then that the war would end just as the first officers joined their
combat units. The army would draw most of the candidates from service organizations
and from branches other than infantry. All candidates who participated in the course
would have already completed basic training and instruction in the use of infantry
weapons. The War Department desired that the course last twelve weeks, but a shortage
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of training facilities meant that only an eight-week course was feasible. 22 The GFRS, an
organization already stretched thin, had to increase its workload just as the European
campaign was reaching the critical stage.
On November 7, an adjutant in the 313th Infantry Regiment, 79th Infantry
Division, submitted his observations regarding replacement integration into combat units.
His regiment “adopted the practice of assigning not more than two replacements to a
sq[ua]d at one time. This enables sq[ua]d and plat[oon] leaders to know their men and
makes it impossible for a sq[ua]d to be made up entirely of green men.” 23 Numerous
after-action reports indicated that squads, platoons, and companies comprised primarily
of green men often performed less effectively and suffered more casualties than those
units with a large number of veterans. Archival materials do not indicate whether or not
GFRS shared the information provided by the 313th Regiment with all of the divisions in
theater. Other units engaged in similar practices, but whether or not they devised these
policies on their own initiative, or whether they did so on GFRS’s recommendation, is
difficult to determine. Lacking strong guidance from GFRS, some units simply proved
more adept at handling their replacements.
What is certain is that Matchett distributed findings among the various
replacement system organizations. On November 8, he issued a memo titled
22
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“Replacements” to the commanding officer of each replacement depot, battalion, and
company. After conducting inspections, listening to suggestions, reviewing information
from observers, and evaluating reports, the GFRS commander concluded that he could
improve the replacement system in several areas. He found that troops carried
unnecessary equipment, lacked required materials, and had weapons that were in poor
condition. Road discipline was lacking among replacements as they moved from one
replacement installation to another. The mess situation was substandard, and
replacements endured unnecessary delays in movement. Matchett believed that too many
men remained idle when they could have been training and exercising. “There is nothing
worse for the morale of men,” he opined, “than to permit them to sit around all day doing
nothing but discuss their troubles. They must be given physical exercise and a suitable
training program. TRAINING PROGRAMS MUST BE CARRIED OUT, AND NOT
JUST A PAPER PROGRAM.” 24 Matchett was now implementing the recommendations
Major Arthur Goodfriend provided him after his undercover journey through the
replacement system.
Goodfriend had also stressed to Matchett that replacements and casuals should
learn about the replacement system before they entered it. Matchett agreed, and he
advised depot personnel to discuss the structure and function of the replacement system
with replacements as soon as they arrived at their first installation. The Ground Force
Replacement System would attempt to return casuals to their units, though this might not
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occur immediately. Matchett realized that replacements were scared, due in part to
stories they heard from casuals, but he stressed that replacements were better trained,
equipped, and led than the German enemy. Replacements needed to understand that they
would not only replace casualties, but also sick men, men who received promotions, and
men transferred to different units; they might also go to several depots or battalions
before reaching the front. Replacements should learn the history of the units they would
join. Matchett explained, “We must exercise every effort to impress upon the mind of the
replacement that we are doing everything in our power to look after his welfare and to
fulfill his needs. We cannot overcome entirely the fact that he has no military home, but
without molly-coddling, we must treat him sympathetically and understandingly.”
Matchett understood that a replacement’s morale could impact his performance in
combat. He also knew that many of these men felt like orphans. He concluded his report
with a warning: “Numerous reports have been received showing lack of understanding
and appreciation of the problem of the replacement. He must be treated as an individual
and not as so much cord wood to be piled and stacked.” 25 Matchet and GFRS finally
appreciated that soldiers were not interchangeable parts.
By November 9, nine replacement depots were operating on the Continent. 26
That same day, Matchett wrote a letter to all corps and division commanding generals in
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which he asked for their help in improving GFRS. He explained, “The replacement is an
orphan and definitely feels that way. His one desire is ‘to belong’ to an outfit. He
reaches your organization feeling that at last he has a home. The aim of the Replacement
System must be to send him to you as well trained physically and mentally as time and
conditions permit. My sole purpose in writing this letter is to invite such constructive
criticism as you may care to submit.” 27
The rational way to improve GFRS was by creating a standard operating
procedure for replacement integration into combat units. But Matchett never issued such
a directive. Once a replacement left the depot or forward battalion, he was no longer
GFRS’s concern. Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical Section, HQ, ETOUSA,
appreciated the drawback of this shortsightedness. “What means were adopted to solve
the problems of assimilating reinforcements?” he asked. “There probably was [sic] as
many different plans as there were divisions. Study of what a few did will suffice to
illustrate the problem and what some solutions were.” 28 Major Austin Fly, executive
officer of the 71st Replacement Battalion, believed that the 79th Infantry Division
developed one of the most successful orientation methods. The division established a
replacement “pool” or “battalion” where an officer and NCO from each regiment, in
addition to a captain and four men from the division at large, checked each replacement
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that it received. These junior leaders inspected equipment, allowed men to test fire their
weapons, and briefly oriented the replacements and casuals. Replacements then joined
their regiments, where regimental personnel briefed them once again.
Other XV Corps divisions, particularly the 44th and 100th, created plans similar
to those the 79th Division had adopted. Greenwald commented, “Circumstances forced
the 79th to adopt this plan. They found that in campaign men became acclimated much
better when sent through the processing pool.” He continued, “As to whether this
system is best, for the division to operate a pool is somewhat dependent upon what
conditions are in which the replacements are received. The 12th Armored Division
operates a similar receiving station.” 29 The Ground Force Replacement System did not
mandate that divisions create such replacement pools or battalions. Common sense and
experience, however, demonstrated that these pools helped regiments integrate
replacements into their ranks. Matchett should have made certain that all divisions in the
theater learned of these aforementioned divisions’ efforts and successes.
The 100th Infantry Division was one unit that went to great lengths to ensure the
smooth integration of replacements into its regiments. Though the “Century Division”
was a latecomer to the conflict, arriving in theater on October 20, 1944, it developed a
comprehensive and effective replacement policy nevertheless. Lieutenant Colonel John
C. Byrd was the officer in charge of the division’s replacement receiving station, which
was located behind the lines near divisional headquarters; it received and oriented the
unit’s replacements. Byrd explained, “When the men first came into this Div[ision] they
29
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were pop-eyed but now they go forward knowing what’s going on.” The station
equipped all new men for battle, both physically and mentally. Two-battle trained
sergeants spoke with replacements, answered questions, and put the men at ease. As
Byrd noted, “Really the biggest problem in this station, although not apparently so, is the
mental transition which must take place as the man changes from the replacement to a
member of the unit and comes to the realization in only a few hours he will be in the front
lines.” Byrd also realized that infantry replacements were not interchangeable parts, and
he appreciated the various psychological factors at play. “We have no set way of treating
anybody but our treatment depends on the individual.” 30 The division took a humanistic
approach in its handling of new soldiers.
Colonel Byrd’s station typically processed 90 replacements at a time, though it
had handled as many as 400 in one day. The station integrated replacement officers
individually and sent them directly to their unit’s personnel officer for orientation. Byrd
observed, “Since there are only a few officers at a time this is possible and it ‘makes them
feel like part of the family immediately.” Enlisted men typically remained at the
receiving station for a day or less and then went to a regiment for orientation. They first
learned their company’s tactical situation. Men received closer attention the closer they
got to combat, which was likely due to the fact that they joined progressively smaller
groups—regiment, battalion, company, platoon, and squad. Byrd was “very well
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satisfied with the replacements he was receiving and with the service he was getting from
the forward battalion and the replacement depots.” 31
The 100th Infantry Division thus devised a rational and effective standard
operating procedure. The Ground Force Replacement System knew of its existence, but
it did not insist that other divisions follow it as well. Other units could easily have
implemented Byrd’s simple, streamlined orientation and integration procedure: welcome
 physical and equipment check  meal  orientation talks  question and answer 

sleep breakfast and religious service  interview by personnel officer from regimentto-be  issued clothing and equipment  dinner  sent to the unit. 32
The 45th, 79th, and 100th Infantry Divisions were all a part of XV Corps, but they
did not enact the same replacement policies. As Greenwald observed, “The 45th Infantry
Division, a veteran of the Italian campaign, did not deem such a set up necessary, and
continued to place its incoming reinforcements directly in regiments without any
processing or orientation at divisional level.” 33 This statement revealed that GFRS let
individual divisions devise their own replacement policies. Once a division “adopted” a
replacement, GFRS was no longer responsible for him. Perhaps not too surprisingly,
divisions that took greater care to orient and integrate replacement personnel expressed
fewer complaints about replacement performance in combat. The infantry divisions
could have benefited from stronger guidance from GFRS, and a standard operating
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procedure for the integration of replacements would have gone a long way in eliminating
many of the issues that arose once new men reached the front.
The 29th Division instituted a rather interesting policy. Officer and enlisted
replacements received thirty-six hours of training from officers who had been wounded in
combat but had since recovered. Once replacements completed the additional instruction,
the division desired that they receive their baptism by fire, which would reduce the
mental strain of anticipating combat. According to Greenwald, “Green second and first
lieutenants were sent forward to be shot at for 24 hours with troops other than those to
which they would be assigned. They could dive for a ditch anytime without the thought
of the impression they were making. After a taste of fire, they returned for a week to pick
up tips from experienced men, both officers and non-commissioned officers.” 34
It was at this time in the Hürtgen Forest campaign that Eisenhower expressed
direct interest in the problem of casuals returning to their old units. On November 12, he
asked Colonel Joseph James O’Hare, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1 (Personnel), Twelfth
Army Group, to contact the commanding general of each division regarding the return of
casual personnel. That very day, O’Hare wrote Major General Ernest N. Harmon,
commanding general of the 2nd Armored Division, as well as other divisional
commanders, about the returned casuals. O’Hare explained, “Both General Eisenhower
and General Bradley are most sympathetic to your desires in this connection and have
told me to do everything possible to accomplish the desired results.” The ideal situation
would entail the direct return of casuals from the hospital to their units, but this would
create “an overstrength and the manpower situation just won’t permit it. We can’t permit
34
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an overstrength, no matter how much we would like to see all hospitalized personnel go
back to their former units.” Yet Eisenhower and Bradley agreed to make several
concessions. General-service field grade officers would return to their units
automatically, as would limited-service personnel other than infantry; a unit could request
the return of limited assignment infantrymen. General-service personnel other than field
grade officers would automatically transfer to the replacement depot supporting the army
of which their particular division was a part. These men would remain there until their
unit could requisition them; men who served longest in a unit would have priority in
returning to that unit. 35
The replacement system would first return those casuals who originally shipped
overseas with a particular unit, and it would hold them until their former organization
could receive them, as long as supply and demand permitted. The system would give
second priority to those men who joined a unit on the Continent and served with it for at
least thirty days; these casuals would remain in the replacement system for a period of
thirty days, as long as supply and demand permitted. Thirdly, the replacement system
would hold all other personnel for at least fifteen days, depending on supply and
demand. 36 Eisenhower allowed divisions to trade with one another in an effort to retrieve
their own men. In November, though, ETOUSA proclaimed that casuals would only
remain in forward depots for ten days, after which they could fill any requisitions.
Several replacement depots actually ignored ETOUSA and GFRS orders and attempted
35
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to return all men to their original units, even if this meant holding them in the
replacement system longer than authorized. Depot staff knew that if casuals received a
new assignment, they would go AWOL and rejoin their old unit. 37
By mid-November, GFRS consisted of 13 depots, 59 battalions, and 240
companies. 38 Beginning on November 10, all replacements would disembark at Le
Havre, the site of the 15th Replacement Depot. One-third of all arriving men would
move directly to trains, while the rest stayed at the depot from anywhere for 6 hours to 36
hours before they shipped out to another replacement installation. The Ground Force
Replacement System’s primary concern for the remainder of the month was the return of
casual personnel to units. On November 14, GFRS implemented a significant change in
replacement terminology. Section I of “Circular 38,” HQ, GFRS, officially discontinued
GFRS’s use of the terms “package” and “Replacement Detachment” when referencing
casuals and replacements. Henceforth, such personnel who moved among the different
installations within GFRS would do so in numerically designated “Reinforcement
Companies.” 39 “Package” and “replacement” were impersonal terms that connoted
expendability, especially since a replacement was likely to take the position of a man
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who was killed in action. “Reinforcement company,” in contrast, implied that these
soldiers would merely bolster the strength of frontline units.
Two days later, on November 16, the weather in the Hürtgen Forest finally
cleared, which permitted Allied air cover to support the ground attack. Some of the most
severe artillery barrages of the entire war greeted the 1st and 4th Infantry Divisions as
they began their advance. German shells, fused to explode in the forest canopy, rained
tree limbs and shrapnel on the advancing Americans. Casualties mounted rapidly and
progress came to be measured in yards. 40 The 4th Division—the “Ivy Division”—fought
on the 1st Division’s right, or southern flank, and the Ivy men prepared to cross the Roer
River south of Duren. The 12th Regiment, 4th Division, replaced the slaughtered 28th
Division in the Hürtgen, but it had little time to prepare its defenses before the German
275th Division launched an early counterattack. The enemy thrust pushed the 12th
Regiment back, preventing it from linking up with the 22nd Regiment on its left. The
22nd launched its attack towards Raven’s Hedge on November 16, and after three days of
fighting it secured its objective. On the twenty-first, the 4th Division’s regiments
renewed their attack. Each regiment sent a lone battalion forward, while another
battalion maneuvered around the flank of the German position. The attack proved to be
successful. 41
The 1st Division also encountered considerable resistance and rough ground. A
divisional after-action report described the men of the Big Red One “forging ahead yard
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by yard through the most difficult terrain . . . [in] cold weather and continuous rain or
snow.” 42 Mud and the rocky landscape made the roads in the 1st Division sector
impassable as well. The GIs endured daily artillery bombardments while attempting to
capture Gressenich and the Hamrich-Nothberg Ridge. On November 17, when the
fighting neared the town of Gressenich, the Germans launched the first of several
successive counterattacks. On November 18, the 16th Infantry Regiment secured Hill
232 on the outskirts of Hamich, and the remainder of the 1st Division entered the town.
Here the men of the Big Red One encountered some of the fiercest German resistance in
the European campaign to date. This intense combat, in conjunction with the terrain,
resulted in serious casualties for the division. 43 Realizing the severity of the division’s
losses, AGF pulled the 1st Division—with the exception of the 16th Regiment—out of
the line for a much needed rest in Belgium.
The 1st and 4th Divisions suffered horrific casualty rates in the Hürtgen Forest.
The 1st Division incurred more than 5,500 total losses, and the 4th Division suffered
4,053 battle casualties and 2,000 non-battle casualties during its month of action. 44
German artillery, tenacity, and fierce counterattacks frequently reduced 200-man
companies to a few dozen soldiers. The Yanks lived and fought in the cold, damp,
muddy terrain with little rest. Many developed trench-foot, an infection caused by
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moisture that could lead to gangrene. By mid-December, the U.S. Army had cleared the
Hürtgen Forest, but the once densely wooded landscape was now filled with shattered
trees and torn stumps. The intertwined canopy that prevented sunlight from reaching the
forest ground below no longer existed.
Assaulting through the forest entailed multiple difficulties. The rough terrain and
weather, the determined enemy defenders, and the inability of the First U.S. Army
commanders to maneuver their troops effectively resulted in thousands of casualties.
Instead of conducting a concerted operation, Lieutenant General Courtney Hodges, the
U.S. First Army’s commander, invariably committed individual divisions to the fighting.
The Germans exacted a bloody toll on Hodge’s forces, and the 1st and 4th Divisions
would need several weeks to rest, reorganize, and integrate replacements before they
would be able to engage in offensive operations.
On November 19, with the fighting ongoing, Major General Horace L. McBride,
commander, 80th Infantry Division, responded to Colonel James J. O’Hare’s letter of
November 12 regarding the return of casual personnel to their original units. “The
replacement problem is one of our most difficult problems,” McBride admitted. “To me
the personnel system of the Army during this war has functioned abominably. It has been
the greatest single obstacle in the training and fighting of a combat division.” While
GFRS desired that its personnel handle replacements as individuals, McBride felt
differently. “Until the replacements are considered as a class of supply, just like
ammunition, gasoline or rations, and a reserve built up in the units prior to entry into
combat the problem will never be satisfactorily solved.” Experience had taught McBride
that it often took three or four days until a unit received replacements for casualties
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incurred on the first day of combat. He realized, consequently, that a unit’s effective
strength decreased over the course of several days “to a point where the fighting strength
of the rifle units approaches zero.” Thus McBride had no option but to send
replacements to the line during live combat, “with a resultant injustice to the individual
concerned and a failure to raise the combat efficiency of the unit corresponding to the
number of replacements absorbed.” 45
The remainder of McBride’s report lambasted the replacement system. It was
essential that higher headquarters solve the critical frontline manpower shortage “so that
combat units do not suffer because of policies laid down by higher headquarters.” Part of
the solution was simple: GFRS should automatically return casuals to their units without
waiting for their outfits to requisition them. In four months of combat, McBride
discovered that normal attrition and casualty rates meant that the return of casuals rarely
resulted in unit overstrengths. This revelation was of extreme importance. It revealed
that the War Department, ETOUSA, and GFRS had based their casual return policy on a
faulty assumption. Moreover, an occasional overstrength, especially when a unit was
preparing for its next operation, could actually benefit a division. That overstrength
could provide replacements during the first few days of combat while the division waited
to receive personnel from GFRS. McBride continued, “One RTD [returned to duty] is
worth much more to the unit than a strange replacement without prior combat
experience.” His conclusion spoke for itself: “When the Replacement System works on
45
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a policy to prevent units from becoming understrength rather than overstrength, I think
the problem is on the way to a solution.” 46
O’Hare replied to McBride on November 26. ETOUSA would grant McBride the
authority to requisition replacements 48 hours in advance of anticipated action based on
estimated losses so that he would not be shorthanded in the days after entering combat.
But predicting advanced losses was not an exact science. O’Hare merely passed the buck
and blamed the shortage of infantry rifle replacements on the War Department’s inability
to ship the required number of men. He noted that GFRS was:
totally out of Infantry rifle replacements. . . . For example, 25,000 Infantry
men were requisitioned for November, but at the present date only 13,000
have arrived, and the remaining 12,000 of the November requisition will
arrive some time [sic] in December. Further, the requisition of this
category for December was for 67,000, but the War Department has stated
that it will be able to furnish only 30,750, so you can see that when the
supply is so small and the demand is as great as it is, we are forced to have
necessary control measures.
O’Hare ultimately agreed with McBride that the automatic return of casuals to their units
would improve morale and combat efficiency. Such a practice, however, was impossible
with the current shortage of riflemen, and GFRS had to utilize hospital returnees in the
overall replacement pool. 47
Several other division commanders responded to O’Hare’s letter, and most were
just as frustrated with the replacement system. Brigadier General James A. Van Fleet,
commanding general, 90th Infantry Division, began his letter bluntly: “We want all
46
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wounded men returned immediately. . . . We want requisitions for replacements filled
quickly.” Van Fleet echoed McBride’s opinion that such a policy would rarely create an
overstrength. The 90th Division experienced a temporary surplus of men in October
when it occupied a quiet sector of the line, but even then it was too small to do much
good. Rather, Van Fleet found that his rifle platoons were often understrength,
sometimes critically so. He was reluctant to pull his platoons back from the front to rest
because doing so would open holes in his lines. Van Fleet did “not believe that the
immediate return of our wounded will create an overstrength problem. Surely these men
should return to their own unit where they are of more value.” 48
Almost all of the division commanders’ reports emphasized that units were
perpetually short on men and that GFRS did not supply sufficiently trained replacements
in a timely manner; the time lag between requisition and assignment meant that rifle
platoons and companies fought shorthanded for several days after incurring casualties.
Van Fleet commented, “We entered the Metz operation below strength and as of today
we have requisitions unfilled for 101 officers and 1081 men. Many of our rifle platoons
are fighting with the strength of 17 men led by a non-commissioned officer.” 49 As
fighting subsided on November 19, Van Fleet reasoned that it would be the ideal time to
receive replacements so that his regiments could brief them and orient them for the next
operation. The problem, however, was that few replacements were available.
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Major General Willard S. Paul, commander, 26th Infantry Division, also wrote
O’Hare on November 21. Paul was frustrated that he could not determine if and when
any of his field grade officers who were in the replacement system had become limited
service. He desired that GFRS alert division commanders of such a change in status, and
he stressed that these men should automatically return to their unit if their experience
could be useful to the division. Paul was not concerned with overstrengths, and he
requested that GFRS return all men who sailed overseas with the 26th Division. 50
O’Hare responded on November 27, and he suggested that Paul inform his field grade
officers and other personnel to notify their division if they should become limited
assignment. Thus divisions would be able to keep track of their men. 51 O’Hare did not
mention if and when these casuals would return to their units.
Though this dissertation focuses on the infantry divisions, it is worthwhile
examining the comments of Major General John Wood, commanding general, 4th
Armored Division. On November 21, he told O’Hare that the army was overly concerned
with maintaining combat units at table of organization strength. He strongly believed,
however, that morale—not numbers of men—was most important in ensuring that a
division performed effectively. He observed:
The morale factor involved in returning every soldier to his parent unit
from the replacement system, not only to himself, but to the entire unit, is
50
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very great. I think you will find the experience tables will show that the
cumulative effect of returning all men to their units promptly will not
materially affect their total strength. The number of men returning from
the hospital is not significant compared with the losses sustained by a
combat division, but if each man is assured that he will return to his own
organization, it will have a salutary effect on all concerned. 52
Wood, like many infantry division commanders, was confounded by the army’s concern
with overstrengths, especially at a time when most units were critically short of men. In
late summer and early fall, before the American divisions entered a war of attrition along
the German border, divisions could not get their men back because they had no roster
vacancies. But the situation now was very different. Wood noted that, after only two
days in combat, his division would be understrength. Although GFRS returned many of
the 4th Armored casuals to their unit, Wood opined that automatic return would have
benefitted his unit while it prepared for the next campaign. He would have used those
veterans to train green replacements, and “their presence prior to combat would have
helped alleviate our present shortage of approximately 400 men. Due to the time lag
involved in processing requisitions, it will not be possible to regain our Table of
Organization strength until the next lull in operations.” 53
Many casuals found themselves stuck in the replacement system at a time when
their units desperately needed them. For instance, the November after-action report of
the 2nd Battalion, 18th Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, documented that its command
slots had become filled with new officers. The report noted, “The officers, whose combat
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experience totaled a week were very carefully and thoroughly guided over our positions
and given every help possible in becoming oriented so as to allow them to get the feel of
the position. . . . The Company Officers and most of the Staff spent the next 24 hours
living with their respective opposites.” 54 Although experienced junior officers and NCOs
did whatever they could to prepare new men for battle, several days of training with a
group of complete strangers was not sufficient. This became evident on November 20,
when, according to the after action report, the 2nd Battalion failed to advance due to a
“lack of enough experienced men to adequately control the situation.” Officers attempted
to reorganize E Company, “but not much was accomplished other than telling
replacements what platoon and squad they were in, and trying to select NCOs from those
men left. E Company was in the worst condition of all, having many more new men than
old.” 55
The 1st Division was not alone in this regard. In fact, most units in the ETO
witnessed their fighting power decrease as the campaign progressed. On November 20,
the U.S. Third Army was engaged in operations around Metz. The XX Corps, consisting
of the 10th Armored and 90th and 95th Infantry Divisions, prepared to attack Saarburg
and one of the strongest Siegfried Line positions between Merzig and Saarlautern.
Lieutenant General George S. Patton lamented in his memoir, “Unquestionably the
impetus of the attack was deteriorating, due to exhaustion and lack of replacements.”
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Patton narrowed the XX and XII Corps’ fronts to compensate for the reduced strength
and effectiveness of his army. 56
Paul Fussell related a similar story about the 28th Division. On November 22, an
artillery lieutenant in the division wrote home about his unit’s attack on the town of
Schmidt in the Hürtgen Forest. The junior officer explained, “We did not take it. We
were cut to pieces, slashed to ribbons. This division as now constituted is not the old
Twenty-eight. All new men. The old are mostly dead….” 57 For Frank Kolb, a member
of the 1st Infantry Division, the Hürtgen Forest campaign was “the worst time I
experienced in World War II.” Only twenty men in his reserve company survived, and
Kolb was the only officer who did not become a casualty. Kolb had been with the
division since North Africa, but now he hardly recognized his unit. “Up to that time,” he
recalled, “we had a good unit with plenty of seasoned people. By D-Day, for instance, all
our wounded from Sicily had rejoined the unit. Everyone was well trained and we were a
fighting machine. In the Hürtgen there were replacements coming in, but we were
getting a bunch of retreads. In one bunch we got sergeants and corporals from coast
artillery with technical grades.” 58
John D. Campbell and Harold P. Leinbaugh were two junior officers in K
Company, 333rd Infantry Regiment, 84th Infantry Division. Campbell, one of the
company’s first replacement officers, joined the unit on Thanksgiving; within two months
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he was a casualty. The 84th Division arrived on the Continent during the first days of
November. Leinbaugh began his war as a platoon leader, but he became company
commander after only several days of combat when his captain became a casualty.
Several weeks later, near Kogenbroich (Korschenbroich), Germany, just north of Aachen,
Morris Dunn arrived to company K as a replacement. Dunn informed Leinbaugh that he
had spent several weeks in a depot in Liege. The treatment he received in the
replacement system was impersonal. He explained, “We were just numbers, we didn’t
know anybody, and I’ve never felt so alone and miserable and helpless in my entire life—
we’d been herded around like cattle at roundup time.” 59
On November 24, Leinbaugh’s company was in Geilenkirchen, near
Kogenbroich. His regiment had begun requisitioning replacements for anticipated losses
48 hours in advance, and green men arrived at the unit on November 25 and 26. Some
veterans welcomed these replacements with shouts of “Go Back!” or “You’ll be
sorrreee!” Clayton Shepherd was one such replacement, and he claimed that the depots
assigned men to units by last name. His experiences succinctly described many of the
replacement system’s flaws. Thus his observations are worth quoting at some length:
It’s almost as bad to go through the replacement centers as to get up there
fighting. I’m telling you, by the time I got up to the front line I was about
dead. And here all I wanted to do was get over there and shoot. I trained
in the artillery in Mississippi for thirteen months. Then they sent us
overseas to a place called Codford, England, and they handed me an M1
rifle. I didn’t even know what one looked like. I always carried a little
carbine as an artilleryman. But they give me that M1 gun, give me the
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nomenclature of it, made me shoot it, disassemble it. And then they said,
‘You’re a doughboy now.’ 60
After observing a mortar-man fire several rounds, Shepherd discovered that he, too, was
now a mortar-man. His first night on the line was rough, as veterans frightened him and
other replacements with casualty stories. Though the new men were also somewhat
intimidated by the grizzled GIs, many realized that these seasoned soldiers could very
well help them stay alive. These Company K replacements, who recently “had been
simply numbers on a ‘Replacement Stockage Report’ in Ninth Army’s G-1 section, just
pegs to fill a lot of empty holes,” now had a permanent home. On November 29,
Company K was still near Geilenkirchen. Nearly half of its roster consisted of
replacements, and ten of the new soldiers were former Army Specialized Training
Program (ASTP) men. 61
Raymond Gantter was a thirty-year-old enlisted replacement in the 1st Infantry
Division, and he arrived in the Hürtgen Forest in mid-November. His experiences in the
replacement system were similar to those of Clayton Shepherd, and Gantter spent part of
November in a depot near Bastogne. “Life in our pine woods camp was like life in a
hobo jungle. It was a marking-time period, lax and empty, held together loosely by a few
organizational activities: calisthenics in the morning, rare mail calls, formations for
meals three times daily, and the so-called orientation periods, badly run and ineptly
taught but our only source of news. All of us soon reached the point where we’d have
preferred combat to this slow death of monotony.” He sat for weeks in the depot, very
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much feeling like an orphan. “The sense of homelessness that afflicts replacements,
casuals, is very acute. Unattached and belonging to no outfit, you are lost and forlorn.”
Yet his mood changed on November 21 when he received his assignment. “At last I had
a home and a family, Company G, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division.” He
began keeping a journal “on the day I finished with the homeless misery of the
Replacement Depots and joined an outfit, became a member of a family.” 62
Sociologist Samuel Stouffer studied the impact of a replacement’s time in a depot
on his psychological state. His findings demonstrated that the sentiments expressed by
the aforementioned soldiers were pervasive throughout the replacement system. One
replacement whom Stouffer and his staff interviewed explained, “Before I got out of the
pool I practically got the willies. I was in depots 5 weeks, and in two different centers in
that time. After so long a man doesn’t know whether he’s coming or going; he’s
unsettled and anxious and finally just doesn’t give a good goddam.” 63 Replacement
morale typically bottomed out before he joined his unit. Many replacements resigned
themselves to the fact that, in the army leadership’s eyes, they were merely nameless
items of supply. Perhaps this attitude contributed to the lack of attentiveness, fear, and
high casualty rate among replacements who were new to combat. By neglecting to care
for replacements properly, the Ground Force Replacement System was undermining its
own efforts.
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Gantter and his fellow replacements were nervous, and they felt that the seventeen
weeks of training they had received left them unprepared for combat. On November 25,
while still awaiting his baptism by fire in the Hürtgen Forest, Gantter confided to his
diary that few veterans actually took delight in scaring green replacements with
harrowing stories. Most veterans were honest and gave the green soldiers advice.
Gantter also suggested that GFRS’s policy of segregating casuals and replacements in the
depots was ill-advised. He recorded, “And even when we are told of some horror we had
not suspected, still it is comforting to be told, to know a little of what it is and what we
may expect. It’s the not-knowing that is hard to bear.” 64
Lieutenant General George S. Patton, Jr., head of the U.S. Third Army, would not
let the Ground Force Replacement System adversely impact his own combat operations.
Rather, he took matters into his own hands. On November 25, near Metz, Patton visited
the 95th Infantry Division. He remarked, “We received a number of replacement
captains. I initially assigned them to companies under lieutenants until they had learned
the ropes. While this is not authorized in Regulations, I did it in both this and the First
World War, and it works.” 65 Patton established a replacement protocol for divisions
under his command. Though he was responsible for all such subordinate units, he should
not have had to worry about replacement policies at the divisional level and below. That
he did certainly suggested that GFRS was not adequately performing its job.
Most regimental and divisional commanders complained to GFRS that it was not
providing them with enough men. The Third Army also suffered in this regard. Patton
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again devised his own solution. On November 29, he was short 9,000 replacements
while his army prepared to secure a river crossing over the Saar at Saar-Union, Patton
explained, “I took five per cent of the Corps and Army Headquarters troops to train as
infantry.” In spite of complaints from the Section Chiefs, Patton subsequently removed
10 percent of such personnel. His actions did not negatively impact the Section Chiefs’
operations, but it also did little to make-up for the drastic shortages in his army. Patton
commented, “The situation as to replacements was now extremely bad. In an army of six
infantry and three armored divisions we were eleven thousand men short, which, being
translated into terms of riflemen—and they are the people who get hurt—meant that the
rifle companies were at only fifty-five per cent of their strength.” The general removed
an additional 5 percent of corps and army troops from antitank companies and nonessential units to utilize as riflemen. 66 The Ground Force Replacement System
repeatedly stressed that its purpose was to keep units at or near full strength. Several
replacement system scholars claimed that the system functioned adequately because it
prevented units from becoming depleted to the point where their structure and function
suffered. But the above anecdotes, and Patton’s experiences in particular, demonstrate
that such claims were fallacies.
Tensions among veterans and replacements grew as shortages became more
severe. Veterans understandably became increasingly hostile and bitter as their buddies
disappeared from the ranks in greater numbers. Technician 4th Grade (T/4) David
Rothbart, Company E, 2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th
Infantry Division, assigned replacements to combat units and then escorted them to the
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front line. 67 As the battle in the Hürtgen wore on, Rothbart observed a change in the
quality of the 4th Division’s replacements. On November 21, he wrote, “Among the
replacements we receive are men over 37 years of age whom both President Roosevelt
and General Marshall had declared not fit nor shall be assigned as combat infantrymen.”
Rothbart noted that army doctors actually informed one replacement that he was
physically unfit for combat duty as a rifleman, yet “none of the doctors bothered to pull
him out of the replacement center assembly line that led inevitably to the combat
infantry.” 68
Also on November 21, Rothbart’s battalion welcomed a casual who was wounded
on D-Day. Most men thought that the man’s injuries would have resulted in a discharge
from the army. “He was weak and obviously unfit for anything strenuous,” Rothbart
observed. “Nobody along the way had interested himself sufficiently to at least designate
him for ‘Limited Assignment.’” Rothbart and the battalion staff attempted to find a
suitable, limited assignment role for the man. He complained, however, that he could not
do this for all similar cases: “We can only gasp incredulously that the Army sends such
men to fill in at crack infantry divisions. We attribute this to ineptness or callous
indifference of those in authority.” 69
November 23, 1944, was Thanksgiving. Rothbart and his unit were still in the
Hürtgen Forest enduring intense shelling from German artillery. The 4th Division made
limited gains that day, and the men had experienced rain and mud for the previous week.
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The majority of replacements in Rothbart’s battalion had been civilians on D-Day. After
participating in a shortened basic training program, the army shipped them to the
Continent. Rothbart lamented, “Most had been exempted from being drafted earlier for
having fathered from two to five children. Several were killed during their first or second
day of action.” 70 The War Department, Army Ground Forces, and GFRS were reaching
the bottom of the manpower barrel. At this point in the war, the army was willing to
utilize anyone on the frontlines who could wield a rifle, whether or not he had received
adequate training. Men who escaped combat duty earlier in the war were no longer
fortunate enough to remain stateside.
While the American infantry divisions continued their slow advance over
Thanksgiving weekend, on November 25, Colonel Frederick S. Matthews, G-1 Section,
U.S. Third Army, wrote Colonel Joseph James O’Hare, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1
(Personnel), Twelfth Army Group, about the army’s casual return policy. All Third
Army infantry divisions were so understrength that the automatic return of casuals would
not create a divisional surplus. 71 Army and division commanders could not understand
why Army Ground Forces and GFRS were so concerned with overstrengths when the
attritional nature of warfare in the Hürtgen Forest ensured that every division fought
shorthanded during November 1944. The Ground Force Replacement System’s adjutant
general informed Matchett that combat commanders were displeased with the casual
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policy. He stressed, “Army commanders want all casual personnel back immediately and
don’t care if it is overstrength. The theater policy causes a considerable delay in
requiring it to be returned on requisition.” 72 He feared that the current policy would lead
to increased cases of men going AWOL from the hospital and replacement depots.
The army’s General Board dedicated an entire chapter of its postwar study on the
replacement system to the issue of automatic return of casuals. Throughout the majority
of the European campaign, general service casualties rejoined their infantry divisions
when vacancies existed and when that unit requisitioned replacements. General-service
field grade officers also typically returned to their original units. General-assignment
company grade officers and enlisted men moved from the hospital to the replacement
system, where they waited in a depot that served their unit. They rejoined their parent
division only if the replacement situation permitted. The General Board noted that AGF
changed its policy to guarantee automatic return “only in the closing days of the fighting
in Europe when the numbers of reinforcements on hand were so great that the entire
reinforcement system was badly overcrowded.” 73 The replacement system would return
general service enlisted men in the first three grades directly to units without requisition
for non-divisional units only. Field officers (general service) would move directly to
armies, usually returning to their old units. Limited-assignment field grade officers
reported to their army headquarters, but typically reverted to army control upon specific
requisition. Limited-assignment company grade officers and enlisted men in all grades
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did not return to combat. Rather, they occupied non-combat positions of physically
qualified general service personnel so that those soldiers could retrain as combat
infantrymen.
The General Board criticized AGF and GFRS’s casual replacement policy for not
guaranteeing automatic return throughout the course of the conflict. The AGF and GFRS
mishandled their casual policy, and the units at the front suffered for this ill-founded fear
of unit overstrengths. By early 1945, GFRS also realized that a three-day lag occurred
between a combat unit’s requisitioning of replacements and its receipt of such personnel.
Consequently, GFRS granted units tentative permission to requisition replacements for
estimated losses during the 48 hours prior to anticipated combat operations. 74
The Ground Force Replacement System was greatly concerned with the comingling of replacements and casuals in depots. On November 27, Major E. G. Garrison
contacted the commanding officers of the replacement depots on Matchett’s behalf; his
letter addressed the segregation of casuals and replacements. Garrison explained that
casuals adversely impacted replacement discipline and orientation, and, henceforth, the
two groups would remain separated at all times. The replacement system would not
combine them in reinforcement companies or detachments, they would not share trucks
or railroad cars, and they would remain segregated in replacement depots and forward
battalions. The Ground Force Replacement System would orient casuals on their
responsibilities to replacements, and Garrison warned casuals not to scare new men “with
lurid, and usually untrue, stories of front-line conditions.” 75 Interestingly, GFRS never
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specifically stated what casuals could and could not discuss. The replacement system
would ensure stricter discipline by utilizing battle-experienced officers in replacement
battalions that handled casuals. It correctly assumed that low morale could directly
impact a man’s performance in combat by making him less careful and aware of his
surroundings. Yet its decision to segregate the two groups is questionable at best. The
Ground Force Replacement System constantly remarked that casuals told exaggerated
stories about combat and casualties at the front. The fact that GFRS was so short on
infantrymen, however, suggested that casuals may have been telling the truth. The
replacement system, in all likelihood, did not want replacements to fear the reality of
combat before experiencing it for themselves. It would have been beneficial to keep
replacements and casuals together because casuals could have shared important
information about life at the front and in combat—even if the truth frightened the wideeyed replacements.
As the bloody month of fighting in the Hürtgen Forest came to a close, XII Corps,
U.S. Third Army, provided Matchett with recommendations for improving the
replacement system. It found that requisitioning men 48 hours in advance of anticipated
losses usually meant that it received replacements the day after it incurred its losses.
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Twelfth Corps discovered that many replacements and return-to-duties arrived to their
units lacking necessary equipment, which delayed their entry into combat. It suggested
that GFRS return men to units fully equipped. Like all other divisions, corps, and armies
that addressed the replacement system’s casual policy, XII corps also stressed the
importance of automatically returning casuals to their old units without requisition.
Veterans would more quickly rejoin their units, which desperately needed them at that
point in the campaign. 76
Twelfth Corps was a proponent of segregating casuals and replacements because
it believed that casuals lowered the new men’s morale. The command had a difficult
time obtaining riflemen replacements, and many officer replacements were “substandard” and deficient in map reading, familiarization with weapons and vehicles, and
small-unit leadership principles. As such, the corps relied heavily on the battlefield
promotion of experienced NCOs and junior officers. The XII Corps complained, “In
many instances captains with little or no command experience have been substituted for
2nd lieutenants. It is extremely difficult to assimilate these officers in combat units.”
Major General Manton S. Eddy, XII Corps commander, understood the difficulties that
GFRS faced. He was more sympathetic than most senior commanders, and he believed
that “subject to the constructive criticisms advanced in this letter and prior to November
18, the Replacement System had functioned most satisfactorily. Since November, the
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stoppage of a normal flow of replacements has caused him grave concern which he has
expressed strongly to the Third Army Commander.” 77
The Ground Force Replacement System finally settled on a course of action to
mitigate the effect of the infantrymen shortage. On November 27, GFRS implemented its
new, standardized twelve-week infantry retraining course at the 16th Depot in
Compiegne, France; it would also conduct this program at the 12th Depot in Tidworth,
England. If training personnel believed that a “retrainee” had made significant progress
in only nine weeks, they would assign him to a combat unit as rifleman at that time. The
Ground Force Replacement System planned to begin its six-week infantry-rifle training
course for other categories of infantry personnel at these same two depots on December
29. The Ground Force Replacement System hoped its program would provide
replacements with the “essential training to perform effectively the duties of Infantry
officers, non-commissioned officers, and riflemen.” 78 It also devised a three-week
refresher training program for men with some infantry training; it would focus on
physical conditioning, discipline, orientation, weapons training, and first aid. Men who
began the twelve-week program at the end of November would thus be ready for combat
service by mid-to-late February 1945. The new GFRS program would offer little relief in
the short-term for depleted units on the line.
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In the meantime, the American divisions forged ahead with whatever
replacements they had on hand. In many instances, these inexperienced men caused a
unit to incur additional casualties and reduced its effectiveness. On November 29, 2nd
Battalion, 18th Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, was attempting to clear the town of
Langerwehe. According to the after-action report, E Company’s “main trouble was that
the attacking forces were all new, inexperienced men, and though they were willing, they
did not know what to do. Given a few experienced veterans to set the pace they would
have taken their objective with little trouble.” The next morning, several men
“ignorantly” moved into a cellar and became pinned by German machine guns. The
report commented, “No one had remembered to dig in outside the building so the enemy
simply moved in and bottled our men up.” 79 In all likelihood, this would never have
occurred had veterans been leading the patrol.
Lieutenant George Wilson was no longer a green replacement. He had been with
the 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, since mid-July. Now he was the one
who had to integrate replacements into the unit. On November 30, near Grosshau, in the
northern portion of the Hürtgen Forest, Wilson’s company endured an intense German
artillery bombardment that sent one of his platoon leaders to the rear with a case of
combat fatigue. Wilson now had to rely on a replacement officer who had reached the
unit earlier that morning. He desired that the man remain in reserve so that he could get
to know his men, but no other platoon leaders were available. The green replacement
panicked, cried, and was unable to carry out his assignment. Realizing that the new man
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was useless, Wilson sent him to the rear. Wilson was the only officer remaining in the
company, and he had lost most of his NCOs. He recalled, “I appointed one man a
sergeant on the spot. I had long since lost count of how many times I had had to make
such instant appointments and promotions.” The day was very costly for Wilson’s unit.
He explained, “We had started out that morning with about 140 riflemen, a couple
medics, three noncoms, four company officers, one attached artillery officer, and one
attached sergeant form H Company. We had lost all the medics, all the noncoms, three of
the four company officers, and the artillery observer. And we had lost ninety riflemen.” 80
Frank Kolb of the 1st Infantry Division also discovered that many replacements
cracked after entering combat because they were not properly prepared. If replacements
could survive a few days of combat, they generally became effective soldiers. The
problem for many divisions that fought in the Hürtgen Forest, though, was that they had
been so bloodied that most of their regiments and companies consisted of a large
percentage of replacements. In some instances, this limited combat effectiveness. Kolb
noticed, “After the Hürtgen we were getting green replacements, men who hadn’t fought
before. We had to more or less manhandle the company. The lieutenants and the
sergeants were just pushing and shoving everybody, trying to get them to go in the right
direction. Before that, you told your people what had to be done, and everybody did his
bit. You could depend on the men on your right and left.” 81
The Americans finally cleared the forest on November 28, and they captured
Grosshau and Kleinhau the following day. During its month of combat in the Hürtgen
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Forest, the 4th Infantry division sustained over 7,000 casualties, or roughly 110 soldiers
per regiment per day of combat. Many rifle companies experienced more than a 100
percent turnover rate in their personnel. Units engaged in the Hürtgen deployed in
succession; since they did not go on the line together, they had a difficult time sharing
experiences or lessons-learned with one another. Historian Michael Doubler commented,
“Officers and NCOs usually gathered and disseminated the combat lessons small units
learned, but in the Huertgen these men fell at an alarming rate. New units coming into
the lines found few functioning leaders remaining in battle-torn battalions. Green
replacements and the few surviving veterans were able to pass on little if any of what
they had learned.” 82
November was a costly month for the infantry divisions that slogged their way
through the Hürtgen Forest. Complaints from senior officers and commanders increased,
and combat observers indicated that more was wrong than right with the replacement
system. Unit strength levels and combat effectiveness dropped significantly. The most
serious issues were the automatic return of casuals to their units, a critical shortage of
rifle replacements, interactions among grizzled veterans and frightened replacements, and
the difficulties of integrating green soldiers into depleted combat units. Many
commanders and veterans found that the men who joined combat units in November were
often reconversions or had received insufficient infantry-rifle training. The Ground Force
Replacement System frustrated division commanders, and even Patton, to the point that
they established their own replacement training centers and searched for additional
sources of replacements within their own areas. Combat units were not only fighting a
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German enemy intent on defending his homeland, but they were also mitigating the
effects of an inefficient replacement system.
Matchett and replacement system leadership asked for suggestions and guidance
from combat units. They were aware of the system’s flaws. But they were also unable to
provide any quick and effective remedies. With the Hürtgen campaign winding down,
GFRS would have to focus its immediate attention on bringing depleted units back to
authorized strength levels. But just as GFRS and the bloodied infantry divisions began to
rest, refit, and rebuild their strength, they were plunged into combat in another forest to
the south and west of the Hürtgen—the Ardennes (Figure 11). The poor November
weather paled in comparison to the record snowfall and freezing temperatures of
December. And the Germans did not give the Americans a chance to recuperate. On
December 16, the Heer launched its last-ditch offensive in an effort to divide the British
and American forces, swing north to the port of Antwerp, and encircle them. American
losses would be so severe that AGF and GFRS had to tap yet another source of potential
replacements—African Americans.
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Figure 11. Allied dispositions following the Battle of the Hürtgen Forest. Source: Thomas E.
Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the Second World War: Europe and the Mediterranean, The
West Point Military History Series (New Hyde Park, NY: Square One Publishers, 2007), Map
70.
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CHAPTER 9
CRISIS IN THE ARDENNES FOREST, DECEMBER 1944

The Battle of the Hürtgen Forest demonstrated that the Allies would encounter
stiffening enemy resistance as they entered the Third Reich. It also showed that the
United States Army Ground Forces would have to battle increasingly difficult terrain and
weather conditions along the German border. Many infantry divisions had been severely
mauled in the Hürtgen Forest, and senior commanders wondered if the army would have
enough soldiers to fight the war to a successful conclusion. Unit strength levels became
critically depleted, and in some instances, green officers led experienced soldiers who
had been in combat since North Africa, Sicily, or D-Day.
Colonel Charles T. Lanham, commander of the 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th
Infantry Division, worried about the state of his unit. On November 30, Lanham’s rifle
companies were so short of men that he reduced the 22nd’s effectiveness rating from
“good” to “fair.” In an effort to replace junior officers who had become casualties,
Lanham pledged to commission any soldier that his commissioned subordinates
recommended for promotion. The personnel shortage also impacted the regiment’s
tactics. Battalion commanders gave very specific orders to their green junior officers,
and companies now maneuvered as platoons. 1
The regiment’s 2nd Battalion had suffered such severe casualties during the
previous weeks that on December 1 it counted only 124 soldiers on its roster, or 64
percent of a company’s authorized strength. Inexperienced replacements committed
1
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errors that increased the battalion’s casualties and decreased its fighting power. Some
junior officers and noncoms did not even learn their men’s names prior to entering
combat with them. A Private Sussman, an E Company replacement, believed, “The
reason so many of the old men—the experienced officers and noncoms—became
casualties was that they were leading inexperienced men . . . who did not know what to
do.” 2
The 22nd Regiment was not the only unit lacking riflemen. In fact, a manpower
crisis was looming in the entire Army Ground Forces. Twelfth Army Group Commander
Lieutenant General Omar N. Bradley expressed his concerns. He observed, “As
November passed into December and U. S. casualties mounted, Com Z’s pipeline on
infantry replacements began to run dry. Rifle companies were hard pressed on the line
for want of reinforcements until in December the average division attacked with but three
quarters of its rifle strength.” With an insufficient pool of infantry replacements to
replenish the previous month’s losses, the army scoured the theater for additional sources
of manpower. Bradley continued, “But though truckloads of hastily trained riflemen
were bundled off to the front, they could not offset the litter cases that passed them
headed rearward.” On December 15, the day before the Heer launched its last-ditch
offensive in what would become the Battle of the Bulge, the Twelfth Army Group’s
thirty-one front-line divisions were 17,000 riflemen understrength. 3
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The replacement shortage slowed the American advance. Twelfth Army Group
had sustained roughly 64,000 casualties in only five weeks, with nearly half occurring on
a 12-mile sector of the First Army line. A frustrated Bradley lamented, “And as if this
were not already strain enough on the bankrupt replacement system, trenchfoot added
almost 12,000 more.” 4 As the campaign progressed, Bradley and his fellow commanders
realized that they had erred when making pre-invasion casualty estimates. Prior to DDay, the army assumed that infantrymen would account for 70 percent of all combat
losses. By August, AGF raised that percentage to 83. In the fighting around St. Lo that
summer, certain platoons had suffered 90 percent losses. Bradley was a replacement
system detractor. “Hardly had we gained a foothold in France,” he complained, “than the
Theater replacement system became a thorn in our side.” He also observed, “Casualties
among [replacements] greatly exceeded those of battlewise veterans on the line. Many
went into the lines at night and perished before the morning. Some were evacuated as
wounded even before they learned the names of their sergeants. By the fall of 1944 we
had reorganized this procedure and replacements were being indoctrinated by division
before being committed to the line.” 5
This final statement is extremely significant because Bradley indicated that
ETOUSA instructed infantry divisions to orient and indoctrinate green replacements prior
to employing them in combat. Yet not all divisions followed this advice. In fact, as late
as December, numerous divisions sent men into combat soon after their arrival at the
front. The December infantry replacement crisis “alarmed” Bradley. He believed that
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the War Department was shortchanging the European Theater by sending too many
replacements to the Pacific. The War Department cut the ETO’s November replacement
allotment by 13,000 men, reducing it from 80,000 to 67,000. Bradley informed
Eisenhower “that if no remedy were forthcoming on replacements, we would soon have
exhausted the assault strength of our infantry divisions.” 6
Hitler realized that his army had inflicted serious damage on the allied forces
during the fall of 1944. The Heer, however, was facing its own critical manpower
shortage, and its ranks were increasingly filling with old men and teenagers. The
American manpower situation might have even impacted the timing of Hitler’s final
offensive. The American divisions that fought in the Hürtgen Forest were now largely
filled with replacements. According to historian Stephen Ambrose, “Hitler counted on
those soldiers to be green, poorly motivated and poorly trained, recently arrived
replacements, cowardly. Despite the pounding the Wehrmacht had taken in France,
Hitler remained contemptuous of the American Army.” 7
The Führer believed that an, all-out offensive (Wacht Am Rhein, or Watch on the
Rhine) could split the British and American armies, allowing the Heer to swing
northward and capture the port of Antwerp; he gambled that these events would break the
Allies’ will to continue the war. In the weeks prior to the Battle of the Bulge, German
forces began redeploying from the east, and Hitler gathered all the planes and tanks he
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could spare. 8 During the second week of December, residents in and around the Belgian
town of St. Vith heard significant commotion and noticed increased activity in the
German lines. The 106th Infantry Division’s headquarters was in St. Vith, a vital
crossroads town. Russell Weigley commented, “The night of December 14–15, cold and
clear, resounded with the clamor of many engines and tracked vehicles in motion east of
the 106th Division, while German aircraft droned back and forth overhead, perhaps to
distract American attention. But no one made any special effort the next day to discover
the cause of the hubbub.” American patrols captured several POWs on December 15,
and these Germans hinted that an attack was forthcoming. The GIs heard more noise on
the night of December 15–16, and German patrol activity increased. The U.S. Army,
however, did not react to the obvious signs that something was afoot. 9
By that point, German forces were communicating solely via secured telephone
lines—not radio—which left the Allies in the dark as to their specific intentions. Poor
weather also limited American reconnaissance flights. Nevertheless, the Allies should
have been better prepared. After all, this was the same rough terrain over which the Heer
had successfully invaded France in the spring of 1940. The December 16, 1944, TwentyFirst Army Group intelligence summary reported, “The enemy is at present fighting a
defensive campaign on all fronts; his situation is such that he cannot stage major
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offensive operations.” Much of the American senior command, especially Bradley,
thought that the Heer was incapable of launching a risky attack. 10
The Ardennes Forest through which the German offensive would come was just
south of the Hürtgen Forest. Bradley and First U.S. Army Commander Lieutenant
General Courtney Hodges deployed two weakened and two green divisions of Major
General Troy H. Middleton’s VIII Corps in what had previously been a quiet sector of the
Ardennes Forest. They erroneously thought that these vulnerable formations would be
safe there for the time being. The 4th and 28th Infantry Divisions still required several
weeks to rest and refit after the previous month’s fighting; the 106th Infantry Division
and the 9th Armored Division had yet to experience combat. Thus an exposed VIII
Corps would defend an 85-mile front, whereas ordinarily it should have been responsible
for an area one-third that distance. 11 The Allied line was dangerously thin.
At 0530 on December 16, 1944, German artillery began pounding the American
positions. Everywhere the GIs turned the ground seemed to explode. Within an hour,
men seeking shelter in their foxholes or slit-trenches peered through the smoke to see
advancing German armor and infantry. 12 The improbable German offensive was now
very much a reality. Paul Fussell, then a second lieutenant in the 103rd Infantry Division,
addressed the untested 106th Division’s battle record for December 16. Many men fled
during the attack, and German forces captured 8,000 POWs from two entire regiments.
Fussell argued, “The replacement and training systems bore some of the blame. Many of
10
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the soldiers who ‘bugged out’ had been drafted and trained as if they were inert objects
without human ideas or civilized subtleties leaking in.” 13 Within two days, American
forces were fleeing westward in a massive retreat.
The weather prevented the Allied air forces from providing support for ground
troops during the first week of the Battle of the Bulge. The Ardennes Forest, moreover,
consisted of terrain that was every bit as forbidding as the Hürtgen Forest. The rocky and
wooded “Schnee Eifel” (snow mountains) were extremely inhospitable in winter.
Numerous ridges, streams, and rivers divided the landscape, and the poor road network
limited the army’s ability to utilize its armored forces. Knee to waist-deep snow covered
the frozen ground, making operations all the more difficult for the soldiers on both sides
of the battle. 14
The Heer split the American Twelfth Army Group and advanced into Belgium.
As a result, Eisenhower reassigned the cut-off 4th Infantry Division to Lieutenant
General George S. Patton, Jr.’s, Third Army on the southern flank of the Bulge.
Eisenhower ultimately transferred control of the U.S. First and Ninth Armies to Field
Marshal Bernard Law Montgomery’s Twenty-First Army Group on the northern edge of
the Bulge. Bradley’s Twelfth Army Group, then consisting of Patton’s Third Army,
would work to eliminate the German incursion from the south.
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Figure 12. Allied dispositions on the eve of the Battle of the Bulge. Source: Hugh M. Cole,
The European Theater of Operations, The Ardennes: The Battle of the Bulge, U.S. Army in
World War II (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History, Department of
the Army, 1965), 52.
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Two weeks before the German attack even began, though, the U.S. senior
command still believed it had time to rebuild the strength of its frontline infantry
divisions. Eisenhower, in fact, was a bit too sanguine about the entire situation. On
December 3, the Supreme Commander wrote the Combined Chiefs of Staff: “The morale
and condition of our troops stay remarkably high. It is noticeable that each division, after
it has been out of the line three or four days and has absorbed its replacements, is fit and
ready to go back again into the line.” 15 This was sheer overstatement. Few units were
able to rebuild their combat strength and effectiveness in only three or four days, and the
morale of the men who had just survived the Hürtgen Forest was actually quite low.
While Eisenhower attempted to instill confidence in his forces, Lieutenant
General John C. H. Lee, commanding general, Communications Zone, and Colonel J. M.
Franey, Theater G-1, corresponded with Bradley about ways to improve morale in the
replacement system. Lee’s early December memo for Eisenhower suggested that the
term “replacement as applied to casual personnel: Indicates expendability; Does not
foster pride in either casuals or replacement unit overhead; Results in casuals feeling that
they are ‘orphans;’ Is disliked by personnel to whom the word is applied.” 16 Franey
explained, “As you know, the British with their aptitude for phrasing in connection with
15
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their armed forces use a much more fortunate word – ‘Reinforcement’. This gives the
man all the sense of responsibility and pride which the plain term ‘Replacement’ does
not.” Lee and Franey proposed using this term within the theater, but not in
communications with the War Department, which indicated that Washington opposed a
change in nomenclature. Franey concluded, “As you can see, we propose to build up the
replacement to what he really is, the ‘Reserve of our Army’. It was necessary in the case
of the infantry rifleman. We feel it more necessary in this case.” 17
Bradley found the entire idea “nonsensical.” He replied, “The remedy for
improving morale among the replacements lies not in changing the name but in taking
every possible step to see that they are properly taken care of and that they get the feeling
that someone is interested in their welfare.” 18 This could be done, in part, by assigning
more capable officers to work in the replacement depots. Bradley would ultimately lose
the debate, though. At the end of December, just as the Americans halted the German
advance at its deepest penetration and prepared to counterattack, Eisenhower ordered that
replacements henceforth be known as “reinforcements.”
A change in terminology, obviously, did nothing to alleviate the manpower
shortage. The War Department and ETOUSA soon began pointing the finger at each
other while they sought both the cause of and solution to the crisis. The War Department
could not understand why the theater was running so low of soldiers. It believed it was
sending enough replacements from the United States to cover infantry losses, and it could
17
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not fathom the disappearance of the replacement pool it had built up for D-Day. 19
Consequently, Eisenhower sent the “Bull Mission,” led by Major General Harold R. Bull,
SHAEF’S Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3, to Washington to participate in an early
December conference about ETO replacement problems. Also in attendance were
representatives of G-1, G-3, and the Operations Division of the War Department General
Staff. 20
War Department officials expressed frustration with theater manpower policies;
they were displeased with ETOUSA and GFRS’s retraining program because most of the
branches other than infantry still had significant personnel surpluses. The War
Department would not share the blame. As historian Russell Weigley commented, the
War Department “still insisted that it had squeezed manpower as much as overriding
national policies for economic and military allocations permitted, and that in contrast the
European Theater was not as diligent as it ought to be in cutting fat from its Zone of
Communications.” 21 The War Department also stressed to the ETOUSA representatives
that the Zone of the Interior would be unable to meet the theater’s manpower needs.
Historian Roland Ruppenthal noted, “The War Department could show that it had
definitely made greater efforts to recapture personnel for replacement purposes than had
the theater. All newly inducted men qualified for overseas service were already being
trained as replacements.” It also began withdrawing for infantry reconversion all
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available men in the Army Ground Forces and Army Service Forces, while 40,000
additional men would transfer to the ground forces from Army Air Forces. Yet the War
Department still worried that these measures might not be entirely sufficient in meeting
all combat losses during the subsequent months. According to Lieutenant General
Thomas T. Handy, Deputy Chief of Staff of the Army, “This personnel business is one of
the worst headaches we have.” 22
The War Department also informed the Bull Mission that it was concerned by the
great differences between ETOUSA’s long-range replacement estimates and its
frequently higher-than-anticipated requisitions. In December, ETOUSA requisitioned
10,000 men above its August estimate for that month. One month later, the theater
requested 67,000 men, though it previously reported that it would require only 40,000. 23
It was nearly impossible for ETOUSA to predict accurately its manpower needs months
in advance, especially with the ever-changing nature of combat in terms of terrain and
enemy forces. But the War Department had to plan replacement training several months
in advance, and it could not immediately compensate for drastically inaccurate
estimates. 24
As a stopgap measure, the War Department agreed at the conference to send
18,000 additional men to ETOUSA in January, raising the monthly shipment to 54,000
replacements. But it could only do so by shortening the infantry training program. 25
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ETOUSA, in turn, pledged to expand its reconversion program to eliminate surpluses in
other branches. The theater would also commission additional men from the ranks, and
it would alleviate the infantry officer shortage by selecting officers from other arms and
services. When the Bull Mission returned to Europe, Eisenhower ordered all major
commands to use limited assignment men to free general assignment men for infantry
retraining. 26
The Zone of the Interior was not meeting overseas replacement demands, and it
realized the severity of the situation before the Battle of the Bulge even began. On
December 7, members of the War Department General Staff held a conference with
Headquarters, Army Ground Forces. At that point, ETOUSA was suffering roughly
3,000 battle casualties each day, which amounted to 90,000 per month. Reception
centers, however, were supplying Army Ground Forces with only 53,000 replacements
each month—and some were not physically qualified for infantry training. The War
Department was running out of additional sources of manpower. The Chief of Staff,
Army Ground Forces, did not believe that the War Department was providing him with
sufficient replacements to remain in the fight. He suggested that replacement training
centers expand their capacity. Service and Air Forces would continue to transfer men for
conversion training, and the War Department discussed reducing the replacement training
program from seventeen to fifteen weeks. 27
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While staff officers in Washington, D.C., discussed the manpower crisis,
Brigadier General Henry J. Matchett, commanding general, GFRS, opined, “The only
immediate solution is to speed up re-training of other than [infantry] and speed up the
return to the front of those discharged [from] hospitals.” 28 On December 6, training
depots were providing some form of refresher instruction for replacements—as well as
weapons and combat training—while the 12th and 16th Depots conducted twelve-week
infantry rifle conversion programs for surplus personnel in other arms and services. The
Ground Force Replacement System also offered six- to eight-week basic infantry courses
for infantrymen other than rifle, and officers who held noncombat assignments would
participate in a three-week refresher course. By mid-December, 16,000 enlisted men and
500 officers were participating in these courses. 29
The retraining programs would not provide significant numbers of men until early
1945. In the meantime, rifle companies used any and all personnel available. On
December 1, Lieutenant George Wilson, Company F, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th
Infantry Division, received a retread officer. “Retreads had been trained for rear echelon
work,” he explained, “and now, in the emergency, they were given some quick infantry
training and sent up to the front.” Wilson’s orders were to establish a defensive position
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in the woods near Grosshau, which “normally would have been a simple exercise in
control, but it was not easy with only one spanking-new officer and no sergeants or
corporals at all.” Twelve-man squads were down to three to five men with no squad
leaders. Wilson decided to group all of the riflemen into one platoon for the new
lieutenant, while he took control of the remainder of the company. Wilson lamented, “It
was too bad Officer Candidate School never taught us how to operate at considerably less
than full strength, for that’s the way we always seemed to be in actual combat.” 30
Wilson’s rookie lieutenant encountered stiff German resistance. In slightly over
30 minutes of action, he lost 35 men killed, wounded, or captured. Wilson did not blame
the officer for his failings, though: “What had happened there was about the norm for
inexperienced men with an inexperienced leader. . . . Perhaps we had been asking too
much of human beings, and that mistake was catching up with us. Men work best in
small squads under a leader of their own, and there had been no way to bring this about in
that open field in a trench under German fire.” 31 Wilson’s company lost 138 of 150 men
in just one day of combat. Sixty-six replacements brought F Company strength up to 78
men the following day, but Wilson did not consider his group of men to be a fighting
unit. During the Hürtgen campaign, Wilson’s company suffered 167 percent casualties;
its original strength was 162 men, but it suffered 287 casualties when factoring in
replacement losses. 32
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While Wilson’s unit regrouped, Raymond Gantter, a 30-year-old replacement
who arrived in the Hürtgen Forest two weeks earlier, attempted to acclimate himself to
life in Company G, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division. Though many
replacements complained that veterans could be unwelcoming toward green soldiers,
Gantter had the exact opposite experience. “The old men have been patient with our
ignorance,” Gantter recalled, “kindly in their tutelage, and generous in their sharing of
experience. It’s pretty damn wonderful, the way they’ve greeted us.” 33
Not all replacements, however, received the same warm welcome that Gantter
enjoyed. Captain Harold P. Leinbaugh, commander, K Company, 333rd Infantry
Regiment, 84th Division, and John D. Campell, a replacement officer who joined that
unit on Thanksgiving Day, observed, “The veterans did not go out of their way to instruct
the newcomers; they simply went about their business. Replacements, watching and
listening, learned how to go about theirs. Most of the recent arrivals began to see
themselves as part of the K Company family. They were becoming integrated with
others, ‘socialized’- though nobody . . . gave much thought to the process.” 34 To ease
replacements’ transition, K Company began “buddying” veterans and replacements
together in foxholes. But being with an experienced soldier did not necessarily mean that
a replacement could handle the strains of combat. On Tuesday, December 5, K Company
came under intense shelling and mortar fire in the German town of Lindern. Private Jim
Sterner quickly realized that one of the replacements was losing control. Sterner
33
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brought the man, who was suffering from hysterical blindness, to an aid station. He
never saw him again. Sterner offered, “He hadn’t been hit, but he couldn’t see a thing. I
wouldn’t know who he was—he’d only been up a couple of days.” 35
Technician Fourth Grade David Rothbart, Company E, 2nd Battalion, 22nd
Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th Infantry Division, understood why men like
Jim Sterner might not have known the names or faces of the men with whom they shared
foxholes. In his December 6 journal entry, Rothbart noted that, during the previous two
and a half weeks of combat, his regiment had nearly 100 percent turnover among its
3,000 men. The regiment consisted of so many new faces after the battle in the Hürtgen
Forest that squad leaders did not know their men, soldiers did not know their company
commanders, and first sergeants did not even know who was in their company. 36
The influx of new personnel, especially NCOs and lieutenants, into a depleted
unit had the potential to cause friction because veteran enlisted men and NCOs often
resented being led by green replacement officers. In fact, replacement depot personnel
didn’t always show these new officers the appropriate respect either. General Matchett,
the head of GFRS, learned that cadre officers and enlisted men failed to extend proper
courtesies, such as saluting, to replacement officers. That angered Matchett. In a
December 7 memo to the commanding officers of the replacement depots, battalions, and
companies, he stressed, “I cannot emphasize too strongly that replacement officers must
be treated as officers at all times. . . . In some cases replacement officers have been
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herded around under the direction of an enlisted man. It should be unnecessary for me to
point out that this is absolutely wrong.” 37
Matchett also discovered that replacements and casuals still languished in the
system before moving to forward battalions and that depot orientation programs remained
unsatisfactory. He believed that each depot was unique and supported units facing
different tactical situations. Consequently, GFRS would not write a standard orientation
talk for the entire replacement system; each depot would have to devise its own.
Matchett warned, “The men must be imbued with the idea that they are reinforcements
and not just cattle. They must be told where they are going and how the System
works.” 38
The men joining Matchett’s system in Europe were younger than previous
replacements. On December 8, the New York Times reported 40 percent of draftees were
under 19 years old. The War Department had already reversed its earlier policy that
forbade men younger than 19 from serving overseas as infantry and armored
replacements. According to Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, this youth
movement was a last resort after the army utilized all other available sources of
manpower. Although Patterson promised that the War Department would not send
37
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youths overseas who were physically unfit or insufficiently trained, infantry divisions still
reported receiving replacements that they could not utilize in combat for these very
reasons. Patterson also claimed, “A minimum of approximately eight months elapses
between an individual’s induction and his assignment under the replacement system to an
active sector of the front.” 39 Men did not necessarily train that entire time, as standard
basic training still lasted seventeen weeks. But when the manpower shortage became
more severe later that month and in early 1945, these teenagers made it from stateside to
the front lines in a much shorter time span.
Matchett was not overly concerned by the influx of young soldiers into GFRS.
Rather, he remained determined to correct deficiencies in GFRS that had appeared
months earlier. On November 9, Matchett had solicited suggestions from corps, infantry,
and armored division commanders for ways to improve the replacement system. On
December 9, he happily reported that GFRS was successfully addressing their concerns.
For instance, casuals would now report to depots that supported the army groups in which
they had previously served, thus increasing the chance of their return to their old units.
The Ground Force Replacement System had hastened the return of casuals to their units,
worked on its supply issues, and focused on training and physical fitness programs for
replacements in the depots. Matchett could not, however, immediately supply divisions
with the replacements they requested. Though GFRS assigned 50,000 infantry riflemen
replacements in November, the armies were still under strength. The Zone of the Interior
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had been unable to fill necessary requisitions, and the terrain and weather of the
November battles had resulted in higher than anticipated non-battle casualties. 40
Matchett’s response to the shortage was the same as it had been previously: he
would further expand the GFRS retraining program. Much of this retraining occurred at
the 16th Depot, and by the second week of December, 400 officers and 10,000 enlisted
men had begun the process of converting to infantry riflemen. The replacement system,
however, lacked adequate facilities, equipment, and instructors to carry out such a large
project efficiently. 41 The replacement system also established Ground Force
Replacement Training Center No. 1 at Shrivenham Barracks, England, to retrain limited
assignment men. In January 1945, the 6960th Depot (Provisional) started retraining
Army Air Forces personnel as infantry replacements, while the Ground Force Officers’
Training Center opened at the 9th Depot in Fontainebleau, France. The 9th Depot’s
twelve-week training program would process 1,000 officer candidate graduates as well as
retrain 400 company grade officers as infantry officers each month. An additional 40,000
Communications Zone, Army Air Forces, and other army personnel would participate in
a four- to six-week conversion program. 42
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Just as retraining got underway in earnest, another crisis emerged in the
replacement system. On December 9, Headquarters, GFRS, reported that its United
Kingdom installations were critically short of small arms. Matchett sent a message to G4 (Supply), Communications Zone, in which he requested weapons for 90,000 hospital
returnees and 10,000 infantry re-trainees in England. G-4, U.K. Base, and the Ordnance
Officer of the U.K. Base informed Matchett that almost none of the required weapons
were available. The “History of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command” reported,
“This had necessitated returning casuals and hospital returnees from the U.K. Base to the
Continent without arms. This, in turn, operated to slow up the return of these casuals to
the front line [sic] units, where they were badly needed.” 43 Matchett feared that the
shortage of M-1 rifles would impact the infantry retraining program. At its worst, the
arms shortage might prevent GFRS from supplying infantry riflemen with weapons.
According to the aforementioned “History,” the situation became so severe during the
last week of December that SHAEF “authorized replacements to be issued M-1903 rifles
in lieu of the M-1, in order to expedite the flow of replacements.” 44
This decision had a far greater impact than one might realize. The M-1903
Springfield and the M-1 Garand rifle are very different weapons. Though both weapons
are caliber .30-06, the older M-1903 is a bolt-action rifle that utilizes a five-round clip;
the Garand has an eight-round clip. The rifleman’s need to re-chamber each round by
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pulling the bolt back and then pushing it forward after each shot with an M-1903 meant
that he had to re-sight each time he fired the weapon. The semi-automatic Garand, on the
other hand, utilized the gas pressure created from each firing round to re-chamber the
next bullet. A rifleman using an M-1 Garand could remain fixed on his target between
shots. The fact that replacements might have trained on one weapon, only to receive a
different one before entering combat, is inexcusable. Anecdotes from previous chapters
revealed that some men were unfamiliar with their weapons—especially how to load and
fire them effectively—when they moved up to the line. The consequences could be
deadly.
Army Ground Forces anticipated that the battlefield recovery of weapons would
ensure that it had a sufficient stock of M-1 rifles, but the infantry retraining program
proved to be an additional burden on the weapons shortage. The postwar army General
Board explained, “There was a rifle shortage after the opening phase of the Ardennes
battle, and the Ground Force Reinforcement Command was authorized to forward
reinforcements without individual weapons. However, army and division stocks were
able to make up these shortages, and the net result was that men were held in the army
depot long enough to fire a familiarization course with their new weapons.” 45 As noted,
though, the replacement might receive a weapon with which he was unfamiliar. Several
days’ worth of instruction with a particular rifle did not necessarily mean that a man was
proficient with his new weapon.
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The rifle shortage remained critical during the entire month of December, and all
of the U.S. armies lacked sufficient numbers of riflemen. According to the “History of
the Ground Force Reinforcement Command”:
There was available [the last week of December] within the
Reinforcement Command, 1,500 experienced and trained riflemen
(casuals) and no rifles of any kind available for issue to these individuals.
The present rate of flow of reinforcements, casuals, and those being
retrained, would cause this number to increase. The result was crowding
and over-stockage in the depots of trained riflemen. The armies were very
short of much needed riflemen, due solely to the fact that no rifles were
available.” 46
The Ground Force Replacement System already lacked a sufficient number of
replacements. In some cases, it could not utilize the trained men it had available because
they did not have weapons.
Though Matchett frequently claimed that GFRS was successfully addressing its
numerous issues, reports reached his headquarters suggesting otherwise. For instance, on
December 9, the very day that Matchett informed army, corps, and divisional
commanders that GFRS had made great strides over the previous month, Captain Robert
J. Greenwald, Historical Section, HQ ETOUSA, submitted his notes from an interview
with First Lieutenant Adolph P. Gratiot. This report was strikingly similar to Major
Arthur Goodfriend’s October 1944 undercover exposé of the replacement system.
Gratiot had experienced the replacement system firsthand and subsequently became an
historical editor with the Historian, G-4, ETOUSA.
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Gratiot told Greenwald that replacements were dissatisfied with GFRS.
Replacement depot staffs were overburdened, and in many instances, replacement
officers merely acted as “nursemaid to a bunch of discontented personnel who didn’t
want to train.” Replacement training officers were negligent in their duties, officer and
enlisted replacement morale was very low, and “leadership at the top—at the top of the
depot command was weak.” 47 Gratiot related the familiar story in which he moved
among different replacement installations over the course of several weeks, heard various
rumors about his ultimate destination, and desired nothing more than to join a unit. He
stressed that GFRS needed to improve its training program by utilizing capable enlisted
men as replacement instructors for small groups of men. 48
Combat units at the front, meanwhile, saw their combat power erode as their
ranks thinned. On December 9, the 357th Regiment, 90th Infantry Division, reported that
its tactical situation was “fluid,” as “the reduced strength of the [battalions] and the poor
physical conditions of the troops of the 1st [Battalion] particularly handicapped normal
combat efficiency.” 49 On December 11, battalion commanders noted that the “reduced
strength” made it impossible to maintain the unit’s fighting standard, and three days later
the regiment removed the battalion from the line because it had become combat
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ineffective. On the eighteenth, the regimental after-action report complained that the
“lack of replacements created a situation which could not continue indefinitely.” 50
Eisenhower was aware of the problem, and he was determined to solve it. On
December, General Eisenhower wrote Lieutenant General Thomas T. Handy, Deputy
Chief of Staff, U.S. Army. “I know how difficult it is to maintain accurate personnel
accounting of units engaged in active combat.” Ike sympathized. “The point has been
reached, however, where our additional manpower resources are so slim that we are
forced to parcel out the few remaining resources on the most frugal basis possible.
Everything possible is being done to meet the requirements for replacements, but we are
now strained to the limit in this respect, and it is likely that we will not be able to meet all
demands.” 51 The War Department believed that ETOUSA was requesting more men
than were available. By that point, Eisenhower likely learned the results of the Bull
Mission, especially the War Department’s belief that ETOUSA was not making a great
enough effort to alleviate the manpower shortage. On December 14, Eisenhower cabled
Handy, explaining, “We are doing every possible thing to help strengthen our position in
manpower. We are searching rear areas, including the air force bases. You may be
perfectly certain that we understand the seriousness of the problem at home, yet our
replacement situation is exceedingly dark.” 52
Eisenhower cabled Handy again on December 15 and stressed that he had ordered
his commanders to use limited assignment men in positions occupied by personnel who
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would become eligible for infantry retraining. The Supreme Commander was also
prepared to utilize civilians as mess attendants in static base camps. “In every possible
way,” he advised, “we will try to find some means of distributing our shortages so as to
prevent a complete breakdown in the machine due to the concentration of these shortages
in the infantry element.” 53
While Eisenhower communicated with Handy, Matchett received additional
complaints from officers in the ETO. As discussed in Chapter 8, ETOUSA had permitted
certain units to requisition replacements 48 hours before they anticipated incurring losses.
On December 14, Colonel Pete Heffner, a combat observer with VI Corps, reported, “In
theory, the requisitioning of replacements on the basis of anticipated losses would
maintain the assigned strength of the Infantry at or near T/O. In actual practice the plan
failed, due to non-availability of replacements. The Division reached an Infantry
overstrength (on assigned basis) just prior to re-entering combat in the latter part of
November, but as soon as battle casualties started occurring, the strength dropped below
T/O and stayed there, due to non-arrival of replacements.” A 48-hour lag often occurred
between the time a man became a casualty and when a replacement arrived at the front.
Captain Dan L. Wickersham, Infantry, Acting Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1, 3rd Infantry
Division, believed that the advanced requisitioning would have worked if GFRS had a
sufficient supply of replacements. He argued that an 8 percent overstrength in T/O for
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combat units might enable units better to endure combat losses until replacements could
arrive. 54
On December 15, Brigadier General Joseph James O’Hare, Assistant Chief of
Staff, G-1, Twelfth Army Group, received replacement system statistics covering the
period D-Day to D+190 (December 13). During this period, units received 320,635 total
replacements, which included the 9,942 allotted overstrengths for D-Day assault divisions
and the 15,482 excess basics. When subtracting these numbers from the total, 295,211
soldiers were either new replacements or casuals. Yet on December 13, Twelfth Army
Group was 32,047 men under strength, meaning that replacement requirements between
D-Day and D+190 should have totaled 352,682. On average, a division required 89
replacements per day, with 64 of them—or 72 percent—being new replacements; the
remaining 28 percent consisted of returning casuals. 55
On December 15, the Twelfth Army Group was short 17,581 riflemen. 56 The
replacement system’s major concern was keeping units at authorized strength by ensuring
the uninterrupted flow of reinforcements, which had proven to be an impossible feat for
much of fall 1944. The supply of replacements had been critically low since November.
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When a similar crisis occurred in July 1944, the War Department was able to ship
immediately 28,000 men from the Zone of the Interior. Such a surplus no longer existed.
On the morning of December 16, while the American command searched for
additional sources of replacements, Heer units had little difficulty pushing through the
thinly held American positions. Replacement depots and battalions struggled to maintain
contact with the rapidly retreating and redeploying units they serviced. The 41st
Replacement Battalion’s December 1944 supplementary historical report noted, “For
approximately four days this battalion was the only forward battalion servicing units of
the First U.S Army, and [in the days following the German attack] processed over 8,000
replacements and casuals.” In several instances, replacement battalions acted as
independent units and provided combat support to infantry divisions engaged with the
enemy. The 41st, 79th, and 104th battalions set up road blocks, for instance. On
December 16, the 79th Battalion organized a reserve force that served as an infantry unit.
When some men of the 69th Replacement Battalion became separated from their
organization in the Ardennes Forest, they attached themselves to and fought with combat
units that they encountered in the area. 57 Ironically, the replacement system prevented
the American lines from breaking, although not in the capacity for which the War
Department had designed it.
General Eisenhower not only had to coordinate the allied response to the German
offensive, but he also had to manage the personnel crisis. He instituted every measure
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that would keep units at fighting strength. He recalled after the war, “Full reports were
made to the War Department so that effort in the homeland would be concentrated on this
need. We combed through our own organization to find men in the Services of Supply
and elsewhere who could be retrained rapidly for employment in infantry formations.”
ETOUSA continued using limited assignment men and Women’s Army Corps (WAC)
personnel to fill support and staff positions occupied by general assignment men.
Lieutenant General Carl “Tooey” Spaatz, commander of U.S. Strategic Air Forces in
Europe, transferred 10,000 of his men to Army Ground Forces. But these actions did
little to solve the problem. Eisenhower commented, “All these measures, however, failed
to keep filled the ranks of the infantry formations.” 58
The manpower situation was critical. ETOUSA and War Department officials did
not panic, but they also did not know how they would keep their army in the field.
Eisenhower pleaded with General Marshall for additional men. 59 Marshall would send
the soldiers along without their accompanying trucks, artillery, and equipment in an effort
to get them to the line as quickly as possible. Eisenhower even hoped that these
additional regiments could rotate with divisions already engaged in combat and provide
battle-weary regiments some time to rest and refit. 60
On December 20, SHAEF stripped all privates—a total of 2,000 men—from the
nine regiments comprising the 42nd, 63rd, and 70th Infantry Divisions and sent them to
the Third Army as infantry replacements. It shortly stripped the 69th Division as well,
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and it sent 5,000 men then retraining in the replacement system to the front lines. These
measures provided 30,000 additional men to the Twelfth Army Group by Christmas. The
Third Army began a retraining program for 65,000 men; the Seventh Army soon
followed suit. 61 The 4,000 men then training in Metz could fill the 26th Division and
provide personnel for the 90th and 95th Divisions. The 5th and 80th Infantry Divisions
were actually at full strength as a result of a 5 percent cut in army and corps overhead.
General Patton argued, “If the Communications Zone had done the same thing, we would
have had enough soldiers to end the war. All that would have been necessary to attain
this result was for General Eisenhower to issue an order that the troops of the Com Z be
cut ten per cent for the production of riflemen.” 62
The Joint Chiefs of Staff acceded to Eisenhower’s previous request, and it
hastened the shipment of the 71st, 86th, and 97th Infantry Divisions, the 13th Airborne
Division, and the 16th and 20th Armored Divisions. The 42nd, 63rd, and 70th Infantry
Divisions were still training stateside, but these divisions shipped their infantry regiments
to the theater ahead of the full division. 63 But Eisenhower’s plan to employ these
regiments in a unit rotation program soon came to naught. The manpower situation was
so critical that army commanders had to deploy these regiments alongside those already
engaged in combat. Eisenhower was displeased: “This situation was entirely
unsatisfactory and a complete violation of the purpose for which the new regiments were
rushed into the theater ahead of their heavy equipment.” ETOUSA had no other option
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since depleted units were barely holding on. Thus ETOUSA never implemented a unit
rotation program, even on a limited scale. The crisis also prevented ETOUSA and GFRS
from guaranteeing that casuals would return to their original units in all situations.
Eisenhower observed, “We tried, within the limits imposed by dire needs, to return
veterans to their own units, but in emergency the rule had to be violated. In the fall of
1944 all such purposes had to be thrown overboard in the effort to supply men to the
areas of most critical need.” 64
Divisions then engaged in combat needed any and all men they could get. On
December 18, K Company, 333rd Infantry Regiment, 84th Division, was preparing to
move from Lindern to Gereonsweiler, Germany. At 10:00 that night, the company
consisted of 150 men. Harold P. Leinbaugh and John D. Campbell reported, “We didn’t
know it, but our chances of getting up to full strength in the days ahead were slim. By
mid-December, Ninth Army had run critically short of ‘combat replacement stockage.’ K
Company would get no more replacements until the end of the year.” 65
K Company’s situation was not as bad as that of other units. A lack of
replacements severely impacted the 2nd Infantry Division. Many of its company and
platoon leaders had become casualties, and the 23rd Regiment suffered 1,268 casualties
during an eight-day period in mid-December. 66 The 38th Regiment’s after-action report
explained that scared replacements tended to retreat in battle, but that “the confusion and
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panicky withdrawal of friendly units will not break the position of a well-trained battle
unit, which is prepared to employ every man, including Service Company’s supply
personnel, truck drivers, clerks, and cooks’ helpers, to hold its position.” 67 With an
insufficient number of replacements entering its ranks, the regiments armed any man
available who was able to fight.
Regiments in other divisions took similar drastic measures. The 359th Regiment,
90th Infantry Division, converted men from its cannon company, anti-tank platoons,
headquarters company, 81-mm mortar platoons, and heavy weapons company into
riflemen. The 90th Division created a “school” to train these men, and after providing
them with only the basics, they assigned these “riflemen” to companies. Eventually on
December 24, the regiment received 400 soldiers, but “these replacements were
reconversions and a training program [was] set up within the [battalions] to train these
men for one week.” 68 The 12th and 22nd Regiments of the 4th Infantry Division utilized
mechanics, engineers, clerks, orderlies, MPs, cooks, and other assorted support troops as
riflemen. 69 Several companies of the 22nd Regiment suffered such excessive casualties
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that they had no other option but to use service personnel. Few of the original riflemen
remained. The Allies realized that the war would not be over by Christmas. In fact,
recent events suggested that it might very well drag on into late 1945.
The War Department, already hamstrung by the “90 Division Gamble,” prepared
the army for this possibility. Since the army was encountering diminishing returns in its
attempt to find infantry replacements within its own ranks, the War Department would to
turn to the nation at large for assistance. Selective Service calls would increase from
60,000 to 80,000 in January and February 1945, and the War Department would decide at
a later date if it would raise draft numbers in subsequent months. 70 By late December,
the army had cannibalized 100 anti-aircraft battalions to use these soldiers as infantry
replacements. In addition, 55,000 Army Air Forces and 25,000 Army Service Forces
personnel recently entered the ground forces. Limited assignment men would occupy
many of these now vacated positions. But the army still needed additional men, and
these measures must have alarmed people on the home front. The German army would
soon be in its death throes, but for the moment, it did not appear that victory was a given.
On December 19, the New York Times reported, “The latest War Department action
highlights the urgent need, which top military leaders have been stressing for months, for
robust young infantry and armor replacements. The trend to draft older men suggests that
some of the men between 26 and whatever age the Army decides is desirable may find
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themselves in combat units. . . .” 71 Men who remained in the states and assumed that
they would be ineligible for combat service would soon ship off to basic training.
Thus far, many of the War Department, Army Ground Forces, and ETOUSA
measures would only alleviate the infantry shortage months in the future. There was little
they could do to provide immediate replacements for the weakened infantry divisions.
American divisions all along the line were engaged in a struggle that would very well
determine the outcome of the war, and numerous officers were frustrated with both
ETOUSA and GFRS. A Captain Sheiffer, G-1, Replacement Branch, ETOUSA, argued
that the army could effectively address the junior officer shortage through the battlefield
commissioning of second lieutenants, the lowest of the junior officer ranks. Sheiffer
believed that these former rankers were, essentially, replacement officers. He explained,
“It also has an advantage of putting a battle trained leader over a group of battle
experienced men instead of assigning a green second lieut[enant] from the States to these
men who have had more experience than he has.” Sheiffer learned that the infantry was
the only army branch desperately short of soldiers and that 16,000 men in the
replacement system were then participating in the retraining program. 72 Most, if not all,
of these men would be unavailable for combat duty during the Battle of the Bulge.
The Ground Force Replacement System continued to provide combat units with
whatever manpower it had available. On December 24, Lieutenant George Wilson and
Company F, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, moved off the line to rest in
71
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Osweiler, Luxembourg. While in reserve, the unit received replacements, but Wilson and
the surviving veterans wondered how they would perform in combat:
Several trucks delivered the new replacements—raw recruits direct from
skimpy basic training and three partially trained officers. The officers
were all emergency transfers into the infantry from other branches. They
had been given two weeks’ basic training then declared infantry officers.
They were nice guys, and I hoped they would live long enough to discover
what the infantry was really about and not take too many men down with
them while they were learning. . . . They had been trained in antiaircraft or
other Army branches and so were not familiar with infantry procedures. It
was as if they didn’t speak the same language as the rest of us. 73
Wilson learned that some of the enlisted replacements had been civilians in the United
States a mere six weeks earlier. The War Department shipped them to the ETO after only
five weeks of basic training at Camp Blanding, Florida. The army had no other option. It
needed men on the line if it were to prevent a full-fledged German breakthrough.
Wilson was alarmed. He remembered, “The replacements had been thrown into
the breach so unprepared because of the Army’s crippling, debilitating losses in the
Bulge. We discovered that these men had been on the rifle range only once; they had
never thrown a grenade or fired a bazooka, mortar, or machine gun. Company F was in
deep trouble. It was tough enough sending thoroughly trained men into combat.” The
replacements were also in poor physical shape. Wilson and a Lieutenant Lloyd took it
upon themselves to help these men the best they could. If they used them in combat as
soon as Company F went into the line, many of these green soldiers—if they could even
be called soldiers at that point—would likely panic or become casualties. The two
officers set up firing ranges where rookies could practice with various weapons. They
held classes and work sessions to provide them with the basics. “In short,” Wilson
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reported, “we reviewed all the tricks we had learned about survival in battle.” 74
ETOUSA, GFRS, and even the 4th Division, for that matter, did not mandate that
companies train replacements before sending them into battle. Luckily for this group of
green soldiers, F Company leadership was both rational and compassionate. No one can
say for certain how many of these men survived their baptism by fire as a result of
Wilson’s and Lloyd’s actions.
The War Department, unfortunately, was not always as compassionate in its
treatment of replacements. On Christmas day, an article titled “Spare Parts” appeared in
Time Magazine. The very name of the piece was indicative of the War Department’s
industrialized manpower policies; it also connoted human expendability. It observed,
“General Marshall called for interchangeable human parts. Men were trained to act as
fighters in whatever division machine they found themselves.” 75 But men were not rifles
and tanks, and one could not expect people to perform similarly in combat. The War
Department’s overly simplistic notion that standardized training produced standardized
soldiers was flat out wrong. Such a belief ignored an individual’s personality,
intelligence, and psyche, not to mention the fact that some men simply withstood the
rigors of combat better than others. An individual replacement system that assumed
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every man who received basic rifle training could serve competently in any unit on the
Continent contributed to a high casualty rate among replacement soldiers. Indeed,
numerous anecdotes have demonstrated that these “orphans” felt mistreated and
mishandled by an extremely impersonal replacement system.
In an effort to counteract the infantry shortage, 80,000 airmen and service troops
had entered the Army Ground Forces during the third week of December; they would
ultimately serve as infantry replacements. Time reported, “But none of them will be used
to form new divisions. The U.S. will finish the war with approximately the same number
of divisions with which it started. Today new men are being used solely to keep the
original divisions going.” 76 The accumulating evidence, however, has demonstrated that
almost no divisions were at full strength during the late fall and early winter of 1944.
More importantly, a division full of green replacements would not necessarily be more
combat effective than a semi-depleted, veteran unit. Once again, the press and the War
Department failed to differentiate between authorized manpower levels and combat
effectiveness.
By December 26, the German advance slowed and eventually stalled just shy of
the Meuse River. The U.S. III Corps had actually begun its counterattack four days
earlier. Allied units all along the front prepared for offensive operations to eliminate the
70-mile wide by 50-mile deep bulge and straighten the line. Though German units had
exhausted much of their fuel, manpower, and other military resources, American
divisions still had to counterattack through the rocky, wooded terrain in the worst
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European winter weather in nearly fifty years. 77 When the weather finally cleared during
Christmas week, Allied fighter-bombers were able to provide close-air support for the
men on the ground.
With the German offensive halted, Army Ground Forces could no longer ignore
the fact that one additional, untapped source of combat manpower still existed: AfricanAmerican service and support troops. During mobilization, the army concentrated
African Americans into all-black units, which resulted in these organizations having a
higher proportion of low-scoring Army General Classification Test (AGCT) men than
other ground force units. According to army historian Robert Palmer, these low AGCT
scores could “be traced to deficiencies in the educational and environmental backgrounds
of the bulk of Negro enlisted men.” Racism and stereotyping further convinced AGF
commanders that they could not train black units by normal methods in the same period
of time that they could train white units. The Selective Service Act and a presidential
directive, moreover, mandated that African Americans would enter the armed forces in
proportion to their percentage in the United States population as a whole, which at that
time was 10.6 percent. 78
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Figure 13. Map of the Battle of the Bulge on the eve of the Allied counteroffensive. Source:
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Army Ground Forces believed black units would be ineffective, especially after it
discovered that low AGCT scores often corresponded to failed training tests. The 1942
troop basis called for four black infantry divisions, but the War Department only
activated two of them with African-American personnel—the 92nd and 93rd Infantry
Divisions. That spring, AGF also withdrew white personnel from the 2nd Cavalry
Division to create the all-white 9th Armored Division. The remaining all-black 4th
Cavalry Brigade would re-expand into the 2nd Cavalry Division in February 1943. The
War Department realized, however, that it had little need for a traditional cavalry unit on
the modern battlefield. In January 1944 Mediterranean Theater of Operation (MTO)
leadership cannibalized the division in North Africa to use its personnel as combat
support and service troops. 79
The War Department and Army Ground Forces believed they had resolved the
issue of black combat troops for the time being. But on December 8, 1944, they reopened the debate when ETOUSA predicted that it would be short 23,000 riflemen by the
month’s end. The Ground Force Replacement System was already retraining and
converting to infantrymen—or planning to retrain and convert—basic privates from arms
and services other than infantry, any available general assignment men, and 20,000 men
in COMZ units. 80 On December 26, Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee, commanding
general, Communications Zone, ETO, informed the theater, “The Supreme Commander
desires to destroy the enemy forces and end hostilities in this Theater without delay.
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Every available weapon at our disposal must be brought to bear upon the enemy” 81 With
Eisenhower and Bradley’s approval, Lee contacted Matchett and Brigadier General
Benjamin O. Davis, Special Advisor and Coordinator to the Theater Commander on
Negro Troops, to work out the details of an African-American infantry reconversion
program. 82
Black soldiers had endured substandard training facilities and accommodations
both in the states and in Europe. Until now, ETOUSA considered these men suitable
only as support and service troops who could drive trucks and load and unload equipment
and supplies. With the manpower crisis in its most acute state, the army decided that
these men could now fight and die for a government that considered them inferior.
Indeed, General Lee’s words must have sounded hollow to many black servicemen:
It is planned to assign you without regard to color or race to the units
where assistance is most needed, and give you the opportunity of fighting
shoulder to shoulder with combat veterans to bring about victory. Your
comrades at the front are anxious to share the glory of victory with you.
Your relatives and friends everywhere have been urging that you be
granted this privilege. The Supreme Commander, your Commanding
General, and other veteran officers who have served with you are
confident that many of you will take advantage of this opportunity and
carry on in keeping with the glorious record of our colored troops in
former wars. 83
African-American World War I combat veterans who answered President Woodrow
Wilson’s call to “make the world safe for democracy” were sorely disappointed when
they returned home in 1919 to find a country still deeply segregated. Nevertheless, when
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the United States entered World War II, African Americans again took up arms, but they
were more skeptical than their fathers were in 1917 and 1918.
The race issue was a complex one, to put it mildly. How could a segregated army
justify temporary desegregation when it meant that African-American soldiers would risk
their lives for no tangible personal benefit? Lieutenant General Walter Bedell Smith,
SHAEF chief of Staff, appreciated the significance of this proposal. In 1941 and 1942,
Smith had served as Assistant Secretary to the General Staff and then as Secretary of the
General Staff under Army Chief of Staff Marshall. He told Eisenhower, “Although I am
now somewhat out of touch with the War Department’s negro policy, I did, as you know,
handle this during the time I was with General Marshall.” Bedell Smith asked Lee to
change the phrasing of his aforementioned statement regarding the assignment of men
without regard to color or race. He observed:
It is inevitable that this statement will get out, and equally inevitable that
the result will be that every negro organization, pressure group and
newspaper will take the attitude that, while the War Department
segregates colored troops into organizations of their own against the
desires and pleas of all the negro race, the Army is perfectly willing to put
them in the front lines mixed in units with white soldiers, and have them
do battle when an emergency arises. Two years ago I would have
considered the marked statement the most dangerous thing that I had ever
seen in regard to negro relations. 84
Lee disagreed, and he even called for desegregation in certain infantry companies.
Bedell Smith responded, “With this belief I do not argue, but the War Department policy
is different.” He was more concerned with the directive’s impact on the home front, and
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Eisenhower shared his concerns. As Stephen Ambrose realized, Eisenhower was “no
more ready to promote a social revolution than Smith.” 85
Consequently, Eisenhower personally re-wrote Lee’s directive, leaving only the
first two lines unaltered. 86 Eisenhower’s re-write stated, “Theater Commander has
directed the Communications Zone Commander to make the greatest possible use of
limited service men within service units and to survey our entire organization in an effort
to produce able bodied men for the front lines. . . . This opportunity to volunteer will be
extended to all soldiers without regard to color or race, but preference will normally be
given to individuals who have had some basic training in Infantry.” 87 Gone was the line
about the army assigning men to units without regard to race, which implied that combat
infantry units would remain segregated. When ETOUSA distributed the revised directive,
it asked for recipients of the original letter to either destroy it or return it. 88 Some
commanders of black units, however, had already received the original copy.
Eisenhower anticipated that ETOUSA might receive more volunteers than
requested. As such, he concluded the directive by stating, “In the event that the number
of suitable negro volunteers exceeds the replacement needs of negro combat units, these
men will be suitably incorporated in other organizations so that their service and their
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fighting spirit may be efficiently utilized.” 89 There were already several black artillery,
tank, and tank destroyer units in the ETO.
Eisenhower opposed allowing black infantrymen to serve as individual
replacements in white units. White replacements had a difficult enough time fitting into
their new organizations, and one can only imagine that the situation would have been
much worse for a black retrainee. Rather, Eisenhower believed that black replacements
should serve in “units which could be substituted for white units in order that white units
could be drawn out of line and rested.” 90 But GFRS only had the capability to retrain
individuals as infantry replacements; it offered no unit training.
On December 28, HQ, COMZ, ETO, initiated the groundwork for the retraining
of black troops. Matchett would oversee the program, which was to begin at the 16th
Depot in Compiegne, France, on January 10, 1945. Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee
and GFRS desired that these men be of the “highest obtainable quality.” No volunteer
could have an AGCT score lower than Grade IV, and he had to have completed basic
infantry or engineer training. The initial quota was 2,000 men then serving in COMZ
units, and HQ ETOUSA intended for these soldiers to serve as reinforcements for
existing African-American units. 91
With the African-American infantry replacement question settled for the time
being, Eisenhower addressed the ongoing debate among Bradley, Lieutenant General
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John C. H. Lee, and Colonel J. M. Franey about usage of the term “replacement.” One of
the most ubiquitous complaints from replacements was that they believed the army and
replacement system treated them callously and impersonally; these orphans felt like one
more item of supply in the army’s vast logistics train. The War Department and army’s
industrialized approach to mobilization and manpower employment was now having an
obvious and deleterious impact on replacement morale. According to the postwar
General Board, “A growing psychological reaction against the use of the word
‘replacement’ caused a change, during the month of December 1944, in the designation
from ‘Replacement System’ to the ‘Reinforcement System.’” This system would consist
of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command (GFRC), which was the new name for the
Ground Force Replacement System (GFRS), and the Air Force Reinforcement
Command. 92
On December 28, 1944, Eisenhower issued “General Orders 131,
Reinforcements,” which he directed to all military personnel in the ETO. It stated,
“Replacement personnel in this theater are actually, and will be considered as, a combat
reserve. This reserve is potentially as essential to tactical operations as is a reserve
regiment in a division, or a reserve division in a corps, and should be so considered.”
The theater discontinued the use of the word “replacement,” explaining that such
personnel would henceforth be known as “reinforcements.” Eisenhower concluded,
“Commanders would emphasize the change in designation and the basis therefore as
given above. Reinforcements would be received, indoctrinated and assimilated in such
92
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manner as to engender pride in themselves, their status and the organizations to which
they were eventually assigned.” 93 The Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces at long
last mandated a more humane treatment of the army’s orphans—in verbal form, at least.
Though a change in terminology likely did not alter veterans’ opinions of the new men,
or ease the integration of green soldiers into depleted units, General Orders 131
demonstrated that the army’s senior commanders were concerned about a reinforcement’s
morale and psyche. These new men were still replacing soldiers who had been killed and
wounded in combat, but ETOUSA now emphasized instead that they would be
reinforcing units to help win the war. Eisenhower repeated Franey and Lee’s words from
their early December discussions with Bradley when he informed the Adjutant General,
War Department, that the term “[replacement] indicated expendability, did not foster
pride either in casuals or in replacement unit overhead, and resulted in personnel who
were being moved forward through the Replacement System feeling that they were
orphans belonging to no unit and that they were casuals in every sense of the word.” 94
Stars and Stripes carried the announcement on January 4, 1945. The article
explained, “It is the Theater Commander’s desire that reinforcements be impressed from
the moment of their arrival in this theater with the fact that battles cannot be won without
them. . . . It is an actual fact that some of our divisions are now composed almost entirely
of reinforcements, who arrived originally in this theater unassigned. These divisions
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have been successful in battle due to the constant and steady stream of reinforcements
which joined them in the course of operations.” It stressed that each individual should
take pride in the fact that he was just one part of the war-winning reserve that would help
defeat the Heer. 95
Not everyone was pleased with the change. The War Department G-3 believed
that only the Secretary of War, not the theater commander, could institute such a change.
Almost three months later, on March 23, 1945, Eisenhower learned of the War
Department’s objection. But the War Department permitted ETOUSA to use the term
reinforcement within the theater because Eisenhower believed it would improve
replacement operations. The War Department, however, demanded that ETOUSA use
“replacement” in correspondence with it and with other theaters. 96
Slightly over a week before Eisenhower issued General Orders 131, he requested
that the War Department host a second December replacement conference. In a
December 19 cable to Lieutenant General Thomas T. Handy, Deputy Chief of Staff of the
Army, Eisenhower wrote, “In order to effect better understanding and to insure [sic] that
we are speaking the same language in matter of replacements, I am sending a group of
my key staff officers to depart for Washington on or about 20 December.” Representing
Eisenhower were Major General Ray W. Barker, G-1, SHAEF, Brigadier General Joseph
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J. O’Hare, G-1, Twelfth Army Group, Colonel James M. Franey, G-1, COMZ, and
Colonel Lyle T. Shannon, chief of the Reinforcement Section of the G-1 Division. He
continued, “They will be prepared to present an accurate and comprehensive picture of
our critical replacement situation with respect to estimates of losses, casualties,
requisitions, flow of replacements to date, and actual current stockage in the theater.”
These officers would discuss the Theater’s ongoing drastic efforts to find more
replacements and the impact of the replacement situation on current and future combat
operations. Their goal was to ensure a mutual understanding of the replacement problem
between the War Department and ETOUSA. Eisenhower concluded the cable with a note
of concern: “Frankly, in spite of drastic action here, our infantry replacement situation is
critical.” 97
The War Department representatives were Handy, Major General Stephen G.
Henry, G-1, and Major General Ray E. Porter, G-3. On December 23 and December 28,
the men essentially rehashed the discussions from the earlier December conference.
Barker, however, stressed that the German offensive in the Ardennes had made the
manpower situation even more serious. 98 Barker estimated that ETOUSA would be short
17,000 men by the end of the month and that units, on average, would only be at 78
percent riflemen strength. 99 Historian Roland Ruppenthal, however, contended that
ETOUSA was arguing from a weak position:
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The claim that ETOUSA had a retraining program in operation for some
time and that it was drawing on COMZ units for general assignment men
and even reducing the strengths of service units could hardly be supported.
ETOUSA’s conversion program actually had gotten under way in earnest
only within the past month. The ETOUSA representatives admitted, in
fact, that the theater had not appreciated the seriousness of the manpower
situation until November. 100
Unfortunately for ETOUSA, there was nothing more the War Department could do. It
had already withdrawn all the men it could spare from Army Air Forces and Army
Service Forces units in the Zone of the Interior. Most replacements were already
overseas, and no reserve remained in the United States in case of an emergency. Leonard
Lerwill discovered, “Since the only men left in the 18–26 age group were the 40,000 who
became 18 years of age each month, it appeared that more of the men called would be
from the older group of whom fewer would be physically fit for combat. There were few
infantry riflemen remaining in units in the United States and there was little recoverable
overstrength left in the continental commands.” 101 The War Department considered
taking more drastic actions. According to Ruppenthal, it “had in fact agreed with
Selective Service to re-examine about 30,000 men previously rejected as borderline
cases, and was contemplating relaxing physical standards. The quality of replacements,
in other words, would not be as high as in the past.” 102
The War Department had already cut the replacement training cycle from 17 to 15
weeks. This measure would not increase future replacement numbers, though. Rather, it
would merely hasten their arrival in the ETO. The War Department believed that
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ETOUSA was wasting manpower and that it was not doing enough within the theater to
correct the situation. It also chastised ETOUSA for delaying the implementation of its
retraining program. 103 As the conference concluded, the War Department promised to
provide training cadres for Officer Candidate Schools (OCS) in France, and it would
continue to prioritize the ETO when distributing replacements. Since the War
Department had only 80,000 replacements to utilize world-wide each month, it could not
promise additional men. 104 ETOUSA would have to solve the crisis on its own.
The War Department’s limited measures would provide the ETO with more men
in the following months, but the quality and readiness of these replacements would, in
many cases be substandard. They would be older, of lower physical quality, and have
completed a shorter training cycle than their predecessor. The War Department also
promised to prioritize ETOUSA over the Pacific Theater when shipping replacements
from the Zone of the Interior. 105 The main source of manpower, then, would come from
within the theater. As noted, ETOUSA received 10,000 men for retraining from Army
Air Forces and 20,000 from COMZ units; it also asked the War Department to send
25,000 limited assignment men to the theater to fill the retrainees’ previous positions.
Unfortunately for the GIs battling in the Ardennes Forest, these replacements would not
be retrained in time to fight in the Battle of the Bulge. Realizing that little help was
coming, the depleted infantry divisions would thus have to hold on by the skin of their
teeth.
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On December 31, 1944, 80 army divisions were overseas, and the War
Department was rushing to ship the 9 divisions in the states to the ETO. 106 The U.S.
Army in the ETO suffered 77,700 battle casualties and 56,700 nonbattle casualties in
December. 107 The Zone of the Interior and the theater combined to produce 700,000
replacements for ground combat units in 1944, and more than 500,000 shipped overseas.
In retrospect, in January 1944, Army Ground Forces estimated that it would need only
302,000 infantry replacements for the entire year. 108 ETOUSA would make up for the
shortfall through its conversion and retraining programs. 109
In 1944, GFRC reconverted a total of 26,980 men and 492 officers to infantry
riflemen. Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical Section, Headquarters, ETOUSA,
determined, “Of the men retrained for riflemen about half had been infantry other than
riflemen. The balance came chiefly from the anti-aircraft, field artillery, tank destroyer
and military police, though nearly every branch was represented.” 110 ETOUSA replaced
most officer casualties with battlefield-commissioned enlisted men, through OCS, and by
converting officers from other branches. Though ETOUSA was appointing 1,000
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infantry officers per month by December, theater representatives claimed that officer
retraining was still not producing the required numbers of men. 111
By the end of 1944, the manpower situation was so severe that Eisenhower
became directly involved in seeking a solution. The War Department blamed ETOUSA
and GFRC for the replacement crisis, while the theater commanders complained that they
were not receiving enough men from the states. Participants in the various December
conferences merely pointed the finger at each other. There were no expedient solutions
at this stage of the war.

In late summer and early fall 1944, GFRC had a sufficient

number of replacements, but its treatment of them, especially with regard to terminology,
did little to foster a sense of pride among these soldiers. As the war entered its final year,
GFRC and ETOUSA were determined to improve reinforcement morale. The
unfortunate situation now was that the surplus of infantrymen was long gone.
Henceforth, the army would have to find—in fact, create—replacements within the
theater. Fewer and fewer additional men would arrive from the United States. ETOUSA,
in many respects, was on its own.
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CHAPTER 10
SCRAPING THE BOTTOM OF THE BARREL, JANUARY 1945

The last great German offensive ground to a halt on December 26, 1944. By
January 3, 1945, the Allies were prepared to launch their counterthrust to eliminate the
Bulge, penetrate deeper into Germany, defeat the Heer, and end the war. The first week
of the renewed attack, however, coincided with miserable weather. The men of the
United States Army suffered through two blizzards, sleet, and freezing rain. Tanks and
motorized vehicles frequently slid off icy roadways. 1 Soldiers lacked hot food and
adequate cold-weather clothing, canteens froze, and weapons jammed in the plunging
temperatures. As the nearly impenetrable ground prevented the GIs from digging in for
protection, they used grenades and explosives to blast the foxholes in which they would
live, fight, and die.
The dawn of New Year 1945 brought America into its final year of war. The
previous twelve months were filled with numerous successes and setbacks for the War
Department. Exactly one year earlier, not a single American soldier was even on the
ground in the European Theater. Now the Allied armies were prepared to make what
they hoped would be a war-winning drive into the Third Reich. The American infantry
divisions would require a steady stream of reinforcements to remain at fighting strength.
Between D-Day and January 1, 1945, the Ground Force Reinforcement Command
(GFRC) had furnished 474,654 reinforcements, or the equivalent of 33 infantry divisions’
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worth of men, to various units. 2 The replacement system had also retrained and assigned
27,000 infantry-rifle reinforcements and 500 officers, while 14,000 additional men were
still participating in conversion courses. On January 10, 1945, 2,000 African-American
soldiers reported to GFRC for instruction, and 3,000 additional white soldiers did the
same on January 15. 3 The opening of 1945 found HQ, GFRC located in Paris, and the
replacement system consisted of 12 depots, 59 battalions, and 240 reinforcement
companies. 4
The above numbers, though superficially impressive, did not readily translate into
additional combat power because of GFRC’s ineffective use of reinforcements and
retrainees. The reinforcement system’s individual assignment of personnel to combat
units often undermined any small-unit training the soldiers may have received. It also
broke bonds of kinship and camaraderie that reinforcements had formed in basic training,
on troop transport ships, or in the European depots. The 33 infantry divisions’ worth of
reinforcements also failed to eliminate the manpower crisis. In January 1945, American
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infantry divisions remained critically short of riflemen. 5 The reinforcement system could
not keep pace with the unexpectedly high casualty rate among American infantrymen.
Making matters worse, on January 5, General Matchett learned that the War Department
would not raise the army’s ceiling strength; the manpower shortage both in the theaters
and in the states simply would not permit it. 6 The GFRC would have to find additional
reinforcements among personnel already in Europe.
General Eisenhower had scoured the ETO for additional soldiers. Army Chief of
Staff Marshall, however, finally realized that Eisenhower’s primary focus should remain
fixed on directing the campaign. Accordingly, Marshall tasked Lieutenant General
Brehon B. Somervell, commander, Army Service Forces (ASF), with investigating the
personnel and supply situation in the theater. Marshall informed Eisenhower, “With your
attention centered on the battle . . . I am fearful that too much of a delay will occur in
bringing about the changes that appear imperative. It seems absolutely clear to me that
little has been done in [the Communications Zone] or in the 8th Air Force Command for
that matter, vaguely approximating the drastic measures we have taken back here to
obtain Infantry replacements.” It annoyed Marshall that the ETO had yet to solve the
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problem. He continued, “We must get immediate action since we can no longer bleed
ourselves much more on this side of the Atlantic to meet deficiencies on yours.” 7
For Marshall, the primary problem was Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee, who
was simultaneously COM Z commander and deputy commander of U.S. forces in the
theater. 8 Marshall believed, “The trouble is, he is involved in both supplying the Front
and supplying himself. While the troops on the Front suffer heavily and work with
reduced numbers he has continued apparently to operate with plenty of fat meat.”
Marshall ultimately decided to assign Lieutenant General Ben Lear to Eisenhower. Lear
had commanded Army Ground Forces (AGF) since Lesley McNair’s untimely death the
previous July. Eisenhower responded favorably to Marshall’s idea. 9 Lear assumed
overall command of the Manpower Section and the replacement system from Lee and
COM Z. He would be responsible for determining the underlying cause of the
replacement shortage, and Eisenhower appointed him Deputy Theater Commander in
charge of manpower issues—particularly procurement, training, and morale. 10
The War Department made clear in late December that it could not provide
Eisenhower with a great number of additional men. The ETO, therefore, would have to
expand its retraining programs even further. On January 8, Eisenhower established the
U.S. Theater Manpower Section, which would answer directly to him. It would oversee
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the conversion program, determine the numbers of men to remove from the various
commands for participation in the GFRC training program, and find suitable positions for
limited and general assignment men. 11 With GFRC unable to solve its own problems,
Eisenhower would intervene more directly.
The answer to the manpower issue appeared to be centralized administration of
the reinforcement system at the theater level. ETOUSA wasted little time in getting to
work. It asked Lieutenant General Carl “Tooey” Spaatz, commander of Strategic Air
Forces in Europe, to provide 10,000 Army Air Forces (AAF) personnel for retraining as
infantrymen by late January. In mid January, ETOUSA instructed GFRC to increase its
capacity for retraining so that it could handle 40,000 men. The Reinforcement Command
would also create an officer training school capable of producing 1,900 infantry officer
replacements each month. The army targeted general assignment men aged thirty-one
years or younger as potential infantry conversions, excepting specialists who occupied
noncombat roles. The GFRC would have to improve. The retraining program had
yielded disappointing results thus far—1,325 infantrymen in November and 5,751 in
December. 12 Such paltry numbers would do little to stem the hemorrhaging of manpower
from combat-active infantry divisions.
None of the above proposals, however, would immediately aid the short-handed
combat units. The situation left General Patton of the U.S. Third Army, deeply
frustrated. On January 6, 1945, he confided to his diary, “We have to push people
beyond endurance in order to bring this war to an end, because we are forced to fight it
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with inadequate means.” On January 10, he repeated these concerns in a letter to
Secretary of War Henry Stimson. “The two things which bother us,” he wrote, “. . . are
replacements and ammunition.” Patton continued, “Things would be facilitated if we had
more divisions, but as far as I know, there are no more, so we will have to get by with
what we have.” 13
While Patton vented to Stimson, Eisenhower and Marshall exchanged a series
cables. The Supreme Commander had his own suggestion for solving the reinforcement
issue. On January 7, Ike wrote, “In the matter of combing out able bodied men there
remains the fact that much of the work on docks, in depots and on roads is back-breaking
manual work. We have more than 100,000 Negroes in the Com Zone and they will have
to be distributed to do as much of this heavy work as possible. On the other hand I feel
that in existing circumstances I cannot deny the Negro volunteer a chance to serve in
battle.” If additional African Americans volunteered for service in the pre-existing black
combat units, Eisenhower proposed creating separate black battalions that he would
attach to white infantry divisions. He concluded, “This will preserve the principle for
which I understand the War Department stands and will still have a beneficial effect in
meeting our infantry needs.” 14 The “principle” in question was segregation within units.
On January 8, Eisenhower called for an expansion of the reinforcement program.
Every qualified and physically-able general assignment man would become eligible to
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serve in a ground combat unit. 15 The Ground Force Reinforcement Command also
realized that the only way it could hasten the assignment of replacements to frontline
units was by establishing shorter conversion courses. Though the training program
initially lasted anywhere from six to nine weeks, GFRC now created one, two, four, and
six-week refresher courses depending on the amount of infantry or rifle training a man
had previously completed. 16 The six to eight-week course for infantry-other-than-rifle
became two weeks. Men converting from other arms and services would enroll in a fourweek course, as opposed to the twelve week one. Finally, GFRC reduced the twelveweek conversion course for officers from other arms and services to six weeks. 17
Combat units would henceforth receive insufficiently trained reinforcements.
ETOUSA discovered early in the campaign that junior officers, particularly squad
and platoon leaders, suffered a high casualty rate due to the fact that they led from the
front. The replacement system and ETOUSA had favored commissioning NCOs from
the ranks since they were experienced and familiar with their men. Veterans, moreover,
might resent a newly-minted, replacement second lieutenant who had yet to serve in
combat and who had just arrived from the States. On January 3, HQ, ETOUSA,
established a Ground Force Training Center that would offer a twelve-week course for
15
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the training of second lieutenants. As discussed in Chapter 2, during mobilization, Army
Ground Forces selected as officer candidates men who had scored in the top two
categories on the Army General Classification Test (AGCT); the median score of all test
takers, at that time, was 100. Now, however, with qualified manpower at a premium, the
army lowered its standards. Headquarters, ETOUSA announced, “[A]lthough a score of
110, or higher, in the Army general classification test is normally required, the
commanders authorized to make final selection may, in exceptional cases, select
applicants with an AGCT score as low as 100, and (ii) neither officer candidate test
(OCT) will be given. Any warrant officer or enlisted man in active service, possessing
these qualifications, may apply.” 18 ETOUSA also waived several components of the
physical exam, such as the Kahn and Wassermann Test for syphilis, as well as chest xrays. Consequently, men who would not have qualified as officers in 1942, 1943, or
1944 would now be leading squads and platoons into combat.
The GFRC had addressed the junior officer shortage, but an insufficient supply of
M-1 rifles meant that depot staffs still trained numerous reinforcements with Springfield
’03 rifles. If the depot had enough ammunition, trainees would have the opportunity to
fire additional infantry rifle company weapons. 19 Reports from several infantry
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regiments, however, suggested that there was no standardized weapons training among
the different reinforcement training installations. These same reports also indicated that
men who trained primarily on the antiquated Springfield ’03 rifles were not as proficient
with the M-1 Garand rifles they ultimately used in combat.
On January 2, HQ, 142nd Infantry Regiment, 36th Infantry Division, wrote to
Major General John E. Dahlquist, the division commander, to complain about the
replacements it had received. The letter stated that new men were deficient in small-unit
tactics and in the use of small-arms; these green soldiers required additional instruction.
The report complained, “Results on ranges indicate that they have never received proper
instruction in the fundamentals of marksmanship. . . . Infantry training demands thorough
training and soldier qualification in small arms before a replacement is assigned to a
unit.” 20 The consequences of employing inadequately trained soldiers on the front lines
during combat could be disastrous for both the replacements and the men around them.
Somewhat surprisingly, though, the 142nd’s sister regiment, the 143rd, had the
exact opposite experience with its new men. On January 1, Lieutenant Colonel Charles J.
Denholm, commander, 143rd Infantry Regiment, 36th Infantry Division, reported, “There
are no pronounced or noticeable deficiencies in training of replacements other than the
factor of instilling in these men the faith and conviction in the effectiveness of their
individual and supporting weapons.” He observed that all of the replacements seemed
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familiar with their small arms. Although they knew how to use and operate them, they
still needed additional tactical instruction. This finding was not too surprising given that
these men had yet to experience combat; they also likely never engaged in any form of
small-unit training. Denholm noted that replacements often froze when they first came
under fire, and small-unit leaders had a tough time getting them to move forward and fire
their weapons. It also became apparent that men whom GFRC had converted into
riflemen from other arms and branches were not as effective as men who had originally
trained as infantrymen. Denholm found, “The period of infantry training given to men of
this group is entirely too short and should extend over at least a ten weeks [sic] training
interval.” 21 The Ground Force Reinforcement Command, though, was in the process of
shortening its retraining programs.
The 141st Infantry Regiment, also of the 36th Infantry Division, had few
complaints about the weapons training its replacements had received. It claimed, “The
standard of training with respective weapons (M-1 rifle and carbine) is excellent.” Some
men, however, could have benefited from additional practice on mortars, machine guns,
and the Browning Automatic Rifle (BAR). The Reinforcement Command’s conversion
program undoubtedly provided frontline units with much needed replacements, but an
abbreviated training course did not necessarily mean that these men were polished
soldiers in any sense of the word. The 141st Regiment observed, ”Objections could be
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made to the re-classification of enlisted men from cooks, MP’s [military police], truck
drivers, artificers, etc, to riflemen. Their lack of training, as such, prior to joining the unit
under the new classification has resulted in confusion and a high percentage of casualties
in first combat action.” 22 The GFRC’s retraining program did little to increase the
infantry divisions’ combat effectiveness or fighting power. It simply provided units with
insufficiently trained men. For ETOUSA and GFRC, quantity trumped quality at this
point of the war.
The 36th Infantry Division’s reports also suggested that certain regiments within
one division may have been more adept at handling replacements than their sister units.
On January 2, Lieutenant Colonel Samuel S. Graham, executive officer, 142nd Infantry
Regiment, described his unit’s replacement procedures to Major General John E.
Dahlquist, division commander:
In order that replacements be able to render maximum efficiency in
combat they should be received when a unit is in a rest or training area.
This would make it possible for them to know their leaders and the other
members of the unit. The leaders would get to know the men and a
minimum period of ten (10) days training would be desirable for the unit.
This Regiment has made every effort possible to train and feed into
combat units the replacements in such a manner that they could be used to
advantage. An efficient team is a coordinated team and in many instances
our efficiency has been impaired as a result of having had considerable
replacements in a unit with limited training in that unit. 23
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Divisional headquarters typically shared such information with its own regiments. The
Ground Force Reinforcement Command and ETOUSA also read these reports, but they
rarely mandated that divisions enact policies that proved successful in other units. Each
unit was unique, as was its tactical situation. Nevertheless, a GFRC standard operating
procedure for replacement integration and combat employment would have helped
mitigate many of the issues that arose when inexperienced, insufficiently-trained rookies
entered combat for the first time.
The 2nd Infantry Division, much like 142nd Infantry Regiment, devised its own
replacement policies. Regimental commanders welcomed and briefed all new men who
entered the division’s ranks. Despite the refresher training that reinforcements received
after reaching the front, many still panicked under fire. By early January, the 9th
Regiment realized how to improve replacement effectiveness. According to its January
after-action report, “The Regiment experienced success in its policy of selecting buddies
and groups of friends among reinforcements and assigning them to the same company,
rather than making assignments by [the] arbitrary assortment of classification cards. It
was found that by grouping men who knew one another well, in some cases since basic
training, their morale was bettered and a basis established for teamwork in combat.” 24
The buddy-system alleviated the isolation that a replacement often experienced in his
early days at the front. By March 1945, ETOUSA realized the benefits of this procedure,
and GFRC would henceforth assign replacements to units in groups of four.
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While many of the aforementioned reports evaluated replacement performance in
combat, Captain Robert J. Greenwald of the Historical Section, HQ ETOUSA,
interviewed replacement installation personnel as well. These transcripts reveal GFRC’s
perspective. It was obvious to 2nd Replacement Depot staff that the army was reaching
the bottom of the manpower barrel. Captain Paul H. McOmie, a sanitary engineer, noted,
“We have found new reinforcements coming from the US who have not been fit for
duty.” 25 On January 3, Greenwald debriefed Major Austin Fly, executive officer of the
71st Replacement Battalion. The battalion was in Saarbourg, France, supporting the 2nd
Replacement Depot. Fly and a Captain Green, a classification and assignment officer,
explained that their organization sought to return all men to their original units. If casuals
remained in the depot or battalion for too long a period of time, ETO could utilize them
as free reinforcements. Green clearly disagreed with this policy. Greenwald observed,
“He pointed out that they do legally avoid carrying out the ETO policy of making free
replacements whenever it is possible to hold the man until his unit does need him.”
Reinforcement Command staff who worked closely with replacements understood the
impact of a new assignment on a casual’s morale, and Green had no qualms about
violating ETO guidelines for the benefit of the individual soldier. There was also a more
practical reason to ignore army policy. Greenwald learned, “In regard to reassignment to
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unit of casuals it has been found by experience that if the men are not reassigned to their
units they will soon go AWOL to their unit.” 26
Major Fly’s battalion was significantly short of reinforcements. Greenwald
discovered, “For the past three weeks they have not been able to meet their demand for
lieutenants. Capt[ain] Green here told of their special handling of problems dealing with
men who are assigned as infantry but not qualified to go into combat.” Green realized he
could not send these men to the line, so he kept them in the depot until he could find a
suitable position for them. The 71st Replacement Battalion appreciated the severity of
the rifleman shortage, but it resisted sending improperly trained men to the front. In this
instance, quality proved more important than quantity when leadership positions were
concerned and lives were on the line. The battalion also attempted to train and orient
replacements and casuals, but “the turnover of officers is too fast to give them any type of
training.” 27
Replacement depots and battalions did all they could—albeit with limited
means—to care for replacements and provide depleted combat units with additional
soldiers. Colonel Hervey A. Tribolet, a combat observer, believed that army policy was
the reason for the crisis. In a damning January 11, 1945, letter to Colonel Waine Archer,
Chief, Combat Lessons Branch, G-3 (Operations), Headquarters, XV Corps, Tribolet
wrote, “There is something wrong with our system. A unit which is kept in the front
lines day after day has nothing to look forward to nor any chance to train reinforcements
26
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or men except in methods of saving their own lives. A soldier in a rifle company, when
he is kept in continuously, may anticipate only four things: to be killed, to be wounded
or get sick, to be captured, or to get combat fatigue.” Tribolet explained that certain
outfits had attempted to implement a limited rotation program, which indicated that
ETOUSA and GFRC issued no standardized replacement procedure for combat units. He
proposed an army wide-rotation policy, whereby a unit would “be taken completely out,
rehabilitated, reorganized, and retrained – and then it will maintain its esprit.” 28
Major General John E. Dahlquist, 36th Infantry Division commander, echoed
Tribolet’s sentiments. He argued that the army should create and maintain training
facilities where divisions could rest, refit, train, and reorganize. Dahlquist claimed that
he observed a battalion that had lost its “punch” come off the line, train, and then perform
effectively in combat. Tribolet concluded, “I also noticed the change in another division
after it had had about ten days of recuperation. It broke thru to the Rhine with all its old
esprit, when before it was just tired out.” 29
Tribolet’s suggestions were logical and likely would have worked. He did not,
however, explain who would occupy the vacated position when a unit moved to the rear.
There was no strategic reserve—the War Department’s “90 Division Gamble” made that
a certainty. The War Department and GFRC should have incorporated a unit rotation
program into their replacement policies during mobilization when it was still feasible. It
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was impossible for ETOUSA to implement large scale rotations at this point in the war
since it lacked the facilities or reserves to permit whole units to rotate out of combat for
extended periods of time. Most companies, battalions, and regiments occasionally
enjoyed a few days or a week behind the front if the tactical situation permitted.
Riflemen, though, would largely remain on the line until they became injured or
wounded, they were killed in action, or the war ended. There would be no significant rest
for the weary.
ETOUSA and GFRC were not even considering a unit rotation program. Instead,
GFRC did exactly what it had done several times previously when it desired to improve
its operations: it revised its orientation and training programs to focus on building morale
and making the reinforcement feel he was “part of the team.” According an HQ, GFRC
training memorandum, orientation would address “the small chance the reinforcement
had of being killed in action.” 30 It did not mention how orientation officers would
reconcile this “small chance” of death in combat with the fact that ETOUSA and GFRC
were short tens of thousands of men. Reinforcements knew that they would soon occupy
the positions of wounded and dead soldiers.
None of these suggestions were novel. The Ground Force Reinforcement
Command recognized its own shortcomings, but it could not correct them. Indeed, HQ,
GFRC, staff made many of the same proposals in January 1945 that they did throughout
30
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the second half of 1944. These changes clearly had not worked thus far. The
Reinforcement Command could have benefitted greatly from some original thinking.
While GFRC implemented its revised orientation program, the men fighting and dying on
the front lines had to make do with whatever it could provide them.
Combat veterans noticed the declining quality of reinforcement personnel.
During the second week of January, Raymond Gantter, a 30-year-old replacement in
Company G, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, noted in his diary that he had
a new platoon leader, a “Lieutenant C.” As Gantter recalled, “The lieutenant was a recent
transfer from a stateside ack-ack [anti-aircraft] outfit, and he didn’t know from first base
about infantry. Perhaps he was a nice guy, personally, but he was no infantryman.” The
replacement system assigned as infantry anyone available because combat units were
critically short of manpower. At one point during January, Gantter’s company totaled
only 47 men divided among three rifle platoons and a weapons platoon. He and another
man were the only ones remaining from their group of replacements that joined the first
platoon in the Hürtgen Forest in November. 31 Gantter’s company was just one of many
in which the cadre of veterans—the soldiers who would integrate reinforcements into the
ranks—no longer existed.
The 1st Infantry Division’s other regiments suffered as well. The 18th Infantry’s
3rd Battalion had a particularly tough time. On January 15, the battalion commander
requested permission to withdraw his companies from the line because they were taking
too many casualties. The following day, Companies I and L had a fighting strength of
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about 50 men, and between January 15 and 22, the battalion lost an additional 259 men. 32
Severe weather and rough terrain prevented the division from supplying its frontline
troops and evacuating injured and dead soldiers.
During the 1st Division’s few days of rest in January, divisional leadership
implemented various training regimens. They created engineer and BAR (Browning
Automatic Rifle) schools and selected NCOs to practice mine and wire laying techniques
and road block construction. The division also trained its NCOs and officers. Similarly,
the 4th Infantry Division participated in various training exercises during the month.
Commanders drilled their men on the use of flame throwers, demolitions, mortars, and
individual weapons firing. They particularly stressed small-unit training, and they
integrated and indoctrinated hundreds of replacements. The senior officers in these two
divisions realized that they could partially mitigate the drawbacks of an inefficient
replacement system by providing their green soldiers with additional instruction before
assigning them to frontline rifle platoons and squads.
In certain instances, a mass shipment of replacements inundated a unit, and the
lack of experienced combat soldiers made command and control difficult. The
replacement issue, therefore, was not simply a matter of raw numbers. Quality of
manpower often proved more significant. On January 12, David Rothbart, Company E,
2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th Infantry Division, reported
that his regiment had recently received 600 replacements. Most rifle companies
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possessed a strength of only 50 to 90 men, and trenchfoot, frostbite, and self-inflicted
wounds resulted in a high number of non-battle casualties. Rothbart observed, “Such
numbers of new enlisted men and officers streaming in created an effect rather out of the
ordinary. There were never so few veterans in the companies, and when noncoms were
appointed they usually rejected offers of promotion.” These men figured that they had a
better chance of surviving if they did not have to lead squads into combat. Some men
volunteered, however, because they desired the bump in rank. 33
The 333rd Infantry Regiment, 84th Division, had a similar issue with finding men
to lead its companies. During the second week of January, near Houffalize, Belgium, I
Company lost its Captain Mitchell; he was the battalion’s senior rifle company
commander and had received two Silver Stars for bravery. Harold P. Leinbaugh, K
Company commander, explained, “His replacement, an older lieutenant with less than a
month on line, had been forced into the impossible task of taking Mitchell’s place. Now
he is missing.” 34 As the company could not locate the replacement officer after a
firefight on January 14, a sergeant took command of I Company. It was not uncommon
for an enlisted man to occupy a position vacated by a dead, wounded, or missing junior
officer.
Leinbaugh and John D. Campbell were the only officers remaining in Company
K. The division still had to fight the war, even if it lacked small-unit leaders. It ordered
Company K to execute a dawn patrol along the ridgeline in front of its position.
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According to the aforementioned officers, “A problem existed. [Campbell’s] platoon,
with a PFC as second in command, was down to a dozen men and lacked the firepower
for the strong combat patrol envisioned by battalion. Nothing could be gained, however,
by arguing the matter.” While on the patrol, Campbell sustained wounds in his neck,
arm, shoulder, and back. The company was down yet another officer. 35
ETOUSA and GFRC desperately needed officers. On January 13, HQ, GFRC
decided to retrain 54,800 surplus personnel as infantrymen. Forty thousand enlisted men
would participate in a four- to six-week course, 5,000 officer candidates would complete
a twelve-week program (with 1,500 officers graduating each month), and 800 officers
from other branches would take the six- to eight-week conversion course (with 400
graduating each month); nine thousand training personnel and school troops would also
convert to infantrymen. On January 16, 10,000 enlisted men from the Army Air Forces
(AAF) entered GFRC for infantry combat training. The Reinforcement Command,
however, only had the capacity to train 30,000 enlisted men. Matchett would have to
locate additional training facilities and depots. 36
By the end of January, GFRC and ETOUSA opened the Officer Training Center
at the 9th Depot in Fontainebleau. ETOUSA pressured commanders to commission
NCOs on the battlefield to make up for officer losses. ETOUSA also abandoned its
previous practice of forbidding units from retaining men they appointed directly as
officers. Battlefield commissions did little to make up for the officer shortfall, though,
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and the new OCS program would not graduate its first officers until May—just as the war
in Europe ended. 37
ETOUSA certainly did not permit African Americans to serve as officers in its
infantry divisions. But it accepted 2,000 African-American volunteers to participate in a
six-week infantry rifle training course. 38 Whereas white reinforcements only received
individual instruction in the depots, General Eisenhower decided that black volunteers
would complete their training in infantry rifle platoons. Though black platoons would
serve with white infantry divisions, the army was not proposing full racial integration.
Instead, the men on the front lines would remain segregated by platoon. Eisenhower and
ETOUSA staff used coded language when addressing the race issue. According to “The
History of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command,” “The Theater Commander felt
that the colored infantry riflemen would be happier to serve together in platoons [and]
groups rather than in smaller numbers. He also felt that such would be more in keeping
with Army policy and tradition at this time”—i.e. segregation. When these platoons
completed training, General Lee, Communications Zone commander, would speak with
army and division commanders about the process by which they would incorporate them
into their ranks. 39
It was questionable, however, as to whether GFRC would be able to deliver these
reinforcements by the February 20 deadline. It lacked sufficient facilities and equipment
for training the African-American battalion. Each platoon would initially consist of 48
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men instead of the usual 40, which amounted to a 20 percent overstrength. The
Reinforcement Command believed it could organize 40 to 45 such platoons. Major
General Albert E. Brown, then at HQ, ETOUSA, and soon to be Matchett’s replacement
as GFRC commander, stipulated that the reinforcement system would select black NCOs,
except at the rank of platoon sergeant, from men who were then training. Brown also
suggested, “Each Army requesting such platoon[s] be directed to furnish commissioned
platoon leaders and, if it was desired, platoon sergeants, for the platoons which they
would take.” 40 These white junior officers and NCOs would report immediately to Depot
No. 16 at Compiegne, France, which would give them one month to train with their
platoons before GFRC assigned them to an army.
Platoon leaders would be responsible for organizing and training their platoons,
and they could choose squad leaders from the enlisted men in that unit. When ready,
these platoons would go to a specific army, and the army commander would then assign
them to a division. The “History of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command” noted,
“It was to be expected that for their first active engagements the negro rifle platoons . . .
would require experienced squad leaders, although in exceptional cases the NCO’s [sic]
who had volunteered by taking a reduction might prove in their training sufficiently
competent to serve as squad leaders.” 41 ETOUSA understood, however, that white
officers would lead black platoons into combat.
When factoring in African Americans, GFRC and ETOUSA had found an
additional 50,000 to 60,000 potential riflemen in theater. Many of these men, however,
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were not immediately available for combat. In the interim, depleted units at the front still
complained about the quantity and quality of the reinforcement personnel they were
receiving. Clearly, GFRC’s efforts throughout 1944 and early 1945 to improve its
training program had enjoyed only mixed success. Also problematic was the lack of a
standard operating procedure for the receipt and use of reinforcements by infantry
divisions.
The 5th Infantry division had absorbed 10,000 reinforcements since arriving in
France on July 9, 1944. Brigadier General Alan D. Warnock, assistant division
commander, lamented, “Reenforcements [sic] are supposed to be received during lulls in
combat. Frequently they are late and have to be rushed to organization without time for
proper sorting or examination as to experience.” The 5th Infantry Division acted on its
own initiative and created a training battalion to receive and orient reinforcements. It
was located behind the lines near division headquarters, and experienced combat officers
and enlisted men welcomed and briefed new arrivals. Warnock continued, “Here we will
give reenforcements [sic] training, counteract frequent over-indoctrination with horrors of
[the] front, and let them get acquainted with others going to same units. Instruction by
our own officers will develop morale and esprit de corps.” 42 The division placed
reinforcement officers on temporary duty as observers before assigning them to a
company or platoon. The Ground Force Reinforcement Command had only established
42
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guidelines by which replacements would travel from replacement depots and battalions to
combat units. Once they reached an infantry division, however, the receiving unit had
free rein regarding their treatment. Clearly, certain divisions took great care to ensure
that their new infantrymen were as mentally and physically prepared for combat as
possible before deploying them to the front.
Major General Norman D. Cota, commanding general, 28th Infantry Division,
bitterly criticized the individual replacement system. Since divisions rarely moved off
the line, they found it difficult to integrate reinforcements. The necessity of feeding
individual soldiers into units engaged with the enemy damaged morale. This was
especially true of junior leaders who did not even know the men they commanded. Cota
observed that many NCO and junior officer reinforcements had not received proper
combat training. As previously noted, Major General Dahlquist and Colonel Tribolet
suggested that units move off the line to train with their new men, but they did not
indicate how this would be feasible if no battalions and regiments stood in reserve to
replace them at the front. Cota offered a more practicable suggestion. Once an NCO
completed his training, he should then train a squad of reinforcements that he would
ultimately command in battle. This would help reduce the reinforcements’ sense of
isolation, and it would improve their morale. 43
Cota envisioned reinforcement NCOs training with their squads in the United
States. They would sail overseas together, remain in the replacement depots together,
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and then enter combat as a cohesive group. Cota had struck on a way to improve GFRC
as a whole. He proposed neither unit rotation nor individual replacement. Rather, he
found a happy medium—the assignment of men in squads to infantry divisions.
ETOUSA would ultimately implement this proposal in March 1945, which,
unfortunately, was too late in the war to impact profoundly on combat operations.
These replacement squads, however, would only be effective if GFRC trained and
armed them adequately. Men should enter combat armed with the weapon with which
they trained. 44 Cota opined, “There has been too much of a tendency to show a man a
weapon, let him fire one or two rounds regardless of whether he hit anything and check
him off as having completed familiarization firing.” Indeed, many observers’ reports had
indicated that reinforcements were not proficient enough with their rifles. Cota reasoned,
“The soldier who has confidence in his ability to hit any target that shows itself within
range, is fighting with men whom he knows and trusts under a known competent leader,
is a hard man to stop.” 45
Division commanders and combat observers were not the only ones to comment
on GFRC operations, however. On January 18, 1945, HQ, COMZ, issued a
memorandum to the Chiefs and Special Staff Sections alerting them to an article about
the reinforcement system in that morning’s New York Times. The article discussed how
General George C. Marshall and Admiral Ernest J. King had stressed to President
Roosevelt that the home front needed to provide additional combat replacements. It
noted, “The Marshall-King letter bluntly stated that personnel losses sustained by the
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Army in the last two months in severe weather and fighting in Europe had taxed the
replacement system ‘to the breaking point.’” 46 Marshall also requested 600,000
additional men for overseas duty by June 30. Luckily, the war in Europe ended almost
two months before this deadline arrived.
The next day, January 19, HQ, COMZ, distributed a press release titled “Army
Meets Demand for Doughboys With Rigid Manpower Conservation.” It essentially
provided an overview of GFRC operations in the early weeks of 1945. Brigadier General
Matchett explained that divisions that had been in combat since June 1944 were now
filled largely with reinforcements. The GFRC commander, according to the document,
“ascribed their current undiminished manpower to the army’s constant search for new
sources of reinforcements, and the economies now being practiced.” 47 This statement was
not true, and many units remained understrength as the Battle of the Bulge wound down.
ETOUSA reported that recent combat operations demonstrated that its
replacement system was working effectively. The press release revealed, “The 101st
Airborne Division, heroes of the siege of Bastogne, has had thousands of reinforcements
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since D-Day alone. It received hundreds of trained, but untested reinforcements just
three days before its commitment to the battle in the bulge. It was those reinforcements
who became the mainstay of the men who call themselves the ‘battered bastards of
Bastogne.’” 48 In this instance, ETOUSA indulged in a tendentious selection of evidence.
The 101st Airborne Division was an elite army unit. Its members had, in all likelihood,
scored higher on the AGCT and on their physical exams than many men who served in
ordinary infantry divisions. Paratroopers, moreover, had voluntarily joined a unit that
utilized what was then a relatively untested method for entering combat. These
reinforcements also had to complete the rigorous airborne training regimen. Thus the
101st did not draw its reinforcements from the same pool as other infantry divisions. To
be certain, this elite unit performed exceptionally well when surrounded in the most
difficult of combat situations during the Battle of the Bulge. But that is exactly what the
army intended its airborne divisions to do—fight behind enemy lines.
Though GFRC had neared its breaking point, it managed to hold on. With
soldiers, combat observers, divisional commanders, the War Department, and the
American press all criticizing the Reinforcement Command’s policies, GFRC went on a
public relations offensive. Brigadier General Matchett vigorously defended his command
and its treatment of reinforcements:
We do not think of reinforcements as articles of supply, as numerical
figures, or even as critical items, we think of them as men. In the Ground
Forces Reinforcement Command we are dealing with human beings—
American soldiers—and it is the American way to deal with people as
individuals. That is the idea we try to keep uppermost in our handling of
the thousands of men who go through the GFRC—that each man is an
individual case. We try to prevent putting square pegs in round holes—
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even though only 10% of the 30,000 classified civilian occupations can be
utilized in the army. We try to do this through the existing methods of
classification and assignment, by checking the training and equipment of
every man before he takes up his new assignment, and by as complete an
orientation as possible on the unit he is to join. 49
The GFRC’s actions, however, did not match its words, and numerous combat observers’
reports cast doubt on Matchett’s claims. His statements may have indicated how GFRC
would treat individual soldiers under ideal circumstances, but the fact remains that
reinforcements lived an unenviable existence. As commander of GFRC, Matchett had to
sound optimistic to reassure his staff, reinforcements, and the American public. In
reality, though, the replacement system was an impersonal organization until the war’s
end.
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command enacted one permanent change that
improved the lives of some reinforcements by finally settling the question of automatic
return of casuals to their units. This issue had festered since June 1944, and the extreme
infantryman shortage forced ETOUSA’s hand by January. On January 4, Sixth Army
Group notified SHAEF Headquarters that all of its units were significantly understrength.
Each division in the Seventh Army, for instance, was short roughly 1,000 infantrymen.
Sixth Army Group HQ suggested that GFRC automatically return all general assignment
casuals directly to their units upon their release from the hospital. Automatic return
meant that men, on average, would get to the front lines four to five days faster than they
would if units had to requisition them. Divisions were so short of men at that point that
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automatic return would not create an overstrength in combat units. 50 Eisenhower and
SHAEF agreed. Casuals no longer had to fear that GFRC would assign them to different
units. They would return to their homes. Historian Russell Weigley credited Lieutenant
General Jacob L. Devers, commander, Sixth Army Group, and “a voice of common
sense,” with forcing this policy change. As Weigley observed, “The theater finally
rescinded all the regulations keeping returning casuals away from the places where they
could best be used. It had taken most of the war for the combined forces of reason and
compassion thus to prevail.” 51
The fighting in the Ardennes was winding down just as ETOUSA and GFRC
settled the casual question, and by January 25, the Allies had eliminated the Bulge.
During the last week of January, GFRC and combat observers evaluated the revised
replacement training program. With the army preparing to launch its war-winning
offensive deep into the heart of Germany, every infantry division would require a steady
stream of properly-trained riflemen. First Lieutenant Walter K. Henderson, Company K,
116th Infantry Regiment, 29th Infantry Division, was one of the officers responsible for
preparing reinforcements for combat. Throughout the month, Henderson trained Ninth
Army men in the 18th Depot. Reinforcements learned to infiltrate enemy positions while
trainers fired over their heads. This also enabled them to identify the sound of enemy
weapons when they entered actual combat. Officers like Henderson also worked on
50
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improving reinforcements’ physical conditioning. Combat veterans led discussions, and
Henderson claimed, “The value of contact, exchange of views and experiences by
members of the cadre from various divisions represented cannot be overestimated. In
addition the opportunity afforded of relaxing from actual combat for a short while is a
decided morale factor to the men on those cadres.” 52 Henderson and his fellow training
officers believed their regimen worked well, and they lobbied for close coordination
among infantry divisions and training centers so ensure the efficient operation of the
program.
The 36th Infantry Division instituted a “Battle Indoctrination Course” similar the
29th’s. Experienced junior officers served as instructors, and reinforcements trained
under realistic battle conditions. Colonel John J. Albright, divisional chief of staff,
believed that green soldiers would be better prepared for combat and less shocked during
their baptism by fire if they were already familiar with the sounds of enemy weapons. 53
The 104th Infantry Division, “The Timberwolf Division,” also created its own training
center. Located in an ex-German cavalry fort, it had many of the creature comforts of a
stateside military base. Major General Terry de la Mesa Allen, the division commander,
and Lieutenant Colonel E. E. Rager, commanding officer of the Timberwolf
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Reinforcement Training Center (TRTC), allowed combat observer Colonel Albert H.
Peyton to tour the facility. After Allen met incoming reinforcements at the Division Rear
Echelon, they went directly to the TRTC. Once they completed training and became
acclimated to their surroundings, reinforcements moved to their unit and then entered
combat. Peyton reported, “[T]he spirit of helpfulness of battle experienced men was
praised and the general impression I received was that they were pleased at being made to
feel as a part of the team. 54
Peyton appended a copy of the TRTC’s January 22, 1945, “Training Program” to
his memo. The TRTC strove to provide “Timberwolf Division reinforcements the
maximum training and orientation possible prior to their entry into front line units.” The
course consisted of 96 hours of instruction over a 12-day period, with Sundays off. It
emphasized physical fitness, technical proficiency, discipline, and esprit de corps. In
addition to physical and disciplinary training, reinforcements participated in orientation
and marching drills. They learned about the German soldier, field sanitation, weapons,
scouting and patrolling, mines and booby traps, village fighting, how to use a gas mask,
squad tactics, first aid, and night attacks. The TRTC set aside time for question and
answer sessions, as well as informal discussions with instructors. From these veterans,
they heard about life on the front lines, casualties, battle experiences, and equipment. 55
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The 104th Infantry Division’s training program equipped men for combat mentally and
physically. This extra instruction likely helped many reinforcements survive their first
engagements.
These divisional programs proved invaluable to green soldiers, especially since
the heavy losses in the Bulge led the War Department to cut the reinforcement training
program from 17 to 15 weeks; it desired to hasten the shipment of replacements to
Europe by providing them with the absolute minimum amount of instruction feasible.
The War Department discussed the issue at a January 22 conference. It decided not to
send overseas retrainees from other services if they had fewer than 17 weeks of service;
these men would instead receive additional instruction after they completed their six
week conversion program. Men with less than six weeks of service went to infantry
replacement training centers.
The War Department had found additional sources of men. According to Leonard
Lerwill, however, Army Ground Forces discovered “that the induction of older men,
taking place at that time, had lowered the percentage of men qualified for infantry
training from 73.97 percent to 67.12 percent” between August 1944 and February 1945.
Consequently, he continued, “The War Department soon thereafter removed the 30-year
age limit which had been placed on men assigned to infantry training.” 56 Men who
became replacements at this point in the campaign were thus typically older—or in many
cases younger—than those who entered the service earlier in the war. As Raymond
Gantter, Company G, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, discovered in late
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January near Faymonville Belgium, “Some were two weeks out from the States and very
green indeed. And very young.” 57 The War Department had skimmed the cream off the
top of the manpower pool earlier in the war, and it had shortchanged AGF of its fair share
of high-quality manpower.
Meanwhile, General Matchett’s tenure as GFRC’s commanding general
concluded. On January 24, he issued one of his final directives. He decided that,
beginning February 15, 1945, the Officer Training School would offer both eight and
twelve-week courses. The “History of the Ground Force Reinforcement Command”
stated, “It might be assumed that some, and perhaps many, of these officer candidates
would be assigned who had not completed basic training. The program had, therefore, to
be drawn to give initially the necessary basic training. Officers selected for the retraining
course would consist of all Arms and Services.” 58 The Reinforcement Command hoped
the program would produce 400 officers a month. Consequently, some officers would go
directly from basic training, to officer training, to combat in under three months. These
men were “ninety day wonders” in every sense of the word. The Ground Force
Reinforcement Command’s decision to entrust these hastily-trained men with the
responsibility of leading platoons in combat demonstrated the severity of the junior
officer shortage.
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On January 27, 1945, Major General Albert E. Brown assumed control of GFRC
from Matchett. 59 Brown had previously led the 7th Infantry Division in the Aleutians
(1942–1943) and was commanding general of the Infantry Replacement Training Center,
Camp Wheeler, Georgia (1943–1944). Eisenhower and Marshall had sent Brown, along
with several other senior officers, to the ETO as potential replacement division
commanders. 60 The Ground Force Reinforcement Command’s record did not explain
why Matchett lost his command. A February 2 cable from Eisenhower to the War
Department, simply noted, “Major General ALBERT E. BROWN is Commanding
General, Ground Force, Reinforcement Command. . . . Brigadier General HENRY J.
MATCHETT is Deputy to the Commanding General, Ground Force Reinforcement
Command.” 61
Brown, in fact, only commanded GFRC for two months. An April 1, 1945, cable
assigned him to HQ, Twelfth Army Group on temporary duty; it also indicated that he
would join HQ, XXII Corps. 62 Brigadier General Ernest J. Dawley became commanding
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general, GFRC, on that date, though he retained Matchett as his deputy. 63 Albert Brown
became commanding general of the 5th Infantry Division in April 1945. 64
It is important to note that many infantry divisions—and AGF organizations, for
that matter—had several commanders during the war. Some officers received
promotions to the corps or army level. ETOUSA relieved others for poor leadership,
which was the case in July 1944 with Major General Eugene M. Landrum of the 90th
Infantry Division. Matchett’s performance as GFRC commander may have led to his
removal, and he suggested as much in a July 22, 1976, interview oral historian Thomas F.
Soapes. Matchett recalled that he initially received orders to report to Paris to take
command of the replacement system when Brigadier General Walter Layman died of a
heart attack in late September 1944. Soapes asked, “How did you feel about that move?”
Matchett responded, “Well, it was a stupid move. I shouldn’t have stayed there. I could
have gotten out of it, but I didn’t do too well.” 65 This statement is somewhat vague. Did
Matchett mean that he “didn’t do too well” in avoiding this assignment, or did he believe
that he “didn’t do too well” as commander of GFRC? Regardless, Matchett’s belief that
taking command of GFRC was a “stupid move” clearly indicated that he was very bitter
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about his experiences with the replacement system. In fact, it seemed as if he never even
wanted the position.
Matchett’s subsequent discussion with Soapes revealed that he knew GFRC was
not operating as effectively as the War Department and ETOUSA had desired. He told
Soapes that there were several major problems, which he described only vaguely and
which he blamed on others. “I would say a lot of it was due to the fact that the
commanders that we had in that area were not as good as they might have been. They
had been washed out of certain combat commands and assigned back in there on training
centers, and they were a little weak.” Unfortunately, Matchett did not mention the “area”
to which he was referring. He intimated that these colonels who had “washed out of
certain combat commands” obtained positions in the replacement system’s depots. 66
These statements were very telling. Matchett admitted that the training regimen
was problematic, which explained why he repeatedly attempted to alter the depot
program. He also claimed that each individual replacement left the depot fully equipped.
Combat observers noted that replacements had a tendency to be careless with equipment,
and Matchett believed that replacements who lacked certain items had thrown them away
and then claimed never to have received them. He also opposed GFRC centralization of
supply depots. He argued that each army commander should have had control over these
facilities because GFRC lacked truck transportation. Matchett offered, “But I think that
all of those depots instead of being concentrated as they were then should have been
parceled out under the army commander so that [Lieutenant General Jacob L.] Devers
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and [Lieutenant General George S.] Patton and [Lieutenant General William H.] Simpson
and all the rest of them had their own.” 67
To be certain, Matchett alone did not deserve sole blame for GFRC’s numerous
problems. He was obviously a capable officer in a different command, for in early March
1945 he earned a Distinguished Service Medal “for inspiring leadership” on D-Day as V
Corps chief of staff. Lieutenant General Ben Lear, deputy theater commander, presented
this citation to Matchett in Albert Brown’s office and with GFRC staff in attendance. 68
Matchett, nevertheless, did not succeed as commander of GFRC. That combat observers
and division commanders still issued many of the same complaints in January 1945 that
they had when Matchett took command in September 1944 illustrated that GFRC
remained a highly flawed organization. ETOUSA likely pushed Matchett out. It would
now be up to Albert Brown, the replacement system’s third commander since D-Day, to
keep that organization afloat for the final push into Germany.
Brown’s job would not be easy. In late January, ETOUSA estimated that it was
short 82,000 infantrymen, 50,000 of whom were riflemen. In early February, GFRC
figured that it would need an average of 90,000 men for March, April, and May. 69 The
American divisions were exhausted after their success in the Battle of the Bulge. But the
German divisions were shattered. Many senior American commanders, therefore, felt
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confident that 1945 would be the last year of the war. Relatively easier fighting, as well
as the mass surrender of German field armies, lay in store for the Allies during the next
three months. In the meantime, the American infantry divisions integrated replacements
into their ranks as best they could, and these new soldiers, regardless of age, race, and
amount of training received, joined the final push to victory in Europe.
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CHAPTER 11
RECOVERY, FEBRUARY 1945
By the end of the first week of February 1945, the Allied position in northwest
Europe looked much like it had on the eve of Hitler’s Ardennes offensive. With the
bulge eliminated and the German army driven back into the Third Reich, Allied forces
formed an unbroken line from the Maas River along the German-Dutch border in the
north, to the Roer River just inside Germany, and to the Our River on the GermanLuxembourg border in the south. Though Eisenhower, Bradley, Montgomery, and the
rest of SHAEF’s high command were optimistic that Hitler had depleted his armed forces
and war materiel, they still expected tenacious resistance from German soldiers and
civilians who would now be protecting their Fatherland. But as the Red Army rapidly
closed in from the east, it still seemed certain that 1945 would write a close to the war in
Europe.
The most difficult terrain and weather were now behind the Allied forces. As the
spring thaw arrived, they prepared for one last great push toward Berlin in what would
become the Rhineland Campaign in West-Central Germany. American infantry divisions
were once again on the move. In many respects, the last few months of the war took on
the characteristics of the August 1944 blitz across France. Several units even fought
across terrain that they had secured months earlier. During the first days of February, for
example, Lieutenant George Wilson’s Company F, 22nd Infantry Regiment, 4th Infantry
Division, penetrated the Siegfried Line to the northeast of Bastogne, almost exactly
where it had breached the West Wall back in mid-September. But something had
changed. As Wilson observed, “While the campaign maps would show that the Twenty-
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second Infantry did indeed, by some curious coincidence, revisit the same sector of the
Siegfried several campaigns apart, in truth it was nowhere near the same Twenty-second
Infantry. Most of the present Twenty-second men were replacements; of the thirty-odd
officers originally in the Second Battalion, I believe only three remained active.” 1
The 4th Infantry Division, nevertheless, was on the offensive. As victory loomed
on the not-too-distant horizon, HQ, ETOUSA, sought to maintain combat effectiveness
by ensuring that its component units shared critical information with one another. On
February 1, Eisenhower directed ETOUSA to publish “Battle Experiences” that
contained “combat information which may have training value for other units. Although
not necessarily applicable to all units in all situations, the items are based on actual
experiences and are recommended for careful consideration.” 2 Eight months of combat
in the European Theater had demonstrated the value of distributing lessons learned on an
army-wide basis. While these “Battle Experiences” would be relevant for many units,
they did not offer solutions to every division’s problems. Eisenhower and ETOUSA
merely intended these reports to be suggestions for improving operational effectiveness.
Individual divisions would have to derive their own lessons from the memos.
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Figure 14. Map of the Ardennes Forest region following the elimination of the bulge. Source:
Thomas E. Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the Second World War: Europe and the
Mediterranean, The West Point Military History Series (New Hyde Park, NY: Square One
Publishers, 2007), Map 74.
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”Battle Experiences,” unfortunately, did little to rectify the fundamental
reinforcement and supply issues still plaguing GFRC. ETOUSA estimated the March 1
infantry rifleman shortage to range somewhere between 20,000 and 27,000. 3 Moreover,
it still had not alleviated its weapons shortage. On February 2, HQ, ETOUSA, informed
Lieutenant General Omar N. Bradley, commander of the Twelfth Army Group, and
Lieutenant General Jacob L. Devers, the head of the Sixth Army Group, that
reinforcement depots would be unable to arm soldiers appropriately before forwarding
them to combat units. Depots substituted M-1903 rifles for M-1 Garands and M-1
carbines for pistols and M-3 submachine guns. 4 The Ground Force Reinforcement
Command had enacted a similar practice in early December 1944, which meant that some
reinforcements yet again arrived at the front lugging outdated World War I-vintage
Springfields and less powerful M-1 carbines.
Twelfth Army Group HQ and Sixth Army Group HQ had no other recourse but to
accept this decision, lest their riflemen go unarmed. The Reinforcement Command and
ETOUSA expected that they would be short 36,200 M-1 Garands by March. On
February 10, Sixth Army Group requested that reinforcement depots train soldiers on
these substitute weapons before assigning them to divisions. But soldiers were unlikely
to attain full proficiency with their weapons following such rushed instruction.
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Headquarters, GFRC, expressed frustration over its inability to arm replacements
properly, claiming, “The objective of the Reinforcement Command was to send every
reinforcement forward with the arm required by the MOS [military occupational
specialty] number, and in the case of the retrained rifleman, to send him forward with the
weapon he had used in training.” Though the substitution policy “placed a weapon in the
hands of the individual, it failed to give the individual the maximum opportunity of
becoming familiar with his weapon. It had the further disadvantage that men retrained in
Reinforcement Training Centers had to turn in the weapon with which they had been
trained, and later draw a similar weapon when they were assigned to an Army.’ 5
Headquarters, GFRC, wondered if these men would be effective with their new
weapons. It stressed that the reinforcement depots should receive highest priority from
ETOUSA when the army allotted weapons to its various units and commands. This
weapons shortage, in fact, prevented GFRC from fulfilling its stated mission. FM 100-10
of November 15, 1943, had detailed the purpose and function of the replacement system.
The very first section, paragraph 418, stipulated, “Before joining their units replacements
are trained, clothed, and equipped appropriately.” 6 Fifteen months later, GFRC still was
not fulfilling one of its primary objectives.
On February 2, while ETOUSA and GFRC discussed the rifle situation, the latter
finally received good news concerning the reinforcement shortage. As the table below
demonstrates, most of Twelfth Army Group’s divisions were then understrength. HQ,
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GFRC, however, notified the Twelfth Army Group that it could expect 10,000 infantry
reinforcements during the first week of February and an additional 13,000 the following
week. 7 Some of these reinforcements would be African Americans. By early February,
4,562 black troops had volunteered to serve as riflemen, but GFRC had only received
2,800 of them. Then, on February 12, HQ, GFRC, learned from the Theater Manpower
Section that G-1, ETOUSA, would provide it with no additional black volunteers. 8

Table 6
Twelfth United States Army Group Data

Army
1st Army
3rd Army
9th Army
15th Army
Total

Total Understrength of Divisions by Armies
Number
Percent
Avg/Division
3,161
35
351
2,945
32
245
1,771
20
177
1,196
13
1,196
9,073
100

Operational Divisions in
Each Army
Number
Percent
9
28
12
38
10
31
1
3
32
100

Source: General Board, “Reinforcement System and Reinforcement Procedures,” Appendix 8, Box 1, RG 498,
NACP.

The social and educational backgrounds of these black soldiers were typically
quite different from their white infantryman counterparts. Forty-one percent of white
riflemen in the European Theater had graduated high school, and 71 percent scored in the
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top three of the five categories on the Army General Classification Test (AGCT). In
contrast, only 22 percent of black riflemen reinforcements were high school graduates,
while 29 percent scored in the first three AGCT categories. ETOUSA would soon learn,
however, that these statistics did not necessarily predict how African Americans would
acquit themselves as soldiers. 9
Colonel Alexander George trained the African-American reinforcements at the
16th Depot in Compiegne, France. These men formed the 47th Reinforcement Battalion
and the 5th Retraining Regiment. Heretofore, GFRC had provided only individual
reinforcement training, not unit training. Lieutenant General John C. H. Lee, commander
of the Communications Zone, informed Lieutenant General Ben Lear, Deputy Theater
Commander in charge of manpower issues, that Eisenhower “now desires that these
colored riflemen reinforcements have their training completed as members of Infantry
rifle platoons familiar with the Infantry rifle platoon weapons.” 10 On February 9,
Eisenhower wrote Marshall, “Because of lack of time and facilities to train specialists, it
appears that I’ll have to use negro [sic] volunteers by platoons. Patton has done this and
it apparently works. I’d prefer to make them independent battalions, and as time goes on,
perhaps we can accumulate them into such formations.” 11 ETOUSA trained and assigned
African-American reinforcements as cohesive platoons. It opposed sending individual
African Americans to white units. This decision had the unintended effect of improving
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reinforcement morale, effectiveness, and camaraderie among this select group of soldiers.
ETOUSA and GFRC stumbled upon a way to improve replacement operations.
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command had sufficient African-American
volunteers to create 45 to 47 platoons, the first of which would be ready by March 1.
Once these initial platoons completed training, Twelfth Army Group would receive 25
black platoons, while Sixth Army Group would accept 12. 12 ETOUSA would not replace
losses in these platoons, however. According to the postwar General Board, “When
casualties had so reduced them as to destroy their identity, the platoons were to be
inactivated.” 13 ETOUSA essentially implemented the German Heer’s replacement
policy. The German army left its divisions on the line until they were so depleted that it
inactivated them and amalgamated them with other divisions. Thus if these black
platoons did not receive reinforcements, then ETOUSA’s only option for keeping them in
the field would be by inactivation or amalgamation.
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command instructed Army Group commanders
to forward qualified platoon leaders and sergeants to the 16th Reinforcement Depot,
Compiegne, France, by February 20 so that the black platoons could complete training.
Obviously, Twelfth Army Group would provide 25 platoon leaders and 25 platoon
sergeants, while Sixth Army Group would provide 12 of each. Though the literature did
12
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not specifically mention the race of these platoon leaders, it is believed that they were
white. These men would have accumulated significant combat experience by this point
in the war, and the army trusted them to lead African-American reinforcements into
combat. 14
ETOUSA allotted the initial 37 platoons a 10 percent overstrength, and 1,660
black soldiers filled these units. The remaining 500 African-American soldiers, divided
into twelve additional platoons, would be combat-ready by March 10. Twelfth Army
Group would receive 8 platoons, while the 4 remaining ones would deploy with the Sixth
Army Group. 15 ETOUSA was about to discover if its gamble had paid off. It had
avoided the race issue as long as it could, but now the army had no other recourse but to
use African-American soldiers to help plug the gaps in the front lines.
While African-American reinforcements completed their final weeks of training,
ETOUSA and Major General Albert E. Brown, GFRC’s new commander, received
further complaints regarding white reinforcements’ combat performance. Captain R. H.
Durst, S-3 (Operations), 2nd Battalion, 11th Infantry Regiment, 5th Infantry Division,
made some surprising observations that seemingly supported the controversial assertions
S.L.A. Marshall offered subsequently in Men Against Fire. Marshall claimed that faulty
training and inadequate small-unit leadership reduced combat effectiveness. He
famously stated that perhaps only 25 percent of men in the military’s best units fired their
14
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weapons in combat, while the average rate was probably closer to 10 to 15 percent. It is
essential to note, however, that Marshall never produced concrete statistical evidence to
support his argument, nor did he emphasize firing rates when he conducted post-combat
interviews with soldiers. 16 Durst, interestingly, reported that replacements had a
tendency to freeze and that they did not know when to return fire. Many reinforcements
only fired at an observable enemy and only when their platoon leader fired as well. Durst
believed that reinforcements were wary of wasting ammunition. He reported, “They
should know when they reach us that it is better to expend ammunition on positions that
are not occupied than fail to cover it and learn later that it was occupied.” 17 Brigadier
General Joseph M. Tully, the 90th Infantry Division’s assistant commander, made similar
observations. He learned that reinforcements were unfamiliar with their weapons, and
“they have a tendency to freeze under fire and definitely do not return fire
immediately.” 18
Despite these significant replacement deficiencies, ETOUSA still needed
additional men.

Brown would continue Brigadier General Henry J. Matchett’s
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retraining program for the foreseeable future. But he soon realized that other aspects of
GFRC operations required his attention as well. Despite Matchett’s various attempts to
improve the treatment casuals and reinforcements received while they moved through
replacement system installations, GFRC learned in mid February that unsatisfactory
conditions still existed in the depots. On February 10, Lieutenant Colonel Frank W.
Ebey, 551st AAA (Anti-Aircraft Artillery) Automatic Weapons Battalion, notified the
XX Corps inspector general that he had been in the replacement system for one month
while he traveled from a hospital in England back to his unit. He observed “a great
many instances of apparent negligent and wanton indifference to the needs, rights, and
comforts of troops destined for combat.” Ebey believed that mistreatment in the depots
was the reason why casuals went AWOL to get back to their units, and he asserted that
neglect damaged morale and combat efficiency. He contended that the following
anecdotes were the norm, not the exception. 19
On January 14, Ebey arrived at the 15th Depot at the port of Le Havre, France; his
reinforcement packet consisted of casuals from the First, Third, and Ninth armies. The
men marched nearly 4.5 miles up icy hills where unheated, un-floored tents and filthy
latrines awaited them. Ebey explained that the men only received cots after he demanded
and signed for them. He then moved to the 19th Depot in Etampes, France, for
assignment to the 179th Reinforcement Company. The barracks were once again poor, as
were the latrine facilities and the food; many men slept in tents. Ebey noticed a large
19
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number of limited assignment men, men who worked in the replacement depot, milling
around instead of attending to the reinforcements. Depot staff made no attempt to
improve conditions at the installation.
Ebey and the men in his company soon marched several miles to a train station,
but they then waited in formation in freezing weather for nearly two hours. Ebey then
encountered two lieutenant colonels, men junior to him in grade, who treated him
discourteously because he was a transient officer. The casuals and reinforcements next
endured a 51-hour train ride to Metz in frigidly cold weather. Ebey concluded, “The
above mentioned instances were merely quoted as samples of the treatment of EM
[enlisted men] in Replacement Depots on the continent. I am sure that an investigation
undertaken by you or your staff will uncover, from officers and EM in the XX Corps,
enough examples of indifference, neglect, and even criminal carelessness in the GFRS to
cause an investigation by the Inspector General.” 20
Casuals and reinforcements had issued similar complaints throughout the second
half of 1944. General Matchett had promised to address such issues and improve
replacement system facilities, but he was not entirely successful. The Ground Force
Reinforcement Command already knew of these problems, as evidenced by a February
18 communiqué from HQ, U.S. Third Army. It noted, “It appears that the unsatisfactory
conditions previously reported had not been corrected at the time Lieutenant Colonel
Ebey passed through with the reinforcements.” Ebey was not the only one upset by
conditions in the depots. The document continued, “The inconsiderate treatment reported
in basic letter is similar to that set forth in a report from the 90th Infantry Division, which
20
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was forwarded by 1st Indorsement [sic] of this headquarters, 15 January 1945.” 21 The
Reinforcement Command, then, was either unwilling or unable to improve its depot
organization and operations.
General Brown was not particularly concerned with improving conditions in the
depots at that time. On February 13, he observed that heavy losses in December,
combined with an insufficient stream of reinforcement personnel arriving from the Zone
of the Interior, meant that “the theater reinforcement pool, which normally was placed in
the Army Depots and supporting stockage depots, was almost depleted.” Consequently,
he urged casuals to return to their units from hospitals as soon as possible. “The war
would be won,” Brown opined, “by having soldiers in the front line and not [by] holding
them in the Reinforcement Depots.” 22
In many respects, GFRC was a hidebound organization that rarely implemented
new methods to improve itself. On February 14, it ruled that all white, physically-abled
enlisted men under age 31 in non-combat or support units were eligible for infantry
conversion training. Qualified white volunteers younger than 36 might also become
available for combat, but GFRC would initially exempt essential specialists and medical
personnel. The Reinforcement Command’s priority for conversion would be—in the
following order—white enlisted men younger than 31, white enlisted men older than 31,
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and “colored” enlisted men. 23 The War Department’s idealized army of 1940 to early
1944—one that would consist of physically fit white men in their early to mid 20s—was
long gone. In early November 1944, the War Department relented and permitted men
younger than 19 to serve overseas as replacements. Now, it needed older men to join its
combat ranks. But it still strove to keep Army Ground Forces predominantly white, as
evinced by giving the lowest priority for conversion to African Americans—even if they
were younger and more physically fit than their white counterparts. In terms of age and
race, infantry divisions were now filling with men who would have been ineligible, or
highly unlikely, to serve in ground combat in 1942 and 1943.
Some infantry divisions proved more capable of learning from experience than
GFRC. As discussed earlier, in January 1945 Major General John E. Dahlquist grew
deeply concerned with improving his 36th Infantry Division’s handling of reinforcement
personnel. Consequently, on February 15, HQ, 36th Infantry Division, issued “Training
memorandum, No. 3, SOP [Standard Operating Procedure] – Training of
Reinforcements.” It is essential to emphasize yet again that a division then engaged in
combat, and not GFRC, devised a standard operating procedure for the integration of
reinforcements. The memo explained that qualified NCOs would conduct orientation and
training whenever a regiment accumulated 25 or more reinforcements. Regimental
commanders or executive officers would welcome the new men and speak with them at
some point during their comprehensive eight-day training program. The 36th Division
23
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warned, “Reinforcements must not be rushed into battle no matter how badly men are
needed. They must be given a period of training and join their companies during a time
when the unit is in reserve. Only in this way will they learn their leaders, become
acquainted with the other men of their platoon, and learn their own specific duties in the
fighting squad team.” 24
Divisional and regimental leadership realized that many reinforcements had just
endured miserable conditions in the replacement depots. Men whom GFRC assigned to
the 36th Division, therefore, would immediately receive hot food and living quarters;
divisional medical staff would give each man a complete physical exam, and supply
personnel would provide him with any missing equipment or clothing. Once
reinforcements had time to settle into their new surroundings, they would have the
opportunity to have informal tactical discussions with instructors. The division did not
want its staff to hide the realities of warfare from the new men, but it cautioned that they
“must not, repeat not, exaggerate the dangers or hardships of combat. Stories about
‘outfit being wiped out’, pinned down all day’, or enormous casualties will be rigorously
censored. New men will be impressed with the absolute necessity of staying with their
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outfit and fighting like hell no matter what happens. He must be indoctrinated with the
idea that he cannot let his buddies down by quitting or falling back.” 25
The 36th Division’s training regimen focused on keeping men on the move during
bombardments and while under fire, preventing them from bunching up during an
engagement, improving their physical conditioning, and increasing their rate of fire. The
training memorandum noted that the reinforcement “has been told to hold his fire until he
has a definite target and not to give away his position. This is wrong. If you see, or
suspect the enemy, shoot him whether you give away your position or not.” Most
importantly, the division realized that all too often GFRC lacked compassion and an
understanding of how morale and psychological issues could impact a soldier on the line.
The 36th Division understood that reinforcements were lost souls in a large, impersonal
replacement system. The last piece of advice, consequently, focused on a replacement’s
psyche and his desire to belong to a unit. The memo cautioned instructors, “He [the
reinforcement] lacks pride. Do not let him feel like a bastard at a family reunion.” 26
The absence of a GFRC-issued standard operating procedure meant that not all
units followed the 36th Division’s practices. Some divisions certainly did, but their
records rarely indicated whether they devised these policies on their own or if they
benefited from another unit’s “lessons learned.” The 45th Division provided its
reinforcements with some training, but its regimen was not as extensive as that of the
36th Division. It assigned a veteran sergeant to lead a platoon of 35 reinforcements, and
the new men prepared for 48 hours and received a detailed briefing. The remainder of
25
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the company provided fire support during their initial attack. The report included a postmortem of their first engagement: “In 45 minutes the platoon took the objective killing
eight and capturing 14 at a cost of three wounded. Units larger than a platoon should not
be organized entirely of reinforcements and no company should have more than one such
platoon. If only enough reinforcements are received to organize a squad, organize it
rather than distribute the reinforcements.” 27 In this instance, the 45th Division learned
that a group of green men could perform effectively in battle if they prepared adequately
in the days leading up to their baptism by fire. Granted, the unit in this example may
have benefited by encountering a weak German unit, and there is certainly no guarantee
that all reinforcement platoons would fight equally well in their first engagement. Yet
this encounter clearly instilled confidence in the reinforcements, and veterans likely
believed they could trust the soldiers they received from the depots.
In the above anecdotes, infantry divisions, not GFRC, provided the essential
training that reinforcements required prior to deploying on the line. According to combat
observer Colonel B. C. Andrus, “Every junior officer I have talked to has told me the
same thing about unsatisfactory training of reinforcements. They arrive just before an
attack. This seems to be if not general more than just frequent.” Numerous officers
expressed shock and outrage that GFRC could actually send such inadequately prepared
men to combat units. Captain H. C. Dress, commanding officer, Company I, 508th
Infantry (Airborne), which was attached to the 82nd Airborne Division, Captain F. J.
27
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Novak, Battalion S-3, 3rd Battalion, Lieutenant Don M. Pervis, Battalion S-1, 2nd
Battalion, and Lieutenant William E. Reiss, S-4, were all combat veterans. They received
as machine gunners reinforcements “who have never had any instructions except to fire a
few rounds as gunners. . . . No other instructions whatever and not able to reduce the
simplest stoppages.” Dress noted, “On my last attack such a gun crew fired a whole belt
of ammunition at an enemy machine gun nest about 150 yards away without a single hit.
The enemy gun crew’s heads were in plain view and they were not in a pillbox, just a
hole in the ground. Ammunition at this time was critical.” He continued, “The enemy
were finally picked off by a platoon leader, one of our old experienced riflemen.” At one
point, Dress’s company moved off the line with only 37 men. A full-strength company
consisted of nearly 200 soldiers, but some companies in Dress’s battalion fought with
only 20 or so GIs. 28
Lieutenant Colonel Charles S. Ware, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1, 1st Infantry
Division, was slightly more passive aggressive in his discussion with combat observer
Andrus. Ware clearly believed that GFRC had failed to take adequate steps to improve
the quality of its manpower, and he shared Lieutenant General Omar Bradley’s
sentiments that a change in replacement terminology would not result in tangible benefits
on the battlefield. Ware lamented, “Replacements, excuse me, reinforcements, are not
satisfactory. They never have been. It seems that the Infantry has been the last thing to
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be taken care of. Not until the expert infantrymen badge was issued did there seem to be
a realization of the training needs of infantry.” Ware considered officer conversions who
came from non-combat administrative positions to be incapable of leading platoons and
companies. He stressed, “The trouble is they are not trained as leaders and are not trained
for combat.” Converted officers who gained combat experience prior to taking command
generally performed better than those who entered combat for the first time with their
new platoon or company. As Ware cautioned, “If there is a dud among a group it is well
to find it out before he has men’s lives entrusted to him.” 29
Andrus’s report concluded with an anecdote concerning Technical Sergeant
Edward L. Brule of an unidentified heavy weapons company. Like Captain Dress, Brule
discovered that his machine gunners could not operate their weapons. “They are good
men,” he commented, “but have not been trained. Up in the fight is no place to train
them.” Brule learned that some men at replacement centers had never even fired a rifle
during their training, or “They fired 5 rounds with the M-1 and were sent out as
riflemen.” 30 The Ground Force Reinforcement Command treated replacements callously.
It was so concerned with correcting the manpower shortage that it assigned untrained
men to combat units. The consequences could be deadly, both for the reinforcement and
for the men with whom he would fight. An infantryman who did not know how to fire
his weapon was useless in combat. The divisions then engaged with German forces
should only have had to focus on defeating the enemy and moving reinforcements into
the line. They should not have had to worry about weeding out untrained men.
29
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Some reinforcement battalions discovered that the depots were not doing their job
and took it upon themselves to provide men with additional training before forwarding
them to reinforcement companies and combat units. Lieutenant Colonel J. W. Haines,
commander of the 78th Reinforcement Battalion, carped that depots continued to send
him ill-prepared men. Haines explained, “The average reinforcement received by this
[battalion] is far from being completely trained for battle and badly needs every minute of
additional training that can be given him.” The 78th Battalion gave each man at least two
days of extra instruction, which was difficult given the equipment shortage. A
reinforcement battalion was prepared to handle roughly 300 men in each of its
companies, but companies often held as many as 500 to 600 men. Once again, a combat
organization took the initiative in improving reinforcement procedures. The Ninth Army
assigned veteran officers from its frontline divisions to two-week training rotations with
the reinforcement battalions. These instructors drilled the very men they would then lead
into battle. According to Haines, “Knowing that these instructors are battle experienced,
the men take what they are told as gospel and absorb instruction twice as fast as they
would from inexperienced instructors.” 31 The Ninth Army had found a way to ease a
reinforcement’s integration into his unit. Before he even went to the front lines he was
familiar with some of his fellow squad and platoon mates, as well as his NCO or junior
officer.
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The army’s senior commanders soon appreciated the benefit of assigning
reinforcements in groups. When General Joseph W. Stilwell became head of Army
Ground Forces in February 1945, he suggested that stateside replacement training centers
instruct men in squads or platoons. The army would designate these groups for specific
divisions and ship them overseas together. Stilwell proposed that receiving units send
officers back to the United States to escort their reinforcements to combat theaters.
Theater commanders appreciated the potential benefits of Stillwell’s policy, but they
thought it was too late in the war to enact such a radical departure from previous policy. 32
Stilwell’s opposition, in contrast, feared that the reinforcement system would grow too
rigid, especially if GFRC earmarked a group of men for a particular division that might
not actually need them at that given time. The War Department and AGF ultimately
scrapped Stillwell’s plan, opting instead to improve replacement readiness, training, and
conditioning; they would also seek to hasten the shipment of men to divisions. 33
General Stillwell’s plan likely would have improved reinforcement morale, and
General Eisenhower appreciated that a man’s psyche could affect his effectiveness. On
February 19, Eisenhower cabled Lieutenant General Thomas T. Handy, Deputy Chief of
Staff of the Army, “Study of recent reports on reinforcements and small units shipped to
ETO from ZI [Zone of the Interior] indicates that the abrupt change from conditions
troops have known in the states to the near-combat situation upon arrival here accentuates
their mental anxieties and possibly reduces their efficiency as soldiers.” Eisenhower
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learned that reinforcements were afraid, lacked confidence, and felt like “lost souls”
while moving from installation to installation without belonging to a particular unit. The
Supreme Commander believed that orientation could fix these issues. Though GFRC
was just then preparing to implement a new program, Eisenhower reasoned that
reinforcement orientation should begin while men were en route to Europe. Since depots
lacked the time and facilities to conduct a comprehensive instructional course,
information and orientation officers could begin their tasks on the troop transports. 34
Raymond Gantter, Company G, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, was
displeased with GFRC’s efforts to date. His February 18 diary entry complained, “The
failure of the army Orientation Program continued to bother me.” 35
Eisenhower and GFRC were right to worry about the orientation program,
especially since many frontline infantry divisions now consisted largely of
reinforcements. On February 12, Sergeant David Rothbart, Company E, 2nd Battalion,
22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel Section, 4th Infantry Division, lamented that only a
handful of Normandy veterans remained in his unit. “In the last few days,” he wrote, “I
have seen more of them killed, men whose days in combat far exceeded any reasonable
chance of surviving. Typical of this group is Corporal Raymond C. Schmoltze who
landed on D-Day and was killed this month after about 250 consecutive days in action.”
On February 27, the 4th Division prepared to attack the high ground near Prum.
Rothbart’s regiment was now full, “having absorbed a substantial gush from the
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bottomless replacement pools.” The quality of this manpower, however, left something
to be desired. The 22nd received 100 Air Corps retrainees the previous day, but as
Rothbart noted, “Nearly all had been recently court-martialed and sentenced to six
months at hard labor, but were given an alternative choice of joining our illustrious
ranks.” The Reinforcement Command also provided the 22nd Regiment with limited
assignment personnel. Rothbart continued, “There is little place for dead weight in our
regiment, and most must go to the front. Individuals have come to us with wounds still
raw, with arms and legs partially disabled, and there was one just nine days out of the
hospital with an appendicitis operation.” 36 The Ground Force Reinforcement Command
had alleviated the manpower shortage by making reinforcements out of men unfit for
frontline service due to physical condition or lack of training. Once again the need for
quantity prevailed over quality. The Reinforcement Command had no other options at
this juncture, lest it leave units on the line without replenishing their strength. It reasoned
that a partially trained, wounded, or converted infantryman taking his post at the front
was better than leaving the position vacant.
The relatively subdued nature of combat operations in the early months of 1945
provided GFRC and ETOUSA with the opportunity to recover. Whereas ETOUSA had
suffered 77,700 battle casualties in December 1944 and 69,100 in January 1945, it
incurred 39,400 in February. Personnel shortages among the army groups began to
disappear, and the worst of the reinforcement crisis soon passed. The retraining program
began to yield dividends as well. By mid-April, the Theater Manpower Section could
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report that it had a surplus of 50,000 infantrymen in the reinforcement system. 37 With
the reinforcement depots implementing their new training and orientation programs, and
with African-American reinforcement platoons ready to join white divisions on the line,
the men of the United States Army had reasons to be optimistic. All they had to do was
force the German military to surrender unconditionally.
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CHAPTER 12
THE END IN EUROPE, MARCH – MAY 8, 1945

March 1945 would prove to be the month in which the reinforcement system
made the most logical and successful changes in its operations. After nine months of
combat in the ETO, the Ground Force Reinforcement Command (GFRC), in many
respects, finally “got it right.” But with little more than two months to go before
Germany’s capitulation, many of these adjustments came too late to have any appreciable
impact on the war’s outcome.
The first watershed moment occurred in the early days of March when GFRC
assigned thirty-seven black platoons to the Sixth and Twelfth Army Groups; it shortly
sent these Army Groups an additional twelve platoons. 1 The African-American
volunteers were privates or privates first class, and NCOs had to request a reduction in
grade if they desired to serve in the platoons. 2 These reinforcements would participate in
the spring offensives and the crossing of the Rhine River. Concerns over racial tensions
in white infantry divisions dissipated because most units engaged in combat desperately
needed the additional soldiers. 3
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Division commanders were free to employ black reinforcements at their own
discretion. The Twelfth Army Group obtained 33 such platoons in March, but no
division received more than three platoons. 4 Most divisions, in turn, provided each of
their three regiments with one platoon. The regiment then deployed this platoon as a
fourth platoon in one of its companies. Time permitting, black platoons would train with
their regiments before entering combat. Upon arrival at the front, the division
commander or assistant commander welcomed them to the unit, officers indoctrinated
them with the division’s history, and some platoons received divisional patches. The
black platoons soon became part of their companies, and regiments utilized them just as
they would white companies. Though it would be several weeks until GFRC and
ETOUSA had enough evidence to evaluate the performance of these new reinforcements,
weekly division casualty reports suggested that casualties in black platoons were
typically proportionate, though sometimes much higher, than white platoons in the same
outfit. 5
Though the extreme manpower shortage had subsided by the time black
reinforcements joined their units, divisions still received ill-prepared infantrymen. On
March 7, 1945, Raymond Gantter’s G Company, 16th Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry
Division, cleared houses in the town of Bornheim, Germany. Gantter, thirty-years-old
and a former replacement, entered the war as a private but eventually earned a battlefield
commission. Two of his new men were twenty-year-olds who had joined the company
4
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several weeks earlier. A third man was older, and he had been with G Company for four
days. Gantter remembered, “Fresh out of Jersey City, he had sailed from the States on
February 10 and been whipped into a frontline outfit so fast that he was still dizzy. This
was his first action, and he was unable to talk above a whisper, so shaky that he could not
hold a match steady enough to light a cigarette.” 6 This GI had gone from the home front
to the battle front in under a month. He had barely set foot in the ETO before GFRC
placed him in a unit engaged in combat.
On the same day that Gantter patrolled in Bornheim, GFRC revised its standard
operating procedure for reinforcement depots. Headquarters, ETOUSA, issued its initial
SOP on December 22, 1943, but it had not amended it since. On March 7, 1945, Colonel
James J. Pirtle, Infantry, HQ, 3rd Depot; Colonel Wilbur G. Dockum, Field Artillery,
HQ, 2nd Depot; and Colonel Lorin Solon, Field Artillery, HQ, 13th Depot, met at 3rd
Reinforcement Depot HQ. Their purpose was ”to study the administrative and technical
organization and operations of an Army Reinforcement Depot; based upon this study, to
prepare a recommendation for a concise and simple organization and Standard Operating
Procedure for the organization and operation of Reinforcement Depots in support of
Armies.” 7 The Reinforcement Command was finally conducting the comprehensive selfexamination that it so desperately needed. But it was also a case of too little, too late.
Many of the group’s recommendations would only take effect in the war’s closing weeks.
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The three officers, hereafter referred to as the “Board,” evaluated combat
observers’ reports regarding overcrowding in reinforcement system facilities, equipment
shortages, and a flawed training regimen. Depots and companies often processed more
men than they were capable of handling at any one time. Thus the Board proposed
altering Tables of Organization and Equipment to provide depots with the resources
required to more efficiently and effectively process, equip, and arm soldiers. 8 Pirtle,
Dockum, and Solon also wrote “Standard Operating Procedure for Reinforcement Depot
Operating in Support of an Army.” Why GFRC did not codify these procedures before
D-Day is a mystery. The SOP stipulated that casuals would automatically return to their
old units. It implored depots to improve their training of reinforcement personnel. 9
Closer coordination among replacement facilities and combat organizations would
facilitate the assignment of replacement personnel to infantry divisions. The Board
believed that each reinforcement depot should deploy “one augmented reinforcement
battalion in close support of each Army Corps.” That depot’s headquarters and stockage
battalion would operate near the headquarters of the army that it reinforced, while
replacement battalions would act as liaisons between a depot and a combat unit. The
Reinforcement Command would situate depots along a useable road network, near a rail
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head, and within the easy signal communications of the army, which would allow the
GFRC to meet divisional demands more quickly. 10
The Board’s revised standard operating procedure was similar to ETOUSA’s
December 22, 1943, SOP in several respects. Both emphasized that the depot’s primary
function was to equip reinforcements and forward them to a combat unit in a timely
fashion. Both discussed the relationship between the depots, battalions, and frontline
units, and both stressed the importance of training. The fact that these three depot
commanding officers—Pirtle, Dockum, and Solon—re-issued an SOP at this point of the
campaign suggested that depots were not effectively fulfilling their mission. Perhaps it
served as a reminder to GFRC units that they had to perform better. The mere existence
of this document indicated that all was not well within GFRC, and three of its higher
ranking officers sought to correct the depot system’s flaws.
While the Board presented its findings, GFRC and ETOUSA made their most
rational decision of the entire campaign: GFRC would group reinforcements into squads
before assigning them to frontline units. Since June 1944, men who trained together in
the United States and then sailed to Europe in the same “packages” often found
themselves separated from their friends when the replacement system assigned them as
individuals to various units. Logic would suggest that a reinforcement’s morale would
improve if he joined his new platoon or company with several of his buddies. It was only
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in the war’s final months that ETOUSA and GFRC realized the foolishness of their
previous policies.
In January 1945, Major General Norman D. Cota, commander, 28th Infantry
Division, had suggested that GFRC move reinforcements to the front lines in squads, not
as individuals. Cota was on to something. On March 8, the 110th Infantry Regiment’s
Adjutant General, Classification and Assignment Section reported:
We have found that it helps the morale of newly arrived reinforcements to
assign to the same unit, when possible, those men who express the desire
to remain together. Before any assignments are made, the classification
and assignment section asks the men to indicate with whom of the other
new arrivals they desire to be associated. Such assignments are then
made, limited only by specialties and similar factors. Groups of from two
to twelve men have resulted, and many of the new men have expressed
gratitude. 11
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command had all the evidence it needed. For the
remaining two months of the war, reinforcements would move from the reinforcement
depot to a combat organization in small groups.
The Reinforcement Command made its “Assignment by Squad” procedure
official on March 10, 1945. Henceforth, each reinforcement company would consist of
200 enlisted men and five officers. The depot would organize troops into four 48-man
platoons, each led by two platoon sergeants and one platoon leader (officer). These four
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platoons would be subdivided into 16 squads of 12 enlisted men and one squad leader
apiece. For assignment to combat units, each reinforcement company would create 48
groups of 4 enlisted men, including a group leader, with three groups making up each
squad. The Ground Force Reinforcement Command’s new basic unit of organization was
the group of four. It believed that subdividing reinforcement companies would facilitate
control, discipline, training, and assignment by group to combat organizations. 12
When soldiers arrived from the United States, a reinforcement depot or battalion
divided each platoon into four squads of twelve men with a squad leader. Each squad
would thus consist of three groups of 4 men, and each group would have its own leader.
According to HQ, GFRC, “Groupings will be based on the sequence of names on
Embarkation Rosters so that groups may be held intact at all times and expedite
entraining and detraining of Reinforcement Companies.” The Ground Force
Reinforcement Command maintained the group-of-four principle for retrainees, casuals,
and limited assignment men, though training companies typically consisted of five, 60man platoons; five squads of twelve soldiers made up each platoon. The Reinforcement
Command urged reinforcements to acquaint themselves with their group-mates.
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Headquarters, GFRC explained that it would attempt to keep them together at all costs so
“that they may fight together and be dependent upon one another for their safety.” 13
Men who entered the service in 1942 or 1943 spent months, if not years, forming
strong bonds with the men in their companies prior to entering combat. Reinforcements
who shipped overseas in the final months of the war did not enjoy the luxury of unit
cohesion. ETOUSA and GFRC had to ensure that these green soldiers knew the men
around them when they first came under fire. The Ground Force Reinforcement
Command based these groupings on team training. These soldiers had to be able to rely
on one another when the bullets started flying.
Just two months shy of the German surrender, GFRC finally abandoned the
practice of individual assignment. It noted, “Upon arrival at Army Depots, the
Reinforcement Companies will be held intact until requisitions are received. When
requisitions are received from divisions, the personnel of an entire Reinforcement
Company will be assigned when practicable. If this is not practicable, complete platoons,
or squads, or groups of four will be assigned. In cases of special qualifications, men may
be assigned as individuals.” 14 With unit rotation an impossibility and individual
assignment inefficient, GFRC and ETOUSA had at long last discovered a happy medium.
It would still be several days, if not weeks, until assignment by group could
actually begin. Though this new practice would likely improve reinforcement morale, it
did not ensure that these soldiers would be better prepared for combat. Individual
divisions, therefore, would continue providing reinforcements with final orientation and
13
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training. In its postwar examination of the reinforcement system, the Army General
Board found that there was no standardized army-wide practice by which combat units
readied reinforcements for the rigors of warfare. The General Board concluded, “The
program accepted by various units differed considerably, and very often the tactical
situation was such, and the need for reinforcements so acute, that insufficient time was
allowed in the division rear area for proper indoctrination of the reinforcements.” 15
Certain units took great care to orient their reinforcements in rear areas before sending
them to the line.
As discussed in Chapter 10, the 36th Infantry Division was one such unit that
created its own training course. Major General John E. Dalhquist’s division even caught
the attention of Lieutenant General Walter Bedell Smith, SHAEF Chief of Staff. On
March 11, he wrote the American army group commanders to inform them that each
division would create a provisional indoctrination unit. Bedell Smith explained, “The
Standing [sic] Operating Procedures for training of reinforcements adopted by the 36th
Infantry Division, and the schedule for indoctrination training of the same division, were
enclosed as a suggested guide.” 16 Almost nine months after D-Day, ETOUSA issued an
SOP by which combat organizations would handle reinforcements.
On March 11, Dahlquist sent a memo titled “Indoctrination” to General Omar
Bradley, commanding general, Twelfth Army Group, which detailed the 36th Division’s
orientation policies. Dahlquist commented that, in the past, many reinforcements joined
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their units and received their baptism by fire before they were fully indoctrinated with the
organization’s history, principles, and tactics. He stressed, “The manner in which a
soldier is introduced into combat often determines whether he becomes an efficient
fighter or an early casualty. To assure that each reinforcement will become an asset to
his unit, it is essential that he enter combat fully acquainted with his division, his
company, his leaders, his weapon, and his job.” 17 Thus it was an infantry division
commander who instructed ETOUSA on how its units should train and integrate
reinforcements. ETOUSA and GFRC did not act to correct the reinforcement
indoctrination and orientation issue until the final phases of the campaign, even when
evidence from as early as the summer of 1944 indicated that many reinforcements were
ill-prepared for combat.
Dahlquist argued that every division should establish a provisional indoctrination
unit like that of the 36th, and he outlined its SOP for Bradley. When filling a requisition,
indoctrination unit representatives would receive their men at the reinforcement battalion
headquarters and ensure that they were fully equipped. Ideally, the division commander
would welcome the men when they arrived at the assembly area; if he was unavailable, a
different divisional officer would perform this duty. Reinforcements would meet the
commanding and executive officers of their respective regiments, battalions, companies,
and platoons. The division would then provide reinforcements with at least 48 hours of
orientation. Dahlquist noted, “During this time it is desirable to have the men grouped in
17
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accordance with their unit assignment so that the individual reinforcement can become
acquainted with the men with whom he will serve.” 18 He appended copies of orientation
and training schedules to his letter. ETOUSA and GFRC had previously allowed
individual divisions to devise and implement their own reinforcement practices. Now,
however, the 36th Infantry Division’s procedures were the standard model to be emulated
by the rest of the army.
The last two divisions, the 86th and 97th, arrived in the ETO on March 3,
bringing the total number in the theater to 61. 19 But even by late March, replacements in
these divisions still demonstrated a lack of combat proficiency and, more significantly,
common sense. On the night of March 23–24, Raymond Gantter’s Company G, 16th
Infantry Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, cleared houses in Geisbach, Germany. Gantter
noticed that the new men in his platoon panicked and huddled together instead of moving
toward their target. He exclaimed, “Green, green, they were so lost and green! Four of
them would be sent to search a house, and in a moment they would be back, saying they
couldn’t get in because the doors were locked, and we’d yell at them, ‘For Chrissake,
smash ‘em, smash ‘em, what’ve ya got a rifle but for?’ But I was sick at heart to use them
so and drive them so: casualties would be high before the night was over.” 20 To be fair,
fear and panic are a man’s natural responses to his first taste of combat. But training
regimens often focus on alleviating that stress; they teach men how to react and function
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in such circumstances. Training instills confidence, and these men lacked both. The sad
reality was that such deficiencies often resulted in casualties.
Gantter’s 1st Infantry Division, as well as the rest of the Allied forces, daily
moved deeper into Germany. By the end of March, HQ, GFRC, established its forward
command post behind the front line in the French city of Metz, roughly 30 miles from the
German border. From there it would maintain contact with the advancing armies and
army groups. It would position stockage, corps, and army depots along lines of
communication and transportation networks to guarantee the continuous flow of
reinforcements to units battling their way through the Rhineland. 21
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command’s infantry conversion program had
begun in earnest only in December 1944 and in response to the Ardennes crisis. It had
yet to produce the scores of riflemen that the frontline units needed. Eisenhower and
SHAEF still believed that Hitler’s retreating forces might establish a national redoubt in
Bavaria in southern Germany. If true, Germany might not surrender even if Berlin fell.
Since the Allied leaders agreed that Berlin would be within the Soviet occupation zone,
American forces ultimately turned their advance to the south in the war’s final weeks.
Eisenhower therefore had reason to be concerned about his army’s strength levels. 22
The several thousand African American soldiers then serving as infantry
replacements would do little to alleviate the overall personnel shortage. By late March,
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ETOUSA learned how these soldiers were performing in battle. Numerous accounts of
black valor must have made the War Department realize the errors of its ways. The
104th Infantry Division, the “Timberwolves,” received its black platoons while fighting
near Cologne on the west banks of the Rhine River. The division reported, “Their
combat record has been outstanding. They have without exception proven themselves to
be good soldiers. Some are being recommended for the Bronze Star Medal.” The men
were “superior,” eager to engage the enemy, aggressive, and calm and cool under fire.
Their actions and excellent work earned them the respect of the rest of the company’s
soldiers. 23
Brigadier General Benjamin O. Davis, Special Advisor and Coordinator to the
Theater Commander on Negro Troops, contacted various divisional headquarters to
determine the effectiveness of these platoons. General Omar Bradley and Lieutenant
General Courtney Hodges, U.S. First U.S. Army commander, registered their satisfaction
with the performance of the African-American soldiers. Numerous companies and
regiments similarly lauded these reinforcements. Company E, 60th Regiment, 9th
Infantry Division, reported that its black platoon fought well. Major General Edwin F.
Parker, commander of the 78th Infantry Division, received his platoons while his division
was engaged at the Remagen Bridgehead. Impressed by their performance, he expressed
a desire for additional black soldiers. The 99th Division utilized its black platoon “just as
any other platoon. . . . [It] performed in an excellent manner at all times while in combat.
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These men were courageous fighters and never once did they fail to accomplish their
assigned mission.” 24
The 1st Infantry Division’s 26th Regiment found that its African-American
platoon increased its efficiency as it gained experience. The 16th Infantry Regiment’s
platoon served in Company B, and the company’s white platoons observed that the black
soldiers exhibited good discipline and poured heavy fire on enemy positions. Yet the
black platoon still suffered heavy casualties. By V-E Day, it numbered only 15 men, so
Company B grouped the survivors as a squad in a white platoon. 25 First Lieutenant Frank
Kolb was a white soldier in the 16th Regiment. After capturing Bonn, the 1st Division
crossed the Rhine River at Remagen on March 16–17. Kolb had recently returned from
the hospital to find that the division had assigned a platoon of black soldiers to the
regiment. He selected a white officer and sergeant from the company to lead the platoon,
and he informed his men that there were to be no problems with the black soldiers. Kolb
remembered, “So we crossed the Rhine, and the blacks fought as well as anybody else,
and they bled just as red. They weren’t any better or any worse than anybody else. . . .
The best thing about having them in my company was that it gave me a fourth rifle
platoon, so I had more strength than the other companies. And because they had been
together for a while, they functioned pretty well as a unit.” 26 Race was not a factor in
determining whether or not a soldier would perform effectively in combat. What was
more important, according to Kolb, was that these men were not individual replacements.
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They trained together, and they knew one another. The Ground Force Reinforcement
Command had only just belatedly begun the same practice with its white reinforcements.
The Sixth Army Group and Seventh Army, however, misused their black
reinforcements. Lieutenant General Alexander “Sandy” Patch, the Seventh’s
commander, organized his twelve black platoons as provisional companies for the 12th
Armored Division. These soldiers had received no company training, nor had they
trained as armored infantry. 27 The 14th Armored Division similarly grouped its platoons
into a 240-man company. General Davis explained to Patch that GFRC had not intended
these black platoons to serve as companies and that they had had very little unit training
above the platoon level. When Davis reported his findings to General Jacob L. Devers,
commanding general, Sixth Army Group, Devers wrote to Patch, “A better solution
would have been to use them as rifle platoons in an Infantry Division.” 28
There were few, if any, reported instances of racial tension in the companies in
which the black platoons fought. After white soldiers observed African-Americans
acting aggressively in battle, they accepted them as part of the company. One unnamed
company commander claimed, “The premise that no soldier will hold black skin against a
man if he can shoot his rifle and does not run away proved to be substantially true. Most
of the white men of the company soon became highly appreciative of the Negroes’ help
and warmly applauded their most colorful individual and combat exploits.” An
unidentified battalion commander explained that he never segregated his unit and that the
men soon became friends. “When men undergo the same privations, face the same
27
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dangers before an impartial enemy, there can be no segregation. My men eat, play, work,
and sleep as a company of men, with no regard to color.” 29 The army should have
abandoned its Jim Crow policies much earlier in the campaign. The African-American
platoons had not only partially alleviated the manpower shortage, but they enhanced
several divisions’ offensive punch as well. But regardless of how well black rifle
reinforcements performed, the army stipulated that none of them could advance beyond
the rank of private first class.
Meanwhile, by March 28, elements of Field Marshal Sir Bernard Law
Montgomery’s Twenty-First Army Group had created a mini bulge in the German line to
the north of Dusseldorf in the Ruhr Valley. Between March 29 and April 4, British and
American forces all along the line, from Montgomery’s Twenty-First Army Group in the
north, to Bradley’s Twelfth Army Group in the center, and Devers’s Sixth Army Group
in the south, fought through the German defensive positions. Elements of Hodges’s First
Army and Patton’s Third Army advanced more than 150 miles from the Remagen
bridgehead on the Rhine River (Figure 15). The German Army was in full retreat, and
Bradley’s and Montgomery’s Army Groups surrounded Field Marshal Walter Model’s
Army Group B in the Ruhr. The Heer was all but defeated. The war in Europe would be
over in one month’s time.
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Figure 15. Map of the breakout from the Remagen Bridgehead. Remagen is located just to the
southeast of Hodge’s U.S. First Army. Source: Thomas E. Griess, ed., West Point Atlas for the
Second World War: Europe and the Mediterranean, The West Point Military History Series
(New Hyde Park, NY: Square One Publishers, 2007), Map 79.
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ETOUSA and GFRC had reason to be hopeful as they continued to march into the
Third Reich. The Reinforcement Command’s expanded retraining program was yielding
significant results. In mid March, Colonel Lyle T. Shannon, chief of the Theater
Manpower Section under Lieutenant General Ben Lear, reported that GFRC had
sufficient infantry replacements to meet current shortages. In late March, Lear reduced
Officer Candidate School from 12 to 8 weeks in order to commission additional junior
officers. 30 By April, Communications Zone officials even proposed reducing or ending
the retraining program. Several weeks prior to the German surrender, the Manpower
Section reported that there were 50,000 excess infantrymen in the replacement system. 31
The manpower crisis was officially over.
The mobile operations of spring 1945 led to the surrender of large pockets of
German troops. ETOUSA and GFRC obviously could not predict that the war would end
during the first week of May. Consequently, they had to prepare to fight a drawn-out
conflict, one in which the German Army might potentially disintegrate and resort to a
guerrilla-style resistance. That made it essential for GFRC to improve its operations.
The army would also need additional reinforcements when it redeployed battle-scarred
units from Europe to the Pacific.
Major General Albert E. Brown and GFRC continued their efforts to improve the
reinforcement system. On April 8, ETOUSA finally enacted its policy of assigning
reinforcements in groups of four. Henceforth, each reinforcement company would
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consist of four platoons of four squads, with each squad being composed of three fourman groups. The Ground Force Reinforcement Command would keep these units whole
while in the reinforcement system, and it would assign them to an outfit as a complete
organization wherever feasible. The “History of the Ground Force Reinforcement
Command” noted, “It was recommended that commanders of field force units make
every effort to assign members of each platoon to the same unit in as low an echelon as
practicable and that the four-man group be assigned habitually to the same unit.” 32 Since
the German military surrendered just four weeks later, GFRC and ETOUSA did not have
ample time to evaluate the results of this practice. The change likely improved
reinforcement morale and impacted positively on combat effectiveness. ETOUSA and
GFRC should have enacted this policy at the beginning of the war. It might have
eliminated, or at least reduced, some of the problems GFRC and combat units
experienced with reinforcement personnel.
On April 19, ETOUSA distributed “Battle Experiences No. 93,” which was based
on the report of Colonel P. D. Ginder, commanding officer, 9th Infantry Regiment, 2nd
Infantry Division. Ginder explained that the squad “is the basic unit of all our
maneuvers, and squad problems have a high priority in our training programs.” He was
an obvious proponent of assignment by group of fours, so the 9th Infantry created assault
teams that would maintain squad integrity. He commented, “It is in the squad that the
32
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reinforcement first feels himself part of the team. It is in the squad that he receives
instruction in the ‘tricks of battle’ that make the successful soldier; and there the practical
application of team work [sic] is brought home to him.” 33
The Ground Force Reinforcement Command rarely acted quickly or decisively to
improve its most obvious deficiencies. By late April 1945, GFRC had learned its lessons,
and it became a more effective organization. But the war in Europe was all but over.
The cost had been high. Captain Herbert R. Simon, Company B, 22nd Infantry
Regiment, 4th Division recalled, “There was only one man left in the company who had
landed on D-Day. He was killed in mid or late April. It broke my heart to think he
survived so long just to die during the final days.” 34
The Reinforcement Command predicted that 25,000 additional infantrymen
would complete their training by the end of the month, but this figure did not include the
additional troop shipments it expected from the United States. 35 The lower April casualty
rate and the influx of additional men into the depots resulted in a stockage of 86,000
reinforcements by the end of the month. Many of these men would soon find themselves
guarding German prisoners of war. The shortage in infantry officers, however, persisted.
The GFRC had begun its officer retraining program at Fontainebleau, France, in
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February, and Lear had shortened the course from 12 to 8 weeks. 36 Fortunately, the lack
of junior leaders would soon prove to be a non-issue. As General Patton remarked, “By
April 22, it was obvious to me that the end of the war was very close.” 37
In the early morning hours of May 7, 1945, General Alfred Jodl, Chief of Staff of
the German Armed Forces Command, signed the terms of an unconditional surrender at
SHAEF HQ in Reims, France. Later that day, Colonel Hervey A. Tribolet submitted
“Observer’s Report No. 170 – Comments on the Effectiveness of the American Soldier”
to Eisenhower’s headquarters. The excerpts in Tribolet’s report came from various XV
Corps units. Brigadier General Pearson Menoher, Chief of Staff, XV Corps, noted, “The
effectiveness of the mass of soldiers in a unit would, it is believed, be increased if instead
of furnishing units with individual replacements during battle, the losses of a unit were
replaced during a period behind the lines so that an effective team could be rebuilt.” 38
On May 1, the day after Hitler committed suicide and one week before V-E Day,
GFRC training centers stopped accepting additional reinforcements. During 1944–1945,
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various army services and branches provided Army Ground Forces with 200,000 enlisted
transfers; between January 1, 1945, and May 5, 1945, alone, GFRC had received 95,349
enlisted men and 858 officers for infantry conversion training. Of that number, 43,333
enlisted men had completed the course. Regarding Officer Candidate School, 5,626
enlisted men had reported to the course, and 499 soldiers earned commissions. 39 On May
8, V-E Day, GFRC consisted of 15 reinforcement depots, 79 reinforcement battalions,
377 reinforcement companies, and 19 miscellaneous reinforcement units. In terms of
operating staff, GFRC had 3,955 officers and 28,474 enlisted men. Between January 1,
1944, and May 8, 1945, 1,390,000 reinforcements passed through GFRC. 40
In the months ahead, the Army General Board would examine all of the pertinent
evidence and evaluate how successfully ETOUSA and GFRC had executed their
missions. Postwar studies would paint a picture of a flawed replacement system—a
system that was broken from its inception and one whose officers could never fully
correct its most significant problems. Only in March and April 1945 did GFRC take
action—i.e. the utilization of black reinforcements and the assignment of men in groups
of four—that had a noticeably positive impact on replacement activities. On the whole,
though, the replacement system increased the cost of the war, both in time and lives lost.
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The General Board, as well as senior army officers, would also have the responsibility to
determine how a replacement system should function in future conflicts.
For the time being, however, the men in the ETO had reason to celebrate.
Sergeant David Rothbart, Company E, 2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry Regiment Personnel
Section, 4th Infantry Division, recorded in his diary, “Today at 12:01 A.M., May 8, 1945,
the war in Europe officially ended. Though the entire term of combat our regiment had
three complete turnovers in authorized strength.” An infantry regiment consisted of
3,000 men and nine rifle companies. A rifle company had 193 men, but Rothbart noted
that the 4th Division’s regiments typically fought with fewer than 150 men. 41 The 4th
Division, in fact, had suffered the most casualties of any American infantry division. The
survivors would soon be going home.
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CHAPTER 13
EPILOGUE: A POST MORTEM OF THE REPLACEMENT SYSTEM

On the morning of May 8, 1945, the echo of battle gave way to pealing church
bells and cheering civilians throughout liberated Europe. In Germany, the men of the
Heer began laying down their arms by the millions. Though combat operations had
ended, American soldiers continued conducting patrols, accepting the surrender of enemy
soldiers, serving guard duty, and occupying their respective zones in Germany. Since the
Pacific War still raged on the other side of the globe, some infantrymen feared that they
might soon ship out to fight in that theater as well. But most GIs looked forward to
returning home. They had contributed to the Allied victory over Hitler’s Third Reich.
Their job was finished.
The War Department’s task, however, was just beginning. It would spend several
years dissecting every aspect of the United States Army’s participation in World War II.
Much of its focus would be on the utilization of manpower. Headquarters, European
Theater of Operations, United States Army (ETOUSA), in fact, had conducted a study of
the replacement system months before Germany’s capitulation. On January 31, 1945,
Captain Robert J. Greenwald, Historical Section, HQ, ETOUSA, produced “Human
Logistics: The Supplying of Men. A Study of the Reinforcement System.” His findings,
obviously, were not comprehensive due to the report’s early release. Greenwald,
nevertheless, was prescient. He argued, “No study of the reinforcement system in the
ETO could be made without devoting a portion to an analysis of the complaints made
about it. There is no doubt but that the reinforcement system in the ETO achieved greater
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recognition by virtue of the criticism heaped upon it than by any other single reason.”
Greenwald was far less critical of the system than subsequent War Department and Army
Ground Forces (AGF) investigators. He reasoned that since the number of
reinforcements moving through the system often exceeded GFRC capacity, “The
Reinforcement Command has done its job and done it well.” He considered GFRC less
successful in supplying units with “reinforcements [who were] physically and mentally
fit for combat.” 1
The War Department’s decision to cap the ground army at ninety divisions
precluded ETOUSA from rotating units in and out of combat. Consequently, the army’s
only option was the one it ultimately utilized. Greenwald believed that the individual
replacement system created “large manpower pools which could be drawn on as the
tactical situation required. These pools were, in substance, similar to the stockpiles of
military tires.” 2 In this regard, Greenwald was wrong. The evidence demonstrates that
this large manpower pool never existed for the majority of the campaign in Northwest
Europe. During the Battle of the Bulge, for instance, some units were so shorthanded that
they employed any available personnel on the firing line, whether or not they had combat
training. Greenwald’s language—that these men were akin to “stockpiles of military
tires”—perfectly captured the army’s view of its combat soldiers as mere cogs in a vast
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industrialized manpower system. He also did not bother to differentiate between fighting
strength and combat effectiveness. A unit that attained full strength by receiving
insufficiently trained reinforcements did not necessarily fight as well as a depleted unit
composed of combat-hardened veterans.
The army and War Department published several manpower studies after V-E
Day. On June 9, 1945, General Marshall appointed Drs. E.P. Learned and Dan T. Smith,
civilian advisors to the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, to review the army’s
personnel replacement system. The resulting “Learned-Smith Study” suggested ways for
the armed forces to administer a more effective reinforcement system in the Pacific
Theater. Learned and Smith submitted their report on June 20, 1945, but Japan
surrendered before the War Department implemented many of their findings. 3
Army Ground Forces representatives informed the Learned-Smith Committee of
the replacement system’s most glaring weaknesses. These included: a dearth of qualified
instructors to conduct replacement training; insufficient capacity in replacement training
centers; an ineffective training program; difficulties in long-range planning; and a “lack
of coordination of policies with respect to replacements.” The Committee recommended
that Selective Service ensure the equal distribution of superior manpower among all
branches and services and that it maintain higher physical standards when considering
men for induction. It also called for the expansion of replacement training centers and
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the creation of a standard-length training cycle so that men moving to the front would be
sufficiently prepared for combat. 4
According to Army’s official history of World War II, the Learned-Smith
Committee faulted the War Department for “insufficient long-range planning for
personnel requirements and resources.” No single War Department entity “had adequate
responsibility or authority to ensure an integrated, Army-wide personnel system.”
Learned-Smith determined that the War Department G-1 Section (Personnel) should be
solely responsible for handling personnel and replacement issues. 5
The Learned-Smith Committee was only one of several such entities that the army
and War Department tasked with investigating its World War II replacement policies. On
June 17, 1945, just as Learned and Smith were completing their study, HQ, ETOUSA,
established the General Board, United States Forces, European Theater. It produced a
comprehensive study titled “Reinforcement System and Reinforcement Procedures in
European Theater of Operations.” 6 In addition to determining what the War Department
and army did right—and, perhaps more importantly, did wrong—with regard to the
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utilization of its limited supply of manpower, the General Board also made suggestions
for replacement operations in future conflicts.
Shortly after hostilities in Europe ended, HQ, GFRC, instructed the commanding
officers of its reinforcement depots to compile “After Combat Reports” that identified
major problems with the system. The General Board received these write-ups between
late May and September 1945, and many of them—particularly those of the Second,
Third, Tenth, Twelfth, Fourteenth, Sixteenth, and Nineteenth Depots— identified
common deficiencies with the replacement system and depot operations. These issues
concerned: depot training capabilities (particularly a lack of combat-experienced
instructors); transportation shortages; the orientation program; the Reinforcement
System’s status among other Theater commands; and the overburdening of the depot
system by rapid influxes of replacement personnel.
Perhaps the most significant complaint among the depot commanders was their
belief that other theater commands and senior officers did not appreciate GFRC’s status,
capabilities, purpose and function, and limitations. The Tenth Depot’s after-combat
report noted, “Numerous instances have made it apparent that there is not sufficient
knowledge of GFRC among the various other commands.” 7 Lieutenant Colonel L. R.
Blair, Adjutant General, Second Depot wrote, “An initial orientation and subsequent
conferences between GFRC and representatives of major commands would have been
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beneficial to all concerned.” 8 Infantry divisions expected to receive the high-quality
replacements, but this dissertation has shown that the army relied extensively on hastily
converted surplus personnel during times of crisis. The Sixteenth Depot lamented,
“Many of the troops felt that they had not been treated fairly and resented the fact that
they had been trained for one job and were now being converted to another. . . . Another
problem was getting the reinforcement, who possibly had been sitting behind a typewriter
for months, mentally prepared to go into combat.” 9
An additional common grievance among reinforcement system commanders was
that the army often overburdened depots with more men—as many as four times the
number—than they were capable of handling. The overcrowding issue was the result of
a lack of foresight. The ETOUSA G-1 Section (Personnel) determined, “The logistics of
handling reinforcements in the contemplated action were never accurately planned….
[which] caused the existing units of the system to be perpetually overloaded.” 10 The
crowding issue contributed to the low morale that was a “serious problem” among
reinforcements. ETOUSA sought to improve morale in late December 1944 by changing
the name from “Replacement System” to “Reinforcement System” “in an effort to avoid
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any connotation which would indicate that personnel were considered as ‘cannon
fodder.’” 11
There is little evidence to prove that this change in nomenclature positively
impacted reinforcement attitudes or GFRC operations. Depot reports and postwar army
studies, in fact, continuously utilized the very language that led replacements to consider
themselves expendable in the first place. The Fourteenth Depot, for instance, found that
forward stockage depots should be filled with the most urgent “items”—riflemen,
machine gunners, and tank crews. The report continued, “However, in considering
personnel reinforcements as a form of supply, it must be recognized that inseparably
bound with the effectiveness of the individual is morale—and morale is a perishable
item.” 12 To ETOUSA and GFRC, infantrymen were merely critical articles of supply.
This attitude did more harm than good for men who nervously waited to join a unit and
enter combat. The Theater Command and GFRC also attempted to boost morale by
improving living conditions in the depots, but the General Board ruled, “In the final
analysis, however, none of these corrective measures could be considered entirely
successful.” 13
The Board addressed other problems that came up during the course of the
campaign, and many of these issues have been discussed at length in earlier chapters.
This dissertation has argued that GFRC’s policy of segregating casuals and
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reinforcements in the depots was ill-informed. The Board agreed, finding, “This [was]
not only unnecessary but undesirable.” 14 Reinforcements could have gleaned helpful,
albeit potentially frightening, information from casuals. The Board was also a proponent
of the direct return of casuals to their units without requisition, a practice that GFRC did
not institute until January 1945. Casuals’ morale would have improved if they knew they
were returning to their units; additionally, GFRC could have utilized these combatexperienced men as instructors for green soldiers.
The Board believed that combat units sufficiently indoctrinated their
reinforcements and oriented them before deploying them on the line. Evidence has
shown, however, that certain units took greater care in preparing their men for battle.
These infantry divisions, particularly the 29th, 36th, and 104th, not only created their
own reinforcement training installations, but they also reported relatively few personnel
issues. As has been argued repeatedly, GFRC lacked a standard operating procedure by
which infantry divisions could integrate new men into their ranks. Consequently, the
104th Infantry Division created its own comprehensive training and indoctrination
programs. The General Board determined, “There were any number of systems used,
depending upon local improvisations as to methods and materials.” When possible, most
divisions provided a brief training course lasting anywhere from a few hours to a few
days. The Board continued, however, that “this vital indoctrination period had often to
be cut short because of the necessity of immediately sending reinforcements to depleted
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units, and, during periods of heavy fighting, caused a far too severe cut in orientation and
indoctrination periods.” 15
Divisions could provide a standardized orientation program if GFRC attached
reinforcement units to each division. 16 That is to say, a division would have its own
organic reinforcement company or battalion to receive, process, train, and orient
reinforcements once they arrived from the depots. This structure, then, would seemingly
eliminate GFRC reinforcement companies and battalions that served several units
simultaneously. General Patton reached the same conclusion. He wrote, “Every division
must have a replacement battalion organic in the division,” and each infantry regiment
would have its own company. 17 This arrangement would have been feasible during the
war. It would have permitted divisions to prepare reinforcements for combat without
moving entire combat battalions or regiments off the line. The divisional reinforcement
regiment or battalion, then, would have been a logical alternative to both unit rotation and
individual replacement. One unnamed commander took this suggestion a step further,
arguing that replacement battalions should form in the Zone of the Interior (United
States) and be earmarked for specific divisions. Replacements within that unit would
receive the divisional patch at an early date so that they felt they were part of the
organization. 18
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In late 1945, a board of general officers agreed that a division should, in fact,
contain such a replacement battalion. The battalion would receive reinforcements from
the depots and train and orient them before deploying them on the line. 19 The General
Board ruled similarly, but it believed that a division’s own organic reinforcement unit
should be company-sized. It determined that a reinforcement company “will go a long
way toward eliminating the possibility of reinforcements reaching front line units without
being properly indoctrinated and oriented. . . . Its value lies in affording the
reinforcements most valuable indoctrination training, conducted in their own division
area, by commissioned and enlisted personnel from their own division who have had
combat experience.” 20 This divisional reinforcement unit would give replacements the
last minute instruction and training that could very well help them survive their first taste
of combat. This proposed arrangement, of course, still could not ensure that all divisions
would provide their reinforcements with the same quality of orientation. What it could
do, however, was offer a means by which a unit could increase its replacements’
preparedness. The lack of standardized replacement integration methods damaged
combat effectiveness, and GFRC’s individual assignment of replacements contributed to
the rookie soldier’s sense of isolation and damaged his morale.
Though the General Board raised numerous issues with the Ground Force
Reinforcement Command, it nevertheless marveled, “By the time the reinforcement
system expired, it had handled one half of the entire personnel in the theater,” or a total of
19
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2.1 million men. 21 The official history of the Army Ground Forces arrived at a higher
number, calculating that GFRC and AGF had trained 2,670,000 enlisted men as
replacements. It noted, “This means that the replacement training agencies of the Army
Ground Forces had trained a million more enlisted men than were contained in the
combat elements of units in the ground arms active on V-E Day, when the Army was at
the peak of its strength.” The AGF history continued, “The procurement and training of
replacements to maintain the ground combat forces at effective strength had required
tremendous effort and, despite shortcomings, ended with an impressive achievement.” 22
The history of the Army Ground Forces was too self-congratulatory in this instance. It
emphasized quantity, not quality, of personnel. The Ground Force Reinforcement
Command may have met its overall numerical requirements, but during certain periods of
intense combat it left its frontline units high and dry. Additionally, effective strength and
combat effectiveness are different terms, as combat effectiveness refers to how men or
units actually performed in combat. On the whole, the replacements that GFRC provided
to combat units negatively impacted divisional effectiveness.
The General Board’s study covered all aspects of the reinforcement system, from
the mobilization period through combat operations. It believed that, in future conflicts,
GFRC should be one of the major army commands and under the direct control of the
theater commander. Closer coordination was essential between GFRC and the War
Department, since “Improvisation of an organization for the handling of reinforcements,
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after the operation within a theater is under way, is an unsatisfactory solution.” 23 It
proved exceedingly difficult for the army to implement timely systematic changes in
personnel policies. An October 10, 1945, New York Times article explained that it often
took a month to make corrections in personnel policies “because of the days and
distances between the training camps in the United States and the battle fronts of the
world.” 24
The aforementioned studies all agreed that reinforcement training, or lack thereof,
was a significant problem for combat units. The General Board took issue with both the
stateside and theater reinforcement training programs. Reinforcements who trained in the
United States did so at Replacement Training Centers. The other training program was
the one that ETOUSA and GFRC devised in theater for the conversion into riflemen of
surplus personnel from other branches and services. Both systems had their limitations. 25
The physical size of reinforcement depots and a shortage of training instructors hampered
the theater retraining program. Combat commanders, moreover, were displeased with the
quality of retrainees. The General Board reported, “It was the opinion of the bulk of
divisional officers consulted that the state of training of reinforcements retrained by the
Ground Force Replacement Center was very poor compared with the caliber of men
received from the Infantry Replacement Training Center in the Zone of the Interior.” 26
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The Ground Force Reinforcement Command had a lower standard of training, and it
typically received poorer quality manpower for conversion from the Communications
Zone (COMZ) and the Army Air Forces (AAF). Communications Zone and AAF units
often cleared their ranks of less desirable personnel because ETOUSA and GFRC’s only
requirements for retraining were age and physical fitness. In late April 1945, Lieutenant
General Ben Lear, Deputy Theater Commander in charge of manpower issues, reported
that 22 percent of all AAF personnel he had received for conversion had court-martial
convictions. 27
The General Board discovered that all reinforcements—regardless of whether
they trained in the States or participated in theater conversion programs—were not
proficient with their weapons. Evidence has shown that many replacements trained with
one weapon but received a different, unfamiliar one as they entered combat. The Board
determined that in future conflicts, “All reinforcements from the zone of interior should
be equipped with individual arms prior to their being shipped to a theater of
operations.” 28 A replacement who did not know how to use his weapon was almost
useless. He was also a danger to himself and the men around him.
On April 15, 1947, nearly two years after the war in Europe ended, another board
of officers assembled to study replacement issues and make suggestions for a future
replacement system. 29 On December 12, 1947, the board submitted its six volume report.
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It ruled that stateside Replacement Training Centers did not produce enough
replacements for overseas divisions. In addition, AGF favored attaching replacements to
a specific unit from the moment they left the training center. Like earlier reports, AGF
officers argued, “The Army’s share of the manpower pool in regard to age, physical
fitness, mental capacity, leadership potential, and degree of skill should be identical with
that allotted to the Air Forces and the Navy.” 30 The Replacement Board argued for
standardized training programs in the Zone of the Interior and in the theaters. On January
12, 1948, the War Department General Staff Personnel and Administration Division (G1) issued its response. It lobbied for centralized control of a replacement system under
the guise of a Director of Personnel and Administration, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-1. It
also called for a system of rotation. 31 With these conclusions, the War Department
completed its post-mortem of the World War II replacement system. The various studies
found more wrong than right with the system. The World War II replacement system
was ineffective. 32
Despite this institutional self-examination, the army failed to derive any
significant lessons about replacement operations. The army’s shortsightedness gives
credence to the adage “Generals always prepare to fight the last war.” Such was the case
with the U.S. Army in World War II; it repeated many of the same mistakes the AEF had
made during the First World War. Indeed, the army relied on an ineffective individual
replacement system during the Korean War. In Vietnam, it instituted a “tour of duty”
30
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system whereby soldiers rotated out of combat and back to the States after a definite
period of service. While this system provided men with an escape from the war, it
damaged cohesion in the units they left behind. The current army utilizes a modified unit
rotation-tour of duty system. To this day, however, the army has repeatedly been unable
to devise a replacement system that suits its force structure.
The aforementioned postwar studies investigated the replacement issue from the
perspective of the War Department, ETOUSA, and GFRC. Absent from these analyses
were the opinions of the replacements themselves—the “orphans” whom the army had
abandoned in a vastly impersonal system. Samuel A. Stouffer, an American sociologist
who interviewed and surveyed more than 500,000 soldiers during World War II, provided
a ground-up view of the replacement system. Stouffer determined, “The individual
replacement system made it possible to keep divisions in intermittent combat
indefinitely.” 33 His work was unique, though, in that it evaluated the impact of the
individual replacement system on combat effectiveness.
In particular, he investigated whether or not there was a correlation between time
in combat and combat effectiveness. To determine if such a link existed, he examined
two veteran infantry divisions in the weeks before the German surrender. These units
had served in both the Mediterranean and European Theaters of Operation. Stouffer
assessed combat effectiveness by asking eighty-seven rifle platoon leaders “to name three
noncoms and three riflemen whom they would ‘hate most to lose.’” Stouffer then
checked the personnel records of these noncoms and riflemen to determine how long they
33
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had been in combat. The testimony revealed that combat efficiency increased with
combat experience only up to a certain point; combat efficiency then decreased as men
wore out. 34 A unit’s combat effectiveness also decreased as the proportion of
replacements in its ranks increased. The individual replacement system failed because it
did not provide men on the front lines with any sort of consistent rest or reprieve. By
feeding individual soldiers into the line, GFRC permitted units to remain in combat—
even if they had to hold on by the skin of their teeth. Even then, GFRC could not meet
the demand for replacements, and it often relied on hastily trained reconversions to take
the place of wounded or dead infantrymen.
The U.S. Army Military History Institute Survey Collection gauged veterans’
opinions of the Replacement System. The collection is an invaluable source in that it
provides detailed data on nearly every aspect of a GI’s wartime experiences—from
training to actual combat—but it is problematic in several regards. First, the U. S. Army
Military History Institute conducted this study, a 64-question survey, more than forty
years after the cessation of hostilities. By that time, many veterans had either died or
forgotten specific details of their wartime service. Since the survey was rather long,
those who really had something to say, or those who wanted to express grievances, would
have been more likely to take the time to respond. In addition, sample sizes vary
drastically from division to division. 35
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There are several good reasons for studying the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 9th, and 90th
Infantry Division surveys. These units served in the same campaigns (Normandy,
Northern France, the Ardennes, the Rhineland, and Central Europe). They engaged
similar enemy units, on similar terrain and in similar weather, and were in active combat
for roughly the same number of days. 36 One would therefore expect their casualty rates,
and consequently the number of replacements they received, to be comparable. 37 It is
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and thirty-four were enlisted men. The statistics for the other divisions are as follows: the 2nd Infantry
Division sample contained surveys from one field grade officer, one company grade officer, ten NCOs, and
eight enlisted men; for the 4th Infantry Division, one of the twenty-two men was a field grade officer, three
were junior officers, seven were NCOs, and eleven were enlisted men; for the 9th Infantry Division, eight
men were field grade officers, three were company grade officers, nine were NCOs, and three were enlisted
men; and for the 90th Infantry Division, there were no surveys from field grade officers, three were
completed by company grade officers, twelve were from NCOs, and twelve were from enlisted men. It is
important to note that not every veteran answered all of the questions on the survey. Therefore, there are
times when the numbers of respondents for each question do not add up to the total number of surveys
completed. Of the sixty-four questions, a handful particularly shed light on divisional performance during
the war. These questions address the quality of leadership, the soldiers’ opinions of who the real leaders
were, how frequently they saw senior commanders in their lines, their morale, and their opinions of the
Army Replacement System. The survey asked respondents to identify the highest rank they attained.
Some who remained in the army after the war retired as field grade officers and indicated as such on the
survey. In reality, they may have only been enlisted men or junior officers during World War II. For the
most part, however, the ranks described above refer to the veterans’ World War II service. The
respondents utilized a variety of phrases and descriptions when completing the questionnaire. Thus, their
answers do not always fit neatly into the categories I have created. For example, for the question
concerning reactions to receiving new replacements, some men claimed they were glad, they received them
well, etc. Therefore, I grouped all positive responses under the category “welcomed replacements.” I did
this for each of the survey questions.
36

Days in Combat in ETO, June 6, 1944 – May 8, 1945: 1st Infantry Division, 292; 2nd Infantry
Division, 303; 4th Infantry Division, 299; 9th Infantry Division, 264; 90th Infantry Division, 308. Theater
Historian, United States Army, European Theater of Operations, Order of Battle, United States Army in
World War II, European Theater of Operations (Paris: ETO, 1945).
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The total divisional casualties are as follows: 4th Infantry Division, 35,545 (252 percent loss);
9th Infantry Division, 33,864 (240 percent loss); 1st Infantry Division, 29,630 (206 percent loss); 90th
Infantry Division, 27,617 (196 percent loss); and 2nd Infantry Division, 25,884 (184 percent loss). Of the
forty-two Infantry Divisions to serve in Europe, the 4th Infantry Division suffered the most casualties, the
9th Infantry Division the second most, the 1st Infantry Division the third most, the 90th Infantry Division
the sixth most, and the 2nd Infantry Division the tenth most. Order of Battle, United States Army in World
War II, European Theater of Operations The 1st Infantry Division’s casualty statistics are a bit inflated, as
that unit spearheaded the D-Day invasion on “Bloody Omaha,” suffering 1,200 casualties on June 6, 1944,
alone.
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important to note that the 1st and 9th Infantry Divisions first entered combat in North
Africa and Sicily in 1942 and 1943, whereas the 4th Infantry Division entered combat on
D-Day and the first elements of the 2nd and 90th Infantry Divisions joined the war on
D+1 (June 7, 1944). The surveys in question, however, only concern the combat records
of the three infantry regiments in each of these five divisions from D-Day, June 6, 1944,
until V-E Day, May 8, 1945. 38
The Army War College Survey asked veterans, “How effective were the
individual replacements in combat?” Though the sample size is small, the responses
nevertheless suggest that the replacement system adversely impacted combat
effectiveness. The survey began by evaluating how veterans received the green soldiers
who joined their companies and platoons. Fifty-one of the 1st Infantry Division men,
fourteen 2nd Division veterans, thirteen men of the 4th Division, eighteen 9th Division
veterans, and eighteen 90th Division men claimed that they welcomed replacements into
their ranks. But according to Sergeant Raymond E. Zerfass, “The longer the war went,
the less we [veterans] made friends with replacements. It seems to be a natural reaction
38

The five infantry divisions under investigation contained the following infantry regiments: 1st
Infantry Division, 16th, 18th, and 26th; 2nd Infantry Division, 9th, 23rd, and 38th; 4th Infantry Division,
8th, 12th, and 22nd; 9th Infantry Division, 39th, 47th, and 60th; and 90th Infantry Division, 357th, 358th,
and 359th. An American infantry division during World War II contained approximately 15,000 men.
Each regiment (comprised of three battalions) had roughly 3,000 soldiers, and 5,211 of the 9,000 men in
the three regiments were riflemen. Riflemen were distributed among the division’s twenty-seven rifle
companies (nine companies per regiment), each of which contained 192 men divided into three rifle
platoons. The infantry regiments bore the brunt of the fighting in Europe. They engaged the enemy at
close quarters and for extended periods of time, whereas a division’s artillery, quartermaster, and
headquarters companies oftentimes deployed behind the front lines and were largely immune to the horrific
casualties suffered by the infantry regiments. Of the 946,000 casualties sustained by the United States
Army during World War II, nearly 604,000 were incurred by the infantry regiments. Thus, as these units
did most of the fighting and received a majority of the replacements, it seems logical to study the effects of
the Replacement System by investigating the records of a division’s three infantry regiments. Robert
Sterling Rush, Hell in Hürtgen Forest: The Ordeal and Triumph of an American Infantry Regiment
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2001), 299.
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to the many casualties.” 39 Several men claimed that they accepted the new men only
because it was difficult for the company to fight when under-strength. Technician 5th
Grade Eugene N. Robinson, of Company L, 358th Regiment, 90th Infantry Division,
sympathized with newly arrived replacements, but “I tried not to learn soldiers’ names
because they might soon be dead and it would hurt my ability to fight.” 40 Fifteen 1st
Division, one 2nd Division, three 4th Division, one 9th Division, and one 90th Division
surveys discussed replacements who became casualties during their first few days on the
line. 41 Private First Class William D. U’ren observed, “Some were lost very quickly . . .
in a platoon you never really learned all the names. Too many casualties.” 42 Nineteen
men from the 1st Division and three from the 4th Division stated that they were reluctant
to make friends with replacements because they did not expect them to survive more than
a few days of combat.
Other veterans were less welcoming of the newcomers. Replacement Staff
Sergeant Ronald Martin was apprehensive when he joined Company A of the 16th
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Raymond E. Zerfass, 1st Infantry Division World War II Survey Collection, 1st Infantry
Division, 16th Infantry Regiment, Company H, p. 8, United States Army Military History Institute, United
States Army Heritage and Education Center, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
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Division, 358th Infantry Regiment, Company L, p. 8, United States Army Military History Institute, United
States Army Heritage and Education Center, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.
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Army Military History Institute, United States Army Heritage and Education Center, Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania.
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Regiment, 1st Infantry Division, because he “had not earned [his rank] in combat.” 43
Perhaps Martin’s fears were well-founded because veterans resented being led by
replacements. Sergeant Alva Moore Lumpkin, Company B, 357th Regiment, 90th
Infantry Division, for instance, “looked down on new officers with new uniforms.” 44
Wilbert Goldsmith, a sergeant in Company E, 39th Infantry, 9th Infantry Division,
“didn’t like green noncoms; [the vets] thought they should come from the ranks of
seasoned men.” 45 Staff Sergeant Sam Buemi was more hostile toward new NCOs and
officers. He said, “All I know, it was my life – when we got new officers or noncoms –
they listened to me (us) or they’d get knocked on their ass.” 46 As Private First Class
Lawrence F. Buoy, Company E, 23rd Regiment, 2nd Infantry Division, explained,
“Reactions to having a dead or injured ‘buddy’ replaced by a greenhorn were not always
positive.” 47
In August 1944, Stouffer had conducted a similar survey to evaluate experienced
soldiers’ opinions of replacements, and vice versa. He asked a random group of soldiers,
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including 130 replacements, “Do you think the men who had been in your outfit for some
time tried to pass on what they had learned and tried to be of help to the replacements?”
Eighty-two percent of respondents said, “They did as much as they could.” Eighty-eight
percent of combat veterans agreed with the following statement: “When a replacement
comes into an outfit during combat, the veterans usually try to help him out all they
can.” 48 Interestingly, though, Stouffer’s data supported Martin, Goldsmith, and Buemi’s
claims. Stouffer determined that veterans were often hostile to replacement junior
officers and NCOs. The old men became bitter when replacements assumed leadership
positions, thus blocking men in the unit from earning promotions. More importantly, the
experienced men were wary of following green, untested soldiers into battle. 49 It would
have wiser for units to promote men from within their ranks. The GFRC could have then
filled these vacated positions with lower ranking enlisted replacements.
The experienced soldiers’ reservations about being commanded by rookies were
well-founded. Replacements typically received less individual training and almost no
unit training. Stouffer concluded, “Lacking established ties to buddies as well as
experience in teamwork with them, [the replacement] would appear to be at a distinct
disadvantage in his first combat experience.” 50 If a veteran survived his initial taste of
combat and adjusted to life on the line, he quickly became integrated into his company or
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platoon social group. 51 The problem for many replacements, however, was that they
became casualties shortly after arriving at the front.
With regard to how well-trained the replacements were and how effectively they
performed in battle, twenty-nine respondents in the 1st Division, two in the 4th Division,
two members of the 9th Division, and two in the 90th claimed that replacements were
poorly-trained. Nearly all of the remaining surveys noted replacement abilities varied.
As the war progressed and troop shortages worsened, the quality of replacements
declined. Many of the men that the army sent to the front were infantry reconversions
who were unfamiliar with their weapons; others had completed a shortened training
course in the United States. Forty-five 1st Infantry Division, eight 2nd Division, six 5th
Division, nine 9th Division, and eleven 90th Division respondents observed that
replacements became effective with battle experience. The only way for them to learn
was by fighting. Fourteen of the 1st Division respondents explained that the
replacements had to prove themselves in battle before veterans welcomed them into the
ranks. For the most part, however, the men in all of the divisions agreed that the “buddy
system” greatly helped increase replacement effectiveness. Noncommissioned officers
paired up with new men and stayed with them on the line for their first few days in
combat. After their “baptism by fire,” their effectiveness tended to increase. 52
Though the survey sample size is too small to offer any definitive conclusions
about the efficacy of the individual replacement system, the fact that this line of evidence
51
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echoes the issues addressed in after-action reports, combat observers’ reports, and
memoirs is significant in its own right. All of these sources confirm that replacements’
state of military preparedness varied and that veterans were frequently unwilling to
befriend green soldiers whom they expected to quickly become casualties. The surveys
also support Stouffer’s findings that replacement effectiveness increased—to a point, at
least—if a man survived several months of combat. The U.S. Army Military History
Institute survey collection can only offer limited insight into the replacement system
since the men on the frontlines were often unaware of GFRC’s overall operations. Most
did not realize that GFRC had attempted to improve replacement training and orientation,
utilized African Americans as replacements, and assigned men to units in groups of four.
What the surveys do indicate, however, is that veterans questioned the ability of the new
men who were taking the place of their dead and wounded comrades.
*

*

*

*

*

The origins of the individual replacement system are well known. The War
Department feared that the induction of too many men into the armed forces would
adversely impact agricultural and industrial production. As a result, it mobilized a paltry
ninety-division army. During the conflict’s early years, the War Department emphasized
the air war and Soviet military might in Europe. Shipping capacity also proved to be a
determining factor in the size of the American military. The “ninety-division gamble”
left the War Department with no strategic reserve and made unit rotation impossible. By
war’s end, 89 of 91 divisions were overseas, and 87 of them had seen combat.
The War Department believed it could compensate for a smaller ground army
with a managerial approach to its utilization of personnel. In war’s early years, Army
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Ground Forces sought to fill its ranks with the youngest, most intelligent, physically fit
white-men available. But it soon learned that the U.S. Navy, Marines, Army Air Forces,
and elite units had priority in receiving America’s “best and the brightest.” Even then,
the War Department was still overly selective in its screening and induction processes.
This flawed mobilization policy would set off a chain reaction of dire consequences.
Misallocation of manpower, racism, education and intelligence testing, and concepts of
physical fitness all worked in concert to prevent the War Department from creating an
efficient and effective replacement system. The Ground Force Reinforcement Command
incorrectly believed it could mass produce infantry replacements to plug gaps in the lines.
The replacements it provided infantry divisions, however, were oftentimes ill-prepared,
ill-equipped, and improperly armed. When a unit’s cadre of experienced soldiers ceased
to exist, as was often the case after several months of combat, the few veterans remaining
had a difficult time integrating green soldiers into their ranks. Combat effectiveness
declined as a result. The GFRC also could not provide sufficient numbers of
replacements, forcing the infantry divisions to endure extreme manpower shortages
throughout the course of the European campaign. The GIs, therefore, would fight on
knowing that victory, wounding, or death would provide their only escape from combat.
This study fills an important gap in the extant literature of the United States
Army’s World War II replacement system. Several scholars have addressed the system,
but they have not done so in sufficient depth. Earlier works have evaluated replacement
activities at the divisional level and below, but they almost entirely ignored the Ground
Force Reinforcement Command. This dissertation, on the other hand, spans the divide by
investigating the origins of the replacement system in the War Department and tracing
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replacement activities down to the squad level. Whereas other books have evaluated how
divisions overcame the drawbacks of the individual replacement system, this dissertation
is concerned with why divisions had to do so in the first place. Army histories tend to be
too celebratory and often utilize victory as a measure of efficiency and effectiveness.
Such an approach, however, overlooks the inherent failures in the War Department’s
personnel policies. To be sure, the Army Ground Forces contributed significantly to
victory in Europe, but the cost was high. The War Department won a pyrrhic victory in
its utilization of manpower.
The replacement system was broken from its inception. The War Department,
AGF, and GFRC were well aware of its flaws, but they were unable to alter course
effectively. More often than not, GFRC rehashed the same debates over and over without
taking decisive action. The only major changes came too late to have any significant
impact on the war’s outcome. Only after Eisenhower took direct action did GFRC truly
seek to improve its operations. Only in January 1945 did GFRC appreciate the benefit of
automatically returning casuals to their old units. Only in February 1945, when the
idealized army of 1941 and 1942 was long gone, did the War Department decide to tap
into its one remaining source of manpower—African Americans. And only in the last
month of the war did ETOUSA assign replacements to combat units as squads in an
effort to improve morale and cohesion. Just as GFRC learned the benefits of these above
practices, the German Army surrendered.
What is obvious is that the individual replacement system was nondiscriminating; it adversely impacted all units with regard to the quality, level of training,
and numbers of men it provided. The Ground Force Reinforcement Command and
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ETOUSA also neglected to standardize methods of replacement integration, and they did
not ensure the sharing of information among units. Certain infantry divisions, such as the
29th, 36th, and 104th, created effective replacement training programs. But the fact
remains that these divisions should not have had to devise their own replacement policies.
Doing so distracted them from their primary objective—defeating the enemy on the
battlefield. Some divisions and commanders figured out how to counteract the individual
replacement system’s most significant drawbacks. Many did not. Tragically, the cost in
lives lost was high.
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